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THIS MONTH'S COVERS 
Both gatefold covers come to us from 

legendary fantasy artist Larry Elmore. If 

you're looking to add some of the cover 

heroes to your RPG, check out our “Fan- 

tastic Four” feature on page 42. 

36 JEFF VS. THE WORLD 
One InQuest Gamer editor makes the ultimate Magic: The Gathering 
challenge. 
By the JQ Gamer staff. ii eee 

42 FANTASTIC FOUR 
IQ Gamer recruits the ultimate RPG dream team. 
By Dan Joyce and the IQ Gamer staff. 

52 STAR WARS: EPISODE 7 
IQ Gamer reveals the destinies of your 
favorite characters. 
By Bill Smith. 

58 GAME-APALOOZA 
A whirlwind tour of puzzles, cartoons and trivia. 
By Sean P. Fannon, Alex Shvartsman and the JQ Gamer staff. 

66 1G THEATER: THE TALENT SHOW 
By the JQ Gamer staff. 

On the cover: All characters TM & © their respective owners. EverQuest is TM & © 989 Studios. Boba Fett and Princess Leia © Lucasfilm Ltd. King Kong photo © RKO Pictures/Foto Fantasies. Jeff photo by Paul Schiraldi. 
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10 INQUISITION Letters from the readers 

18 /@ NEWS 
30 COMING SOON Upcoming releases from the world of gaming 

100 CARD STOCK Tracking trends in the gaming industry 

102 PRICE GUIDE 
118 PLAYERS GUIDE 
132 AFTER HOURS a took behind the curtain 

134 SHOWS, CONS & TOURNAMENTS 
136 SWAN SONG Our wacky take on the world of gaming 

74 KILLER DECKS Magic and Pokémon corinnarttelit des 

78 DECK BUILDING 101 Build a weenie deck in five easy steps 

82 BASIC TRAINING Strategies for the Star Wars CCG 

86 PLUGGED IN Tips and strategies for the hottest PC games, featuring EverQuest 

92 LEGENDS Original creations to enhance your roleplaying 

94 ON DECK Reviews of EverQuest * Unknown Armies ¢ The Balrog and more 

72 INQUEST GAMER SCAVENGER HUNT 
Find worthless junk and win one of every single Magic card to date! 

80 DEAD MAN’S HAND 
Rise to the challenge and win a box of Urza’s Destiny 

98 “EVERQUEST AND YE SHALL FIND” CONTEST 
Find Cow Nose and win a computer and a copy of EverQuest! 
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The Magic: The Gathering"— 
Urza's Destiny” expansion 
introduces two killer new ways 
to wreak havoc on your 
opponents: 

Reveal cards: Show cards 
from your hand for game- 
altering effects, like direct 
damage, counterspell, and 
life gain 

Lobotomy cards: Remove 
a one all copies of a card type 

2 from the game, disabling 
ms an opponent 

Look for foil-finished 
premium cards 

randomly inserted in 
select Urza’s Destiny 

\, booster packs. 

Urza’s Destiny. 
New tools for mayhem. 

(eq (a www.wizards.com/Magic 

The Gathering® Questions? (800) 324-6496 

Available in 60-card preconstructed decks and 15-card boosier packs 



LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

$s,46s0 

je s how long we've been slaving away in the 

InQuest offices these past four-plus years. We've 

seen hundreds of new games hit the market and com- 

panies rise and fall, but one thing's for certain: It’s like 

a rollercoaster ride, with just as many highs as lows. 

That said, here’s a taste of what it’s like to work for 

InQuest Gamer as we give you our pros and cons of 

working in the gaming biz: 

PRO: Have a Magic collection the size of 

Mount Rushmore. 

CON: Spend vacation time sorting cards. 

PRO: Cool freebies from gaming companies. 

CON: Spellfire cards only go so far as organic fertilizer. 

PRO: Bring home four-figure paychecks for 

playing games. 

i CON: In an effort to be up on things, endless hours 

“BRING OUT YER DEAD!” InQuest "of Battle Cattle. 

- — survived four-plus PRO: College dormitory mentality around the office 

years, Don't ask how. means hanging out over Taco Bell lunch, tunes 

cranking on the radio and Nerf wars. 

CON: College dormitory mentality means an office restroom like Jeffrey Dahmer’s 

unplugged refrigerator. 

PRO: Fans want our autographs. « 

CON: Fans want our autographs on certain body parts. 

PRO: Frequent lunch meetings at fine dining establishments like Bennigan’s and Chili's. 

CON: Back at the office, only one gas mask available. 

PRO: Working with creative and interesting people. 

CON: 18 hours a day. 

PRO: Getting into pre-release tourneys for free. 

CON: Embarrassing ourselves by losing to 6 year olds. 

PRO: Access to all online games. 

CON: Blindness from screen radiation. 

PRO: Gamers are very impressed with the gaming knowledge we have. 

CON: Girls won't talk to us. 

PRO: Can say stuff like “My weenie swampwalked, but was killed because of No Mercy” 

and boss understands you. 

CON: Forget to turn off Magic filter, tell wife that “you pumped Serra at lunch” and 

sleep on couch. 

PRO: We put out a jam-packed product we're proud of. 

CON: Every month. ¢ C2) 

My A: 

Wie pif AE 
The IQ Gamer staff 

Game Fiends 
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When False Prophet is put into a graveyard from play, remove all Creatures from the game. 

“You lived jor 
208 He for ir: Peg 

Serra’s love v7 Hl you 

emp 
Minneapolis/St. Paul 
New Orleans 

Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh: 
Raleigh/Durham 
Salt Lake City 
San Francisco Bay Area @ 650-947- 0398 Preregistration ends 5:00 pw. local time, 
Seattle WA 206-675-1608 Wednesday, May 26, 1999. 
St. Louis. MO: 314-947-8330: 
Syracuse NY 212-633-6320. iw : 
Wichita KS 316-946-1055 For worldwide tournament locations and 

information visit <www.sideboard.com> 
Canale or call (800) 324-6496 
Edmonton 3} 780-481-3496 : 
Montreal (ol@ 514-849-5696 
Toronto (0), 905-524-5725 
Vancouver BC 604-521-4471 

7, Magic: The Gathering, Urza's Destiny, Urz 



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

JOCK ITCH 

Lately I’ve been catching some guff for 

playing Magic. Mostly, it comes from 

jocks who make fun of anyone 

different from them. These are the 

kinds of guys who would pay $3 for a 

baseball card they can only stare at. I 

pay $3 for Magic cards but I actually 

use them and don’t just wait until 

they're worth something. So I ask you, 

who's more stupid? 

K. Krunch 

Cyberspace 

All the jocks in my realm have to run 

laps for eternity around a really hot 

asphalt track—think supermarket 

parking lot in Arizona, in July, except 

hotter—in their bare feet with no “ath- 

letic support,” while Magic players sit 

in the shade and taunt them. 

LOVE 

This is truly a good time for gamers. 

It’s a good time for all gamers! Now 

thanks to the extended coverage of 

CCGs, RPGs and computer games, 

gamers finally have a great mag to call 

their own. I love your extensive 

coverage of my favorite, the Star Wars 

CCG, and the “IQ News” section is 

great, giving important info to the 

gaming community. Keep up the good 

the past four y 
> “Wait a minute Mr. Postman. InQuisition has received over 1 

work. I love the new format. 

Aaron Conoly 

Princeton, Texas 

His joyous nature displeases me, shall 

I fry him? 

No, don’t. He seems wise beyond his 

years. Also, he hasn’t paid for his sub- 

scription yet. 

HATE 

I like your new format. Wait, let me 

rephrase, I would like your new format if I 

smoked enough weed and took some LSD! 

Why are you adding all this computer 

game crap? And why don't you ever talk 

about Palladium games? Their game 

system is best, excluding AD&D of course. 

Alex Calligan 

Cyberspace 

Why did you guys change the name 

to “InQuest Gamer”? It’s stupid, and 

the layout sucks. Where’s “Creative 

Campaigning”? Where's “Role Call”? And 

why the hell are you giving more coverage 

to Magic? That game is practically dead! 

Justin Paul 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Their whiny nature displeases me. Shall 

I fry them? 

They won't be missed. 

3,000 letters | 
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COV Nea 

Five years ago, I was the kid in the back 

row of your math class that everyone 

thought was mute. Three weeks ago, I 

retired with the legacy as the best Magic 

player of my group. In the world’s eyes I 

was nothing, but in Magic, | was respected, 

accepted and feared like Stasis itself. But 

then, a friend got in trouble, so I sold every 

card 1 had to help. And after five years of 

blood, sweat and mana, | have but one 

thing to say: Thank you Richard Garfield— 

not for this wonderful game, ingenious 

company or unique game system, but thank 

you, because every kid that played, at least 

for a moment, found the encouragement 

they should have gotten in life. From the 

Captain of the Lost, thank you. 

Brian Scott 

Fl Campo, Texas 

P.S. A friend asked if | reqretted losing 

my collection. I replied, “No, but I should 

have bought more InQuests to read.” 

4 2 INQUESTGAMERSO 

MORE LETTERS... 

BRING BACK MY 

STAR WARS TO ME 

What's is going on with West End Games? 

I've been GMing Star Wars for two years 

now and buy at least six sourcebooks a 

year. I am a huge fan of both the RPG and 

CCG with a book collection of around 60 

and a card collection of around 10,000. 

Naturally it brought me to tears when I 

heard about the bankruptcy filing. But 

what’s happened since you first reported 

WEG’s filing for bankruptcy? Please, 

please, please say Star Wars will be back. 

If you do, I will buy every Atog I see for 

the rest of my life and send them to you. 

If you don't, you're a buttweasel. 

Tim Sanderson 

Cyberspace 

Cool it, fiery one, and answer 

the question. 

The truth is, the Star Wars RPG con- 

tinues to rest in limbo. However, WEG 

did put in an appearance at March’s 

GAMA show (see “IQ News”, page 18) 

so anything is still possible. 

BLOODSUCKERS 

WotC must think their customers are 

dumbass Kird Apes shelling out our 

hard-earned money for those precious 

foil cards. But not me! A friend of mine 

once said that he will stop buying Magic 

cards the day the packs include bubble 

gum. I am not going to wait that long. I 

will quit now ‘cause I’m already 

dreaming about Peter “The Licid” 

Adkison taking a bath in champagne and 

going nuts by counting the extra dollars 

he squeezed out of kids chasing those so 

called “premium” cards. 

Stefan Rather 

Hamburg, Germany 

Primates rule! Especially Kird Apes 

and Simian Grunts. 

TOP 5 REASONS TO 

KEEP THE HURLOON 

MINOTAUR 

5) Has the best pick-up line: “Im horny, 

but aren't we all!” 

4) Only Anson Maddocks artwork that 

isn't twisted. 

3) Tattoos are cool. Facial tattoos are 

doubly so. 

2) Since Jordan's retired, the only bull 

worth watching. 

1) No other card says 

Magic?” in any language. 

John “Mace” Moesner 

Dayton, Ohio 

“Do you play 

Tone it down, brimstone britches. 

You're going to get us in trouble. And 

speaking of britches... 

LEDERHOSEN BOY 

I'ma 14 year-old German boy and I missed 

about five issues of your magazine! Where 

can I get them? Oh, and before I forget, 

everyone in America thinks all Germans 

wear leather pants! But that’s wrong! I'm 

living in Germany, not in Austria! I just 

wanted to set that point clear. 

Jens Riker 

Germany 

Aiii... Stop lying, or I'm gonna get fired. 

_We’ve been getting lots of back issue 

requests lately. If you're interested in 

getting past issues of IQG just call 

(914) 268-3594 or e-mail wiz- 

mart@aol.com. Each issue costs S6, 

plus S2 shipping for your whole pur- 

chase, and some are in very low supply. 
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InQuest Gamer seeks 

REAL 
ANSWERS 

TO STUPID 
QUESTIONS 

To: Amulet Jewelry Catalog 

I am searching for a box—inset with 

gems and/or having nice detail work 

and made of precious metal. This box 

will be used to hold my favorite 60- 

card Magic: The Gathering deck. 

Thank you for your time. 

Yours truly, 

E.T. Dudley 

My only suggestion is a solid silver 

box | had hand made for a valuable 

gemstone. The box has a hinged lid 

and fleur de lis design on all sides. 

lt weights about 5 ounces and is 

about 3 inches by 4 four inches by 2 

inches. | want $7000 for this one-of- 

a-kind box. 

Yours, 

David Dikinis, Gemolagist 
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ON THE BANNED 

WAGON? 

I want to express my concern at WotC’s 

recent efforts to ban the distribution of a 

shareware program called Apprentice, a 

virtual playing table for online gamers to 

meet and play Magic, design decks, etc. 

I appreciate WotC’s interest in 

protecting their intellectual property. 

As they are a business, their chief 

aim is to earn a profit, and that is their 

right. However, I see banning Apprentice 

as unnecessary and possibly to their 

detriment. Through Apprentice, I myself 

have introduced several friends to Magic. 

These are people I do not get to see 

often who attend schools in other states. 

At my prodding, these people down- 

loaded the program and tried it out, only 

to discover that they loved the game. 

Many of them have gone on to spend 

hundreds of dollars on Magic. 

I understand that WotC may want to 

replace Apprentice with their own 

commercial version. If this is their 

plan, I hope that they include 

Apprentice’s developers in the creation 

of that product. 

Charles J. Kowalski 

Trenton, Michigan 

| to0 love my apprentice, He does point- 

less menial labor under the auspices of 

being an “intern.” What a dork! Right 

now, I've got him sweeping the floor 

in my condo—with a toothbrush. 

That’s not a real helpful answer, pitch- 

fork boy. Let’s talk with WotC public 

relations manager’ Kristine 

Szarkowitz—pronounced “Smith’—to 

get the real story behind the banning 

of Apprentice, the shareware pro- 

gram: “There is no banning. We 

entered into a cooperative program 

with Dragonstar to jointly develop the 

software. Apprentice and Netdraft 

are back on line and still free. WotC 

stepped in simply because we want 

to keep control of our property and 

not have Magic misrepresented. The 

most current version of these pro- 

grams should be available at any of 

the popular Magic sites.” 

InQuest contests... 

» $58,694. That’s the combined value of all the grand 

EVEN MORE LETTERS... 

DIE INQUEST! DIE! 

DIE! DIE! 

I was skimming through The Duelist 

recently, and in one section asking 

employees what they hoped to see in 1999, 

one of the editors said InQuest's bankruptcy. 

Did you know that they hate you? 

Stan James 

Lansing, MI 

Said wisher of bad tidings was 

Dungeon Adventures magazine edi- 

tor Christopher Perkins. When 

asked about his comments he wrote 

us this letter: 

There have been concerns voiced about my 

desire to see InQuest vanish like David Cop- 

perfield’s career, the dodo or Troll magazine. 

Well, I have three words for you, my friends: 

This isn't Poland. We live in America, the 

land of the free. I can decry InQuest and con- 

demn the magazine to bankruptcy if I want 

to. It's called free speech; if that bothers you, 

go back to Warsaw. They don't have toilets 

there, but hey, you guys obviously like to 

dump your crap on other people anyway. 

Stan, maybe you're too naive to under- 

stand the cutthroat, Doberman-eat-poodle 

nature of the gaming industry, so here’s 

what I suggest you do: Pull the box of 

crayons out of your derriere—that’s French 

for ass—and go back to shooting shaving 

cream up your nostrils, gluing four-sided 

dice to your forehead and looking at the 

pretty pictures in your shiny new InQuest 

Gamer. When you can show me your grade 

nine diploma and can handle really big 

words like “irony” and “satire,” I'll give 

you a free subscription to a real gaming 

magazine and buy myself a flying pig. 

According to his associates at Wizards 

of the Coast, what Chris really meant 

to say was: “I facetiously replied 

‘InQuest’s bankruptcy’ when asked 

what I'd like to see most in 1999. The 

comment, made in jest, was never 

intended as an affront to InQuest, its 

dedicated staff, its loyal readers and 

the gaming industry in general. Truly, 

! would not wish bankruptcy upon any- 

one. The comment pointed to the 

growing and healthy competition 

prizes given away in | 



LAST OF THE LETTERS... 

between our respective magazines, but 

it was a jaded, smart-aleck remark. 

My sincere apologies to all who 

were offended.” 

COFFEE BOY 

I am interested in applying as an 

intem/coffee boy at InQuest. I have a lot of 

great ideas and a very creative mind. Also, I 

could live at the offices and guard them 

from burglars and other bad people. I'm 6’2”, 

so I can reach things on the tallest shelves. 

But what's a “coffee boy” you might ask? A 

coffee boy is a person who makes and gives 

coffee to people who want it. 

Sam Fondry 

Exeter, N.H. 

Thanks for the offer Sam, but we don’t} 

have many tall shelves and don’t drink 

enough coffee to keep you busy. There is, 

however, often a line for the single} 

welcome a guy who wouldn’t mind hold- 

ing a bucket while a guy... You know... 

HELP! SEND CARDS 

I live in a remote area of Alaska, a town of 

about 20 people. My friends all play Magic, 

but I always win. They don't have good 

enough decks, I suppose. That’s where you 

all come in. I would ask that you pass the 

hat around the InQuest office, and see if you 

can find a pile o’ cards to help my 

beleaguered buds compete. They really need 

the help. They are Kina Smith and Ayaire 

Voorhees at Box WWP, Ketchikan, Ak 99950. 

Ethan Cantil 

Ketchikan, Alaska 

We passed the hat for our Eskimo 

pals but regretfully it came back with 

IF YOU COULD BRING BACK 
ONE DEAD RPG, WHICH WOULD 
YOU CHOOSE? 

STAR WARS 
53% 

Fans definitely want their Jedis, and while the future of that game is up in 

the air, our second place finisher, Champions, is due for a new edition real 

soon. The biggest surprise, over half of the “other” votes wanted to see 

TSR’s old, non-Saga Marvel Super Heroes and Mayfair's DC Heroes back in 

print. And while there’s not much hope for a new Marvel game, the DC 

Heroes’ system is in use right now in The Blood of Heroes RPG. You can 
check it out at the publisher’s website, wwav.PulsarGamesinc.com. 

4 6 INQUESTGAMERS5SO 

restroom here at InQuest. We'd certainly 

“There have heen 178 original, playable Magic cards printed in. InQuest 7 

A since issue #1. That’s enough for a set all ‘entirely omits: Owain fact, it : 

$) would contain more cards shay Lu af bes oe) in \ Magic, : : 
= —eonerennememar mm 

no Magic cards, just a Spellfire 

doorstop—also known as a starter 

deck—a powdered donut with a bite 

out of it, four AOL disks and a life 

counter that only goes to 19. 

STICK A FORK IN 

PC MAGIC 
What happened to Microprose’s Magic for 

the PC? They haven't released the Fallen 

Empires cards and haven't said anything 

about future additions. The game needs 

numerous improvements as well, like 

adding higher resolution graphics and 

fixing some of the bugs. 

And how about a Dominaria Magic 

online game? It could be like a cross 

between Ultima Online, Baldur's Gate and 

Magic. You could trade, duel, search 

around, build your deck, etc. It would be 

cool. Is Microprose planning any of this? 

Johnny Deericker 

Cyberspace 

According to WotC: Microprose’s Magic 

PC game will no longer be supported. 

There are no plans for future expansions 

or updates. The Magic team is currently 

working on the next online version of 

Magic. it’s too early to reveal details, 

but they claim it will be the best com- 

I suddenly feel so empty. Hope you 

enjoyed “InQuisition,” though. Have a 

good month and check back here in 

30 sleeps. eC) 

ew ‘ 

Anyone doubting Tom Slizewski has no soul 

becomes a believer once they see him dance. 

eee 



What's happening F 
in the world of gaming... 

OF NEW ; Sypay lvis was not in the building, but elves were. 

NCED AT 
E SHO 

i ailmil Vegas and it was hosting the annual Game Manufactur- 

: ers of America (GAMA) trade show, that’s not surprising. It’s at 

? this show every spring that roleplaying and other hobby game 

companies announce their new products and show off 

their latest wares. From what we saw, this year’s game 

crop looks promising, not a hound dog in the bunch: 

e The biggest news came from Precedence Enter- 

tainment, which not only announced a projected October 

release for a CCG based on Robert Jordan's Wheel of 

Time fantasy book series, but also a Tomb Raider CCG due 

out at Gen Con. Precedence plans to have roleplaying 

games based on both properties out early next year. 

Winter ‘99 should also see a revision of their Immortal 

RPG and two expansions for the Babylon 5 CCG and a new 

non-collectible B5 card game. 

© Feng Shui will be back on store shelves in August 

now that it’s been acquired by Atlas Games. This RPG 

has been much missed since Daedalus Entertainment 

went belly up. Sequel games to the hits Lunch Money 

and Once Upon a Time are rumored to be in the works 

for the year’s end. 

¢ At Hero Games, things are gearing up for a Gen Con 

release of Champions, Fifth Edition as well as Champions: 

New Millennium, Second Edition, which will include both 

Hero System and Fusion stats. Also, look for the anime- 

based Dragonball Z RPG to show up using the Fuzion 

system. Hero also hopes to make a splash with their line 

of software for creation and conversion of game stats; 

featured games include Deadlands, Call of Cthulhu and 

GURPS among others. 

¢ Hubris Games did well enough with its first edition 

of Maelstrom RPG to warrant a second. This August release 

will be a “big fat” product in the words of company pres- 

ident, Christian Aldridge, with a complete world setting 

and revised rules. 

e And speaking of maelstroms... FASA’s big release for 

August of ‘99 will be VOR: The Maelstrom, a sci-fi/fan- 

tasy, character-based miniatures game where players can 

play anything from mutant Soviets to psionic, alien mar- 

tial artists to a bright and shiny version of the undead. 

8 FASA will also be releasing a Shadowrun quick-start guide 

2 : a to get players into their best-selling game fast. It should 

HOW DO | PLAY!? (Clockwise from retail for about seven bucks. 

ETM p se Hareeraahaanor Tia q _In February ‘96, Fred Fields’ beckoning mummy artwork on Mn@uest #10 won an | 
_ and /OR games announced. award for best newsstand magazine cover. The award plaque still hangs ahove,| 

Manesing Editor Tom Slizewskt’s desk, right next to our custom-designed Atog | 
-Pez dispenser. = ; ene : Pe 

_ JACK 
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you can be anything—even a chicken. 

e Pinnacle Entertainment also plans to have a big year. The : 

Great Rail Wars miniatures game will be revised into a second edi- : 

tion and retitled Grim Crusade. The core Deadlands rulebook will : 

also do the second edition thing, with a release at Origins in July. : 

Brave New World, Pinnacle’s new superhero RPG (see page 24) will : 

be introduced at Origins with the trial of the heroic Patriot. His : 

execution is set for Gen Con along with the release of the game. : 
: this fall comes a cool dark conspiracy- Yeesh! Talk about your kangaroo courts! 

e Alderac Entertainment Group’s swashbuckling Seventh Sea : 

RPG is set for a June release and No Quarter, the CCG adaptation : 

created in conjunction with Five Rings Publishing, is another Gen i 

Con release. Their Imperial City box set for the Legend of the Five : 
: ing their long overdue Star Trek RPG Rings RPG is also due this summer. 

e Not enough Star Wars for you this summer? Decipher's top : 

secret Young Jedi CCG should hit shelves almost immediately after i 

the film’s release. It’s a new system, not compatible with the : 

existing Star Wars CCG, intended to be easier to learn. For the ; “classic” Star Trek RPG and the 

existing game, Endor should see publication near spring’s end as : Dune RPG, based on the works of 

: Frank Herbert. well as the Blaze of Glory expansion for the Star Trek CCG. 

¢ Holy moley! Who'd a thunk it? After months of specula- 

tion and with the help of French investors, West End Games : 

seems to be back on track. The much awaited reissue of the : 

tile game Kings & Things is due this summer, as well as a new ; 

edition of Paranoia. But there’s even bigger news from WE 

The DC Universe RPG is a go again! Expect superheroes like 

Batman, Superman and the Flash to roll out in a box set in late 

summer. However, there’s still no comment on the future of 

their Star Wars RPG. 

Speaking of back from the dead... Avalon Hill is now a ded- 

icated arm of Hasbro—dedicated to strategy games, that is. These 

won't be available at your local Toys R Us but only at your local 

hobby stores. Expect a big roll-out at Gen Con, including revised 

editions of classics like Acquire and Diplomacy (with—gasp— 

metal pieces!) as well as a new Civil War game. There are also 

plans for a new and different RPG-like strategy game titled Strat- 

ego Legends and a revamped form of Axis & Allies, focusing on the 

war in Europe. Also on the horizon: Diplomacy for the computer 

e Fantasy Flight Games will continue its strong track-record 

of innovative products with the release of Discwars in June. In this 

groundbreaking fantasy game, armies composed of elves, dragons 

etc. are represented by differently sized discs and flipped along i i Brent Fishbaugh 

the table to determine combat. \! S ' D E 

Trust us. You have to see it 

to understand it. Later in 

the summer, Thunder's Edge 

will give players the chance 

to dominate a planet of the 

same name by any means 

possible—military, political 

and any number of ways in 

between. And since these 

guys never sleep, they're : 

also releasing Cthulhu Live, a 

Second Edition. Z 

© Of course, there’s plenty 

of Magic planned for ‘99. First 

up is Urza’s Destiny in June. 

The next stand-alone set, yet- 

untitled, is scheduled for 

October. Otherwise, look for 

Wizards of the Coast/TSR to 

continue to celebrate 

Advanced Dungeons & Drag- 

ons’ 25th anniversary with memorial 

products like the revised White 

Plume Mountain and Against the 

Giants modules. Pokémon CCG cards 

continue to sell like candy to 

kindergartners, and June will see 

the Jungle expansion. Also from TSR 

themed supplement for Alternity 

entitled Dark Matter. 

e Last Unicorn had fallen off the 

viewscreen but was at GAMA promis- 

supplements. This summer should 

see the Romulan box set, the long- 

awaited Deep Space Nine RPG, the 

¢ Conspiracy X from Eden Stu- 

dios is making waves with 

sourcebooks on new conspiracy 

types, the “New World Order” across 

Europe and Area 51, the latter due to 

come out as a box set at year’s end. 

And while on the subject, Steve Jack- 

son Games’ GURPS Conspiracy X is 

nearing completion and due for release 

by Christmas. 

¢ Holistic Design’s Fading Suns RPG 

is also doing the second edition 

thing this summer. 

e And last, but definitely not 

least, Thunder Castle Games con- 

tinues to add to its Highlander CCG 

franchise. Up next is a free online 

version of the game. 

InQuest Gamer will keep you 

posted as all these projects develop 

over the next few months. 
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Battle.net King of Online Hill 
a 
|| 
| 

aA Ff you’ ve noticed an increase in ithe: wataber of ane signals you : 

| receive when calling into your internet service provider, it’s : 

ee probably because game jockeys are jamming the phone lines. : 

Blizzard Entertainment's online game service, Battle.net, has 
logged more than 2.1 million users in the first two months of : 

this year, a 50 percent increase from last year. This huge traffic : 

volume has made Battle.net—home of the immensely popular 

Starcraft: Brood War—the world’s largest Internet playing venue : 

with peak hours topping out at more than 50,000 players com- : 

peting simultaneously. : 

According to Bill Roper, director of third party development 

at Blizzard, “We believe that the combination of excellent games, : 

ease of access and the fact that the service is free to our cus- : 

tomers have been key factors to making Battle.net so popular.” : 

According to Roper, the industry has really just started to : 

take off, much to the delight of gaming fans across the globe. “The : 

quality of games that can be played online has continued to rise, : 

as well as the quality of the services that support these games. : 

When you combine that with the ability to instantly meet and play : 

against hundreds and thousands of gamers across the world as : 

well as get involved in a community of people who have the same : 

interests as you, it is no surprise that playing online has become i 

so popular,” he said. What is surprising is that the United States : 

is not the number one market for Battle.net, it’s South Korea. 

The United States is currently number two. ll Chuck Bednar 

Wot Growing 
into Miniatures 

eing top dog in collectible card and roleplaying games isn’t enough for 

Wizards of the Coast. The company that owns Magic and Dungeons & 

Dragons recently announced it is going full-force into miniatures. 

“We've [TSR] really been in the miniatures field for 20 years. Almost since 

the beginning,” said Peter Adkison, president of Wizards of the Coast, the 

company that owns TSR. Until the end of 1998, Ral Partha, a leading minia- 

; a tures manufacturer, produced 

official D&D miniatures under 

license. “The only difference now 

is we're taking miniatures in- 

house. I believe we have much 

better capability to distribute 

and market them,” Adkison said. 

Wizards of the Coast-pro- 

= a i . duced miniatures will likely be 

i LEAD HEADS Wot€ will start making marketed under the WotC brand 

4. ‘An attendant or assistant, like an altar D&D minis. “name. Bob Watts, a long-time 

boy. 2. The highest minor order in the Catholic __leader in the miniatures field, will join Wizards of the Coast as a vice presi- 

church. 3. Multani’s Acolyte: Green Urza's __ dent to head up the brand. Watts served most recently as president of Ral Partha. 

: Legacy 2/1 creature that allows youto draw _—_‘Prior to that, he owned and operated Heartbreaker-Target, a miniatures games 

a card when it comes into play. 4. Whatvam- == manufacturer best known for the Warzone game. 

pires say when you point a lantern atthem. — - Fans shouldn't be much affected by this change, except that minis are more 

. | _____ssilikely to be available at local hobby stores. Ml A4.@. Goode 

\_ chips. Editor Mike Searle taught Editor-in-Chief Pat McCallum and Specials Edi 
tor Doug Goldstein how to play, gave them each an all-commons, Unlimited deck 

a) O Cie -and the ideas started flowing from there. 
INQUESTGAMER50 . ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS r - eee cee 

The concept for. /n@uest began four and half years ago over a bag of potato 

Miniatures photo by Paul Schiraldi. Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. Star Craft ™ & © Blizzard Entertainment 



ey 
/ up ASC Games’ latest computer offering this fall. 

| The twisted minds that produced the innovative 3D 

shooter Sanitarium are hard at work on their latest reality-warp- 

ing project—Werewolf: The Apocalypse, The Heart of Gaia. Based i 

on the White Wolf roleplaying game of the same name, this first- i 

person action game sets you up as a fledgling werewolf. 

Fans of the roleplaying game won't be disappointed; the design : 

team is led by gaming veteran Travis Williams, one of the RPG's : 

original authors. Heart of Gaia uses the Unreal engine as its back- i 

bone, but this is not your typical shooter. For starters, it introduces : 

character morphing technology. As Williams points out, “You can’t : 

make a game about werewolves if you're gonna cheese-out on : 

the morphing.” 

You can freely change among three forms. The homid state is i 

your human form, which offers the advantage of letting you use : 

firearms. In the lupus wolf form, you can run faster, fit through : 

Natrow spaces and track your prey by scent. And in the half-man, : 

half-wolf crinos form, you are nine feet of pure destruction. Mor- : 

phing between forms is fluid, and an integral part of the game. : 

: for a lethal attack, and “Blur of the Milky Eye,” which can ren- You can change forms at any time, even while jumping. In fact, 

some of the game's puzzles can only be solved by switching forms : 

i confrontation isn’t the answer. on the fly. 

Heart of Gaia starts out as a quest for vengeance, but turns : 

into a desperate search for the title artifact and a face-to-face : 

: its own special powers. For more information, be sure to swing by showdown with the Wyrm, the werewolves’ greatest foe. 

As you advance through the game you are rewarded with : 

potent spell-like abilities—abilities like wasp talons, which sends : 

erewolves are real. At least gout think so after pene 

RAGE AGAINST THE COMPUTER Werewolf RPG- 

based PE game introduces morphing technology. fry swarm of 

insects to encircle your foe, causing damage and setting you up 

der you invisible—useful in those rare instances when direct 

Heart of Gaia also offers a deathmatch multiplayer option, 

where you can choose to be from one of several tribes—each with 

www.ascgames.com, where you'll find the latest updates every 

full moon. Hi Jeff Hannes 

BLAST FROM THE PAST a Loox AT QUR FAVORITE CLASSIC GAMES 

InQuest lost its staples beginning with issue #30 in September of 1997, almos 
E\_two years ago. In the most famous of staple losses, Pariar lost its almost, 

a= INQGUESTGAMERSO 

Sel 12 years earlier in October of 1985. 

Werewolf: The Apocalypse ™ & © White Wolf. ASC Games authorized user. Wolfenstein 3-0 ™ & © Id Software. 



CONTEST WINNERS 
ED McMAHON |S ON THE WAY! 

44 

DEAD MEAT 

INQUESTGAMER50 

-As:of issue #49, InQuest Gamer had published over 6,600 pages: of text; i Hest 
alaned Sine times the senate of the Bible, : 

Md) teeta Pinnacle Creates 

Brave New World 
“PARANORMALS” FOCUS 
F NEW RPG 

rT] 4 sk not what your country can do for you; ask what 

your country might do to you.” That’s a quote from 

mPresident-for-Life John EF. Kennedy in the fascist 

America of Brave New World, the upcoming superhero roleplay- 

ing game from Pinnacle Entertainment, the makers of the 

Deadlands RPG. 

Matt Forbeck, president of Pinnacle Entertainment and the 

lead designer of BNW, descrbes the setting as “a world in which 

basic human rights don’t ' 

get much more than lip 

service, and you play one 

of the few people with the 

power to do something 

about it.” The United 

States has been under mar- 

tial law since a team of 

disgruntled superhumans 

attempted to assassinate 

President Kennedy in 1963. 

Today, civil rights and 

personal liberties are 

largely a thing of the 

past—especially if you're 

a paranormal “Delta.” 

Either you register with 

the government and pos- 

sibly get recruited or you 

become a Defiant, an out- 

law dedicated to restoring 

democracy to a nation 

that's been brought up to [ATR GMn a See et 
fear yOu. not your cliche superheroes. 

Unlike many superhero 

RPGs, Brave New World's system isn't designed to handle every 

power imaginable. “Most superhero roleplaying games seem to be 

about simulating the entire breadth of the world of comic books,” 

said Forbeck. “We're more interested in telling this particular 

story.” Players choose their powers from preconstructed pack- 

ages—super-strength, flight, invisibility—which are designed 

to be internally balanced. 

Each supplement will feature more power packages, allowing 

for additional depth in character design. Pinnacle has support 

products for BNW lined up well into next year. After the release 

of the core rules will be a gamemaster’s screen, followed by Rav- 

aged Planet, which fleshes out the game’s dark setting. Three 

organization sourcebooks are next: Defiants talks about the rebel 

Deltas and their fight for liberty, Delta Prime details the govern- 

ment'’s quasi-military superteam and Triumph, Inc. is a hero-for-hire 

organization that rents out registered Deltas to the highest bid- 

der. Brave New World will debut at this year’s Gen Con convention 

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the weekend of August 5-8. 

M Jason Schneiderman 

rave New World ™ & © Pinnacle Entertainment. Magic: Unglued is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. 



RPG Characters Sell 
for $2,025! 
ULTIMA ONLINE ACCOUNT 
AUCTIONED FOR RECORD SUM 

t’s every gamer’s dream 

| Bee true—selling your 

roleplaying characters for 

big money. Now, Ultima Online is 

making it a reality. 

Accounts from the popular 

online RPG are selling briskly on 

internet auction services like 

eBay (www.ebay.com). The flood 

of sales began after a player 

known as Turbohawk sold his 

account in March for $521. It 

included five high-level charac- 

ters and more than a 

half-million gold pieces. “This 

is the best game on earth and I 

wish I had the time to play,” he 

wrote after the sale. “But I don't 

have time to play anymore.” 

That sale was dwarfed two 

weeks later when Michael Han- 

son sold his account for a 

whopping $2,025! “It was worth more than that to me,” Hanson said. “I've been 

Subtitled playing since November of ‘97, but wanted more free time to play other games.” His 

VHS only | account included a half-dozen high-level characters—a grandmaster mage and black- 

: smith among them—plus a placed castle, a keep deed and more than 2.5 million gold 

pieces spread over several servers. Bidding on this account started at $50. Most 

accounts offered on eBay start in the $50-$300 range. “ 

According to David Swofford, a spokesman for Origin Systems, the game’s pub- 

lisher: “We're thrilled and fascinated by the sales. It’s unprecedented that people are 

paying real money for virtual real estate.” Swofford believes most of the sales involve 

active players who've reached a plateau in the game they can't or don’t have the time 

Anime for your funny hone to get past. “Also, strategic real estate is hard to get in the real world and in UO. 

The only way to get things like cas- 

TS ey aera tles in primo locations is to buy 

AC ER) poems” he said. 
Ultima Online is set in the vir- 

Dual Language DVD—$29.98 $.R.P. each tual fantasy world of Britannia and 

costs $10 a month—plus the $50 

FOR MORE INFO CALL cost of the game—to play. In addi- 

1-800-421-1621 tion to the monetary investment 

Check our our website at required, UO is played in real time, 

ACT ELOTMAIIE g and it takes months to build-up a 
character's skills and wealth. Because 

OPEL RLU pg Of these factors, UO accounts will 
likely be in high demand as the 

game continues to grow. UO pio- 

neered pay-to-play massive online 

s NIC -OAST 5 i a fantasy roleplaying and has reached 
Tee gamers eucOM 125,000 active accounts as of April 

‘99. M Torn Slizewski 

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION Ultima Online's 

virtual real estate is selling for hig bucks. 

BiG BUCKS $2,000 will get you 

2.5 million gold. 
Ultima Online ™ & © ORIGIN Systems. 

“We always give-all kifds of cool inserts away each i issue. The heaviest? The | 
2. oversized Chaos Orb from issue #12. The smallest? The mini Jawa card fromissue,| 

#49. The most oapennive? The first InQéest board game; Maelstorm, ata oak 
3) -ping $20,000. 
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ace For Glory 
MAGIC GRAND PRIXES A: 

DASH FOR CASH | 
f you want to go to the big party, you gotta be invited. That's ; 

[:: way real life works and it’s no different in the world of : 

professional Magic. 

And unless your name is on the “Top Guns” chart to the right 

of this article, you gotta earn an invitation. But that’s not as | _ 

tough as you may think. If you're serious about battling your } 

way into the Pro Tour, your best bets are Magic Grand Prixes. : | 

Your chances of scoring a Pro Tour invitation at a Grand Prix are i 

about as good as it gets, since the top eight players—instead of : 

the top one or two at a Pro Tour Qualifier—get invites. 

Even if you're not looking for an invitation, the cash prizes : 

at a Grand Prix are worth the effort, with the top player netting : 

$2,400, and the other top 15 players splitting $15,000; prizes are } 

a bit smaller for Grand Prixes not held in the United States. And : 

with 10 Grand Prixes scheduled so far in 1999—with more to be } 

finalized later in the year—in eight different countries, sooner : 

i GPs,” he said. “After Vienna, I played a ‘tournament using my or later, one of these will take place near you. 

Of course, the cash and Pro Tour invitations mean Grand Prixes i 

are among the biggest Magic events; it takes two days of gruel- i 

ing play to determine the top players. And since players can also i 

score Pro Tour points for doing well at a Grand Prix, many pro- : 

fessional-level players attend and the competition is tough. On : 

the up side, if one of the top eight players is already qualified for : 

the Pro Tour, the invitations are passed down to the next non- ; 

i strategy was brilliant; in the last round of Swiss play, he used all 

i 15 cards from his sideboard to defeat a “CounterSliver” deck— 
invited player. 

This past March saw two Magic Grand Prixes: 

At GP Vienna, Austria, 350 players met at the Hofburg, a gor- i 

geous 19th-century building in the historical city, to see who i 

would bag the money and invitations. Emerging victorious was Kai : 

Budde, the undisputed master of European Grand Prixes. He'd : 

earlier won GP Barcelona, Spain, and come in second at GP Birm- : 

ingham, England. In fact, he’s the only player ever to win i 

consecutive Grand Prixes. The most amazing thing about Budde } 

isn’t his Grand Prix successes, though, it’s his humility. You'd ; 

think winning two major events would build some well-deserved : 

pride in his ability. But Magic has taught him the foolishness of 

pride. “I’m the world’s biggest scrub who keeps getting lucky at : 

KAI BUDDE’S GP-WIENNA 
WINNING TIDE DECK 

KING OF KANSAS Brilliant sideboard strategy 

helped Mark Gordon win Grand Prix Kansas City. 

winning Tide deck and lost every match!” 

Closer to home was GP Kansas City, Kansas, the last opportu- 

nity to qualify for the next big Pro Tour in New York, the last 

weekend of April. More than 450 players showed up for this final 

opportunity to make it to the big time. Mark Gordon proved to 

be the man to beat. He took the top spot by deftly playing a 

basic Sligh deck. While his deck was fairly standard, his sideboard 

removing most of his creatures in exchange for Pyroblasts, which 

counter blue spells, and the legal maximum of four legal Anar- 

chy, which buries white creatures. This allowed him to destroy all 

his opponent's dangerous white/blue Crystalline Slivers—the ones 

makes all slivers untargetable. These were key to his opponent’s 

deck and removing them assured his victory. ll Rick Moscatello 

and Alex Shvartsman 

a aeeeeneta 

KEVS 70 VICTORY These cards won the day 

for Kai Budde and Mark Gordon at GPs 

Austria and Kansas City, respectively. 

Although we’d occasionally mention new games other than COGs, /@ didn’t start. 
direct coverage of RPGs till issue #26, when we covered them our favorite, 
games of all time. We started with online computer game Coverage almost ‘two 

pe) 8 y - years later in.issue #46. . Y 

ROSS TR AME AO ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS 

Magic: The Gathering is a registers 



TROPHY TRACK This tournaments in most Magic- 

Photo courtesy of Paul Schiraldi. 

Big-time TOP GUNS macic sHARPSHOOTERS 

Magic 1999 
eady to try your hand at pro level Magic? Here’s 

a rundown of the top events remaining in 1999. 

52 GsThe next Grand Prix will be in Amsterdam, 

Netherlands, from May 15-16. After that, it’s on to 

Washington D.C., June 18-20. Formats for these are 

undetermined. There will be several more GPs through- 

out the year, but times and __ LAY ; tir —~ 

places aren't definite. Locations / Te THE MONTH 

being considered are Memphis, 

Tennessee; Sydney, Australia; 

and Porto, Portugal. 

You've likely just missed 

Pro Tour New York, held in 

Secaucus, New Jersey, April 30 

through May 2. But you 

have plenty of time to qualify 

for the next PT, in Chicago, 

September 25-27. This will 

be Limited Booster Draft 

format and have the usual 

$150,000 purse. 

Before that will be national 

playing countries. In the U.S. 

the Nationals take place the 4th 

of July weekend at the Origins 

convention in Columbus, Ohio. Rochester Draft format 

will be used. To get to play in the nationals, you must 

have a Standard/Limited DCI rating above 2,000 —the 

exact number will be determined in May— or qualify 

at the convention prior to the Nationals starting. 

The 1999 Magic season will wrap up with the World 

Championships, held in Yokohama, Japan. This six 

day event will test the endurance and skills the top 

Magic players in a wide variety of formats, and top 

players will split a quarter of a million bucks! 

Bf Aick Moscatello 

summer’s premiere 

Magic events. 
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RELEASE OF THE MONTH 

Shootout at 
High Noon by Sean P. Fannon 

CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FIR OVI: Five Rings Publishing 
RELEASE: May 
COST: $9.99 
HIE GIST: Most people know that InQuest Gamer started out 

as a Magazine primarily dedicated to collectible card games, and 

they're still a major love for everyone on the staff. As such, you 

gotta figure that any game that captures our imagination has got 

to be one of the best ever made; Doomtown is just such a game. 

Doomtown: Shootout at High Noon is your chance to jump on your 

horse, slap on your shootin’ irons and ride into the fantasy/ 

horror/Western town of Gomorra to make your fortune. Complete 

with two complete preconstructed decks, you and a sidekick can 

get down to business and join in all the fun without missing a step. 

No game does well if new players can't easily get involved, and 

this fully developed starter set is meant to make sure you can 

draw and flop with the best of them. B 

Newbies will find lots to love about 

this game. Not only is the story top draw 

and the characters cool beyond words, 

but the game play is the most unique and 

clever invented for the hobby. Anyone 

who knows how poker works will have an 

edge here, although it’s still a very dif- 

ferent game where strategy means more 

than luck. The right deck construction 

will mean a slick, fast game, but the wrong 

mix can mean the undertaker has yet 

another coffin to hammer together. 

Although this is mainly a beginner 

set—100 cards of Law Dogs and Black- 

jacks—old hands will also find some of reason to grab 

this boxed set, since there are two cards totally unique [Eee Ueto 
to the box that you won't find in any boosters or other SLUR CATE Tana 
starters: experienced versions of Eddy Bellows and [UDWHhGat iis 0 
Corky Henderson. In other words, there isn’t a Doom- 

town player, old or new, who will want to 

miss this Shootout. 

S| a INQUESTGAMER50 
Brom, Clyde Caldwell, Larry El 

rtainment. FRPG authorized user. 

Deadlands ™ & © Pinnac! 

_-Fred Fields has painted the most covers for /n@uest—four including issue #10’s | 
voluptuous mummy, issue #21’s evil Santa, issue #27’s sand creatures and. issue} 
#35’s werewolf. Seven others have al two each—Stefano Baldo, Ed Beard, i 

A k 



Awakenings 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROM: Five Rings Publishing 

RELEASE: June 
COST: $8.99 per starter, $2.49 

per booster 

THE GIST: The world of Legend of the Burn- 
ing Sands just got a lot more crowded. Not 

only are more people entering into the 

strange game of power and dominance, but 

now, there’s a god about to wake up and 

smell the coffee. The underestimated, decep- 

tively powerful Merchant's Guild has entered 

the fray with its vast resources and connec- 

tions. And there’s another group—less 

structured and more eclectic than the others—hell-bent on wak- 

ing Lord Moon for its own nefarious purposes. Night in the desert 

is filled with new dangers, and those that sleep through it might 

wake up to find a knives at their throats. 

Clanbook: Salubri 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FRGM: white Wolf Studios 
RELEASE: June 
GOST: $12 
THE GIST: Can't we all just get along? Apparently not, as the 
upstart Tremere continue their war of genocide against the only 

Kindred clan capable of actually healing anyone. With their founder, 

Saulot, dead and most of his followers having joined him in obliv- 

ion, the few that remain have, from necessity, turned from healers 

to warriors just to survive. Find out how this new direction changes 

them, as well as the many secrets they bear away from the hungry 

and ambitious who hunt them. This clanbook for the Vampire: The 

Dark Ages may be the most important as an entire clan faces anni- 

hilation. Why do they face this danger alone? 

CLANBOOK: SALUBRI 

Corporate Download 
Sourcebook 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROIN: FASA Corporation 

RELEASE: May 
GOST: $20 
THE GIST: Hostile takeovers in the world of Shadowrun 
tend to have high body counts and massive property dam- 

age. Entire financial empires can rise and fall in the aftermath 

of a corporate war, and the nastiest one to date finally ended 

after two years. Find out who's on top, who's buried and 

where your runner fits into it all with this complete overview 

of the new face of corporate America. The war may be over, 

but there are whole new battles to be fought, and it’s guys 

like you who'll be waging them. Whose creds are you gonna 

snag, and what will you have to do to get them? 

Grim Crusade 
CATEGORY: Miniatures Game 
FROIN: Pinnacle Entertainment 
RELEASE: May 
COST: $74.95 
THE GIST: Toy soldiers were never like this! Undead 

CORPORATE DOWNLOAD SOURCEBOOK 

gunslingers and mad scientists with steam-powered 

flame-throwers blow each other away in this highly 

anticipated boxed set. Featuring the latest and great- 

est version of the award-winning Rail Wars rules, 

with all the extra stuff in one place, this is the ulti- 

mate starting point for anyone wanting to get in on 

the fun. The Pinnacle dudes love their toys too, and 

you'll find lots of miniatures, chips, cards and dice— 

as well as a mess of cardboard buildings your little 

guys can tear up and blow apart. Slap leather, sad- 

dle up and keep yer head down, partner. 

Guide #1 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROWN: Steve Jackson Games 
RELEASE: May 
GOST: $19.95 
THE GIST: GURPS has long provided us with game stats for every- 
thing cool and interesting in the universe—and a lot of stuff from 

lots of other universes too—and this supplement is no exception. 

Another excellent addition to any gamer’s library, this is a collec- 

tion of 52 of the most interesting and odd individuals in history. 

Personal histories, notable facts and wicked speculations accom- 

pany actual game statistics, making this a useful reference as well 

as a game sourcebook for almost any kind of campaign. Just how 

bad was Genghis Khan? There was a real Dread Pirate Roberts out- 

side “The Princess Bride”? Time to find out. 

Jungle 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROM: Wizards of the Coast 
RELEASE: June 
GOST: $9.99 per preconstructed deck, $2.99 per booster 
THE GIST: Hey, what are all these kids playing, anyway? It’s 
called Pokémon, dude, and it’s taking the collectible card game 

hobby by storm. Descended directly from the hit Game Boy game, 

you put together teams of your own monsters to do battle with 

whatever gang someone else wants to bring to the table. Simple, 
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but scads fun! This expansion features 48 new cards—among 

them, some ultra-rare holographic cards that feature major cool 

“super-attacks.” Collectors will be clawing at the doors for this one, 

and the neighbor's kids will whip your tail if you're not ready, so 

be wary of yellow mice that give electrical shocks. 

a 

Legacy of the Forge 
oad. Roleplaying org 
FROM: Alderac Entertainment Group 
RELEASE: June 
GOST: $9.95 
THE GIST: The right hand of the Emperor has long stood for 

honor and victory on the battlefield. Unfortunately, the 

enduring pride of the Lion is also its greatest flaw and threat, 

ever ready to tear the clan asunder from the inside as the 

families vie for triumph in an effort to prove who has the 

greatest honor. This adventure thrusts your Legend of the Five 

Rings characters into an intrigue-filled story where diplomacy is 

barely able to contain the fury of the wounded Lion clan and an 

empire-wide war looms on the horizon. Newly expanded rules for 

mass combat and the concept of bushido on the Rokugani 

battlefield play a pivotal role in the conflict. 

[SS 

Monsters, Muties & Misfits 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: Pinnacle Entertainment 
RELEASE: May 

GOST: $20 
THE GIST: The wastelands of Deadlands: Hell on Earth are more 
dangerous than Friday afternoon traffic in Los Angeles, and this 

book contains the rundown on the nasty varmints that inhabit them. 

Everything from the slightly altered cybernetic battlehounds to the 

truly bizarre self-replicating bonebots can be found in the deserts that 

make up most of the world, which means there is no such thing as 

“too much ammunition.” No marshall should go without this book, 

as it gives you all you need to plot the ugly and radiation-scarred 

demise of your posse. Ooops, did we say that out loud? 

Return to the Keep on the 
Borderlands 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: TsR 
RELEASE: June 
COST: $12.95 
THE GIST: The first Dungeons & Dragons game I ever played had 
us stomping through this, the most famous beginning 

adventure in roleplaying history. TSR finally closes the circle with a 

complete update and expansion on many players’ favorite 

dungeon of all time, originally created by the godfather himself, 

Gary Gygax. It’s the Silver Annivérsary, and the old Keep gets a face 

lift and whole new dangers to deal with. Updated to current AD&D 

ules and fleshed out with more adventure and excitement, this is 

one nostalgia run you can't afford to miss. Even better, it’s still a fan- 

tastic starting point for a new campaign. For a sneak peek, check out 

this issue’s Warriors of the Gray Queen adventure module booklet 

which serves as a prequel to the Return to the Keep on the Borderlands. 

[eS SSS SSS 

Siege of the Sleeping Mountain 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROM: Five Rings Publishing 
RELEASE: May 

COST: $9.99 

THE GIST: One of the most exciting CCGs since Magic: The 
Gathering, Legend of the Five Rings has captivated thousands of 

players around the world with its character-driven game-play, 

elegant rules and ever-expanding storyline. Official tournaments 

actually decide the fates of characters and even entire clans, 

letting the fans impact the future of their own game. You can 

get in on this wonderful community with this beginner-oriented 

boxed set, which features two preconstructed decks, revised and 

easy-to-follow rules and brand-new cards— including some exclu- 

sives. Glory to the Empire... and Bayushi Kachiko’s string bikini. 

Skullport 
CATEGORY: Role- 

playing Game 

FROIN: TSR 

RELEASE: June 
GOST: $18.95 
THE GIST: The city of 
thieves called Skullport lives 

and breathes right below 

Waterdeep, with all the © 

sights and sounds that will i 

cause you fear and wonder. 

Described as a “subterranean 

Casablanca,” this place 

defines the term black mar- 

ket “underground” where people come to procure the obscure and 

accomplish those acts which fall under the gray areas of the law. Good 

and evil put friction aside here; everyone gets by as they can ina 

place with its own rules and way of life. As unique a place as Water- 

deep is, this is 10 times moreso and a thousand times darker, so be 

careful not to tread its underground passages lightly. You could 

lose more than your wallet or you could lose your soul! 

ae 

Skullport is ™ & © TSR. Pokémon is ™ & © 
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The Mountains of Madness 
GATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: Chaosium Games 
PELEASE: June 
GOST: $29.95 
THE GIST: Nothing like the frozen waste- 
lands of Antarctica to really drive you loopy! 

This epic Call of Cthulhu campaign that picks 

up where the classic Lovecraftian tale, “At 

the Mountains of Madness,” left off. Miska- 

tonic University is funding a more elaborate 

and better-equipped expedition to find out 

what happened to those poor souls that went 

before, as well as the mysteries that drove 

them to the end of the Earth. Set in the 

1930s, this is pulp-era exploration and 

adventure with the kind of twist you can 

only find when elder nightmares are 

involved. Grab your earmuffs and beware of 

snow blindness! 

Urza’s Destiny 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROM: Wizards of the Coast 
RELEASE: June 
COST: $9.99 per preconstructed deck, $2.99 per booster 
TNE GIST: Those nasty Phyrexians have met their match in the 
ancient planeswalker we all know and love, Urza. In one of the most 

successful story-arcs in Magic: The Gathering’s history, we've watched 

Urza span the whole of Dominaria as he struggles to save his cho- 

sen lands from their evil threat. New preconstructed decks include 

a “Battle Surge” control deck, “Enchanter,” heavy on blue creatures 

and enchantments, the black weenie “Assassin” deck and “Fiendish 

Nature” with its big green creatures and graveyard manipulation. 

Werewolf: The Dark Ages 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROIN: white Wolf Studios 
RELEASE: June 
COST: $21.95 
THE GIST: So, there you were, the dread ‘dark lord, living the 
high life in your gloomy castle as the peasants meekly served your 

every whim and comely lasses from the village kept the ol’ blood flow- 

ing just for you. Suddenly, this huge dog barges onto the scene, stirs 

the peasants into a frenzy and eats your best ghouls! Even in the 

heyday of vampire dominance, the werewolves run free and wild in 

this supplement designed to bring Apocalypse players into the Dark 

Ages. Find out what tribes are running where, how the Garou rule 

Man and what the battlefield looks like in the bad old days in this 

supplement for Vampire and Werewolf players alike. 

World of Greyhawk 
Campaign Map 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: Isr 
RELEASE: June 
GOST: $9.95 
THE GIST: The “Great One” returns—the 
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ultimate fantasy game world map. The orig- 

inal still adorns many a gamer’s walls, and 

now we have the map we've been waiting 

for ever since Greyhawk came alive again. 

At a wall-spanning 60” by 44”, this is the 

largest map TSR has ever published, and it 

has everything. Every major road, bound- 

ary, geographical feature, man-made fixture 

and all the cool bits that make Greyhawk 

the most famous game world in the hobby 

are here. No Greyhawk GM, player or gam- 

ing fan will want to be without this. 

Worms! 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
ROW: Pinnacle Entertainment 
RELEASE: May 

COST: $9.95 
THEE GIST: The Deadlands dime novels are cool combinations 
of fiction and game adventure, giving you a helluva good read 

as well as some excellent gaming material to use on your own 

posse. This one features Ronan Lynch, an undead gunslinger who 

just can’t seem to quit the hero business, and his long-time pal 

Hank “One-Eye” Ketchem, a Texas Ranger who's too ornery to 

be afraid of anything. Mojave rattlers—think, big, BIG snakes— 

are harassing a town the two passing through, and when you 

cross these rascals with the bizarre, things can only go downhill 

for the peace-loving folk. Get the real deal on how things work 

in the Weird West. 

fe to awaken lestiny is to go on 

nountains of m 

@ grim cre 
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And the gauntlet was thrown. 

Games Editor Jeff Hannes—known as much for his 

mouth as his prowess at gaming—offhandedly com- 

mented during lunch that not only could he beat any 

IQ staffer in Magic, he could beat all of us. At once. 

Not a team to pass up an opportunity to humiliate a 

co-worker, the /Q staff all took up arms to deflate 

the otherworldly ego that is...(cue reverb effect) 
Jeff Hannes! 

MIGHTY JEFF YOUNG Horrible monster Jeff Hannes 

terrorrizes the IQ staff (1. to r.): Mike Searle, Brent 

- _ Fishbaugh, Tom Slizewski and Paul Sudlow. 
Opening photo “King Kong” courtesy of Foto Fantasies. 
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‘Deadly Mantis” photo © Universal Pictures. Courtesy of Foto Fantasies. 

THE RULES 
Jeff can build a 60-card deck using any 

cards he wants, though he can only use 

one of any restricted card and no banned 

cards. The other four guys—seeing how it 

is a four-on-one slobber knocker—can only 

use cards that are the lowest of the low, 

cards which have a one-star rating in the 

IQ Gamer Players Guide (meaning they suck 

more than a White House intern). 

IT BEGINS «noon 
After everyone gets an hour to build a 

deck and it’s democratically voted on as to 

who goes first (it was 4-1, Jeff goes last), 

Tom begins the showdown by playing a 

Mountain and casting Goblin Digging 

Team. In the slim chance Jeff was high 

on peyote while constructing his deck and 

actually has some walls in there, Tom's 

got his number. 

The rest of turn one sees Brent drop a 

Plains and a Miracle Worker (we don't know 

what it does either), Mike drop a Swamp, 

Paul a Forest and Jeff a Black Lotus, three 

Moxes and an Erhnam Djinn. This game 

already blows. 

FIRST BLOOD 112.15 
Mike’s dead, Tom’s at 14 life, Brent's at 18 

and Paul still hasn’t cast anything yet. 
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As Jef sits back in his chair and smiles 

a smile so smug Ted Turner would call 

him arrogant, we wonder how it is that 

some players manage to separate their 

personal feelings from something that's 

“just a game” (read: we are so keying his 

car after this). 

SUMMONING SICKNESS 012.307 
We've killed Jeff's stupid Erhnam Djinn, 

but not before it brought Paul down to 16 

life. The momentum seems to turn as a 

veritable tide of seldom-seen, undeniably 

worthless Magic creatures sit across the 

table from Jeff: a Kobold Taskmaster, Car- 

rier Pigeons, a Marble Priest, Arctic Foxes, 

something called “Torsten Von Ursus,” a 

Giant Turtle, a Water Wurm, Osai Vultures 

and Spreading Algae (which is really an 

enchantment, but what Jeff doesn’t know 

can't hurt him... much). 

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE 
2:49} 
After we actually hit Jeff for some dam- 

age, he casts Congregate followed by 

Wrath of God. Now with a little under 40 

life, Jeff casts Time Walk and plays an 

Elvish Archer, a Pegasus Charger and a 

ANNIVERSARY FU a a 

Youthful Knight. We take this time to 

point out how truly unfun the game has 

been up until this point and how if Jeff 

truly cared about our feelings—his friends 

and colleagues—he’d concede the game 

now and go pick us up some sandwiches. 

It doesn’t work and we're forced to con- 

tinue this farce. 

HOPE BLOSSOMS 11.00) 
As Jeff's delightful first-strike creatures 

whittle everyone down to single-digit 

life, Tom plays two, count ‘em—two— 

Oath of Mages. As the black grip of 

despair is lifted from our lil’ gamer hearts, 

Jeff pisses all over our parade by Disen- 

chanting both of ‘em. Ignoring our 

inquiries as to the truth behind his lin- 

eage, Jeff Swords to Plowshares his own 

Elvish Archer to get his life total to 40 

“Just because he can.” We take another 

vote and in a similar 4-1 decision, name 

him the most annoying Magic player ever 

in the history of ever. 

GUINNESS CALLS 07.13) 
Time seems to stand still as—for the first 

time since the fall of 1994—a Homarid is 

brought into play. 



JAUNTY JINGLES 01.203 
Jeff, who's all but tuned-out the jingle 

we've written about him while he analyzes 

his every move for like an hour (“Woody 

Allen has an ex-wife, the lady's name is 

Mia, we hope Jeff joins the Navy and 

catches gonorrhea”), casts Regrowth on 

his Time Walk, recasts and then follows it 

with a Time Spiral. Somewhere in all this 

Jeff kills Paul and brings a Serra Angel 

into play. 

THE SHOWSTOPPER 07.35) 
Tom plays a Mountain. 

PHILOSOPHY 101 01.377 
Jeff sends his creatures into battle in 

an all-out blitz, only to have Brent 

cast Holy Day, the white equivalent 

of the combat-stopping Fog! Whoo- 

hoo! We take this time out to 

remind Jeff what Sun Tzu, the great 

Chinese philosopher of 4,000 B.C., 

said about Magic: The Gathering play 

strategy: “It is not how the soldier 

carries his sword that wins the bat- 

tle, but rather how he carries Jeff's 

momma.” We all giggle like small 

schoolgirls while Jeff just gives us 

this weird glassy-eyed stare. He's 

probably wondering if Sun Tzu really 

knew his mom. 

BLOSSOMS, THE 
(51) 

Not only have we managed to kill most 

of Jeffs creatures, but Tom has another 

DECK FEATURE 
ae 

Oath of Mages out and Brent's got an Akron 

Legionnaire—an 8/4 creature—standing 

guard! While both of their life combined 

barely hover over 10, it looks like the tide 

might yet swing back to “the good guys” 

(Editor's Note: That makes Jeff “the bad 

guy”). Shame that Jeff's still at 32 life. We 

raise the stakes as Brent casts an Arcum’s 

Weathervane and starts turning Jeff's land 

snow-covered, followed by a Cold Snap 

(which, coincidentally enough, does a 

point of damage for every snow-covered 

land a player has. That's called a “combo.”). 

To finish out the turn, Tom casts a Mishra’s 

Groundbreaker. Way to end on a high note. 

BREAK OUT THE KEG! (2.101 
Jeff, down to *GASP!* a measly 29 life, 

Disenchants the Oath of Mages, casts 

Ancestral Recall and then plays two Moxes 

and a Sol Ring. To round off his “look at 

my fancy cards” turn, he pats all his arti- 

fact mana lovingly and casts Manabarbs... 

only to have Tom cast Abjure and sacri- 

fice the still-breathing Homarid! 

Whoo-hoo! As Jeff rolls his eyes and drops 

the Manabarbs in the graveyard, Brent and 

Tom high-five and dance as well as two 

white D&D fans can. 

INTERLUDE (2:12) 
Still dancing. 

WHITE MEN CAN’T FUP (2.27 
Tom casts a Chaos Orb! Well...it’s really 

just a Falling Star, the poor man’s Orb, but 

_ face-smashing, deck-trashing 

ec 

JEFF'S DECK 
_ Multani, Maro Sorcerer. Can be a 

83/38 by the second turn. 

_ Time Spiral/Regrowth. Draw seven 

new cards and play a whole bunch 

of things in the same turn, like a 

Black Lotus, Erhnam Djinn, Serra 

Angel. Then repeat all over again. 

_ Ancestral Recall. Three cards for 

_ one blue mana. Wow! 

Manabarbs/Moxes. Every mana 

tapped gradually kills opponents; 

Jeff stays unharmed with power 

artifact mana. 

42 points. Two opponents dead, 

One praying for a Wood Elemental. 

ANA 
THE 
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Ty, : | when crap’s all you got to work with, don’t complain about the 

wey smell. Eyeing the two remaining first strike creatures Jeff has left, 

\\ i ao Tom drops the card from the required height, watches it flip 

= 360 and... land harmlessly on Jeff's 3-D Doritos. The turn’s not a 

T= winner here’s got big creatures, direct dam- | total loss as Tom casts Web on the Akron Legionnaire and Brent 

@ age, discard, land destruction, countering, life | proclaims the 3-D Doritos “spoils of war” and devours them. The 

gaining—and it still sucks. The worst deck in the | Falling Star is then deemed a casualty of war and presumed lost 

world might be 59 Swamps and a Zephyr Falcon, but the | (and digested) in the feeding frenzy. 

worst playable deck might be this one. Get out your 

Aisling Leprechauns as speed bumps, protect yourself BAMMO! {2-37} 

with Quagmire and hope to last long enough to cast | As Jeff casts his Black Lotus a second time thanks to the Time 

one of your big guns like the Infernal Denizen—of course, | Spiral, Tom fulfills the dreams of non Lotus-owners everywhere 

that might even be worse. Heck, when he counters it with an Artifact Blast. 

we don’t have any strategy for 

you; we don’t even recommend mee ' GIVE OP 

you play it. OUR DAY JOB (2.55) 
Another all-out blitz from Darth Jeff brings Tom to 

two life and Brent to one. We take this opportu- 

-nity to add a second verse to our Jeff Anthem: “His 

privates will whither and fall, he'll sing like a 

soprano, then our dreams will all come true and 

he'll be crushed by a piano.” He tries to point out 

that our iambic pentameter is way off, but we just 

sing louder. 

THE SHOWDOWN (3.00) 
What happens next may well be our finest hour or will 

sow the seeds for Jeff-gloating for millennia to come. 

After carefully hoarding cards and waiting for just the 

tight time, the trap is sprung! First, Tom drops a Tangle Kelp on 

VERSATILITY: Kucizu: is a lanc-lestruction spell that might | Jeff's last remaining untapped creature: his Serra. Then, giving 

never work. Rakalite can net you life—for an exorbitant | Brent the Vulcan high-sign, Tom Eternal Flames, hitting Jeff for 

cost. Phyrexian Tribute and Tendrils of Despair can | nine points of damage and bringing him to 15 life... but also 

screw with your opponent—if you sac creatures. Force | smashing Tom for seven points. 

Void can counter a spell, maybe, but it’s so darn expen- After some quick math, it seems Tom—who's at two life—is dead 

sive. All are the worst spells of their type. Good luck. and it’s up to Brent to polish off the evil that is Jeff. 

The first of his two-part attack? The long-idle Akron Legion- 

naire, who brings Jeff down to seven life...SEVEN! And the final 

all-or-nothing play? Mana Clash! It all comes down to the most 

fickle of women (and that’s saying something): Lady Luck. As 

the two remaining combatants lean in towards one-another, 

thumbs itching for the fateful flipping where whomever scores 

a “tails” gets stung for a point, a hush falls over those who had 

long since exited the game. All their hopes, all their dreams... it 

all comes down to what happens in the next 60 seconds. Brent— 

at one life—can’t afford to lose a single toss. Jeff—at seven 

life—seems almost a sure-thing. The first toss: Brent. Wiping 

the sweat from his brow and licking his dry lips, the coin is 

BIG GUNS: The four bad boys in 
your deck—Black Carriage, Elder 

Spawn, Infernal Denizen and the 

Woed Elemental—can do some 

damage... unfortunately, they usu- 

ally do more damage to you. The 

Wood Elemental destroys your 

Forests, the Black Carriage sac- 

rifices your creatures and the 

Elder Spawn eats your Islands 

are eventually kills you. Don’t play 

it unless you're desperate. 

Well, as much as after-school specials might tell you different, 

the rich kid with the better stuff usually wins. And yeah, that 

applies to Magic too. So while you and your friends might not be 

able to beat the annoying kid whose lawyer mom bought him a 

Lotus and a set of Moxes, odds are you could gang up and kick 

his ass in real life. 

God knows it worked after we finished writing this article. 

The inGuest Gamer staff strongly recommends you don’t go 

around beating up rich kids whose moms are lawyers just on 

| our say so. Thanks, but we can do without the lawsuits. 

. Got ink? 2,154 pounds of the colored goo are used to print the full run of | 
“every issue. = __ ait say Ee ae 
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| recruits 
the ultimate RPG 

dream team 
ho are the greatest heroes 

of all time? For 40 days 

and 40 nights we set out 

to answer this question, scouring 

the realms of heroic literature and 

fantasy in search of the world’s 

greatest adventuring party. We 

wanted a fighter, a mage, a healer 

and a thief who, between them, 

could eat balrogs for breakfast. 

And we found them. 

They're the best of the best—but 

they ain't all sheer power. They're 

human-scale heroes who will work 

as a team. Loners like Michael 

Moorcock’s Elric of Melniboné didn't 

make the list. Elric may be power- 

ful, but it only takes an “accidental” 

nick from his life-sucking sword 

Stormbringer to schlurp one of the 

home team’s souls. The heroes that 

make up this party don’t have any 

=. of those hang-ups. 

~. So who made the final cut? Who 

makes ent tie ultimate roleplaying 

es Peeriits aad seéDrum roll, please... 
you’re playing this perfect party. 

Artwork by Alan Evans. All characters '™ & © their respective owners 



Lancelot du Lak could have been a contender. Even more than his liege King 

Arthur, Lancelot is the ultimate knight. He literally wins fights with one hand 

tied behind his back. But his love for Guinevere destroys the Round Table, 

and at other times drives him mad. He’s way too intense, and his “I'll 

take you all on” approach isn’t always the best tactic. He’d be a 

good diversion, but he’s not our party-hearty warrior. 

Beowulf, the Norse hero in the old English poem of the 

same name, gets the boot for the same reason. He’s strong; 

if you want someone to rip trolls’ arms off or battle drag- 

ons one on one, Beowulf’s your man. But if you want 

subtlety, forget it. Beowulf’s got a mean streak, too; he 

crushes his enemies to death with his bare hands. 

How about Xena? She’s a one-woman whirlwind 

and knows enough acrobatic moves for the cheesiest 

Hong Kong movie. However, she loses out because her 

grasp of strategy isn't as good as our ultimate fighter. 

Who else came close? Other possibilities 

included Elric (too dangerous), Corwin of Amber 

(more god than human) and the Greek warrior 

Achilles (too arrogant). 

When it all comes down to it, however, who bet- 

ter to guard your back in a fight than Conan? Strong, 

fast, tough and ferocious, Conan can take names with 

any weapon—even a dagger—and he’s equal to any 

challenge. If something can hurt him, he reasons, then 

he can hurt it back; and he will, even if it means whack- 

ing that demon with a silver candlestick instead of a sword. 

Conan isn’t just a slugger, though. He's charismatic and canny 

enough to become king. He's also been a thief, which lets him 

sidestep the front-gate approach favored by bull-by-the-horns 

heroes. His main hang-up is that he doesn’t like wizards, so his rela- 

tionship with the party's mage is going to be one of cool cooperation rather 

than friendship. He’d want to be in charge too, but mutual respect for the oth- 

ers in the party would allow co-leadership. This guy is everything you want in your 

party’s number one tough guy. 

moving silently, though 

: ee to just: hack ee 
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When you think wizard, you might think Tolkien’s Gandalf. However, 

the big G didn’t make the cut, primarily because he doesn’t actually 

do much magic. We're told he’s tough but there isn’t much proof 

in the form of fire-power. Also, Gandalf isn’t really human; he’s 

a Maiar spirit doing a caretaker job on Middle-earth, which dis- 

qualifies him from joining the team. 

Arthurian Legends’ Merlin almost made it. He’s not as 

powerful as our party's mage, though, and he’s darker than 

most modern tales make him. While he’s capable of mov- 

ing the multi-ton rocks of Stonehenge by magic, Merlin’s 

often a bit fickle and doesn’t necessarily help out when 

he’s needed. In Le Morte D’Arthur, he turns up when 

the damsel is already dead. Merlin’s a wild card, too 

chancy—or just plain mad—to trust. 

Raistlin from the “Dragonlance” series is even 

more untrustworthy. He’s got an arsenal of spells, 

but there’s no guarantee he'll cast them to help 

you. You'd be better off depending on Middle- 

earth’s traitorous Saruman than Raistlin. In that 

same vein, Rand from Robert Jordan’s “Wheel of 

Time” doesn’t get in despite his immense powers; 

his growing insanity makes him just too darn dan- 

gerous to anyone and everyone. 

Forget benign old men in battered pointy hats: When 

you're picking the ultimate mage, you want power and 

lots of it. Elminster, the archmage of the Forgotten Realms, 

has it in spades. We've gone for a younger version rather than 

the curmudgeonly old mage, but even a young Elminster has been 

around the block a lot. He already knows endless details about his- 

tory, spells and monster lore. You name it, Elminster can cast it; he’s 

the supreme tank mage and heavy magic artillery for the ultimate party. 

NWiEGIC TTEVS: Necklace of mis- 

siles, ring of protection +3, ring of 

regeneration, staff of striking : 

DESCHIPT ION: at his peak, Elmin- _ 
ster is a 29th level mage; this is a younger 

| Elminster. He’s not yet the chosen of 

_ Mystara, so doesn’t get any bonus spells _ 

_ or special abilities; he’s just a regular 

18th level mage. He has access to other 
spells, of course. With a story for any 
occasion, Elminster revels in acting out dif. 
ferent roles across the Forgotten Realms: 

trickster, sage, hermit, diplomat, what- __ 

ever the situation calls for. Elminster still 
has more hit points than a single-classed _ 
18th level mage could have, though, since 
he’s been many classes, including fighter : 

__and thief, in his pees: 

Love those lists. There have heen 118 “Top 10” fistai in nthe Lex 50 i issues 
of InQuest. 
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Elrond might be the best healer in Middle-earth; it’s Elrond, after all, that 

cures Frodo’s deadly Nazgul knife wound. But Elrond’s not the adventur- 

ing type; he’d rather stay at home and protect his people, which limits 

his usefulness and knocks him out of the running for party healer. 

Goldmoon from the “Dragonlance” series is an adventuring 

healer, and she eventually becomes a “proper” cleric and doesn't 

depend on her magic staff. She’d be a good second choice for 

our party healer, but she lacks other all-around skills— 

fighting, leadership, etc.—and she’s just not tough enough 

to make some of the group's more difficult choices. 

Irish mythology’s Bran the Blessed would be a great 

asset. His magic cauldron resurrected dead people, 

albeit it without the power of speech. But Bran was a 

giant who could wade the Irish Sea—not a good choice 

for the stealthy approach. Other might-have-beens 

include Polgara from David Edding’s “Belgariad” (too 

shrewish) and Moiraine from the “Wheel of Time” (too 

full of herself and independent). 

Though not a spellcasting cleric, Tolkien's Aragorn 

is our top choice for party healer. He’s a well-rounded 

fighter/healer who has enough first aid, herbalism and 

borderline-magical abilities to treat any battle wounds; 

he can even help with magical wounds like the one Eowyn 

suffers after killing the Lord of the Nazgil. Aragorn isn’t the 

super-strong, super-fast killing machine that Conan is, but 

he’s still a great warrior, and he’s wise, intelligent and charis- 

matic to boot. What's not to like? He’s diplomatic enough to 

handle coleadership with Conan, just as he does with Gandalf. He’s 

a great tracker and outdoorsman, capable of covering great distances 

on foot and a tremendous presence in any sense of the word. 

MAGIC ITEIVIS: longsword +4 ashi elixir of ey - 
potion of healing 

DESCRIPTION: This is Aragorn a few years after the events — 
in the “Lord of the Rings,” which take place when he’s nearly —_ 
90; but remember: The rangers of Middle-earth are descended __ 
from the long-lived Numenéreans. Note that he’s not an ADSD- 
‘ranger; apart from tracking and possibly hiding in shadows, __ 

he displays none of the special abilities of that class, and unless 

you halt him at 7th level, you have to give him unsuitable spells. _ 
Being a paladin gives Aragorn his healing abilities and the heal- oo 

ing proficiency as well, without making hima priest; he canlay __ 

_on hands, cure disease—even help slow serious wounds like 

that from a Nazgal blade by using remove curse or slaw poison. 
He succeeds in driving the Nazgill away on Weathertop and 

keeps the spirits at bay on the Paths of the Dead asa paladin 

might turn undead. Aragorn has a paladin’s warhorse, called 

Roheryn, and of course, a kick-ass co aa 

InQuest Gamer covers have iaiee saa a ae subjects, from James 7 Kirk 

to giant robots, but by far the two most popular subjects are monsters and babes 

Thus far, we've run 12 covers devoted to th beauties ae 18 devoted to the beasts. 
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a” Silk from the “Belgariad” comes in a close second. He’s arguably the best 

thief around and he’s an acrobatic fighter. What he lacks is our thief’s skill 

with the blade and knowledge of sorcery. Robin Hood, on the other hand, 

lacks finely polished thieving skills. He can fight with a bow and a 

blade, and he’s as swashbuckling as you like, but he wouldn't cut 

it when it came to picking locks or finding traps. 

Hanse Shadowspawn from “Thieves’ World” is a superlative 

urban thief whose skill at chucking throwing knives is only 

equaled by his ability to move in complete silence. His prob- 

lem is that he’s not quite up to the standards needed to enter 

this group, and that he’s just a kid, really. He acts cool, 

but you need more than cool against dark lords. Also not 

on our short list: Bilbo Baggins (too fat and useless) and 

Fagin (Stealing handkerchiefs? How is that helpful?). 

Our choice for a rogue who can pick lint out of a 

pocket blindfolded, trade parries with the finest swords- 

men in the land and charm the ladies? None other than 

the Gray Mouser. He’s the consummate thief: super 

stealthy, cunning and a great acrobat. He’s also a lethal 

swordsman and he’s studied wizardry, making him very ver- 

satile. Sorcerous opponents don't faze him at all; early in 

his career he kills the wizard Hristomilo with a single toss of 

a silver dagger, and he’s experienced with all manner of weird- 

ness—including being magically shrunk to the size of a rat. 

Though most at home in Lankhmar, where his streetwise cool works 

to best effect, Mouser has adventured all over Nehwon with his bar- 

barian friend Fafhrd. He’s a great team player; he’d definitely get on 

fine with Conan and Elminster, and his cheerfulness is a boon to any party. 

So there you have it—the best party in the business. No dungeon is secure 

from these four, no villain safe. Stacked up against anything but unbeatable odds, this 

roleplaying party comes out on top. Grendel would be ground beef. The Red Wizards of Thay'd be 

roasted. Thulsa Doom’d be toast. Sauron’d be squashed... Well, maybe not Sauron. 4) 

Dan Joyce reckons Sauron just got bad press, and that anyone who wanted to kill hobbits can’t have been all bad. 

MAGIC ITEMS: Dagger +3 (Scalpel), rapier +3 (Cat's Claw) 
DESCRIPTION: In the novels, Mouser began as a wizard’s 
apprentice; in ADSD, he'd have to begin as a fighter because _ 
he’s got 15 strength and 17 intelligence, not the other way 
_around. Dexterity, at 19, is a no-brainer; no one has faster — 
reactions than Mouser. For the purposes of ADSD, treat 
Mouser’s rapier, Scalpel, as a magical longsword. He fights 

with this in one hand and a dagger, Cat’s Claw, in the other, | 
_ at no penalty, giving him three attacks/round. Mouser can _ 

more than hold his own in a fight, but he’s even better as 
a thief; you name it, Mouser can do it. Being triple-classed | 

has given Mouser a lot of proficiency slots. Note that he’s __ 
familiar with sorcery, but doesn’t actively use it, so he has 

no spells memorized and he doesn’t own a spellbook. —__ 

Eugene T. Dudley, the ultimate Magic loser, has been roasted and todsted in every issue 
of /nQuest Gamer since #25. That’s 25 straight losses for the poor sod, He isn’t much 
for collectible card games, hut we ought to give him points for persistence. \ 
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“Star Wars" ™ & © Lucasfilm. Character images courtesy of Dark Harse Comics. 

But as the galaxy’s citizens celebrate victory, rogue IMPERIAL WARLORDS pre- 

pare to strike! On the Imperial capital of CORUSCANT, an Imperial mastermind 

seizes power and declares war on the New Republic. And in the distant 

UNKNOWN REGIONS, the Emperor's foremost strategist, GRAND ADMIRAL 

THRAWN, rallies a massive fleet and gathers secret Imperial technology in 

preparation for an offensive to seize control of the galaxy... 

That’s the way the movies after “Return of the Jedi” would go, if they followed the 

current Star Wars history based off the books, comics and other stories officially 

approved by George Lucas and company. With all the prequel hype, IQ Gamer 

thought it’d make a refreshing change to research everything there is to know 

about our favorite characters beyond the movies and to ask the question, “What 

is the future of ‘Star Wars?” 

hile lesser men might have retired after bringing down an 

evil Empire, that sort of thing's just a warm-up act for a 

guy like Luke Skywalker. In the years after the fall of Emperor 

Palpatine, he’s tangled with alien invaders, Imperial warlords 

and Dark Jedi, re-established the order of Jedi Knights and even 

- kissed a girl or two. 

_ Luke had no sooner ushered daddy Anakin into the great 

beyond than he was called on to travel the backwater world of 

Bakura, ream an alien invasion fleet and send the dino Ssi-ruuk 

back into unknown space with their tails between their legs. 

Burning to re-establish the order of Jedi Knights, Luke sought 

people who knew something of the Force. His first big lead was 

a Jedi Master named Joruus C’baoth. Too bad C’baoth was an 

insane old coot and a clone enslaved by the Dark Side. Luke had 

to put the old boy down in a riveting lightsaber battle, but not 

before facing a clone of himself. 

Luke’s Doublemint fun continued when a clone of Emperor 

Palpatine returned to task the universe. In confronting the new 

Emperor, Luke tumed to the Dark Side, studying it, trying to learn 

how to defeat it from within, and nearly fell into it’s power. 

But in the end, he recovered and dispatched the Emperor when 

he and newly Force-trained Leia turned one of the Emperor's 

Force storms—a Force-conjured, stellar-sized hurricane—against 

him. The Emperor lost control of the summoned storm and it 

consumed him. 

All this killing of Dark Side clones got to be too much for one 

guy, so Luke started his own Jedi Academy on the jungle moon 

Yavin 4, the onetime secret Rebel base. There were a few glitches 

in the early days—like the time the spirit of an ancient Sith 

lord showed up and offed some of his students—but eventually . 

he got things running smoothly, and for the first time in decades 

2 the galaxy has more than two Jedi flying around at a time. 

: Time enough for Luke to relax a bit and take a breather— 

maybe even get a girlfriend. Mara Jade, his one-time enemy, 

fills the bill nicely. 

ill Smith 
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- smugglers, being dead is better | 

i than being respectable. Add it up: 7 

General of the New Republic. War hero. 

Husband of the President of the 

New Republic. Han Solo is now, if any- 

thing, respectable. 

Han is still famous for what he does 

best: Outsmarting the bad guys. His 

first major pain was a rogue Imperial 

Warlord named Zsinj. After spending 

the better part of a year chasing him 

across the galaxy, Han defeated Zsinj at 

planet Dathomir when dozens of battle 

cruisers atomized Zsinj’s Super Star 

Destroyer. That was also the year he 

married Leia Organa, after winning her 

back from the handsome and charm- 

ing Hapan Prince Isolder who had 

courted Leia’s affections. 

Too restless to really settle down, 

Han spent decades looking for the least 

excuse to barrel off on adventures, 

often backing up his wife’s diplomatic 

language with a well-placed blaster 

shot. He won over both the indepen- 

dent smugglers of the galaxy and a 

private fleet run by former Corellian 

Senator Garm Bel Iblis and convinced 

them to join the New Republic at a time 

when Grand Admiral Thrawn’s Imperial 

fleets were moving in for the kill. Han aes 

also helped the Republic recover the LENDING A HAN Solo is anything but 

lost Dark Force fleet of Katana dread- a loner as he helps his wife Leia 

noughts when the New Republic fleet defend the New Republic. 

was down to patched-together X-wings. 

Seven years after Endor, Han flew to 

Kessel on a diplomatic mission, but he didn’t 

exactly get a warm welcome: Moruth Doole, Kessel’s 

renegade ruler, shot down the Millennium Falcon 

and dumped Han and Chewie in the spice mines. 

They escaped Kessel amidst explosions and laser 

blasts, but ended up prisoners at Maw Installation, escue Han. Take care of Princess. Fix Falcon. Rough up bad guys. Chewbacca’s 

the secret Imperial base which designed the orig- got the routine down by now. With a sworn life-debt to Han Solo—probably 

inal Death Star prototype. Fortunately, Han worked the most trouble-prone human in the galaxy—Chewie’s life is never dull. 

his usual magic, throwing the local Imperial fleet A former Imperial slave, Chewie took a personal hand in booting the slavers and 

into disarray and stealing the Sun Crusher, an their Trandoshan lackeys off his homeworld of Kashyyyk. Bounty hunter Bossk is a 

Imperial starship that can blow up stars. Trandoshan—it was his people who convinced the Imperials to enslave the Wookiees. 

Trouble found Han again when he returned When Leia was being hounded by the Noghri, Chewie brought Leia to Kashyyyk; 

home to Corellia. A revolutionary group named the what other place in the galaxy could be safer than a city filled with Wookiees? 

Human League seized power and Solo was captured While the Noghri were stopped, Chewie’s lifelong best friend Salporin died while 

and brought before their leader, his sadistic cousin protecting Leia. 

Thracken Sal-Solo. Han took a lot of abuse from Chewie’s life-debt has kept him close to the action and Han always seems to 

Thracken as a kid, so it was time to get even: After need a lot of looking after, like the time Han was captured by the Yevetha and 

escaping, Han teamed up with a New Republic fleet Chewie and his son had to come to the rescue. Now, with peace at hand, Chewie 

to destroy Thracken’s fleet and oust his regime. splits his time between his “human family” of Han, Leia and their children, and 

Han’s a family man now, but he'll proba- his own family and friends back on Kashyyyk. 

bly be taking down the bad guys from 

his deathbed. 2\_ rodent ravager—has been bandied about in the pages of the magazine since it’s early, 
days; but she made her-pictorial debut only Fare in issue 29. Sinte then, she’ 5] 
appeared 21 times in /nQuest. 
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LEIA ORGANA 
=] a) 

 . both warrior and diplomat, and she’s had plenty of oppor- 

unities to show the galaxy both sides. With the Emperor dead, 

she rallied hundreds of worlds to sign onto the New Republic, 

preventing the galaxy from plunging into utter chaos. Between 

conferences and battles, Leia studied the Force and learned how 

to use a lightsaber. 

When Grand Admiral Thrawn showed up, Leia found herself on 

the run from mysterious attackers, a previously unknown race 

named the Noghri. Originally the servants of Darth Vader, these 

slight but deadly warriors did the bidding of Imperial Grand Admi- 

ral Thrawn—until Leia convinced them that she was “Lady Vader” 

and their true mistress. They promptly switched sides and even 

took care of Thrawn; just as he was about to crush the New Repub- 

lic, one of his Noghri bodyguards assassinated him on the bridge 

of his own Star Destroyer. 

While the battles raged, Leia gave birth to Jacen and Jaina Solo. 

Then, a year later, after eliminating the reincarnated Emperor, Leia 

gave birth to Anakin Solo. 

Leia became President of the New Republic, a role which has 

let her fulfill her destiny. She’s faced some serious challenges, 

ranging from naive anti-military officials devoted to disarming 

the New Republic to terrorists blowing up the New Republic Sen- 

ate Chamber and framing her husband. Her kids have faced danger 

any number of times—but threatening the children of a Jedi’s 

daughter is not a smart thing to do, as several of her foes have 

discovered. 

Leia’s proven the Organa name proud as she’s a great leader 

that helped the New Republic stretch across the stars, uniting 

millions of worlds and finally bringing peace to the galaxy—at least 

for another week. 

PRESIDENT PRINCESS Leia’s gone on to become 
the elected leader of the New Republic. 

star wars | 

What does Star Wars’ future 

look like? Here’s a timeline of 

major post-“Jedi” events. The 

times are in years after the 

fall of the Empire on Endor. 
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Decipher is well-known for being thor- 

ough in releasing cards from every 

aspect of the “Star Wars” Trilogy, but 

licensing restrictions and plain good 

taste prevent them from really pushing 

the envelope. Happily, none of that stuff 

is stopping us: 

ara Jade’s a woman of many careers—agent of the Emperor, smuggler’s 

aide and leader of a merchant empire. She started off as the “Emperor's 

Hand,” an elite operative answering directly to the Emperor. Raised from child- 

hood by the Emperor and trained in the ways of the Force, she would have been 

as feared as Vader—if she had allowed tales of her deeds to spread. Most wit- 

nesses ended up dead before they could carry the word of her achievment. 

Palpatine sent her to the remote desert world of Tatooine on a simple mis- 

sion: Infiltrate the palace of Jabba the Hutt and kill Luke Skywalker. She 

failed, and the Emperor died because of it. 

Jade joined smuggling kingpin Talon Karrde and rose through his organi- 

zation’s ranks to become his chief lieutenant. Though seemingly poised and 

stable, dark dreams haunted her, the Emperor's spirit seemingly urging her to 

kill Skywalker. 

So, when Luke wandered into her life, Mara was ready to kill him. She wanted 

to kill him, dreamed about killing him...and just couldn't do it. Finally recog- 

nizing that the Emperor was the bad guy all along, Mara and Luke became allies 

just in time to be captured by Thrawn. Mara tried to take Thrawn down by seiz- 

ing control of his Star Destroyer and killing him by using the Force to crush his 

rtoo has stuck close to Luke, and has participated in 

Amany of his adventures. He saw first-hand the defeat of 

the Ssi-ruuk, Warlord Zsinj and Thrawn and the founding of 

the Jedi Academy. 

Of course, Artoo’s been more than furniture. For example, 

when Thrawn booby trapped the New Republic's core computers, 

Artoo sliced into the systems and got around Thrawn’s trap pro- 

grams. That turned a probable disaster for the New Republic into 

a nasty surprise for the Imperials. 

When Luke “joined” the reincarnated Emperor, Artoo went 

right to work. Luke programmed Artoo with the command and 

control codes for the Empire’s World Devastators. While Palpatine 

gleefully contemplated the destruction of - 

the planet Calamari with these Star SNA 
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_The most expensive feature to create? The “Book of Exodus” Magic feature from. 
issue #39, chock full of sculpted Bottle Gnomes, artifact medallions, a Squee’s- Toy,, | 
handmade scrolls. When you factor in the cost of props and. photography, the price: : 

_tay hit the $2,000 mark.- 
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windpipe, but failed. Thrawn imprisoned her, but Luke later saved her. 

After saving Luke from 

the mad clone C’baoth, Mara 

became an envoy at large for 

the newly-formed Smugglers’ 

Alliance, giving her a good 

| excuse to travel the galaxy 

and spy on anyone who 

needed to be watched. Mara 

also advanced her Jedi train- 

ing under Luke. 

Mara slowly rose to 

become a Master Trader, run- 

ning her own company while 

training to someday take 

over Karrde’s operations. 

Now, over a decade after she 

first allied with Luke, the 

galaxy is at peace and she 

and Luke can resolve their 

last bit of unfinished busi- 

ness: Marriage. 

& 

Destroyer-sized war droids, Artoo plugged into the Imperial net- 

work and remotely shut them all down. 

Then there’s See-Threepio, who finds all the conflict too much 

for his circuits. He’s been by Princess Leia’s side continually, 

helping with languages, customs and protocol. After years of 

getting shot at by Imperial stormtroopers, it was nice to actually 

do the job he’d been programmed for. 

Of course, it’s never been that simple, almost always due to 

Han Solo. Han ordered Threepio to deceive the Noghri by imi- 

tating Leia in comlink transmissions to throw them off her trail. 

Threepio did the job, but he about soiled his golden britches 

pulling it off. 



WEDGE, AM TILL 
SL AgS we want you and your pilots to conquer Coruscant.” Fourteen to 

one-hundred billion odds. No problem. Might as well ask the pilots of 

Rogue Squadron to blow up the Death Star with only a proton torpedo. Oh wait, 

Wedge’s already done that. Twice. 

The crack Rebel X-wing group Rogue Squadron got its start on Hoth, and Wedge 

took command from Luke Skywalker soon after the fall of the Empire. During the 

New Republic's first campaign to capture Coruscant, Wedge led Rogue Squadron to 

the Imperial stronghold to take out the planet's security grid. Stranded and with 

no hope of reinforcements, Wedge found a greater ally: the forces of nature. The 

Rogues seized the planet's climate control systems and triggered an electrical storm 

of titanic proportions, blowing out the planetary power grid and disabling the plan- 

etary shields. The New Republic took the former capital of the Empire almost without 

a fight. Not a bad day's work. 

However, the battle wasn’t yet over. Coruscant’s ruler, Ysanne Isaard, fled but 

left behind a nasty present: the “Krytos virus,” a deadly and highly infectious dis- 

ease that could be cured only with massive bacta treatments. So what was Isaard’s 

next job? She became ruler of Thyferra, the galaxy’s major source of bacta. 

With the New Republic unable to strike and Isaard allowing millions to die as 

she withheld the bacta treatments, Wedge and the Rogues took matters into their 

own hands. They resigned their commissions and secured a private fleet of fight- 

ers. In a fortunate “coincidence,” they purchased a squadron of X-wings that had 

been classified as “surplus” by the New Republic, and soon the “Bacta War” was in 

full swing. Wedge, the Rogues and a group of private freighters decimated Isaard’s 

Imperial fleet, capturing her Super Star Destroyer, the Lusankya, with Isaard pre- 

sumed dead in the battle. 

Wedge formed Wraith Squadron, a misfit X-wing fighter squadron for covert 

missions, and helped take out Imperial Warlord Zsinj. Wedge and Rogue Squadron 

continued for many years to be the New Republic's premier fighting force, with 

Wedge eventually becoming a New Republic general. He joined Ackbar and the other 

New Republic elite in directing the war against the last Imperial remnants and 

paving the way for a final peace. oC 

Freelancer Bill Smith is confident that arm Episode X would bring back those 

lovable Ewoks...infected with the Krytos virus. 

He’s the New 

Republic’s ace pilot and daring 

leader of Rogue Squadron. 
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A WHIRLWIND 
TOUR OF PUZZL 

t's our 50th issue 

i so help us celebrate by 
singing along: “Happy anniversary, happy 

anniversary, happy anniversary, haaa... 

peee anniversary!" 

y That recked! As a reward you win free tickets to 

the year’s biggest gaming event——S/ ae 

. We booked all the top acts te entertain you. We 

got Richard Garfield, we got DCI, we even got hot new 
stars like Brian Douglas Ahern and his Toons. So grab 

a piece of lawn, put that cooler down and get ready ta 

groove. It's paa-ty time! 
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angels from your zombies? Well, -_ » ea » : 

creatures aren't ex they seem in Magic. See ws you Mana costs, spell points, attack factors, card values... if you 

can match each crea proper summon type. Hint: think about it, gaming is all about numbers. There are wee 

None of them make lil’ ones—like how many enjoyable hours we spent playing 

Spellfire—and big honkin’ ones—like the number of donuts 

eaten every week at InQuest. But either kind are darn inter- 

esting wethinks. 

= 12 Armor css of the Dragon Tiamat. 
41 (CG card depicting o human ass with 

fire shooting out of it. (/majica) 

= BLOOD VASSAL 10 Collectible card games being 
B : supported currently (of the 75 or so 

released in the last five years). 
111 Eyes on the average Beholder. 

13 Great vampire clans in the 

World of Darkness 
2O Roll on a D20 which always results : 

ina hit in Advanced Dungeons & Dragons. 3 a 
AO Spaces ona er board. WHAT'S THAT SMELL? 

5S Moximum number of cards ina legal Boomtown deck. 

2OG Different artists have illustrated Magic cards. 

96GO Average number of hours it takes to advance a 
character 40 50th level in EverQuest. 

3,302 Different Magic: The Gathering cards as of May 1999. 

6,910 Number of dollars # would toke to buy a complete 

mint set of Magic: The Gathering on the aftermarket. 
21,7155 Average number of people who visit the Magic Dojo 

| web site (www.thedojo.com) every day. 
Cleric B2,000 Black Lotus cords in print. 

800,000 — aumber of board wargames sold 

Imajica ™ & © HarperPrism 

© MARJHAN 
Angel 

™ & © Parker Bros. 

El tal 
pare in 1976: compared to less than 50,000 in 1998. 

Giant 5,662,332 Patent number covering the key play 

: < - mechanics of Magic 

47 REEFPIRATES ‘NN 3 SKYSHROUD TROLL Serpent 400,000,000 Ani growing... Jupanese language 

Ships Pokémon (CG cards sold. 

Spirit 

Thrull 

Townsfolk 

'} THALAKOS DRIFTERS eM MSs Zombie 

DO NOT 
PASS GO. 
TAKE A CHANCE AND 

READ THIS CARTOON ON... 

THE HISTORY [// You're groovy were DAFT, 
OF GAMING HiGHLANDERS CAN FONE TWO 

INCHES IN THE SPAN OF FOUR 
PHASES! 

NiGEL, you WANKER -- THE 
KiLT MODIFIER DoveLes THEIR 
MOVEMENT ALLOWANCE / 



INQUEST: If you designed Magic today, 

o different? 

e people would 

on per expan- 

have designed for thi 

a large number of th 

decks existed but assun 

unaffordable and control 

ard game. I can't say re hese 

wi ‘be able to 

at surpasses Magic create a game 
in popularity? 

G: No. Though I will clearly have more 

opportunities for a second mega-hit, and 

T like to think I have the talent, there are 

a huge number of factors (which you may 

as well call luck) that make it unlikely. It 

is also possible that a person who rede- 

fines an industry by looking at it 

ifferently may be incapable of doing that 

a second time, since their “different way” 

has already been used. 

10: WotC already owns TSR and Five 

Rings. If you got to pick any other 

TASTE THE STEEL oF 
HonornBiave ! 

X CuRse THEE, 
BEAST oF HELL! 

gaming company to buy, what would 

are at the early 

BIG CAT DADDY /@ Gamer interviewing “the man” behind Magic. 

it be? 

G: The answer from the heart is Blizzard. 

Tam a fan of the “craft” series (Starcraft, 

Warcraft) and Diablo and think they would 

be.a good match for us. The sensible 

answer is probably Games Workshop. 

10: Who dresses you? 

G: Ido. My wife Lily married me know- 

ing full well that I would continue to 
dress myself. 

1Q: What's one change to Magic that you 

don’t like? 

G: The homogenization of the art. At the 

start I wanted a spread of art that 

people loved and hated, not all art that 

people liked. 

10: What kind of things do you collect? 

G: Socks. 

wicKEDNESS! 

is spent-on general R&D issues, like new 

nules and issues in Magic or developing or 

reviewing new games. The final 50% of my 

‘time is spent on designing new games. It 

should be noted that I consider playing 

games to be part of designing games, so 

about half that time is playing games. 

1Q: What’s your honest opinion of 

Spellfire? Don’t be diplomatic. 

G: I was quite impressed with its difference 

from Magic, especially considering how early 

it came out. There were many games that 

came out which were only one step from 

Magic. Also, one of the best expansions of 

all time for any set was Nightstalkers. (Sorry, 

I have been playing games too long not to 

be diplomatic.) 

BARBARic 
BEHAVIOR AND SieoPSHED ! 
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BET 
Rats mistaken for Gutnatagce stolen kidneys after a 

bender in New Orleans... alligators in New York City’s 

sewers... Fah! Those urban myths are for weenies! Here are 

some gosh-honest bits of gaming folklore handed down 

through the ages. 

ihe iden of re being called “roleplaying games.” He thought that made them sound 
too much like ra babble acting class garbage. 

jand earning “experience” points 
came from a Word War | air combat game called Fight In the Skies, developed by Mike 
Carr. This game later evolved into TSR’s own Dawn Patrol, 

was the ahh oll ever mld from retail 
chains for “anti-semitism,” mainly due to a 

wish activists. Why? Because the time- 

veling heroes were faced with choosing a 

rse future if they actually popped Hitler. 

TENSES Palace of the Silver 
Princess (Ist ed. 1981) is the rarest module, 

valued at around $600. The reason: the 

artwork was allegedly borderline 
pornographic. TSR management grabbed up all the copies they could before it shipped 

to distributors, going so far as to sneak into employee offices to retrieve copies that 

had already been passed out to staffers. 

(ENN literally translated from Japanese means “leave luck to heaven” and was 
founded as a playing card company. 

PONG WAS THE FIRST MASS MARKET TZond stayed in production longer 
than any other video/computer game. Atari Inc. made the game for nearly 20 years. 

\OST Bk lj ever isn't Black Lotus, Stroke of Genius or even 

Goblin Artisans. It’s the playtest version of Time Walk. Its text read: “Opponent loses 
next turn.” Designers quickly re-worded the card when many of their playtesters 
assumed it meant the caster gets to win the game as soon as the next turn starts. 

CEVA per capita than any other country. More Germans play 
board games at night than go out to the movies. 

More susr PAST THE 
EXPIRATION DATE. 

— AL JCA @) Weimar 
Magic's governing rules body, the Duelists’ Convocation Inter- 

national (DCI), works in such mysterious ways we've never be 

able to figure it out. Until we saw the “Total Disclosure” 

episode of “The X-Files” that is; now it all kinda makes sense. 

Transplant human dollars into WotC’s 

bank account. 
Transplant alien DNA into human bodies. 

Blew up Tolarian Academy to cover up 

stupidity-infected playtesters. 
Blew up Federal building in Texas to 

cover up alien-infected humans. 

mn DA 

Save their jobs by changing Magic rules 

so frequently only their small clique 
knows what's going on. 

Save themselves by changing their DNA 

so only their small clique survives when 

aliens colonize Earth. 

Killers Bees and similar cards created to 

infect population with Magic bug. 
Killers bees bred to infect population 
with alien virus. 

=i=1@j)=7sq— aye = 

Cigarette Smoking Man. Bow Tie Wearing Man. 

4 B aa LQ fn e = 

Killing off existing rules and 
starting over. 

Killing off existing agents and 
starting over. 

= ‘a 

Game geeks smarter than they are. Game geeks smarter than they are. 

Mindless players that can be duped 

into believing shiny paper is worth 

more than non-shiny paper contrary 

to overwhelming evidence. 

Mindless public that can be duped into 
believing UFOs don’t exist contrary to 
overwhelming evidence. 

Cancer Man photo © FOX Broadcasting Company, Hitler & Barrister photo courtesy of Everett Collection. 

IT JUST Kin'peR BLINKS 
AN' BLEEPS 'A ME WHEN 
ZI WHACK iy wrr' Me AxE? 

CANT GEE THIS EVER 
CATCHING ON. 

I DUNNO.-. 
SuT SHE ASKED 
IF SHE couLD 
RoLL MY DICE-- 

WE MYSELE! 



In the heat of acquisition we some- 
times lose track of what our precious 
collectibles equate to in that scary 
realm some call “the real world.” 
Never go there. 

BLACK LOTUS = 800 DONUTS 

COMPLETE SET = USED CAR 
OF MAGIC 

SPELLFIRE STARTER = SOUP BONE 

ires/Foto Fantasies. 

pound acrobat can fall 15 

be harmed but will do 

s the Atlantic, longer than 

only does the 
did it, he ca 

revealing himself 

In the miniatures game Warhammer 

40K, tents will stop bullets, lasers 

and even shotgun blasts one time 

out of six. 

Ramming damage done by vehicles in 

FASA’s Shadowrun RPG depends entirely 

on speed, not on size or weight. So get- 

ting hit by a bicycle can do more harm 

than getting run into by a bulldozer. 

In the anime RPG Mekton Zeta, Gatling 

guns and machine guns weigh only 

five kilograms each, so even the 

scrawniest character can lift four at 

a time. 

STALE... BUT FILLING. 

uses FLOWERS 7 
WIMAT. 20D Dow THAT por 

In the Rolemaster RPG standard system, 

PC gain experience points for dying. 

's War aft II computer game, 

pig farms are four times harder to destroy 

than stone guard towers. 

MODELING 
FOR INQUEST? IT’S 

BETTER THAN 
DOING PORNO, 

CINK SINK OINK WarCraft’s pig 

pens tougher than stone. 
Babe photo courtesy The Everett Collection. 

In the Civilization computer game a diplo- 

mat can steal, and you can use, advanced 

technology like the automobile even if 

you've never even invented the wheel. 

In the Pendragon RPG being ugly is dan- 

gerous. Any character whose appearance 

stat falls to 3 is bedridden. If it goes to 

0, they die. 

BRIGHT, X GoTTA 
WEAR VR SHADES ! 

SEE You IN THE 
NEXT cEenTuRY! 



In the late 13th century monarchs realized that tournaments were killing a 

significant number of their trained warriors. They began to set rules for the 

tournaments including the use of rebated lances, whalebone swords and 

specialized helms which were designed solely for the joust. - oo ; 

Most armor was custom 

ike tailored clothing and the average suit 
The idea that full plate armor was so heavy that a knight weighed 75 pounds 

could not stand up if he was knocked over in battle is a myth. 

Weight was distributed throughout the body by arming points 

(leather ties to an arming jacket) and straps. 

As jousting grew more into a spectator sport, specialized armor 

was designed solely to make tournaments more spectacular. 
Maximilian | created a mechanized breastplate designed to burst 
apart when struck with a lance. The lance itself was also hollowed 
out so that it would shatter into a burst of splintered wood. 

By 1398 the armorers of Milan were so 
proficient in their art that they could produce 

plate armor for 6,000 men in a few days. 

Chain mail is actually a term coined in the mid-1970s by 
RPG creators. The term maille or mail, is an old French word 

for mesh, or chain. So, in a way, saying chain mail is simila 

to saying chain chain. Most, if not all, modern armorers and 
historians refer to it simply as mail, or maille. 

Plate armor was sometimes covered with cloth or painted. 

The most common color was red. This was intended to 
1 keep your opponent from realizing exactly how much you 
were bleeding from your wounds. 

Swords were virtually useless against plate armor. Blunt or 

piercing weapons were much more effective. It was much — 

easier to put a two inch deep hole in a helm with the spike of 

a.war hammer than thrusting a sword into a knight’s armpit, 

which was also armored by mail gussets most of the time. 

oe 

In 1520 Henry VIII had a spectacular suit of armor made for foot 

combat in a tournament. It covered every inch of his body in plate 
(except the inside of his hands). It included rarities such as plate armor 

on the back of the knees, covering for his butt and genitals, and armor 
on the inside of this elbows. However, due to tournament rules, he had 

to scrap the suit completely and have a different one made, 
7 

The most common downfall of armor was rust. Medieval squires 

came up with several interesting ways to avoid sending their knight 

onto the field in orange armor. Plate armor was cleaned with olive 
oil, and maille was thrown in a barrel filled half full with sand and 

vinegar, and rolled down a hill. : 
: . vowed never to game ag 

room would just stop sp. 



PRESENTS 

How Wot will decide 
which cards will go into 

Magic 7th edition. 

a ule inquest, Staff 
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IN THE INQUEST GAMER OFFICE IS SHATTERED AS 
TOM SLIZEWSK! HAPPEN UPON THE! 

SEARLE, DEEP IN THE FRENZIED GRIP OF MADNESS! 

MIKE, YOU : : 
APPEAR DEEP IN wae 2 i'M“ NOT AAD f/f _ T'S THOSE MAGIC 

THE ee ekcec J a CARDS... KNOW THEY'RE 
ee nee Te \ _ALNEANDLIVING IN 
ie | | \ THIS BOOKSHELF. / CAN 

Sp PROVE [7/* 

SOMETHING THAT NO 
MORTAL EYE WAS EVER 
MEANT TO GAZE UPON... — 

irk of Wizards of the Coast. 

All photos by Paul Schi 



IF THIS IS 
A PANEL OF 

LAME CELEBRITY 
JUDGES, WHERE'S 

JAMIE FARRP 

LET'S GET THIS ; 

ELS UPR EES SON se L PAYCHECK AND : 
GET OUTTA HERE. FIRST PASS THROUGH THE 

CONTESTANT? VEIL OF THE ORDINARY 
INTO THE REALM OF 
WONDER AND-- <& 

VERY WELL. 
PRESTO, 

CHANGE-O.. 

VOILA! THE : “RABBIT...” 
SAE ONIN: 1'S RAB/D, YA JABRONI 

Z : NEXTL 

FREQUENCY 
KENNETH? 

JUNE1999 



NEXT UP IS THE 
DERANGE-- 

YOU'RE NOT 
INVISIBLE, YOU 
JUST TURNED 
SIDEWAYS. 

INQUESTGAMERS50O0 

WATIT...HERE'S ONE: 
WATCH AS | DEFY THE 

LAWS OF EVERYTHING BUT 
COMIC BOOK PHYSICS AND 

RENDER MYSELF 
COMPLETELY 

... INVISIBLES 



THESE... THESE 
ARE MY TRAINED 

SQUIRRELS... THEY'RE 
MY FRIENDS AND... 

THOSE AREN'T . 
SQUIRRELS. THEY'RE 

GLASS BEADS. 

UMM...HI...I'M 
HERE TO...HERE TO... 

BLEARGHHH! & 

BEHOLD As | 
TRANSFORM THIS 

SEEMINGLY NORMAL 
LOAF OF BREAD 

INTO-- 

SQ@U/RRELSS 
THEY RE SQU/IRRELSS 

WE'RE BEADS? 
NO WONDER | 
CAN'T CRAP. 

BA-DA- BUMP! 

'M TAP-DANCING! 
GET ITP \7AP”...P 

JUNE1999 69 



THIS IS GOING 
NOWHERE FAST. WE 

OUGHTTA=-- 

SPIDERMONKEYS 
| ARE THE DEVIL'S 
jas WORK. 

ALRIGHT, 
I'M CHANGING FOR OUR FIRST 

AND ONLY TRICK 

| DON'T LIKE 
WHERE THIS IS 
GOING. NEXT’ 

MY BOLOGNA 
HAS A FIRST NAME, 

IT'S B-O-L-- 

I'LL STAR 
OFF WITH A 

CHEWY ONE... 

| DON'T WANNA - 
SEE WHAT'S IN THAT 

UNCHBOX. 

NO THANK- 
YOU. NEXT/ 

7oQ INQUESTGAMERS50O 



THIS [S 
RIDICULOUSS ENEN 
/'M GETTING TIRED OF 
TONAL CONTESTANT: REVOLUCION’ 

HE'S GOT 
SOME CLAY SHAPED 
LIKE A STICK OF NURSE 
Dynamite! RUNS RATCHET, | WANT 

MY CIGARETTES/ 

NURSE THIS 1 DO 
( FOR MY PEOPLES 

ARRIBA! 

Le (Gone bass ; / ONE PLU 
MIKE, WHAT ‘ : Loco! 

WAS THAT NO/-- \ . 
UM, WHAT'RE YOU 

DOING? 

... THEY'RE ALIVE 
AND...AND THE BEADS 

WERE SQUIRRELS 
AND...MOMMY?P IS THAT 

YOUP MOMMA? 

JUNE1999 / 1 



INQUEST GAMER PRE SENTS | 
3 

ant to get your grubby little 
mitts on every single Magic 

card? Well then, here’s how you go 
about it: 
On the next page is a list of 50 

things to collect, shoot and answer. 
Each item has a point value next to it. 
Your mission—should you choose to 
accept it—is to collect as many points 
as possible by snagging the items, 
taking the photos, etc. When you've 
done all you can do, so that you 

can’ts do no more, dump all your stuff 

in one box—make sure that’s ONE 
box—and send it to us. Be sure to 
include the scavenger hunt checklist 
(or a photocopy of it, if you don’t 
want to mess up your magazine) with 
the items checked off. And you get 
five points just for filling the list out. 

The person with the highest point 
total wins the grand prize. In the case 

of a tie, we'll choose randomly. We'll 
take the next highest 100 totals as 
runners-up, and they'll score some 
cool Magic swag as well. 



aie 

GRAND PRIZE: 

RUNNERS UP 

STUFF TO FIND FOR POINTS: 
i Anything to do with a cheesy ’80s TV show (3) 

i Baseball card from the 1970s (1) 

2 Beach ball (2) 
Bizarre postcard (2) 

© Bumper sticker with the word “frog” on it (4) 

Business card from a proctologist, urologist or 

gynecologist (5) 

© Cannon piece from Risk (3) 

L Cheesy romance novel (2) 

Crown from Burger King (2) 

& Deck of cards with Jesus as the art on the 

card backs (5) 

Discount coupon for eggs (2) 

Drink coaster with non-English writing on it (3) 

i Fake vampire teeth. Minus 10 points if they're 

used. (3) 
[1 Indian Red Crayola with the wrapper (3) 

C) Left-handed scissors (2) 

© Magnet in the shape of a cartoon character (4) 

© Mexican jumping bean. Double the points if it's 

still jumping when we get it. (4) 

Nerf product (2) 

i Newspaper story about Satan or demons (3) 

( Non-six-sided die (1) 

(1 Oddly-shaped soap (3) 

(2 Packet of geranium seeds (3) 

@ Packet of unused sea monkeys (3) 

Picture of Elvis (2) 

 Place-mat from a restaurant with a picture of 

fried clams on it (5) 

THIS CONTEST IS SPONSORED 
BY INQUEST GAMER AND 
YOUR LOCAL GARBAGE MEN. 

i Polka-dotted sock (5) ( You, dressed crazy, reading /nQuest in a public 

© Popular song you've rewritten with lyrics about place (3) 

gaming (3) 

© Recipe, photocopied from a book, where abug QUESTIONS TO ANSWER 

is an ingredient (5) FOR POINTS: 
(1 How do you decide which color goes first 

in chess? (2) 

(2 What is President Bill Clinton’s middle name? (2) 

What is the Prisoner's number on the television 

show “The Prisoner”? (3) 

i What month and year did Magic first hit store 

shelves? (2) 

2 Where in California do the swallows always 

return? (4) 
i Who is the NFL’s all-time rushing leader? (2) 

( Who produced the television specials 

“Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer” and 

“The Hobbit”? (3) 
2 Who wrote “Superman: The Movie” and 

“The Godfather”? (3) 

[) Rubber lizard (2) 

( Silver Lego brick (4) 

i Something with the Canadian flag on it (2) 

( Temporary tattoo of a monkey (4) 

@ 3-D glasses (5) 
© Ticket stub from “The Phantom Menace” (4) 

Transparent rubber “Super Ball” (4) 

(i Two-color tennis ball (4) 

PHOTOS TO SHOOT FOR POINTS: 
© Hot chick with Magic card or roleplaying 

game module (4) 

© Sibling or friend in compromising position (3) 

(2 Three squirrels (5) 

You and six people on a bed in a department 

store. One bonus point for each person 

more than six. (5) 

© You hugging a fast-food restaurant manager (4) 

: | ) 

CONTEST DEADLINE 
JUNE 30, 1999 

DATE OF BIRTH NAME 

tl ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PHONE NUMBER (WITH AREA CODE) 

E-MAIL ADDRESS (IF YA GOTS ONE) 

4. SEND EVERYTHING IN ONE PACKAGE. IF YOU SEND THEM SEPARATELY, WE'LL TOTAL YOUR POINTS 

SEPARATELY AND YOU WON'T HAVE A CHANCE. 

9. INCLUDE THE “OFFICIAL SCAVENGER HUNT CHECKLIST” PRINTED ABOVE OR A PHOTOCOPY. IT’S 

WORTH FIVE POINTS JUST TO FILL IT OUT. 

3. DO NOT SEND MULTIPLES OF EACH ITEM; YOU CAN ONLY SCORE THE POINTS ONCE. 

4, SEND YOUR ENTRY TO: 

“INQUEST GAMER SCAVENGER HUNT” 
C/O WIZARD ENTERTAINMENT 

151 WELLS AVE. 
CONGERS, NY 10920-0118 



peed kills. No other Magic mantra is both as 

true and as timeless. Four years ago, the first 

issue of InQuest would inaugurate this space 

with that simple premise. In honor of our anniver- 

sary 50th issue, we'll revisit that very first Killer 

Deck, “Bayou Lightning,” updating the rather ele- 

gant concept of crushing your opponent under an 

avalanche of oversized creatures. 

Fiow to Play 

In the original version, “Bayou Lightning” had a good 

deal of miscellaneous effects designed to disrupt or 

annoy its opponent like Mind Twist and Strip Mine. In 

the redesign, much of that has been taken out, either 

for lack of corollary effects in Standard or to simply 

streamline the deck. What’s left is brutally potent 

creatures that land on the table before most oppo- 

nents are ready to deal with them. 

This means carefully deploying a mix of mana and 

threats in the early game. The deck is designed to 

really start moving around turn three, with earlier 

turns consumed by mana development. Normally, the 

first turn will consist of playing a land and either an enchantment- 

destroying Elvish Lyrist or a Thran Turbine. The Lyrist allows you 

to play a Priest Of Titania on the second turn and have a fair 

stockpile of mana on the third turn, with the Priest's ability to 

generate one green mana for every elf in play. If you don't see 

the elven mana coming on-line, then the Turbine might be a bet- 

ter play, as the colorless mana it provides during your upkeep will 

help pay the echo costs on many of your creatures, and increase 

the rate at which you can bring them out. In either case, you 

should usually develop the mana base first and begin bringing out 

the heavy hitters past turn two. 

You should strive for a balance between developing your offense 

and keeping your opponent at bay. The Simian Grunts can be used 

as a form of creature removal, since they can be played as an instant 

and become surprise blockers. If your opponent is wary of such a 

tactic or his creatures can’t be blocked by ground creatures, then 

Engineered Plague, which can give all creatures of 

NO BALLS? But that doesn’t stop Rancor 

from pounding your opponent. 

one type -1/-1, should be able to deal with them. And if the game 

goes on long enough, you should eventually reach the point where 

you're ready to play the big, bad boy of the deck—the 7/7 Verdant 

Force, which creates a 1/1 green creature during each upkeep. 

Even should the Verdant Force never appear, the deck can gen- 

erate such enormous surges of mana and has so much trample, 

that it’s fairly easy to simply Howl From Beyond for +20/+0 and kill 

an opponent in one fell swoop. One good trick is to tap a Gaea’s Cra- 

dle for mana, and then sacrifice it to Crop Rotation to get a second 

Gaea’s Cradle, which can then also be tapped for mana. 

Such schemes work wonderfully against other fast, aggres- 

sive decks. However, control decks will likely hold back 

countermagic just for such occasions. Against permission decks, 

your best weapons are the Simian Grunts. Since they can be 

played as an instant, you can play them at the end of your 

opponent's turn, forcing them to tap out if they want to counter 

them, and leaving you free to play spells during your turn. The 

2 Uktabi Orangutan 

GREEN 
4 Albino Troll 

2 Crop Rotation 

4 Cradle Guard 

2 Elvish Lyrist 

4 Priest Of Titania 

4 Rancor 

4 Simian Grunts 

_ 4 Engineered Plague 

2 Howl From Beyond 

2 Verdant Force 

LANDS 
2 Ancient Tomb 

10 Forest 

2 Gaea’s Cradle 

4 Thran Quarry 

4 Treetop Village 

What's our favorite color’other than purple? | Well, -green and red ‘have: ‘appeared i in: 
the most of our killer‘decks, at 25 times each. "We've also done a-mono-color deck 

74 INQUESTGAMERSO 

an for each color and only’ once issue #33) has a uiler den included: -all five col 

_AN 
FU enemas rm 

Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast Inc. Photo courtesy of Everett Collection. 



Jack and his girlfriends didn’t 
age as well as /nQuest's original Killer Deck. 

Treetop Village creature-lands are also a significant threat, as they 

cannot be countered. 

Weaknesses 
The deck is enormously strong against most conventional decks. With 

such a broad base of fast threats, it handles control and aggressive decks 

with equal aplomb. However, two strategies can cause considerable 

trouble. The first is mana denial. With 12 echo creatures and four land 

creatures, successfully destroying or locking down your mana means 

that a good deal of your deck is inefficient at best and unplayable at 

worst. However, since the deck generates such fast, large threats, nor- 

mally your opponent will not be able to create a situation in which it 

is to their benefit to use all their mana to deny your mana. 

The other major trouble spot is with combo decks, which ignore 

the opponent in search of some game-winning combo. Without any 

disruption tactics, you've simply got to put them “on the clock” and 

force them to attempt their combo earlier than they really desire. So 

long as you can keep control of the game's tempo, you have a good 

shot at beating them before they can assemble what they need to win. 

How to Sideboard 
The sideboard provides additional artifact, creature and enchantment 

destruction so the deck can be fine-tuned to deal with these spe- 

cific threats. By swapping between the main deck elements and the 

sideboard elements, you can subtly alter the mix of these various 

weapons to address virtually any deck. So long as you maintain no 

more than six to eight black cards in the deck, you shouldn't have 

problems with generating the appropriate mana. 

The last two sideboard cards, Gloom and Multani’s Presence, are 

designed to fight against very specific decks. Gloom is primarily meant 

as an answer to highly defensive decks and decks with Armageddon; 

the main deck’s Engineered Plagues should be sufficient to crush White 

Weenie when combined with the enormous creature complement. Mul- 

tani’s Presence, which allows you to draw a card for every one of yours 

countered, is swapped in for cards such as Howl From Beyond and 

Crop Rotation which are unlikely to be very useful against countermagic. 

If you're tired of seeing endless rehashes of the same old deck, 

then maybe you should break out some old school tech and teach 

your opponents that the best concepts are sometimes the oldest. Ml 

Len Blado wants everyone to know that four years ago he was trad- 

ing Black Lotuses for Basalt Monoliths and loving every minute of tt. 

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 
hey keep telling me that there is no grand 

50th issue gala In@Quest celebration and that 

they're all staying home that night to sort 

Spellfire cards. Meaning that | wasted my time 

getting an inflatable life-size replica of the Taj 

Mahal, a donut cannon and a copy of the ultra- 

rare Ogre LARP (the traditional door prizes). But 

if there were a party celebrating four years and 

two months of /nQuest, it might go something 

like this... I Len Blado, Party Crasher 

JUNE1999 es) 



POKEMON LETHAL TOUR 

Fist Fulla Pokemon ., 2y 
keep your opponent off balance by using quick 

effective attacks and disabling the opposing 

pokémon’s ability to fight back. This deck features 

lightning fast pokémon that pack a wallop—along 

with the tricks you'll need to bring the match to a 

satisfying end. 

O ne of the best ways to win a Pokémon duel is to 

Deck Concept 

Our “Fist Fulla Pokémon” deck features several quick- 

start pokémon capable of attacking with only one energy 

and more that inflict lethal damage with two or three. The 

hard-punching Hitmonchan and the shockingly quick 

Electabuzz are the headliners of this deck. Hitmonchan 

packs a 20 point damage attack with only one energy 

and can dish out 40 with three energy. Electabuzz has a 

10 point attack which can paralyze for one energy or an 

amazing 30 point attack for only two. And because they 

both have 70 hit points, they're hard to knock out. 

The evolving pokémon Machop and Diglett can deliver 20 and 

10 damage with only one energy and Diglett can do 30 for only 

two. Evolve them into Machamp and Dugtrio and they can prove 

a threat to anything your opponent can muster. Their attacks are 

in the hefty 60 and 70 point range which will even hurt creatures 

which are resistant to their attacks. The trainer cards in the deck 

include plenty of card drawing to make sure you get enough 

Energy as well as a few tricks to keep your opponent guessing. 

Fiow to Play 

Obviously, you need to start the beatings right away with this 

deck. A first turn Hitmonchan, Electabuzz or even Machop can 

get you going quickly. They all have decent attacks that only cost 

a single energy. Once you have your starting pokémon charged 

up, begin working on another so you'll be able to strike 

fast. Don’t be afraid to leave your pokémon out to die 

4 if they can inflict that extra damage. This deck needs 

__ to keep the damage coming and you should be deal- 

t faster than your opponent. 

the deck 
IGHTING POKEMON 

_ 2 Machoke 

1 Machamp 

76 INQUESTGAMERS50 

ELECTRIC POKEMON 
Diglett 4 Electabuzz 

Dugtrio 

Hitmonchan TRAINERS 
Machop 4 Bill 

3 Energy Removal 

3 Gust Of Wind 

2 Professor Oak 

338 gaming products have been reviewed i in:these hallowed pages; but 

> only: 12 have received a perfect score. The /@ Gamer staff's choice’ for. the 

3 -hest of the hest? We'd. shave is go for Settiors ¢ a f Catan, 7 

ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS siinbini ia 

Rich Lipman 

iPS ELECTRIC! Electabuzz, with his 

power attack, is a strong starter. If your opponent gets out 

a B.F.P.—Big Fat Pokémon—with a lot of hit points, you've got two 

choices: beat it down or use the Gust Of Wind to bring up one of 

his lesser critters so you can squish it and gain the prize. Obvi- 

ously, the latter deal is the way to go. 

Gust Of Wind is a major component in your bag of tricks, 

by the way. At some point in most duels, your opponent will 

play a scrub pokémon to his bench as the first stage of a scary 

and powerful evolution. You can force it into battle right 

away with a well-timed Gust, earning not only a knockout 

and prize, but guaranteeing that your opponent's stage one 

and two pokés languish in his hand rather than menacing you 

from the table. 

Another key use of Gust Of Wind is to force into battle the pow- 

erful pokémon who can use their awesome powers while on the 

bench. For example, many Pokémon decks pack Alakazam, whose 

damage swap is an amazingly useful power. During most games 

your opponent will leave it on the bench to do it’s dirty work in 

safety while all the damage you do to his active pokémon gets 

moved around, A Gust will bring Alakazam front and center where § 

2 Super Energy 

Removal 

1 Super Potion 

ENERGY 
8 Electric 

17 Fighting 

Pokémon is TM & © Nintendo, Wizards of the Coast authorized u: 



Photo courtesy of Everett Collection. 

GOD OF ARAMA WRESTLING When Machamp gets 

four meathooks into a pokémon, it’s all over, baby. you can try to 

beat it down. Same thing applies to the other pokémon whose pow- 

ers work really well from the bench. 

Your Energy Removal and Super Energy Removal are keys to 

strategically keeping your opponent’s pokemon neutered. Usu- 

ally while your opponent is putting up small fry or wall type 

pokémon like Chansey or Onix he is preparing something a lit- 

tle more lethal. 

You can combine your Gust Of Wind with Energy Removal to 

force up one of his deadlier pokémon while at the same time 

making it unable to strike back due to energy problems. This should 

give you time to kill it off while it’s stranded on the front lines 

without enough energy to retreat. If your opponent has built up a 

loaded Charizard or Zapdos a well-timed Energy Removal can buy you 

a turn or two to deal with it before it starts turning your pokémon 

into snacks. 

Use the Super Potion late in the game to keep your big poke- 

mon on the board, especially when your opponent thinks he can gain 

the upper hand by knocking it out. Save it for just the right occa- 

sion to keep the poké-beats coming. It works well on a damaged 

Machoke to strengthen his karate chop. 

Weaknesses 
Pokémon resistant to fighting are a major problem for this deck. Use 

Electabuzz to fight them or use the Gust Of Wind to push them back 

to the bench and bring up a more “edible” pokémon. If you have to 

face a fight-resistant pokémon, don’t waste energy trying to get in 

10 points of damage with Hitmonchan. Prepare a big damage Dugtrio 

or Machamp to take it on. 

Save your Energy Removal for an opponent with a huge energy 

requirement or to give your pokémon an extra turn of life. A start- 

ing Chansey or Onix may take a while to hack down since they 

have high hit points. If you can’t drive a pokémon away with a 

Gust Of Wind, you will need to just keep whacking on it and 

strengthen the guy on your bench. Those “wall” pokémon can take 

a licking, but with Energy Removal and Gust Of Wind, you should 

be able to cope. 

There are many different types of successful and fun pokemon 

decks you can build. This one is fast, lethal and capable of quickly 

eliminating your opponent's threats. If it reflects your play style, 

you should have a lot of fun with it. Don’t forget though, one of the 

most fun parts of pokémon is building your own deck. Experiment 

and keep trying to achieve pokémon mastery. o 

Rich Lipman is trying to convince people that he wasn‘ the model 

for Chansey in spite of the obvious resemblance. 

al@lan ise el=\2< 

WEED WHACKERS AND 
BUG KILLERS 

ardening is a popular way to spend the time. 

Nothing’s finer on the warm breezy days of 

early summer than tending a festive garden 

of healthful vegetables and lovely flowers, right? 

Get real! Kicking weed and insect-pest ass is where 

it’s at! This Pokémon deck presents a whole host of 

annoying garden vermin with which to task your oppo- 

nent. So get out that weed whacker and go to town! 

You have lots of ways to bug your opponent. 

From the powerful Venusaur, which can whack 

almost any pokémon in one swipe, to the Beedrill, 

who can plant a nasty sting on anything. Sure, 

getting these second stage beasties inte play can 

be tricky but with the addition of a gardening 

expert like the Pokémon Breeder it can be a snap. 

Maintaining a garden can be hard work. If some 

of your pokémon become damaged, just use your 

Venusaur to move the energy to other pokemon. 
BB Rich Lipman 

JUNE1999 7 7 



feenies 
ard, fast and furious. Those are three words that'll run 

through your opponent's mind as you run him over 

with a swarm of green weenies. You'll be pounding 

him into the ground before he knows what hit him. 

Step 1: Theme 

This deck revolves around a horde of small, quick creatures and 

several spells that help beef them up and hasten your opponent's 

demise. He'll constantly be forced to block or kill off your crea- 

tures or face being run over very quickly. You'll often be able to 

play out all the creatures in your hand by the third turn and fin- 

ish off your adversary within five turns. 

By the third turn this 

deck can spit out a 9/9 Pouncing Jaguar. 

by Jeremy Smith 

Step 2: Colors 

While quality weenie hordes can be assembled in pretty much 

every color, I chose to go with green for this deck due to its great 

ability to speed up mana production and get creatures into play 

a turn or two earlier than the other colors. With the Urza's Cycle, 

green also gained a wealth of echo creatures, which trade off 

extra power and toughness for a slightly cheaper casting cost 

that must be paid again on the turn after being cast. This trade- 

off usually ends up being quite worthwhile. 

Step 3: Creatures 

The first things you'll need for this deck are creatures—lots of 

them. When including creatures in a deck, it’s important to fol- 

low a mana curve. This means that you should include a larger 

number of smaller, lower-casting cost creatures than larger, more 

expensive ones in order to ensure being able to cast them earlier 

in the game and use up all of your mana each turn. Having lots 

of cheap creatures also leaves more room open for paying the 

echo costs of some of your creatures. 

For one-casting cost creatures, I went with four Llanowar 

Elves, two Pouncing Jaguars, two Elvish Lyrists and two Scav- 

enger Folk. The Llanowars should be standard in any heavy-green 

deck, as their ability of tapping for one green mana is one of 

green’s staples and helps speed decks up immensely. The 

Jaguars, 2/2 echoers, are a bargain at only one mana and 

leave room for you to cast a second-turn creature while still 

being able to pay the echo cost. The Lyrists and Folk let you 

eliminate nasty enchantments and artifacts while serving 

double-duty as 1/1 creatures. 

At the two-mana level, there are four Priests Of 

Titania, four Muscle Slivers and two Albino Trolls. With 

‘In issue #7 loyal fan Karen Weatherbee snagged a complete set of Magic cards for | 
creating the coolest original card among thousands of entries. Fhe. black interrupt 

4 Changeling read, “Gain control of target creature as it is being cast. Player casting 
_ creature gains a. Changeling counter. Treat Chageling as'a 0/1-black creature.” 

& iwavest@AMERSO ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS 

Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast Inc 



HONOR ROLL 
10 elves in the deck, the Priests will often be able to tap for two, three Ho: are the choice cards for this deck and how to 

or more mana each turn. The slivers are decent at 2/2 for two mana, 

but they have the added bonus of making each other +1/+1 

bigger for each extra one in play. Of course, if you run up 

against a sliver deck, you should probably sideboard them out. 

Finally, the Albino Troll is a fat 3/3 regenerating echoer and 

will be bigger than anything else your opponent can cast 

within a similar time frame. 

Rounding out the creatures, there are two Cradle 

Guards and four Simian Grunts. The Guards, like the 

Trolls, are huge for their cost, and their trample ability 

will make your opponent think twice about chump-block- 

ing them. The 3/4 Grunts are the closest things that 

green has to spot-creature kill, since they can be cast 

anytime you can play an instant and can take out incom- 

ing attackers. You'll also be able to attack with the 

Grunts right away, too, if you cast them during your 

opponent's turn. 

What didn’t make it? Well, Wall Of Blossoms and Mul- 

tani’s Acolyte, while having the nice benefit of replacing 

themselves with another card, don't offer the power-and- 

toughness-to-casting cost ratios that the other creatures 

do. Acridian, while decent, generally is slightly inferior to 

the Albino Troll—though it’s a fine substitute should you 

be short on Trolls. Wild Dogs, while also a bargain, are too 

situational and can often hurt you more than they'd help 

you. Hidden Gibbons (I count them as creatures), Spike 

Weavers and Argothian Wurms can work well, but they're 

rare and tough to get a hold of easily. : OVERRUN: 

play them most effectively: 

ALBINO TROLL: 
This and the other two echo 

creatures—Pouncing Jaguar and 

Cradle Guard—give you a huge 

amount of bang for your buck. A 

3/3 regenerator for two mana is 

nothing to sneeze at. 

GAEA’S CRADLE: 
With 26 creatures in this deck, 

you'll almost always be able to 

tap this for more than one green 

mana. This is key in casting a 

quick Overrun or in blasting 

away your opponent with a large 

Hurricane. 

MIGHT OF OAKS: 
The +7/+7 bonus this card gives 

is just gigantic. All you need to do 

is get through one creature 

unblocked—an easy task for this 

deck—and you'll be puttin’ serious 

hurt on your opponent in no time. 

This turns an army of weenies 
Ss 4: ellis ne 

reas Sr into a battalion of fatties in no 
Since there are so many creatures in this deck, there are few 

spells, and most of these simply give your creatures more 

punch. Rancor, a bargain at one green mana, gives a crea- 

ture +2/+0 and trample and returns to your hand if the 

enchanted creature dies. Overrun and Might Of Oaks simply 

make your creatures huge. While they're expensive, they can 

be game-enders and usually won't be tough to cast with all 

your extra mana sources. Since the Might is rare, you can 

also substitute in Giant Growth or Symbiosis if you don't 

have any. 

Lastly, there are two Hurricanes, which can provide 

defense against flyers as well as deliver the knockout blow 

to your opponent, and two Crop Rotations, which let 

you fetch Gaea’s Cradles and Treetop Villages when you 

need them. 

Step 5: Lands 
Since this is a straight green deck, the land choice is lim- 

ited. Twenty-one total lands seemed to be about the right 

ratio for this deck, so 1 went with 17 Forests, two Gaea’s 

Cradles and two Treetop Villages. The Cradles can provide 

huge amounts of mana, and the Villages can double as both 

mana sources and 3/3 tramplers. If you have them, Mox Dia- 

monds are also an option. 

You'll be able to thwack your opponent around quite a 

bit with this pack of nasty weenies. Three more words 

you'll put into his mind? Game, set, match! ae) 

Jeremy Smith (jeremysm @roundtable. cif.rochester. edu) 

wonders if an article about green weenies warrants an 

“R® rating. 
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, ith a game as rich and flexible as the Star Wars 

W CCG, the strategic possibilities never end. But 

whether you battle in space, blaze through the 

clouds or clash on the ground, a few basic tips will boost 

your playing prowess from Outer Rim-wannabe to hero of 

the Rebellion—or to Grand Moff of the Empire, if that’s 

more your style. 

— as = 

5, 4 

a ie 
Ss 

“Which article has generated the most controversy? Hands down, it’s “Games That 
Suck” from /nQuest #25. The feature which got the most fan mail? “Contest of, 

| Champions” from issue #15, where cartoon fantasy characters like Elric vs. 
/- King Arthur and Cthulhu ys. Sauron duked it out. os E 
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your memory: “Read the card.” Believe it or not, this simple adage 

takes your playing skill to a much higher level. Winning a game 

isn’t merely a matter of playing the right card at the right time. 

It’s also a matter of remembering special abilities of your exist- 

ing cards and applying those abilities when they help the most. 

Practice before a game and live it while playing. Even the best 

players forget to read the cards from time to time—and usually 

end up kicking themselves for it. 

For instance, Don’t Get Cocky gives the Light Side two extra 

battle destiny draws if Luke and Han fight side-by-side in bat- 

tle. That’s a great benefit, no doubt about it. But that’s not all 

the card does. Read further in the card’s game text and you 

find one of Decipher’s famous “OR” clauses. In this case, Don't 

Get Cocky also lets the Light Side destroy a TIE/LN immedi- 

ately after the Dark Side declares a battle at that system. This 

akes the card useful whether or not Han and Luke ever emerge 

from the Reserve Deck. 

The “read your cards” rule applies to your opponent's cards, 

too. When your opponent plays an interrupt or effect or uses the 

game text of some other card in play, it’s perfectly legal to take 

a moment and read the card’s text for yourself. After all, your 

opponent is human, too; he could make a mistake in the heat of 

the game, and accidentally play a card that seems appropriate, but 

doesn’t quite work. Powerful defense cards like Too Cold For Speed- 

VAVIN A GOOD TIME Put ers and system-wide effects, such as 

our tips to use and fly Sunsdown, only operate under cer- 

to victory. tain conditions or locations. It only 

ae takes a moment to make sure your 

opponent's plays match the text on his cards, but 

that moment might save the game for you. 

Pay attention when your opponent draws a 

destiny card. Don’t simply focus on the destiny 

number. Granted, that’s why he drew the card, but he’s 

also showing you something from his deck; it’s an 

important clue. Pay particular attention if it’s an inter- 

tupt or effect, since those cards give you 

excellent insight into your opponent's strategy. 

Don’t be afraid to look up things in the rules or 

glossary during the game. If you aren't sure about a 

5 

about the card. Special charac- 

teristics—hounty hunter, leader, 

_ smuggler, spy, efc.—appear here 
in bold text. 

Details card abilities, 

Pay close attention to everything 
a in this area of each card. 

 Walue when losing the 
cardinbattle, 

mane: Z 

cc ae a es 

definition—there’s a big difference between 

locations, systems and sites—revised game text for a card or any- 

thing else, consult the rules. Likewise, if you play in a tournament, 

ask the tournament director for a ruling if you and your opponent 

disagree on how part of the game should work. 

Once you build these basics into your playing habits, begin 

working on the more advanced technique of tracking cards as 

they move through your life force. Don't do anything unseemly— 

like say, cheat—but do pay attention to the cards passing through 

your life force piles. Specifically, get a sense of where the high 

destiny cards are lurking and when they might turn up again. 

Here’s a simple example of the technique. It’s late in the game, 

and you have 14 cards in your life force. You activate 10 Force this 

turn, leaving 4 cards in your reserve deck. Using Reactor 

Terminal/Traffic Control, you move a Restraining Bolt and Caller, 

which are both destiny 6, from your hand into the used pile. You 

continue the turn, eventually placing 7 more cards—6 from the 

Force pile and one from the reserve deck—onto the used pile. 

At the end of the turn, when you recycle the used pile, those 

two destiny 6 cards move to the bottom of your reserve deck, 

buried under exactly 10 cards. Now you must plan carefully. By 

activating exactly the right amount of Force, you can manipulate 

where the two high destiny cards sit in your reserve deck. To 

bring the cards to the top of the reserve deck, activate 10 Force. 

Now you have two great battle destiny draws! Activate 9 cards 

instead and you left space for a destiny draw to use with an 

interrupt or effect which, in turn, leaves the pair of destiny 6 

cards ready to draw. 

As you can see, this technique takes some practice, but 

it’s much easier to learn than you might think. Practice your 

strategies, learn to plan how much Force your game actions require 

and then blow away the competition as the cards come up exactly 

the way you want them to appear. 

Since everything in SW CCG happens during specific phases, take 

a close look at these building blocks of your turn. Make a habit 

of going through every phase of the turn, even if you apparently 

have nothing happening during that phase. I actually say the 

phase names aloud so there’s no question about what I’m doing: 

“Activate, 10 Force, control, no controlled locations, deploy...” 

resolve hattles, weapon shots and 

other game actions, such as inter- 

rupt and effect results. 

expansion set containing this card. 

No icon appears on Premiere cards. 

NE ~ Displays char- 

acter skills—pilot, warrior, 

permanent weapon, ete.—and 

special feature icons, such as 

independent starship, Scamp link, 

selective creature. 

~ Lists values for card power, ability, PL a 
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Since your opponent can technically take an action at any point 

in your turn, moving through each phase in a deliberate way 

prevents him from saying “I know you just declared battle, but I 

was going to do something at the end of your deploy phase.” 

Although it harkens back to the “read your cards” mantra, 

pay attention to cards that take action only during certain phases. 

Figrin D’an makes his bet during the control phase, which is 

also when Reflection retrieves a card from your lost pile. Sniper 

fires a weapon during the control phase, but it can’t if 

you don't remember to play the card until halfway through the 

deploy phase. 

Finally, when drawing at the end of your turn, remember to 

leave some cards in the Force pile to pay for “react” movements 

during your opponent's turn. A well-timed react drastically messes 

up your opponent’s carefully crafted plans. 

Playing the game requires a solid deck, and as with 

everything else in SW CCG, there's a definite science and art to 

deck-building. Both science and art? Yes, quite true. 

It's a science, because certain card combinations show up regu- 

larly in successful decks, which means research and testing leads 

to better decks. But that’s not the whole story. There’s an art 

to deckbuilding as well, because a good deck plays out like 

a good story with plots and sub-plots building to a final 

victorious climax. 

When starting your new deck, begin with a single goal in 

mind. Keep the goal simple and focus the deck around it. With so 

many cards in the various SW CCG sets, it’s easy to get sidetracked 

by cool cards in your collection. Sure, you want to use them, but 

first they have to fit into your goal. If they don’t, then leave 

them out or change the goal. 

With the definite goal in mind, it’s time to choose locations. 

\ 4e) as 

_ Empire puts its cards up here. 

I Where the action 

ee & in Force, drain Force, 

_ move and battle here. 

Rebels play 0 on this side of the loca- 

tions. Cards representing : 

Q are played at the location sites. 

DEPLO’ ' > Most effects in 

aes go ee Others play on a par- 

ticular character or location. 

from the be or oe from 
your hand go in the lost pile. 

“Who is Inf 

his name tagged to 138 articles, and that’s including the matiy-he’ s worked 

WALK DON’T RUN Paying close attention 

to cards previously played by your foe 

can win you the game. 

in this, pay attention to how much Force each one generates for 

you and your opponent. Also watch the game text for the sites. 

A few innocent words like “Your characters present here are 

immune to attrition” make a lot of difference in the game. Look 

for sites that offer you good Force generation while providing 

few advantages to your opponent. 

luesf's most prolific writer? Games Editor Jeff Hannes. has had 

-on as part of the “10 Gamer staff. td 
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Your deck goal and locations make up the map for 

the final step: Selecting the rest of the deck. You need 

cards that inflict damage on your opponent through 

Force drains, direct battle, etc.; cards that reduce or 

prevent damage given by your opponent, like It Could 

Be Worse; and one more group of cards, which I like to 

call “plot complications.” These are the interrupts, 

effects, and other cards in your deck which change the 

flow of the game. They might prevent game actions, 

allow extra destiny draws or help you get cards into 

play, among other things. They make the game fun and 

are often the key to turning a game in your favor. 

As you select cards, look for things that help when 

played by themselves, but that truly rock when 

working in combination with other cards. These 

combinations are the essence of the deckbuilding art. Nothing 

makes you prouder than when someone looks at your deck and 

says “Cool combo!” 

The Rebel snowspeeders in the sample deck are an excellent 

combo example. By themselves, they're limited—low deploy 

cost, medium power and a decent destiny number. Combine 

them with some other cards, though, and watch them turn 

vicious. Wrist Comlink lets them move as a react to a battle or 

Force drain. CZ-3 helps them deploy as a react. ASP-707 makes 

them deploy for free. Combine those two droids together and 

you get snowspeeders that deploy for free as a react. Now, 

that’s nasty! 

Building the ultimate deck takes creativity, ingenuity, and 

skill—but most of all, it takes cards! Although “theme” 

tournaments, like Decipher’s Bespin and Beyond events earlier 

this year, focus on cards from a particular expansion, most 

decks require a mix of cards from several sets. For instance, a 

Rescue the Princess objective deck requires locations and 

interrupts from Premiere, A New Hope, and Special Edition. 

Without the supporting cards, your cool objectives are nothing 

but trading stock. 

Since each of the expansions focuses on a particular segment 

of the movies, it’s easy to focus your purchases and stock up on 

the cards you need. Build a foundation for your collection by 

focusing on Premiere, A New Hope, and Special Edition cards. 

These sets include the main characters, great supporting cast 

members, all of the primary starships, and a ton of valuable 

interrupts and effects. 

Add spice and themes to your decks with cards from the other 

sets. Hoth includes snowspeeders and walkers (which work great 

on any planet), while Cloud City adds bounty hunters, more ships, 

clouds, cloud cars, and the infamous carbon freezing chamber. Add 

more aliens and creatures to your deck with a trip to Jabba’s 

Palace. Pick up some Dagobah packs for Dark Side space power and 

Light Side Jedi training. 

THE SAGA CONTINUES 
Don’t forget about online trading and purchasing 

opportunities, either. For a start, check out the SWCCG area in the 

Mozilla Open Directory Project (http://dmoz.org/Games/ 

Trading_Cards/Star_Wars_CCG/), the game-oriented newsgroups 

(specifically rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace), and the Deci- 

pher-sponsored discussion boards and mailing lists available on 

their website (http://www.decipher.com/starwars/index.html). If 

you use America Online, look at the CCG Headquarters inside the 

Gaming area (keyword GAMING). @ 

John Kaufeld is hard at work on his next magnum opus, 

InQuest Gamer for Dummies. 

his deck combines incom Gor- 

poration, incom Engineers and 

maintenance droids to pump 

up the power, ability and immunity 

to attrition of your snowspeeders, 

skyhoppers, and X-wings. Using 

those vehicles, build complementary 

Force drains on the ground and in 

the clouds. 

® During the early turns of the game, 

build up your presence in the War Room 

to protect the Incom Corporation card that’s coming later. 

It’s a great place to start key characters like the Incom Eng? 

neer, Tibanna Gas Miner and Figrin D’an. 

© Once Yavin IV comes into play—either from you or 

the Dark Side—immediately deploy your cloud sectors, 

move a couple of T-1Gs into them and get a Tibanna 

Gas Miner on the tabie. This combination is the major 

power behind your Force drains. 

® it’s important to put a T-7G or two into the low- 

est cloud sector—the one closest to the sites on Yavin 

iV—because from that location, your T-16 can “react” 

to any battle or Force drain at an exterior planet site, 

even if you turn on Maneuvering Flaps. 

¢ Han is the key character in this deck, since you gain 

extra battle destiny draws when pairing him with either 

Leia or Luke. Optimally, put Han in a T-16 Skyhopper, 

then tempt the Dark Side into an exterior site battle with 

Leia or Luke. Spring the trap by moving Han and the T- 

46 into the battie as a “react.” Remember to leave one 

or two cards in your Force pile to pay for the move. 

John Kaufeld 
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Toxxulia forest. With grim determination, you launch 

a bolt of flame at your foe. It turns and races toward 

you, claws flailing, and so the battle begins. Within moments 

the tide turns against you. “You have been diseased!” the 

display reads, mocking you as your health takes a dive. You 

turn to run, but it’s too late. The computer politely informs 

you that “You have been knocked unconscious!” and you are 

forced to watch helplessly as your enemy continues to take 

swats at your mutilated body. Finally, that humbling 

message appears on screen: “You have been slain by a skunk!” 

Hey... No one said the life of a fledgling adventurer was easy. 

The world of EverQuest is brimming with coolness. 

Monstrous ice giants and cyclopses. Vile necromancers and 

dread-boned skeletons. And yes, even deadly scent-spraying 

CHECKMATE In dangerous places like the skunks. Of course, 
chesshoard of Butcherblock, it always helps 

to have a partner watching your back! 

EverQuest has to offer takes time. Fortunately, we've got plenty 

of pointers to help get you up and running. First things first 

though; run the tutorial. As odious as the notion of a tutorial 

may seem, EverQuest’s is very well-done and will give you a 

good feel for the interface. When you've finished slaying wolves 

and climbing ladders, come back here. 

CHARACTER CAEATION 

When creating your first character, you should avoid jumping right 

into one of the more difficult choices. For example, a human necro- 

mancer might sound fun, but it’s highly challenging to play. The 

guards will kill you on sight, and the guild where you can train 

and buy new spells is well hidden. Rather than give yourself hours 

of needless frustration when you first start out, you're better off 

getting a feel for the game with a less-hated character. You'll be 

Bragging rights. A four-year-old Moon Pie™ glued to the top of a bowling 

trophyis the most coveted prize among staffers. It goes to whomever wo 
¥ the last big tourney and has changed hands 11 times. 
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able to tell if you're character is going 

to be too tough to play by reading 

the text that pops up when asked to 

choose your starting city. 

Once you feel comfortable with 

the controls and have a few kills 

under your belt—advancing to 2nd 

level is a good point—start over with 

your preferred class. 

Your next step is choosing 

attributes. You should always dump 

a good portion of your freebie points 

into stamina, since it determines your 

hit points. If you're a spellcaster, the 

rest should go into the attribute 

which determines your mana total; 

that’s wisdom for clerics, druids, 

rangers, shamans and paladins and 

intelligence for enchanters, magicians, necromancers and wizards. 

Fighter-types will want a few extra points in strength, increasing 

both max damage and carrying capacity, while rogues should 

consider putting a few points into agility. 

Finally, your choice of deity will affect how certain races and 

factions view you. For example, worshippers of the Prince of Hate 

are not very popular in Norrath. Also note that if your character 

is a human or half-elf, your choice of deity may affect your start- 

ing city options. For example, a cleric who chooses to worship the 

Lifebringer must start in Freeport, while a worshipper of the 

Rainkeeper starts in Qeynos. 

GETTING STARTED 

Your first goal should be getting used to the interface and your 

area of the world—specifically, your starting city. Take the time 

to complete your first quest by finding your guildmaster. Then 

comes training. For your first session, pick the skill that 

corresponds to your starting weapon—right-click and hold your 

Vital stats 

MONSTER MASH Dangerous foes await you 
in exotic locales like the Beholder Maze. 

weapon to see which skill—and spend all five practices on it. Once 

you reach 2nd level, what you practice becomes much less 

important, since most of your training will come from in-the-field 

experience. Note that some skills, such as channel and meditate, 

are only available at certain levels. Once you reach the necessary 

level, you'll need to learn the skill first by spending at least one 

practice on it. 

Now is also a good time to familiarize yourself with the “/who” 

command. With it you can get a list of all the players currently in 

your zone. By adding a class and/or level range, you can get a 

good feel for what other comparably-skilled adventurers are nearby. 

For example, “/who 4 6” will give you all the characters in your 

zone in that level range. The command “/who warrior” will list all 

the warriors. Etc. You can expand your search to the entire server 

by using “/who all” followed by your parameters. 

The “/who” command can also be helpful for getting online 

help. For example, if you're an Erudin Necromancer and you cant 

find your guildmaster, you might want to recruit the help of a 

more experienced player. Type “/who all erudin necromancer” to 

get a complete list of those online and then “/tell” one asking 

for help. Just keep in mind that the other players are there to 

play, just like you. If someone helps you, be gracious. If they 

ignore you, don't pester them—it’s their prerogative. 

COMBAT BASICS 

Once you've got your bearings, head outside of town to do battle. 

At early levels, resist the urge to do much wilderness exploring. 

Confine yourself to a small radius where the guards are close at 

hand. Initiating combat is easy. Not getting killed? That involves 

a little more. The most pivotal command you need to know for 

combat is the “/consider” command, which gives you an idea of 

how challenging a monster is to your character. Here's the scoop 

on the results you get back. Note: These apply to one-on-one 

fights only. Extra allies or foes can change the odds dramatically. 

e Green, “Looks like an easy kill.” You should have little 

trouble handling this critter on your own. It’s not likely to attack 

unless you provoke it. However, it will usually run away when at 

half hit points, and you'll rarely get experience for the kill. 

e Blue, “Looks like you would have the upper hand.” Barring 

bad luck, you should be able to handle the fight with little risk. 

As you get more skilled, you will even be able to handle multiple 
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foes at once. Warning: At the lower levels some of the “upper- 

hands” may end up being too much to handle. If so, avoid them 

until you gain another level or two. 

© Blue, “Looks risky.” At higher levels (6+), these challenges 

will be your bread-and-butter when fighting solo, although you may 

need to flee from time to time. 

e Black, “Looks like an even fight.” The monster is the same 

level as you. Fight wisely and you can win—but it’s not a guar- 

antee, This has a large range; some will be dispatched with relative 

ease, others will push you to the brink. 

© Yellow, “Looks like a gamble.” Unless you're a spellcaster 

with a pet, this is more like “looks like death,” even up to the 

early teens. 

¢ Red, “What would you like your tombstone to say?” Attack 

only if you want to die. If the monster is hostile, keep a safe 

distance so you don’t draw its attention. 

At 1st level, everything you are capable of beating will show 

up as an even fight, and about eight kills will get you to 2nd level. 

INQUESTGAMER5O ‘ANNI 

OF GODS AND MEN Avatars like Innoruk, the Prince of 

Hate, take an active role in the world of Norrath. 

From levels 2-5, you should focus almost 

exclusively on “upper hands,” sticking to 

the stuff that’s easier to kill. Better to be 

constantly hunting and picking up 

experience and treasure than sitting around 

waiting to heal after a single fight. More 

significantly, youll be getting attacked and 

scoring hits much more often, which means 

pivotal skills like offense and defense will 

advance at a faster clip. 

Never be afraid to run away, especially 

if youll have a difficult time retrieving your 

corpse. Before you start a fight, you should 

be aware of where the nearest NPC guards 

and zone exits are. If you drop to half hit 

points and your foe is still at two-thirds or 

better, high-tail it outta there. This is key, 

since your agility—and hence your ability to 

run away—starts to drop as you get low in hit points. You can 

either bring the monster to a nearby guard to have him dispatch 

it or exit through a zone barrier, leaving the bewildered foe in 

your wake. 

GROUPING 

Once you hit 5th level, youll want to start fighting in groups. Not 

only does it give you the opportunity to interact with other play- 

ers—up to six can group at a time—it’s a much more effective way 

of battling foes and exploring the world. For example, a single 10th 

level character would never be able to handle an Orcish Moun- 

taineer on his own, but a group of four 10s would have little trouble. 

So how do you get involved in grouping? If you have friends 

online, great. If not, groups are easy enough to find. Just use the 

out-of-character command to let the community know you're look- 

ing. For example, after logging on you might type, “/ooc 6th level 

cleric looking for a party, levels 5-7.” Alternatively, you might 

see someone make a similar request. In that case, you can let the 
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BO hy play a pansy 

elven hero when you can wreak 

havok as an ogre or troll? 

person know you're interested by using the “/tell” command. 

Group tactics is an article in and of itself, but here are some gen- 

eral tips to keep in mind: 

e After joining a group, set your default speech to “/gsay” so 

your party members always hear your speech, even when you get 

separated. This can be done by right-clicking anywhere on the 

text box. 

e Every group should have a leader. Defer to the leader's 

decisions and you and your party members will work together 

much better. 

© Be aware of your role. If you're a fighter, you're going 

to be expected to take the brunt of the damage. If you're a 

healer, you're going to be expected to keep the wounded 

party members from dying. Etc. 

e Make sure everyone in the party is ready before you 

start a fight, and make sure only one person is tracking prey 

at a time. Remember that spellcasters need time to 

regenerate mana in between fights. 

° If you start to get low in hit points, back off. Stop attack- 

ing, and the monster will eventually target another party member. 

Take a few rounds off, then jump back into the fray. 

° If you're a spellcaster, keep your party members informed 

about your mana status. If you're getting low on mana in the mid- 

dle of a fight, let your party know! 

SPeENOING SPREE 

Early on, money is going to be tight, so spend it wisely. Unless you 

have nothing better to spend it on, don’t waste your money on 

armor at the early levels. The benefits of cloth armor are 

minimal, and you're much better saving your cash for spells and 

a better weapon. If you're interested in customizing the look of your 

character, though, you will want to pick up something for your 

chest and legs. These also happen to be the pieces of armor that 

supply the most benefit. 

So what should you spend your money on? If you're in a dark 

area and don’t have night vision, a torch or small lantern is help- 

ful. If you plan on fighting with a weapon type different than the 

one you started with—such as two-handed—get your hands on one 

as soon as possible, even if it’s just rusty or worn. The early lev- 

els are critical for training up your skills, and catching up later can 

be a major pain. 

Also, don’t hesitate to sell most of the stuff you loot from 

your victims, including random pieces of armor and spare weapons. 

The money you get can be kept in the bank, in case you die and 

lose track of your corpse. Finally, before buying something new, 

especially armor or spells, check to make sure it is usable by your 

race and class by right-clicking and holding on the desired item. 

od | 7) | | 
HOT SPOTS 
EverQuest’s home site is www.everquest.com, but 

the best sites for keeping up on the latest patches 

and goings-on of the game are eqss.stratics.com and 

www.eqvault.net. Stratics also has a large array of 

detailed statistics, charts, strategy guides and maps, 

while the Vault is home to several good editorials and 

strategy articles. If you're interested in getting 

involved in some epic quests, pop over to 

www.foreverquest.com, home of the largest 

organization dedicated to player-run quests. 

EXPERT TIPS 
e FREE FOOD. Don’t bother spending money on 

food or drink until you reach 4th level. When you run 

out of nourishment, attack a guard. Until 4th level, 

you take no penalties for dying and you will be 

resurrected with five food and five drink. 

e A VIEW TO A KILL. When fighting in dangerous 

outdoor areas, get into the habit of using FS to 

switch to a broader view. This will help prevent you 

from being blind-sided by wandering monsters. 

e JUMPING FOR JOY. If 

combat goes sour or you get 

ambushed, repeatedly hit the 

spacebar as you're running 

away; each jump will give you 

a slight burst of speed. Note 
that this drops your stamina, 

limiting your number of jumps. 

a : HOME Sucee: HOME. 

A WORLD OF EXPERIENCE 

Got all that starting strategy? Good, but remember, it’s just that— 

starting advice—and it’s also just the tip of the iceberg. With over 

70 zones on three of the world’s five continents to explore and 50 

levels to advance, there’s a ton to discover on your own. But rest 

assured, it’s well worth it. When you finally fell a giant or score your 

first magic item, you'll be on your way to an even more thrilling 

experience. Plus, by then you'll be able to make those skunks pay... 

Games Editor Jeff Hannes is glad online games havent man- 

aged to replicate the sense of smell yet. You can find his alter 

ego Xanalor slaying skunks on the Rathe server. 
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ULTIMA ONLINE 
® “Peripheral” skills like anatomy and evaluate intelligence can 

make you much more effective in combat. Anatomy increases the 

amount of damage your weapon hits deal, while evaluate intelli- 

gence lowers your target’s magic resistance. Best of all, both of 

these skills function automatically. 

ULTIMA ONLINE 

© If you want to take on other players, your best weapon is 

poison. You can take the time to train the skill on your own, or 

you can hire an assassin player; they usually hang around the 

banks, advertising their services. When you pay to have a weapon 

coated with poison, be sure to use arms lore to make sure you get 

what you paid for. 

e Considering creating an alchemist? You'll need about 5,000 gold, 

a lot of patience, dedication and mortars. Note that you can use sev- 

eral mortars at once, and you can target a mortar instead of the 

reagents to make another potion of the same type. 

ALPHA CENTAURI 
Drones are part of life in big cities. Get a head start toward 

keeping them happy by building a children’s creche and recre- 

ation commons early on. Secret projects like the human genome 

project, the longevity vaccine, clinical immortality and The vir- 

tual world will also help. 

® As your bases develop, several should have a wealth of min- 

erals. Use those bases for military build-up Secret Projects. Install 

a command center, aerospace complex or bioenhancement center 

to boost your units’ morale. Add a skunkworks to the base, then 

use it to quickly prototype new units, saving development time 

and cost elsewhere. 

e If your faction has a positive planet rating, send units 

patrolling through the 

fungus or the seas in 

search of mind worms 

or Isles of the Deep. 

Your high planet rat- 

ing gives you a good 

chance of capturing 

the creatures that you 

find, turning them into 

instant combat units. 

ALPHA CENTAURI 
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HEROES OF MIGHT & MAGIC III 
e Purchase all available troops and creatures during the 

first few weeks. A large army is important not only for winning 

battles, but also because small groups of monsters will run or 

join a sizable force. In recruiting troops, aim for a balance of 

hand-to-hand and 

range fighters. 

e In developing 

cities, always opt to 

upgrade your town 

halls, as they provide 

extra gold. Next, 

keep in mind that it’s 

more important to 

build all the basic 

creature generating 

structures before 

upgrading them, since a varied army is more valuable in the 

early going. 

e In order to unlock the final three scenarios in campaign 

mode, you must complete the first three using the same saved 

game data. After completing all six, a seventh and final scenario 

becomes available. Once you determine how to complete a sce- 

nario, build up all your heroes before finishing it off. Those 

heroes will carry over to your next scenario, and the extra expe- 

rience will come in handy. 

HEROES OF MIGHT & MAGIC Hil 

BALDUR'S GATE 
e Being able to buy items from the thieves’ guild before 

heading off for the final battle is key to your success in winning 

the game. If a thief asks you to go to the thieves’ guild and see 

his boss about a job in Baldur's Gate, save the game. If you end 

up having to fight the whole thieves’ guild—a very possible out- 

come—load up your saved game and refuse to see the guild leader 

so you'll be able to buy stuff later on. 

e If you're planning on picking up the Tales of the Sword 

Coast expansion, don’t bother with chapter six of the core game. 

Stay in Baldur's Gate so you can explore the new areas added by 

the expansion—otherwise you'll have to fight the final battle 

again after you install the expansion. © 



by Rei Nakazawa 

’ ost of the city had fled at word of the 
beasts’ coming. But not DuMont. There 

was pilfering to be done; however, he had 

not counted on this... 

The first burst easily beneath his boot. The 

second had as well, but by the thirtieth, he was 

covered in his own blood—and in the thick, foul- 

smelling bile from their tiny stomachs. 

Now he was tired. Too tired to carry his 

precious loot, too tired to lift his blade one more 

time... But the phagropods never grew weary; 

they swarmed the city by the thousands... 

DuMont was just a quick snack along the way. 

PHAGROPODS 

Phagropods are called “swarming terrors” by many 

nomadic tribes, with good reason. About once every 

50 years, colonies numbering about three thousand 

migrate to find new food sources—each one armed 

with maws full of teeth, each one hungry and each 

determined to take down anything that stands 

between them and their goal. 

Phagropods are spider-like creatures about the 

size of a small dog, standing on six long, thin legs 

bent like a tarantula’s. Their bodies are covered with 

a hard, mustard-colored shell similar to a crab’s. Set 

into their stomachs are three mouths, able to open 

several inches wide and packed with rows of sharp 

teeth. Phagropods are generally peaceful creatures, 

and normally harmless, except during their 

migration. At this time, hunger consumes them and 

they move en mass to a new feeding area, 

devouring everything along the way. 

ECOLOGY 

The first phagropods were found on remote volcanic 

islands, possibly evolved from crabs adapting to the 

heat and lack of easy prey. Events leading to the first 

mainland appearance are sketchy, but rumor has it 

that someone took one and sold it to Sarosa’s 

Travelling Circus & Freak Show. Unfortunately, no one 

knew that phagropods are asexual 

TER and can reproduce alone. Within 
will eat their way through any- two months, a dozen new 

thing—walls, armor or adventurers. phagropods had been born; 
Art by Ed Beard Jr, Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast 

Staffers spent approximately 16 man hours—two full work days— | 

assembling these damn /nQuesttriviafacts. = >. se 



together, they chewed their way out 

of their cage and disppeared into 

the wild, though not before eating 

most of the circus in the process. 

Phagropod colonies live under- 

ground, usually near mountains, in 

complex network of caves that can 

stretch for miles. Most of a 

phagropod’s time is spent eating soil 

for the insects and burrowing 

animals within. Their jaws are designed to grind down the hardest 

stone, as their mouths grope blindly for any sources of animal 

protein. After being fully satiated, the colonies will usually go into 

a state of hibernation, which has been reported to last for decades. 

While not intelligent, phagropods have an unerring sense of 

direction and highly developed instincts. While burrowing for food, 

they communicate with the clicking of teeth and pinchers, which 

can become deafening in great numbers. When their sustenance is 

close to running out, usually after about 50 years in the same area, 

“patrols” of about a hundred are sent out to surrounding areas to 

scout for a new habitat. Once these “scouts” find a suitable 

location, the entire colony leaves its home and migrates in a 

straight line to that area. Phagropods never travel above ground 

alone; one always means the presence of many, many more. 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

Because of their volcanic origins, phagropods are highly resistant 

to heat; mages often use ground phagropod shell for fire- 

resistance spells. While they never attack other beings 

deliberately, they are so single-minded in their migration that if 

they meet with any obstacle, living or otherwise, the lead 

phagropods will latch onto it and chew it down as quickly as 

possible in order to clear a path for the rest of the colony. If it 

becomes obvious that they cannot overcome something in this 

way, they will circumvent it as best they can. 

Phagropods are relatively fragile; the average adventurer can 

squash one underfoot like a bug. Practically anyone who can 

swing a sword properly can hack one in two with little effort. 

Phagropods, being underground creatures, have poor 

eyesight, though they make up for this with complex sensory 

organs in their limbs which allow them to accurately feel 

surrounding vibrations and movement. They can distinguish even 

creatures of the same species with this incredible sense. 

CAMPAIGN IDEAS 

e A local ranger has determined that a colony of phagropods 

is about to migrate, and a large city is in the way. However, 

the area's most important religious festival has just started, 

and the mayor refuses to cancel it. It’s up to the player 

characters (PCs) to convince the city of the threat. 

e —_ An army belonging to one of the PC’s homelands stumbles upon 

a colony of phagropods. The army is overrun and wiped out. 

Now, the PCs must not only find a way to complete the army's 

assignment of heading off an incoming invasion force, but also 

divert the migrating beasts from the nation’s capital city. 

e —_ A great blacksmith offers to make a much-needed suit of fire- 

resistant armor for the PCs. One of the components he requires 

is 20 phagropod shells to dissolve into the metal. Of course, 

phagropods are never found in quantities of just 20. gO) 

Rei Nakazawa is a regular eating machine, which is probably why 

his last three dates bombed. 

Treat thes 

creatures that are un 

ickness and can't be 
blocked by walls. Bury 

"all Phagropod tokens 
at end of any tur. 

Owner takes | point of damage 
for each token 

destroyed in combat. 

SHELLSHOCK 
With the mana producing abilities of green and red, 

you can easily have an army of phagropods to run 

roughshod over your opponent. Like most weenies, 

they’re destructive in great numbers. Be careful 

though, cards like Sandstorm can be devastating. 

game stats 
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EverQuest 
An absolute wonder of a game— 
when you can get on a server. 

= Itima Online introduced the world of massive 

_ online roleplaying to the mainstream; 989 Stu- 

“@’ dio’s EverQuest sets the standard. Logging on 

to EverQuest is like stepping into a Dungeons & Dragons 

campaign, and then finding your friends right around the 

corner. In creating an immersive experience—the most 

important aspect of the game—the developers accom- 

plished their task with near perfection. 

Right from the start, EverQuest will wow you with its 

diversity. There are 12 races and 14 classes, and each 

offers a distinct experience. You can play the game for 

months as one character, and then have a completely 

different experience starting over with a new class 

and race. For the most part, the classes are well-bal- 

anced, and the diversity encourages players to develop 

specific roles, as opposed to Ultima, where just about 

everyone ends up being a fighter/mage. Also, the 

level-based system of advancement gives you a good 

feeling of accomplishment, especially when you 

hit those critical levels that grant you new skills 

and spells. 

The graphics, while not at’the Quake III level, are 

amazing nonetheless. From the deserts of Northern Ro to the 

iceland wastes of Everfrost, the huge fantasy world of Norrath 

is beautifully rendered. The excellent graphics and animation 

carry over to FQ’s brilliant spell system. There are over 700 

spells, many of which have unique visual effects. A non-restric- 

tive casting system—i.e, no reagents—is less hazardous and 

more fun than Ultima’s version. 

Speaking of other players, this is where FQ really shines. 

Play is very much geared toward a social environment, as 

grouping with other adventurers is key to developing your 

character and being able to explore the landscape. And with 

player-killing practically a non-entity, you're sure to make 

friends—both virtual and real. Of course, if you prefer an envi- 

ronment that allows player-killing there is a server dedicated 

to like-minded individuals. 

_ Tinfornmnanaly: all is not roses. Through the first few weeks, there 

have been terrible server problems. At times, the game has been 

unplayable, either because of an inability to log on or because 

packet loss is soaring. 989 Studios is taking steps to fix these 

problems, but the initial overcrowding left a bitter taste in many 

people’s mouths. The problems may be a 

thing of the past by the time you read by S Nv! nN 

\ 

& © 989 Studio. 

EverQuest is TM 

94 INQGUESTGAMERSO 

PUBLISHER: 989 Studios 

CATEGORY: Fantasy computer game 

RELEASE: March 1999 

REQUIREMENTS: 200 MHz, 330 meg hard drive, internet account, 

3D support 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $44.95, plus $9.89 per month 

f€ECAPADES Dungeons like Permafrost 

present challenges even after months 

of adventuring. 
this, but as of this writ- 

ing—more than two weeks into the release—they’re all too present. 

Performance aside, when the game is running smoothly, there 

are still several aspects that could be better. Customizing the 

look of your character is limited, making it difficult to visually 

stamp your individuality. The interface is clunky at times, and but- 

ton-placement is far from intuitive. The NPCs are more active 

than those in Ultima, but their AI is extremely limited, and con- 

versation with them is practically non-existent. And at early 

levels, the quests aren't balanced with monster-bashing; the min- 

imal rewards are rarely worth your time. Of course, these are 

minor nits in the overall scheme. 

The server problems make it hard to accurately grade this amaz- 

ing game. EverQuest is like a drug, and when the servers are down, 

we can’t get our fix. But each time the servers come back up, 

we're right there. And when the game is flowing in our veins 

again, all past performance gripes are forgotten—at least until the 

next period of withdrawal. @ M.R. Goode 



Unknown Armies is TM & © Atlas Games. 

Th ee 

The Balrog is TM & © Tolkien Enterprises, |.C.E, authorized user. 

John Woo does Call of Cthulhu. 

#n Atlas’ new roleplaying game Unknown Armies, the end of 

the world is coming. On the street, twisted monsters and 

== black-ops gunmen compete to see who gets the real Power, 

while Big Bad Muthas pull the strings of multiple conspiracies 

to see who gets to be on the Cosmic Board of Directors at the end of time. Where 

do you fit in? That’s for you to decide. 

This game has massive style points, succeeding in tapping the best of both the modem 

horror genre and dark action movies. Imagine a world—part “Replacement Killers” and 

part “Millennium”—in which Chow Yun-Fat and Max von Sydow are equally at home. The 

rules are clean, slick and downright clever; there’s a cool mechanic for handling per- 

centile dice where you try to get as high to your mark as possible without going over. 

The game's big drawback is that it’s so stylish it hurts. The concepts ride dan- 

gerously close to incomprehensible at some points, making it hard for prospective 

GMs to truly absorb the world they are meant to portray. There’s an intense dark- 

ness that borders on unbearable. 

Some of the most clever game design since L5R props up a mature game that is sure 

to appeal to anyone looking for that “next cool thing.” Both Vampire and Call of 

Cthulhu players looking to expand will love Unknown Armies, but be pc to 

work at this one a bit. @ Sean Patrick Fannon 

Cool Balrog, so-so expansion. 

etter late than never. After a year of delays, The Balrog 

“. expansion for the Middle-earth CCG is finally out. In this 

104-card set, you take the reins of Durin’s bane himself, 

wreaking havoc in a host of new Under-deep locales. The com- 

plete set can be had for under $40, but do you get a Balrog-sized bang for your 

buck? Not quite. 

The best part of The Balrog is the packaging. Pick up the two fixed starters and 

you've got a complete set and a pair of playable decks. Two-thirds of the new 

cards can only be used in or against Balrog decks, but Wizards and Ringwraith 

players get some nice staples, including some fierce spider-related hazards and 

a permanent-event that really kicks ring decks into gear. 

Unfortunately, The Balrog doesn’t offer much excitement or innovation. It 

focuses heavily on the Under-deeps, a mechanic introduced four expansions 

ago, and the limited new rules are convoluted and card-specific. Whereas The 

White Hand's rules for fallen-wizards slid seamlessly into the structure of Mid- 

dle-earth, The Balrog smashes its way in, leaving a mess in its wake. Plus; you 

can't play the two fixed decks against one another. 

Even with almost half of the cards comprised of common and uncommon reprints, 

$40 for 137 new cards with limited duplication is a good deal. If you're an avid 

Middle-earth player, you might as well plop down the cash. Of course, if you don't 

pick up The Balrog, you won't be missing much either. 

@ Luke Durok 

PUBLISHER: Atlas Games 

CATEGORY: Conspiracy RPG rulebook 

RELEASE: March 1999 

FORMAT: 224-page softcover 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $25.00 

PUBLISHER: Iron Crown Enterprises 

CATEGORY: Fantasy CCG expansion 

RELEASE: February 1999 

FORMAT: Two fixed 132-card decks 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $18.95 per deck 

UNKNOWN 
ARMIES 
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“Heroes of Might! 

The Guide to the Sabbat is TM & © White Wolf. 

and Magic Ill 
Lush play environment and lots of variety. | PUBLISHER: Sierra 

CATEGORY: Fantasy strategy computer game 

“= he land of Erathia was long a place of beauty and stability, until | RELEASE: March 1999 

- traitors murdered their king and brought him back to life as an undead | SYSTEM: 133 MHz, 200 megs HD 

‘= warlord to help them conquer the land. In Heroes of Might & Magic | SUGGESTED RETAIL: $49.99 
II, you control a gathering of heroes dedicated to restoring Erathia to its 

past glory and freeing the once great king from his grisly unlife. 

Heroes of Might & Magic III, the continuation of the mega-popular series, has a lot going for it. First, the graphics and character ani- 

mation have improved considerably since the last installment. In addition, tons of new character classes, monsters and town types 
expand the strategy aspect of gameplay. Recruiting heroes is a snap, and 

there’s a host of classes and characters to choose from, each with a unique 

specialty or ability. The game also boasts several modes, including single 

player scenarios, campaigns, multiplayer and even a map editor. 

Unfortunately, battle scenes can become somewhat predictable, and 

the scenarios all have a familiar feel. The battle system is a little clunky; 

most often superior numbers win, but it’s sometimes difficult to gauge 

character strength so that your army is well-balanced. 

4 

Might & Magic III achieves a delicate balance, one that offers depth and 

engrossing gameplay without being overly complicated. Add in the blend 

of strategy and roleplaying that have made the series such a success, and 

this is one of the first must-have games of 1999. 

| Dan DiGiacomo Heroes of Might and Magic \ll is TM & © 3D0. 

PUBLISHER: White Wolf 

CATEGORY: Horror RPG sourcebook 

RELEASE: February 1999 

FORMAT: 224 page hardcover 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $25.95 

Taps a vein of possibility. 

== he Sabbat revels in its monstrous power, seeking to turn 

~ cities into abattoirs running rich with foaming human blood. 

They pervert all that is holy into an uncanny hive torn 

between bestial madness and inhuman depravity. White Wolf's 

Guide to the Sabbat complements its sister Guide to the Camarilla, also 

just released. 

Behind its superb cover and serviceable art, the Guide to the Sabbat taps a real 

vein of possibility. Most storytellers think inside the Camarilla box and leave 

the Sabbat to be stereotyped as empty villains. Not so. This book explains the 

ideologies and nasty practices of the Sabbat as it does its bloodlines, antitribu, 

ritae and disciplines—and presents it all with dark dazzle and meaty depth. 

The chronicle and storyteller guidelines flare less brightly; some sections are 

pretty clunky. The editing is spotty in places, and the index is as foul a blas- 

phemy as any the Sabbat ever practices. 

This book gives vital dimension to the Sabbat and to any Vam- 

pire chronicle. Storytellers who plan to use the Sabbat as 

antiheroes or supervillains will get more than their money’s worth. 

= Kenneth Hite 

' of them: are still around: Magic, Rage and: Redemptiai "Tat are deat 
GS aunscnueesc ones are Battlelords, Doomtrooper and Shadowtis 

mt 
Ad 
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OW TO WIN ___-. 
ount thy trusty steed, for 
it is time to go on a quest— 

a quest for InQuest Gamer, that 
is. Sucked into cyberspace by 
some bizarre accident, /(@ Gamer 
mascot Cow Nose the Cat is 
trapped in Norrath, the mythical 
land of EverQuest”. We want you, 

Knight of the Online Table, to 
find these 50 pounds of lost 
feline. Add the five clues together 
and they will lead you to Cow 
Nose’s location. 

GRAND PRI 

ONTEST IS SPONSORED 
989 STUDIOS. 

Fill out the entry form, put everything in an envelope 
and send to: 

EVERQUEST ™ CONTEST, 
C/o InQuest Gamer, P.O. Box 118, 
Congers, NY 10920-0118 

NAME DATE OF BIRTH 

ADDRESS 

PHONE NUMBER (WITH AREA CODE) 

E-MAIL ADDRESS (IF YA GOTS ONE) 

WHAT EVERQUEST LOCATION IS COW NOSE AT? 

il CITY STATE ZIP 

| 



as been tumed upside-down again with the release of 6th 

dition, or, as Wizards of the Coast insists on calling it to fur- 

ther confuse us, Classic Edition. The addition of many new cards 

is almost as significant as what has been removed from the Type 

II Standard environment. People may play Extended and Type I from 

time to time but Type II continues to be the most played con- 

structed format. The banning of Memory Jar ($4.50) is also in the 

news as Wizards continues to try to wreck combo decks, especially 

with regionals and nationals coming up very soon. Hmmm... Peo- 

ple might actually start to play with creatures again. 

i apocalypse upon us? Perhaps. The Standard tourney scene 

h 

Back in Style 

When a new set comes out the prices of some cards tend to bounce 

around like a yo-yo. Hammer of Bogardan ($10) and Balduvian Horde 

($10) were very hot cards when they first came out, quickly trading 

in the $15 and $20 range. When they went out of Standard the Hammer 

and the Horde faded in value a bit. Now that they are back in Type II the 

Hammer will again be a much sought after card and the Balduvian Horde 

may sneak into some red decks. On the other side of the coin, there are 

the cards which leave the environment. Necropotence ($9) is leaving 

4. Magie: The Gathering 
2. Pokémon 

_ 3. Star Wars CCG 

4. Star Trek CCG 
5. Legend of the ive Rings 

| Hig : 

9. Legend ¢ of ne Burning Sands : 
10. Xena 

Eeesar MOVER 
POKEMON | 

J OO INQUESTGAMERS5O 

heads three Pas takgoven: five assorted eagane and ‘seven sculpte 

Magic figures. mn : 

& © Nintendo. 

VOLEANIC ERUPTION Several 

fiery favorites make their 
Type I and should start to slump in 

price slightly. Necro is still a great 

card and will see some play in 

Extended, but unless it comes back in 7th it will soon be mostly unplayed 

and forgotten. Other cards on the chopping block include the popular Ball 

Lightning ($12), Sylvan Library ($5.50) and Colossus of Sardia ($5), 

The death of Combo-mania with all of the recent bannings may see 

some of the older more popular Type II cards go up in value. Armaged- 

don decks may be more popular again since the old favorite is still around. 

Vampiric Tutor ($10) was a standard in many decks when the environment 

was slower and could see a lot of use, perhaps in the popular Hatred ($10) 

decks. I'm sure we will also see some new cards rise out of the depths to 

become a force just like Fallen Empires’ High Tide did in Extended. 

Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards af the Coast. Pokémor 
return in Magic’s Gth Edition. 

& Legacy of Disappointment 

Urza's Legacy is getting to be difficult to find a lot sooner than most 

Magic expansions. The presence of foil cards has caused a lot more 

product to be opened than usual and some dealers report Legacy 

boxes as not being easy to find. With Urza’s Destiny coming out in 

early June the demand may ease up, but it is possible that Legacy will 

always be a difficult find. Buying a box and putting it away for a rainy 

day might be a wise move, since it has the same potential for value 

that Alliances did. The flip side is that dealers may over-order Urza’s 

Destiny to compensate for the demand, and this could result in 

another Fallen Empires, where boxes sit on the shelves for months. 

Meanwhile, popular Legacy cards such as Defense Grid ($7), Defense 

of the Heart ($4), Might of Oaks ($5.50), Multani ($8), Second Chance 

($7) and of course Palinchron ($8) are seeing some action, though their 

values have been diminished by the huge number of boxes that deal- 

ers have cracked open in search of foils. The opening of all those 

Legacy boxes has also caused a drop off in the value of foil sets. Once 

trading in the $2,500 range they have now settled back into the 

slightly more sane range of $1,500-$2,000. 



in other 

NEWS... 
JUNGLE BOOGIE 

The first Pokémon expansion is being readied by 

Wizards of the Coast, who is still trying to keep 

up with the demand for this red hot game. Later 

this summer Jungle should be released. Since it's 

going to be very similar to the Japanese version, 

we can tip you in on a few spoilers. The set is 

a 48-card set featuring 16 rares (all foil), 16 

uncommons and 16 commons. It contains 45 

new pokémon, 2 repeats (Pikachu and Elec- 

trode with new powers) and 1 trainer. 

If youre wondering what effect the expan- 

sion will have on prices for the basic set, the 

answer is not much. Most of the new stage 1 and 

stage 2 pokémon in Jungle are evolved from 

common and uncommon basic set pokémon. 

However, grass decks get a significant boost, 

so interest in the foils Nidoking ($10) and 

Venusaur ($13) may pick up. 

Meanwhile, the short print run of Pokémon 

1st edition has pushed complete sets into the 

$250 range and climbing. 1st Edition cards 

tend to sell for about 30% more than their 

“unlimited” brethren and 1st Edition packs 

sell easily in the $5 range. 1st Edition Boxes 

are selling well at around $350. In the short 

term prices will only continue to rise. Once 

Wizards prints enough cards for everyone to 

have some the prices of current foil rares will 

go back down into the $5-$8 range. Right 

now they are trading in the $8-$12 area if 

you can find them. Power rares like Alakazam 

($12), Charizard ($28), Mewtwo ($10.50) and 

Raichu ($12) have been very popular. 

PHANTOM SALES 

You've probably heard by now that there's a 

new movie coming out later this month. Some 

“Phantom Menace” or something. Suffice it to 

say, “Star Wars” buzz is tremendous these 

days, but all the excitement has done little 

for the sale of Decipher’s Star Wars CCG cards. 

However, interest should pick up significantly 

when the new cards are released. Expect Endor 

packs to fly off the shelves—even though 

it’s based on the old movies, any new “Star 

Wars” product is going to be sought after. 

You can also expect a high-level of interest 

in the Young Jedi game, a starter-level prod- 

uct based on “The Phantom Menace.” Veteran 

Star Wars players will want a taste of what the 

new game is going to be like. © 

Rick Lipman once owned four sets of 

Beta and a dozen Biack Loti. in an 

attempt to buy a life he eventuaily sold 

them and bought a car. Now, with boxes 

of Pokémon flooding his apartment, he 

no longer has a life. 

TOP10CAR 
‘1 GAEA’S CRADLE 

reen decks are back. With the 
DCI putting the clamp on combo 

decks, the once-matigned green crea- 
ture decks are all the rage these 

days. In fact, theyre se popular that 
Goea’s Cradie has waulted to the top 

of the list of hottest cards. it is joined 
on the list by the resurging Birds of 
Paradise and perennial favorite Sur- 
vival of the Firtest. Elsewhere, Cursed 
Seroll and Living Death continue to 
hover near the top of the liet. Of par- 
ticular note should be the fect that 
Urza’s Legacy, the most recent 
expansion, is woefully underrapre- 

sented this month, with only Ring of 
Gix and Defense Grid on the list. We 
ean thank the foil eard boom for 
saturating the market with 
Legacy singies and hence diminishing 
the value of the non-oil reres.. 

Name a cand, Target oppanent 
oo cane sinidom fons your 
hand, If he or she chooses the 
named card, Cursed Scroll deals 2 
damage &) target creatiire or player. 

During cach player's nur, spells played 
by another player cost an additional 4. 
“Were snanaped 10 Es 

xperiniesits, Ursa 
ft common site 

ort 
i desiened a golem narde 
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® Lightning Bolt .. C 12.00 ‘ @ Pestilence oo... ENC 1.0 : ® Shivan Dragon ......... SCR 50.00 

@ Living Artifact .. R : @ Phantasmal Forces ...... SC U 2.00 : @ Simulacrum . . 

@ Living Lands .. R ! © Phantom Monster . : @ Sinktole 
®@ Living Wall U : @ Pirate Ship. : & Siren's Call . A 
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= @ Lord of Atlantis R @ Power Sink E 6.5 

@ Lord of the Pit R Power Surge .... : @ Sol Ring . 24.01 
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Cards have black borders. ; © Contract ud Below... SOR R. 6.00 = @ Mahamoti Djinn O Purelace .. i @ Stasis ..., 9.00 
Alpha cards have rounder corners : greene : Te “7 ® Manabarbs .. @ Raise Dead 5 & Steal Artifact 2.00 
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e aly @ Timber Wolves 

®@ Black Lotus ..... ve ART R 400.00 { e Deathlace, i @ Time Vault : 

® Chaos Orb... “ART R 100.00} @ Demonic Attorney : 8 : © Time Walk... esses ; 
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© Jade Monolith ARR ion, : O Uisenchant . 150 
® Living Wal. ACU 500 : e@ Disintegrate oa 

@ Lord of Atlantis sc. R130 ; & Disrunting Scapter.. : 2 55.0 
Mana Shot. SWS Razoo | @ Ovinlife ............ : coca ee @ Underground Sea. 47.00 
® Mox Emerald “ART R 190.00 : © Dragon Whelp ae babi ‘ : @ Uthden Troll 2.25 
@ Mox Jet . ART R- 190.00 : @ Verduran Enchantress ...SC R 8.00 
‘€ Mox Pearl... «ART R 190.00 : © Vesuvan Doppelganger ...SC R 35.0 

® Mox Ruby... ART R 190,00 : @ Earth Elemental . O Veteran Bout ie: 18.0 
© Mox Sapphire ART R 190.00 ; © Earthbind.... : @ Volcanic Eruption... ao 
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:@ Swain @ Wall of lce 175 
BETA LIMITED Sb rasert ® Wall of Stone... 150 

: : : O Wall of Swords ... 2.00 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1993 Fireball @ Wall of Water 1.00 
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Full Set (302 cards) @ Force af Nature . @ Warp Artfact. 500 

Starter Deck (60 cards) . 00 : @ Forcefield ® Water Elemental . sc U 200 
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C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK “BLUE © GOLD @GREEN @®RED OWHITE @LAND 

ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature © EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 

MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 



© Ghost Ship ...........5 kK ; @ Tower of Coireall ...... ARTU 1.00 y ®@ Goblin Flotilla... 2.00 

® Goblin Wizard $@ Tracker oe seceseseee SCR @ Goblin Kites . 50 
@ Grave Robbers 2 @ Unole Istvan ...........8 SC U Goblin Warrens . 3.00 

@ Hidden Path : @ Wand of Ith .. /ART U ? O Hand of Justice .. 4,00 
ART U 3.00 : @ Havenwood Battleground LAN U 1,00 
SC. 6 25: O Heroism . 
SC U 2.00 : @ Hollow Trees. 

U 450 : @ Homarid Shaman ...... SCR 1.00 
EN R 3.25 : @ Homarid Spawning Bed EN U 50 
SG-R 350 : @ Hymn to Tourach 

@ Infemo ...... ‘ i : @ War Barge .. 

O Knights of Thorn  @ Water Wurm .. 
Leviathan... : @ Whippoorwill .. 

® Living Armor.  O Witch Hunter... 
@ Lurker... = @ Worms of the Earth 

Mana Clash . : @ Wormwood Treefolk. .... 
® Mana Vortex : : O Icatian Lieutenant 2.00 

» Marsh Goblins : : O Ieatian Phalanx . 50 
: FALLEN EMPIRES W : O Ieatian Priest... 50 

@ Nether Void ............ I Tobias Andrion ......... 3.00 : : WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1994  : O aan Sami... $ R 200 
Nicol Bolas .. = : @ Tolaria 4.00 } @ Merfolk ieee 2 Full Set (187 cards) ...  @ Icatian Store... 3.00 

® North Star RTR 8.00 ; © Tor Wauki. 3.00 } @ Mind Bomb .... } Booster Pack (8 arbi, %; : O leatian Town 3.00 
© Nova Pentacle TR 1000 : © Torsten Von Ursus 4.00 ? O Miracle Worker ? Booster Box (60 packs) + @ Implements of Sacrifice ARTR 1.50 
O Osai Vultures . SCC 1.00 : @ Touch of Darkness . 3.50 } @ Nameless Race } Unlisted Commons + @ Orcish Captain 50 

Palladia-Mors SCR 1250 } : @ Triassic Egg . 7.00 : : @ Necropolis : : @ Orgg ....... 3.00 

® Part Water... SOR U 3.50 : “ Tuknir Deathlock “G50 } @ Niall Sivain 2 @ Aeolple os... ART R = 2.00 Raiding Party. 50 
Pavel Maliki SC U : O Tundra Wolves 1.00 } @ Ore General .., : @ Balm of Restoration ...ARTR 1.75 : @ Rainbow Vale 2.50 

@® Pendelhaven LAN U : 9.00 } @ People of the Woods 1.50 } @ Bottomless VaultX ....., 3.00 : @ Ring of Renewal 115 
O Petra Sphinx . . SCR £ O Preacher .....e.ecceee0 ‘SC R 11.50 : @ Breeding Pit ............ 2.00 : @ River Merfolk.... 2.50 

@ Pixie Queen .. SC R : i + £ @ Ruins of Trokair. 15 
® Planar Gate vo... @ Sand Silos .. 3.00 
@ Pradesh Gypsies......... st C ®@ Seasinger.... 1.00 
O Presence of the Master EN U @ Soul Exchange 15 

@ Primordial Ooze ......... st U @ Spirit Shield .. 115 

Princess Lucrezia Spore Flower . 50 

© Psionic Entity @ Svyelunite Priest . 50 

= Peyehic Purge ®@ Svwelunite Temple . 15 
®@ Puppet Master @ Thallid Devourer . 50 

®@ Pyrotechnics Thelon’s Chant. 50 
@ Quagmire @ Thelon’s Curse . 1.50 

) Quarum Trench Gnomes SCR 7 @ Thelonite Druid ......... 50 
@ Rabid Wombat ......... @ Thelonite Monk . 
@ Rajan Spirit .. O Wall of Light ......2.++0 Thrull Champion . 2.00 
®@ Raging Bull ® Wall of Opposition . @ Thrull Retainer . Us5O 

Ragnar @ Wall of Putrid Flesh . @ Thrull Wizard. U, 4.60 
Ramirez DePietro @ Wall of Tombstones , © Tidal Influence . U0 
Ramses Overdark Wall of Wonder . @ Tourach’s Chant . U0 

O Rapid Fire ........0008 i Whirling Dervish .. @ Tourach’s Gate . ELR 200 
Rasputin Dreamweaver...SC R 10.00 : @ White Mana Battery © Vodalian Knights.........80 R 2.50 

@ Rebirth . SORR 7.00 : @ Willow Satyr .. ® Vodalian War Machine ...SC R 2.50 

© Recall... SOR U 9.50 : @ Winds of Change ; : see ie ®@ Telyon Sword ...,..... ARTR = 1.75 
@ Red Mana Battery ART U 4.00 : @ Winter Blast..... na ep . 
@ Reincarnation INS U 4.00 ? @ Wolverine Pack ......... 7 i/+] until end of turn. * 
@ Relic Barer. SAR 550 | @ Wood Elemental .. “War is no picnic? my —s @ ICE AGE & 
@ Relic Bind 3.00 Wretched, The Fe : 2 : WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1995 
©) Remove Enchantments WS’ Nira Anen __ father hked to say. But the . Full Set 09 ieards) 
@ Remove Soul............ INTC = 75 : @ Zephyr Falcon Anis seemed to disagree” @ Starfor Deck (60 cards) 

: Starter Box (10 decks) 
jooster Pack (15 cards). —General Chanek Valteroth | 

THE DARK T~ _ 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1994 
ull Set (119 cards) ......... «$145.00 ? 

O Righteous Avengers......8C U 4.00 
® Ring of Immortals 

Riven Turnbull. jooster Pack (8 cards) .- 8.00 : @ Abyssal Specter ......... SC U 1.75 
Rohgahh of Kher Keep .. ‘ouster Box (60 packs) ......... 390.00 + _Adarkar Sentinel......... ACU 75 
Rubinia Soulsinger. nlisted Commons... ee vee wee 2D @ Adarkar Wastes .. LAN R = 6.00 

@ Rust nee . @ Aegis of the Meek ARTR 3.00 
@ Sea King’s Blessing...... ®@ Amnesia w SOR R 5.00 ale/s)-js= TAKES e pee a ECU 50 
@ Seafarer’s Quay......... ; O Angry Mob .. 86 U 1.50 Attar of Bone SORR 3.00 
6D: SEBKAF cGennnsreannsies . © Apprentice Wizard . 2.00 © Amulet of Quoz .. 126 
@ Segovian Leviathan Ashes to Ashes .. 50 ® Anarchy : 1.00 
© Sentinel ........ Ball Lightning «SCR 15.00 ® Arcum’s Sleigh ......... ARTU. 50 
© Serpent Generator RER | ) Banshi a So U2 180 ® Arcum’s Weathervane ... 50 
@ Shelkin Brownie C Ban's Cage “ARTR 3,00 @ Arcum's Whistle 50 
@ Shield Wall U ® Blood Moon .. ENR 5.00 @ Ashen Ghoul .. 50 
O Shimian Night Stalker U © Blood of the Martyr...... INS U 1.50 B Avalanche 50 
® Silhouette... U @ Bone Flute fig 1.00 Balduvian Conjurer ...... 15 

Sir Shandlar of Eberyn ...SC_U ® Book of Rass 1.50 ® Balduvian Hydra......... 5.00 
Sivitri Scarzam ........ U @ Brothers of Fire .. 1.00 " ® Baton of Morale...... 50 
Sol’kanar the Swamp KingSC R i @ Cave People ... 1.00 : @ Psychic Allergy . 4.00 : @ Conch Hom O Battle Cry 50 

@ Spectral Cloak EC U : @ City of Shadows. 3.00 : @ Rag Man .... 3.00 : @ Deep Spawn ® Binding Grasp 15 
@ Spinal Villain SC R : O Cleansing 4.50 : @ Reflecting Mirror ...... 250 : @ Delif's Cone . O Black Scarab. 50 
@ Spirit Link... .EC U  ® Coal Golem .. 200 : ® Runesword .........++ 2.00 : @ Delif’s Cube ... O Blinking Spirit 6.00 
© Spirit Shackle EC U ? @ Curse Artifact 2.00 : @ Safe Haven .... 4.00 : @ Derelor i ee 3.00 
© Spiritual Sanctuary ......EN R 3.00 : @ Scarecrow 3.00 : @ Draconian Cylix © Blue’ Scarab .. 50 

Stangg ...... SCR | 23 > @ Scarwood Bandits. 4.00 : @ Dwarven Armorer } @ Brand of Ill Omen 3.05 
@ Storm Seeker INS U i © Dark Sphere 250 : © Scarwood Goblins 1.50 | @ Dwarven Catapult 2 @'Groath of Dreams: ...».. 50 
@ Storm World ‘EN R 10.00 : & Diabolic Machine 1.50 ; @ Scarwood Hag .... 1.50 ; @ Dwarven Hold ...  @ Bushland ........... 550 
@ Subdue ...... IWS G 1.00 : O Dust to Dust..... 1.50 Season of the Witch _ 400 : © Dwarven Lieutenant... ? © Callto Arms 3.50 

Sunastian Falconer ......SC U 4.00 : @ Eater of the Dead 2.00  @ Sisters of the Flame. 1.25 : @ Dwarven Ruins ? O Caribou Range 4,00 
© Sword of the Ages ...... ARTR 27.00 : @ Electric Eel ..,.. i 1.50 } @& SkullofOrm.. 3.00 i @ Ebon Praetor ... : ® Colestial Sword 3.00 
@ Sylvan Library i 8.00 : @ Elves of Deep Shadow . “st U = 250 Sorrow’s Path 3.00 ; @ Ebon Stronghold * @ cantar Archer - 5 
@ Sylvan Paradise 4.00 : @ Eternal Flame 3.00 ; @ Spitting Slug ............ 150 : @ Elven tyre... :@ > Chaos lord... 350 @ Syphon Soul............ 1.50 | © Exorcist SC R 5.00 : © Standing Stones ...... 200 : @ Elvish Farmer ......... : e i 
@ Tabernacle at Pendrell Vale ? @ Fallen, The SC U 1.50 : @ Stone Calendar ......... 4.00 : O Farrel’s Mantle ......... 

& ? O Fasting ..... oEN U 150 $ @ Tangle Kelp .... 1.50 ; O Farrelite Priest 
@ Takklemaggot 

@ Telekinesis . 
© Teleport . 
@ Tempest Efreet 

200 ; @ Fellwar Stone .. “ART U 2.50 $ O Tivadar’s Crusade ...... 2.00 : @ Feral Thallid . 
INS U = 2.00 : & Tormod’s Crypt ......... 1.50 : @ Fungal Bloom 

86 U 1.00 

AC 5 MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 
Tetsuo Umezawa : © Fountain of Youth ......ARTC 1.50 

O Thunder Spirt ......... : @ Frankenstein's Monster...SC R 4.50; f €S ARTIFACT @BLACK ©BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
ime Elemental : ' & 25: 

6: she Beware AE Bs 8 ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
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WN | HEAVY TRADING 



@ Wall of Brambles ...... St U0 
@ Wall of Fire..... UO 
@ Wall of Stone .. U0 
O Wall of Swords U .50 

@ Wanderlust ..... U 
@ Warp Artifact EA R 

@ Whirling Dervish ...... st U 

O White Knight .. 

S Wind Spirit ... a f 

@ Winds of Change SORR = 2.50 
@ Winter Blast SORU 75 
® Winter Orb... ART R 3.50 
@ Wolverine Pack SC U 50 

@ Wooden Sphere ...... ART U 50 

@ Word of Blasting INSU 50 
© Wrath of God ..., R800 
@ Wretched, The... 4.50 

@ Wyluli Wolf .. 3.00 

@ Xenic Poltergeist SCR 2.50 

@ Zombie Master .. 3.50 

®© Zur's Weirding .. 3.50 

ARABIAN NIGHTS 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1993 
Full Set (78 cards) 

Booster Pack (8 cards) 

Booster Box (60 packs) .. 

O Abu Ja’far 
® Aladdin 
@ Maddin’s Lamp .. 

@ Aladdin’s Ring 

@ Ali Baba 
® Ali from Cairo 
O Anny of Allah .. 

@ Bazca of Baghdad... 
@ Bird Maiden .... me 
® Bottle of Suleiman ...... 
@ Brass Man 
O Camel........ 
® City ina Bottle 

@ City of Brass. 
@ Cuombajj Witches . 
®@ Cyclone 

© Dancing Scimitar 

© Dandan 

@ Desert 
® Desert Nomads . 
© Desert Twister .. 
@ Diamond Valley .. 
@ Drop of Honey . 
® Ebony Horse .. 

5 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

00 
0 
00 
0 

00 
0 

50 
00 
00 
00 

© Ghazban Ogre 
® Giant Tortoise 

@ E-Hajaj .... oa 6.5 
@ Elephant Graveyard...... LAN R 28.01 

@ Erg Raiders .... sc 1 
@ Erhnam Djinn. SCR 361 
© Eye for an Eye . J INS Ro GI 

® Fishliver Oil ............20 G11 
® Flying Carpet J ARTR 6 
© Flying Men sfc 4) 

sce 1! 
1 

60. @ Guardian Beast . SCR 
@ Hasran Ogress .......,. scc 1 

® Hur Jackal .... 
© Ith-Biff Efreet svi x 
® Island Fish Jasconius ...8C R 5.75 
@ Island of Wak-Wak ...... LAN R 35.00 
@ Jandor's Ring ......... 6.00 

@ Jandor's Saddlebags ...ARTR 6.00 

® Jeweled Bird 
O Jihad . 
@ Junun Efreet . 

@ Juzam Djinn . 
@ Khabal Ghoul... 

O King Suleiman . 
@ Kird Ape a 

@ Library of Alexandria ... 
® Magnetic Mountain ...... EN R 

© Merchant Ship . . 

@ Metamorphosis . 
@ Mijae Djinn... sf R 9.00 

O Moorish Cavalry sfc 4.00 

@ Mountain. LAN C = 5,00 
@ Nafs Asp . st ¢ 1.50 
@ Oasis ..... UN U = 4.00 
® Old Man of the Sea 
@ Oubliette . 
O Piety . 

® Pyramids. é 

O Repentant Blacksmith . 

© Ring of Ma’ruf . 

@ Rukh Egg 
® Sandals of Abdallah s ART R 800 

} © Shahrazad 
: © Sindbad 
: © Singing Tree . 
+ @ Sorceress Queen. 

i O War Elephant 
+ @ Wyluli Wolf . 

} @ Ydwen Efreet. 

: ANTIQUITIES 
: WIZARDS OF THE viele 
+ Full Set (100 cards) 

: ® Amulet of Kroog 
: O Argivian Archaeologist .. 

@ Sandstorm .. 
© Serendib Djinn. 

© Serendib Efreet . 

@ Stone-Throwing Devils ... 
Unstable Mutation . 

Booster Pack (8 cards) 
Booster Box (60 packs) ... 

} O Argivian Blacksmith...... 
} @ Argothian Pixies .... 
; @ Argothian Treefolk 
+ @ Armageddon Clock 

: ® BatteringRam ... 
; @ Bronze Tablet .... 

00 ; @ Candelabra of Tawnos ...ART R 
q) : O Circle of Protection: Artifact 

: @ Citanul Druid . 
: ® Clay Statue . 
? @ Clockwork Avian 
+ © Colossus of Sardia 

: @ Crumble .... 

£ © Damping Field 

} @ Artifact Possession 
‘ O Artifact Ward 
: & Ashnod’s Altar .... 

® Artifact Blast............ 

® Ashnod’s Battle Gear 

@ Mog 

® CoralHelm 

® Cursed Rack... 

 @ Detonate we. 

H ® Energy Flux ... 

: @ Feldon's Cane . 

$ @ Gate to Phyrexia 

! @ Goblin Artisans 

} @ Grapeshot Catapult 

+ O Martyrs of Korlis 

: @ Mightstone ... 

: ®@ Mishra’s Factory 
} @ Mishra’s Factory (Winter) LAN U 

: @ Mishra's War Machine 
: @ Mishra's Workshop 

: @ Orcish Mechanics 
+ @ Omithopter 

: @ Power Artifact 

{ @ Powerleech 

i ® Primal Clay ... 

: @ Strip Mine (sky te) 

+ @ Tawnos's Weaponry 
} @ Tetravus 
i @ Titania's Song 
+ @ Transmute Artifact 

} @ Staff of Zegon ... 

® Drafna’s Restoration ... 

@ Dragon Engine 

®@ Dwarven Weaponsmith ... 

© Gaea’s Avenger 

© Golgothian Sylex 

@ Haunting Wind ... 

= Hurkyl's Recall ... 

®@ \vory Tower .... 

@ Jalum Tome. 

® Millstone ......... 

®@ Obelisk of Undoing 
® Onulet 

@ Phyrexian Gremlins 

@ Priest of Yawgmoth . . 

® Rack, The 
@ Rakalite ... 
®© Reconstruction 

: O Reverse Polarity......... 

: @ Rocket Launcher 

} @ Sage of Lat-Nam 
3} ® Shapeshifter .. 
© Shatterstorm 

@ Strip Mine 

® Su-Chi.. 
® Tablet of nity 
® Tawnos’s Coffin 
@ Tawnos’s Wand ... 

ives ART C i 
SC R 37.00 

“ART U 
{ @ Ashnod’s Transmogrant ART C 

1.00 : i@ Triskelion 
23.00 : : @ Urza's Avenger 
22.00  @ Urza's Chalice . 
20.00 ; @ Urza's Mine .... 

35.00 | @ Urea's Power Plant 
8.00: @ Urza's Tower... 
5.50 } @ Wall of Spi 

: @ Weakstone .... 

= 

100 : 

1.00 : 

@ Yawgmoth Demon 
+ ® Yotian Soldier 

} @ Beasts of Bogardan 
: ® Black Mana Battery 
® Blazing Effigy 

? @ Blood Lust .. 
} @ Blue Mana Battery 

Boris Devilboon .. 
: @ Brine Hag 
: © Bronze Horse.. 
@ Carrion Ants 

} @ Cathedral of Serra . 
ie Caverns of Despair . 

—_——- 
@ Chains of Mephistopheles EN R 21.00 

: LEGENDS 
: WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1994 

@ Abomination .... 
@ Abyss, The 

® Acid Rain 
‘Adun Oakenshield 

® Arathi Berserker 

@ Aisling Leprechaun . 

O Akron Legionnaire 

@ Ali Hallow's Eve 
@ ALabara’s Carpet 
@ Alchors Tomb .. 
O Angelic Voices . 

Angus Mackenzie 

© Anti-Magie Aura . 

© Arboria 
Arcades Sabboth., ... 

® Avoid Fate 
Axelrod Gunnarson 
Ayesha Tanaka .... 

© dure Drake . 

®@ Backdraft. . 
: © Backfire .. 
: @ Barbary Apes 

 — Barktooth Warbeard 
Bartel Runeaxe . 

@ Adventurers’ Guildhouse 

@ Arena of the Ancients 2 

2,00 
60,00 : 

: @ Crimson Manticore 
} @ Crookshank Kobolds 

14.00 
10.00 
200 3 
400 : 

: @ Darkness .... 
i @ Deadfall .... 
$ @ Demonic Torment 
} @ Devouring Deep ... 

1.00 
4.00 

35.00 
8.00 
8.00 : 
8.00 : 

: O Divine Offering . or 

O Divine Transformation . a 
10.00 

100 : 

4,00 : 
: @ Dwarven Song . 12.00 

500 : 
: © Elder Spawn ... 

: @ Elven Riders ... 

: O Enchanted Being 

200 ; 
2.60 : 
200 : 
1.00 } 

1.00 
7.00 
6.00 

4.00 
10.00 

Chromium 

© Cocoon 
: ®@ Concordant Crossroads .. . 

} @ Cosmic Horror... 
: @ CrawGiant . 
: @ Crevasse .... 
® Crimson Kobolds. 

Dakkon Blackblade 
© D'Avenant Archer 

@ Disharmony .... 

O Divine Intervention 

® Dream Coat 

O Elder Land Wurm 

® Enchantment Alteration 

O Equinox 

®@ Eternal Warrior 
© Eureka . 

. LAN U 
. EN R 
SOR C 

SOR 
«SOR R 

NS 

eoMemamDeCCBMOBDBVCCHOODWOMOCSCADWEO 
_80R R 

; @ Evil Eye of ‘Orms- -By- Gore st U 

: @ Fallen Angel SC U 

2.00 
8.00. : 
7.00 

12.00 
12.00 

15 
3.00 
8.00 
6.00 
500 : 
250 : 
1.00 : 

Ob: 

i @ Feint .. 
+ @ Field of Dreams . 
? @ Fire Sprites .... 

? @ Firestorm Phoenix 
+ @ Flash Counter .... 

£ @ Floral Spuzzem 
+ @ Force Spike .... 
+ ® Forethought Amulet 
: O Fortified Area 

 @ Frost Giant . 

ling Si 

Gabriel Angelfire . 
+ @ Gauntlets of Chaos 
@ Ghosts of the Damned ... 
@ Giant Turtle 

+ ® Glyph of Delusion ...... 

® Glyph of Destruction 
@ Glyph of Doom 
© Glyph of Life.. 

@ Glyph of Reincarnation. + 

Gosta Dirk 

+ @ Gravity Sphere. 
: O Great Defender . 
: O Great Wall 

: © Greater Realm of Preservation 

@ Greed .... 
+ ® Green Mana Battery 

Gwendlyn Di Corci 
Halfdane 

{ @ Hammerheim 
Hazezon Tamar 

 @ Headless Horseman 
: O Heaven's Gate . 
@ Hell Swarm . 
@ Hell's Caretaker 
@ Hellfire .... 

: O Holy Day... 

! © Hom of Deafening . 

@ Homet Cobra 

: @ Horror of Horrors 
Hunding Gjornersen 

@ Hyperion Blacksmith 
@ Ichneumon Druid 

@ Imprison 

© In the Eye of Chaos 

O Indestructible Aura 
@ Infernal Medusa ... 
O Infinite Authority 

®© Invoke Prejudice 
O Wory Guardians 

Jacques le Vert 

Jasmine Boreal 
Jedit Ojanen 
Jerrard of the Closed Fist SC 

@ Jovial Evil. 
& Juxtapose . 

@ Karakas .... 
Kasimir the Lone Wolf 
Kei Takahashi 

: @ Killer Bees 

 O Kismet 
: ® Knowledge Vault 
$ @ Kobold Drill Sergeant ... 
} @ Kobold Overlord 
} ® Kobold Taskmaster 
+ @ Kobolds of Kher Keep ... 

$ @& Kry Shield 
Lady Caleria ... 
Lady Evangela .. aa 

Lady of the Mountain, The SC U 

1.00 } 
10.00 : 
5 

1.00 : 
3.00 
3.50 
at 

8.00 
800 ; 
100 : 
7.50 
4.00 
3.00 
6.00 
700 } 
5.00 
1.00 
1.00 ; 
2.50 ; 
2.00 ; 
32.00 
4.00 : 
5.00 : 

} @ Land's Edge .. 
 @ Lesser Werewolf. 
: © Life Chisel ... 

: @ Life Matrix... 
+ O Lifeblood 
= @ Living Plane .. 

Livonya Silone 

: Lord Magnus 
: @ Lost Soul ... 
? © Mana Drain 
: @ Mana Matrix 

 @ Marble Priest... vd 
Marhault Elsdragon ...... 

: @ Master of the Hunt 
$ @ Mirror Universe 

+ @ Mold Demon .. 
: @ Moss Monster ie 
} @ Mountain Stronghold ... 
 @ Mountain Yeti 

Nebuchadnezzar . . 



® Crown of the Ages 

®@ Curse of Marit Lage...... 

@ Dance of the Dead 
© Deflection 
@ Demonic Consultation 
® Despotic Scepter 

Diabolic Vision 

@ Dread Wight 
Dreams of the Dead...... 

@ Drift of the Dead.. 

O Drought .. 

@ Dwarven Armory.. 

Earthlink 

@ Elder Druid .. 
Elemental Augury 

® Elkin Bottle 
O Enduring Renewal . 

O Energy Storm 
Essence Vortex .. 
Fanatical Fever .. 

Fiery Justice 

Fire Covenant 
Flame Spirit .... 

Flooded Woodlands . 
Flow of Maggots . 

Forbidden Lore . 
Force Void 

Forgotten Lore .. 

Formation 
Freyalise Supplicant. 

Freyalise’s Charm. 

Freyalise’s Winds 

Fumarole........ 

Fyndhorn Bow 

Fyndhorn Elder . 

@ Fyndhorn Pollen . oh 

© Gane of Chass... 
O General Jarkeld . 

Ghostly Flame é 

Giant Trap Door Spider ... 

@ Glacial Chasm .... 
® Glacial Crevasses 
® Glacial Wall . 

Glaciers. 

® Goblin Lyre .. 
®@ Goblin Mutant 

® Goblin Snowman. 
@ Gravebind 
O Green Scarab 

O Hallowed Ground 

@ Halls of Mist... 
@ Hecatomb.... 

® Hematite Talisman . 

O Hipparion.... 

®@ Hot Springs 
®@ Hurricane ts 
@ Hyalopterous Lemure ... 

Hymn of Rebirth 

® Ice Cauldron... 

®@ Ice Floe 

@ Iceberg 

@ Icequake .. 

@ Icy Manipulator . 

@ Icy Prison 

® llusionary Presence 

@ Illusionary Terrain 

® Illusions of Grandeur 
@ Infernal Darkness 
@ Infernal Denizen .., 

®@ Infinite Hourglass. 

@ Jesters Cap... 
® Jesters Mask . 
®@ Jeweled Amulet. 

@ Johtull Wurm 

@ Jokulhaups . 

O Justice 

@ Karplusan Forest 
%® Karplusan Giant ... 
® Karplusan Yeti... 
O Kjeldoran Elite Guard 

Kjeldoran Frostheast 

O Kjeldoran Knight... 

O Kjeldoran Phalanx 

O Kjeldoran Royal Guard ... 

O Kijeldoran Skycaptain ... 

@ Knight of Stromgald...... 
@ Krovikan Elementalist 
@ Krovikan Vampi 

@ Land Cap... ns 
® Lapis Lazuli Talisman ... 

@ Lava Tubes . 
@ Leshrac's Rite 

@ Leshrac’s Sigil 

@ Lhurgoyf 

O Lightning Blow 

c7mmamwaraDD 

@ 

emoccmeocwmamaecocw 

ee” e0ee0ese0 

zawoD 
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eeam 

eemowmeowpornD 

wD z 

ecem@caconmamcexrc 

a Storm Spirit .. 

800 : < Stormbind 
1.00 } @ Stromgald Cabal... 

@ Maddening Wind. a 

= @ Magus of the Unseen ... 

: @ Malachite Talisman. 
Marton Stromgald 

@ Melee 
@ Melting 

O Mercenaries . 
Merieke Ri Berit . 

$ @ Mesmeric Trance 

@ Mind Warp .. 

: @ Mind Whip .... 
@ Minion of Leshrac 

Minion of Tevesh Szat ... 
3 @ Mole Worms .... 

Monsoon . 

Mountain Titan . 

® Mudslide .... 
© Musician .... 

 @ Mystic Might .... 
: @ Nacre Talisman . 

} @ Naked Singularity . 
3.00 : @ Nature's Lore SOR 
3.00 : @ Necropotence ENR 
50 + @ Oath of Lim-Dal EN R 

1.00 $ @ Onyx Talisman ......... ART U 
2.00 : @ Orcish Cannoneers ...... St U 
50} @ Orcish Healer... 
50  @ Orcish Librarian 
15 : ®@ Orcish Squatters ‘ 

50 } © Order of the Sacred TorchSC_R 
50 $ O Order of the White Shield SC U 
5} @ Pale Bears ............ SC R 

250 ; @ Pentagram of the Ages ART R 
“280 : @ Phantasmal Mount ...... SC U 
400 : @ PitTrap ....... ART U 

4.00 } @ Polar Kraken SCR 
TF OPO cs aicevene SOR R 
50} @ Pygmy Allosaurus SCR 

275  @ Pyroclasm ............ 
15 } @ Reality Twist ... R 

3.00 } @ Reclamation R 
250 : O Red Scarab ... EC OU 

75  @ Ritual of Subdual LEN R 
50 : @ River Delta .... R 

3.00 } @ Runed Arch . R 
50 : O Sacred Boon... U 

50 } © Sea Spirit... U 
275 : O Seraph ... R 

5.00 : ® Shield of the Ages 
50 : @ Shyft ... R 
50 : © Sibilant Spirit R 

200 : @ Silver Eme U 
50 : © Skeleton Ship R 

75 = @ Skull Catapult... 
} @ Sleight of Mind JINT 
i @ Snow Fortress AAC 
: O Snow Hound SC 
$ @ Snow-Covered Forest ....LAN 
} @ Snow-Covered Island ...LAN 
? @ Snow-Covered Mountain LAN 
? @ Snow-Covered Plains ...LAN 
3 @ Snow-Covered Swamp ...LAN 

} © Snowblind 
: @ Soldevi Golem 

} @ Soldevi Machinist 
 @ Soldevi Simulacrum .. 

: @ Soul Barrier 
! >) Spectral Shield .. 
} @ Spoils of Evil... 
$ @ Spoils of War 
} @ Staff of the Ages 
} @ Stampede 
@ Stench of Evil 

} @ Stone Spirit 

+ @ Stunted Growth 
: @ Sulfurous Springs 

$ @ Sunstone... ART 
+ O Swords to Plowshares ... 
} @ Thermokarst... 
: @ Thoughtleech.. 
} © Thunder Wall. 
} @ Timberline Ridge 
: @ Time Bomb ... 

$ @ Total War... 
@ Touch of Vitae .. 

i @ Trailblazer 
: @ Underground River .. 

$ @ Updraft 
; ® Urza's Bauble 

@ Lim-Dul's Hex ......... EN U 
O Lost Order of Jarkeld ...SC R 
@ Lure 
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50} @ Veldt 
3.50 : $ @ Venomous Breath 

: @ Vertigo 

: ® Vexing Arcanix . 
3} @ Vibrating Sphere 
2 @ Walking Wall... 

? @ Wall of Pine Needles 
3 @ Wall of Shields 
} @ War Chariot ... 
= @ Whalebone Glider 

: © Whiteout ... 
= @ Wind Spirit 
: @ Wiitigo.... 

£ Booster Pack (12 cards) 
Booster Box (45 packs). 
: Unlisted Commons 

© Abu Ja'far 
: O Akron Legionnaire . 
: @ Aladdin 

 O Angelic Voices . 

i @ Arena of the Ancients ... 

: @ Azure Drake . 
} @ Banshee .... 
: @ Barl’s Cage 
; ® Beasts of Bogardan ...... 

 O Blood of the Martyr. 

Wall of Lava... 

O White Scarab 

© Winter's Chill olNS-R 
@ Withering Wisps.........EN U 

® Word of Blasting ...... INS U 
@ Wrath of Marit Lage ...EN R 

@ Yavimaya Gnats .........80 U 
®@ Zurs Weirding . . EN R 
@ Turan Orb oo... ART U 

CHRONICLES 

3.00 } @ Book of Rass ce ART R 1.00 3 © ‘Sivitri Scarzam ......... SLU 25 
50 : ® Bronze Horse.. ACR 2.00 i Sol’kanar the Swamp King SL_R 4,00 

: Chromium.. SLR 450 24 Stangg..... 250 
: @ City of Brass AAN-R 13,00 ; © Storm Seeker 2.00 
@ Cocoon 15 : @ Takklemaggot ECU 75 

Concordant Crossroads...EW R 4.00 : @ Teleport .. .SORR -200 
i @ Craw Giant .. $C U 1.50 $ > Tobias Andrion . SLU 25 

50 : @ Cyclone ..... 2,00 : @ Tormod’s Crypt . ARTU 25 
50 > Dakkon Blackblade . 400 : @& Triassic Egg .... J ART R 2.00 
15 : ® Dance of Many ......... 3,00 = @ Urza's Mine (four versions) 
50} @ Enchantment Alteration INSU 50 2 scene LAN C25 
50 : @ Erhnam Djinn............ SC U 4.50 :.@ Urza's Power Plant (four versions) 

50 : @ Fallen, The 5 : a LAN G25 

50 : @ Fallen Angel-.. .8C U 2.25 } @ Urza's Tower (four versions) 
4.00 : @ Feldon’s Cane ARTCC 5 : Awierummnmensaauieonwaunir ey LAN C .25 

15 ? @ FireDrake ............ SC U 50 : » VaevictisAsmadi.........SL R 4.50 
2 ®@ Voodoo Doll ............ 2.0 

Wall of Opposition 50 

® Wall of Wonder 4 

: O Witch Hunter. 1.00 
? @ Wretched, The 400 

Kira Arien — 2.00 

200 : 

} @ Gauntlets of Chaos . 
: @ Goblin Artisans... 
} @ Hell's Caretaker ... 

50 ; 
: O Ivory Guardians 

50 
50 

2.50 

4.50 
350 ; 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1995 
Full Set (125 cards) 

Arcades Sabboth......... 

Axelrod Gunnarson ...... 
Ayesha Tanaka . 

: ® Juxtapose . 

i @ Obelisk of Undoing 

: O Petra Sphinx... 
¢ @ Primordial Ooze 

{ @ Puppet Master 
: @ Ral 

 @ Rakalite .... 

3 @ Safe Haven ... 

+ @ Sentinel 
: @ Serpent Generator 

: O Shield Wall 
@ Shimian Night Stalker 

+ @ Jeweled Bird 

: @ Recall... 
+ @ Revelation 

Practor. fue 
fsa putas) 40 

One cresiure iviay 7 

SEG, 

Gabriel Angelfire... 

@ Hom of Deafening . 

® Jalum Tome. 

Johan... 

Kei Takahashi 
® Lant’s Edge ... 

Marhault Elsdragon 

Nebuchadnezzar 
Nicol Bolas... 

Palladia-Mors... 

id Wombat 

Rubinia Soulsinger 

: & Clockwork Swarm 

@ Yawgmoth Demon 

: HOMELANDS © 
? WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1995 
t Full Set (140 cards) .. $ 

? Booster Pack (6 carts). 
= Booster Box (60 packs) . 
SO COMMONS 0) Si esssuithvntica de smigabinet 10 

io Abbey Gargoyles... 

@ Ather Storm... 
@ An-Hawa Constable 
@ An-Hawa Inn 
@ An-Hawa Township 

} ® AnZerrin Ruins. 
+ @ Anaba Ancestor 

= @ Anaba Spirit Crafter. . 
$ @ Apocalypse Chime 
+ @ Autumn Willow 
! @ Aysen Abbey... 
© Aysen Crusader 

; O Aysen Highway 

! @ Baki's Curse. 
@ Baron Sengir 
O Beast Walkers 

@ Black Carriage 
@ Broken Visage 

? @ Castle Sengir 
: @ Chain Stasis 
® Chandler 

® Clockwork Gnomes 
3 @ Clockwork Steed. 

®@ Coral Reef 
@ Daughter of Autumn 

O Death Speakers .. 

3 @ Didgeridoo ... 
 @ Drudge Spell ... 

} @ Dwarven Pony 
» Dwarven Sea Clan 

® Ebony Rhino 

B Eron the Relentless 

® Evaporate 
@ Faerie Noble 

: @ Feroz's Ban 

 @ Forget 

3 @ Ghost Hounds 
 @ Giant Oyster 
3 @ Grandmother Sengir. 

@ Greater Werewolf ...... 
+ O Hazduhr the Abbot 

t @ Headstone 
@ Heart Wolf 
@ Ihsan's Shade 

@ Irini Sengir 
3 @ Ironclaw Curse .. 
: @ Jim .., 
H @ Joven... 
: @ Joven's Ferrets .. 
: & Joven's Tools 
 @ Koskun Falls .. 
@ Koskun Keep 

3 @ Leaping Lizard 

: O Leeches 

¢ @ Mammoth Harness . 
+ @ Marjhan .. 

© Merchant Scroll... 
Mystic Decree 

© Narwhal 
Orcish Mine .... 

Primal Order .. 
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SOCCMOCOROOOS GORE 

& 

® Winter Sky . 

Prophecy 

Rashka the Slayer 

® Retribution . 

Reveka, Wizard Savant ., 

Root Spider ... 

Roots 
Roterathopter 

Rysorian Badger 

Sea Sprite 
Sea Troll... 

Sengir Autocrat ... 

Serra Aviary ...... 
Serra Bestiary 

Serra Inquisitors 

Serra Paladin 

Serrated Arrows... 
Soraya the Falconer 
Spectral Bears 

Timmerian Fiends 

Veldrane of Sengir 
Wall of Kelp . 

Willow Priestess 

Wizards’ School . 

ALLIANCES ~” 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1996 
Full Set (199 cards) ........00c000e 

Booster Pack (12 cards) 

Booster Box (45 packs) 3 

COMMONS case vieano eae iananecren al 

Ashnod's Cylix ......... 
Balduvian Dead 
Balduvian Horde... 

Balduvian Trading Post. 

Bounty of the Hunt...... NS U 78 

Browse .... re 

Burnout .... 
Chaos Harlequin 

Contagion 

Deadly Insects 

Death Spark 

Diminishing Returns ...SOR U 

Diseased Vermin 
Dystopia .... 

Elvish Bard. 

Elvish Spirit Guide 

Energy Arc .... 

Exile 
False Demise 
Fatal Lore 
Feast or Famine 
Floodwater Dam 
Force of Will.........004 
Gargantuan Gorilla 

Gorilla Shaman ... 

Gustha’s Scepter. 
Hail Storm. 

Heart of Yavimaya . 

Helm of Obedience . 

Inheritance 

Ivory Gargoyle 
Juniper Order Advocate 

KAYSA. siuonssvntonvtiue ad 

Keeper of Tresserhorn ... 

Kjeldoran Home Guard .... 
Kjeldoran Outpost . 

Krovikan Horror 
Krovikan Plague......... 

Lake of the Dead. 
Library of Lat-Nam . 
Lim-Dal's Paladin 

Lim-Dal's Vault .... 
Lodestone Bauble . 
Lord of Tresserhorn 
Misfortune 

: & Mystic Compass 
Nature’s Blessing 

Nature's Chosen... 

Nature's Wrath .. 
» Omen of Fire : 
Phantasmal Sphere...... 
Phelddagrif 

Phyrexian Devourer . . 
Phyrexian Portal 
Pillage 

Primitive Justice 
Pyrokinesis .. 

Reprisal ... 

Ritual of the Machine 

+ @ Rogue Skycaptain 
: O Royal Decree 
+ @ Scarab of the Unseen ... 
: O Sears of the Veteran ... 

} @ School of the Unseen ... 
: O Seasoned Tactician...... 
: @ Sheltered Valley 
: Shield Sphere 

Sol Grail 
: Soldevi Digger 

} @ Soldevi Excavations 
: ® Soldier of Fortune ...... 
: @ Spiny Starfish 

: @ Splintering Wind 
} @ Storm Cauldron... 
+ © Storm Elemental 
} @ Stromgald Spy 
! @ Suffocation 
: > Surge of Strength 
¢ O Sustaining Spirit .. 
+ O Sworn Defender. . 

= @ Thawing Glaciers 
+ @ Thought Lash 

i = Tidal Control 
: © Tomado ... 
£O Unlikely Alliance 
: @ Urza's Engine 

: @ Varchild’s War-Riders ... 
: © Viscerid Drone .. 

} @ Wand of Denial ... 
: Wandering Mage: 
: © Whirling Catapult 

Winter's ‘Night. 
: @ Yavimaya Ants .. 

: MIRAGE 7: 
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:@ 
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:@ 

$ Full Set (350 cards) 

! Starter Deck (60 cards) .. 
> Starter Box (12 decks)... 
} Booster Pack (15 cards) 
} Booster Box (36 packs) 
? Commons 
: Unlisted Uncommons ... 

1 @ Abyssal Hunter .. 

: @ Acidic Dagger 

i @ Afiya Grove 
: O Afterlife ... 
: @ Amber Prison... 
: & Amulet of Unmaking ... 
} @ Ancestral Memories ...SOR R 
@ Ashen Powder ......... SOR R 

:  Asmira, Holy Avenger ...SC R 

: © Auspicious Ancestor ...SC R 
» Barreling Attack... 

® Basalt Golem... a 
© Bazaar of Wonders ...... EN R 

Benthic Djinn,........... 

Blighted Shaman 
Blind Fury 

Bone Mask ... 

ees e0o 
Brushwagg ... : 
Burning Palm Efreet ...SC U 

;  Cadaverous Bloom ...... EN R 
: @ Canopy Dragon 
e@ TI Geta neteish Ne 

? WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1996 

Rock Basilisk. . i © Jabaris Influence 
@ Roots of Life .. = @ Jungle Patrol O Celestial Dawn . 250 

@ Chaosphere .........005 + © Kukemssa Pirates 250 + O Sacred Mesa.. 

® Charcoal Diamond : Leering Gargoyle 250 Savage Twister ......... 
Circle of Despair. ® Lion's Eye Diamond 3.50 Sawback Manticore . 

@ Consuming Ferocity. : @ Lure of Prey..... 2... 3.00 Sealed Fate 

Seeds of Innocence 
Shallow Grave 
Shauku, Endbringer . 

© Shimmer 

© Coral Fighters 

® Crimson Hellkite . 
@ Crypt Cobra .... 

© Cursed Totem .... 
@ Cycle of Life 

© Daring Apprentice . 

Discordant Spirit. 

3.00 
1.25 
1.00 
1.00 
3.50 
2.00 
5.00 

: © Malignant Growth 
? @ Mana Prism ...... 
= O Mangara’s Blessing 
 O Mangara’s Equity 
+ @ Mangara's Tome 

? @ Marble Diamond Sky Diamond 
O Soul Echo 

- : ® Dissipate .. 1,00 : O Spectral Guardian . 
0: : O Divine Retribution . : 2.00 Spirit of the Night . 

50 @ Dwanen Miner . :@ Mire Shade ... 50 : @ Stupor 
400 > @ Early Harvest... : @ Misers’ Cage 3.00 : @ Subterranean Spirit 

400°; © Emberwilde Caliph ? © Mist Dragon 550 : O SUNWED .oesescserees 
3.00 : 3 @ Tainted Specter .. 

450} © Taniwha .,... 
3.50 : = ® Teeka's Dragon 

: © Teferi’s Imp .. 
2.50 i @ Tefer'’s Isle 
15 ® TelimTor .. 

? @ Telim'Tor’s Edict 
@ Tombstone Stairwell 
®@ Torrent of Lava... 

3.00 : © Uktabi Wildcats .. 
400 : Unfulfilled Desires 
50 i : @ Ventifact Bottle .. 

1.00 : : O Vigilant Martyr .....,... 
ws ? @ Volcanic Dragon ......... 
50 : = @ Volcanic Geyser .. A 

4.50, : SOR R : @ Waiting in the Weeds 

‘SOR 

1.00 Warping Wurm SCR 
2.00 : > Wellspring ..... aaELR 
5.00 i $ @ Wildfire Emissary SC U 
50) | © Worldly Tutor... INS U 
1 H : O Yare 
an : : Zebra Unicorn ai 
50 | : @ Zirilan of the Claw ..... 

i © Zuberi, Golden Feather... 
15: 

1.00 : 

a i : WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1997 
? Full Set (167 cards) 
: Booster Pack (15 cards) 
: Booster Box (36 packs) . 

: Commons 
: Unlisted Uncommons .... 

@ Aku Djinn... ees 

150.00 
3.50 
105,00 
0 

00 

: 5.00 
1.50 ® Anvil of Bogardan 5,50 

a OOUBLE TAKES Bt 700 
Army Ants (aan 

@ Blanket of Night EN U 1.00 
@_Bogardan Phoenix SCR 4.00 

® Brass-Talon Chimera ...AC U 80 
Breathstealer's Crypt ...EN R 3.00 

@ Brood of Cockroaches ...SC U 50 
> Chronatog ..... R. 4.00 

©® City of Solitude R 8.00 
Corrosion... R 3.00 

®@ Creeping Mold 1,00 
~ Desertion....., 6.00 

@ Emberwilde Djinn & Moss Diamond . 2.00 : @ Desolation be 1.00 

Energy Bolt ..... : © Mystical Tutor . 2.00 : @ Diamond Kaleidoscope...ART R. - 3,75 

© Energy Vortex = @ Natural Balance. 4.00 : 4 Dragon Mask 1.00 
O Enlightened Tutor . : @ Nettletooth Djinn 2.00 : @ Elephant Grass .. 4 1.00 

O Ethereal Champion . : O Null Chamber 350 } @ Elkin Lair... -AN R 3.50 

O Favorable Destiny . : @ Painful Memories . 50 : O Equipoise... -EN R= 4.00 

200 Final Fortune : @ Paupers' Cage . 3.50 : O Eye of Singularity ...... ENR 4,00 
25 ® Fire Diamond ; O Pearl Dragon... 5.00 : Femeref Enchantress ...SC R 3.00 

95 : © Flash «1... : @ Phyrexian Dreadnought 8.50 : © Firestorm Hellkite .. R 6.50 
FO @ Forbidden Crypt . = Phyrexian Purge 2.50 : © Flooded Shoreline .. R 3.50 

300 @ Forsaken Wastes : e Phyrexian Tribute PONE 2.00 :@ Forbidden Ritual 4.00 

30 Frenetic Efreet ......... : © Political Trickery ...... 3.50 : @ Goblin Recruiter .. 1.00 
35 ® Goblin Soothsayer . : © Polymorph... 3.50 : @ Griffin Canyon... 4.00 
30 Grim Feast swine. ug :@ Preferred Selection 3.50: Guiding Spirit a 3.50 
300 ® Grinning Totem ......... j Prismatic Boon . 50} @ Helm of Awakening ...ARTR 1.00 
20 © Hakim, Loreweaver . :¢ Prismatic Lace . 2.00 : O Honorable Passage...... INSU 1.00 
20 © Hall of Gemstone 50 : © Psychic Transfer. 3.50 ; @ Juju Bubble ... ARTU 50 
50 @ Hammer of Bogardan ...SORR 10.0 : Purgatory ne 3.00 : @ Kaervek’s Spite .. INS R= 4.00 

350 @ Harbinger of Night ...... : @ Purraj of Urborg......... 3.00 t @ Katabatic Winds .. -EN R 3.00 

30 ® Hivis of the Scale : O Rashida Scalebane 3.50 : ® Kookus ..... SER 4,00 
5 © Horrible Hordes ......... : Razor Pendulum 3.00 i @ Lead-Belly Chimera...... ACU 50 
0 ® Illicit Auction : @ Reckless Embermage ... 3.00 ; © Lichenthrope 3 R 3.00 

300 © : Reflect Damage ... 4.00 : @ Lightning Cloud R 4.00 
AG e Reparations 3,00 : © Longbow Archer U 1.00 

1 
so:/ MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 
5.00 

® ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

EA Enchant Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature EC Enchant Creature © EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 

PRICE DATA, WENT UP | WENT DOWN |HEAVY TRADING 

ART Artifact EN Enchantment INT Interrupt 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 





OCataclsm oo... _ 
® City of Traitors ........ 
© Coat of Arms... 
O Convalescence 

@ Dauthi Warlord 

® Dominating Licid 

@ Entropic Specter 
‘ Ephemeron 

© Equilibrium 

@ Erratic Portal... 
© Ertai, Wizard Adept 

O Exalted Dragon. 

®@ Fighting Chance . 

© Forbid .. 
@ Hatred .. ae 
O Limited Resources ...... EN R 
® Manabond....... 

@ Memory Crystal . 

@ Mind Maggots. 
© Mind Over Matter. 
© Mindless Automaton 

© Miri, Cat Wartior......... 

® Monstrous Hound.....,... 

© Null Brooch .... 
@ Oath of Druids 
@ Oath of Ghouls 

O Oath of Lieges 

® Oath of Mages . 

® Oath of Scholars ......... 
® Ogre Shaman............ 

O Paladin en-Vec . 
® Pandemonium 

@ Pit Spawn 
@ Plaguebearer . 

@ Ravenous Baboon 
@ Recurring Nightmare...... 
@ Resuscitate .. 

@ Seismic Assault. 8 
@ Skyshroud War Beast ...SC R 

© Sphere of Resistance ...ART R 
@ Spike Cannibal oc 

® Spike Hatcher . 
@ Spike Weaver .... 
‘® Survival of the Fittest 
© Thalakos Drifters .... 

© Thopter Squadron 
@ Volrath’s Dungeon ......EN R 
O Wall of Nets .... 
@ Workhorse... . 

URZA'S SAGA #@ 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1998 
Full Set (335 cards) ............006 i 

Booster Pack (15 cards) 
Booster Box (36 packs) 
Starter Deck (75 cards) . 

Starter Box (12 decks) .. 

COMMONS: scr cvnesicinrinmeasoecarees 15 

O Absolute Grace ......... 
O Absolute Law .. 

@ Abundance 
@ Abyssal Horror F 

® Academy Researchers... 

® Acidic Soil 
© Albino Troll 

®@ Anaconda .. 
O Angelic Chorus 

@ Antagonism ..... 

© Arcane Laboratory . 

@ Argothian Elder ......... 
© Argothian Enchantress ...SC 
@ Argothian Wurm .. ne 

® Mtunement .. 

© Back to Basics za 

® Barrin, Master Wizard ...SC 

© Barrin's Codex .. 

© Blanchwood Armor 
® Blasted Landscape 

: @ Treefolk Seedlings 
} @ Tumabout............. 
3 & Umbilicus 
} & Urza's Armor... 

Lightning Dragon (Promo) SC R 
m = 

@ee2e2e00 2 @ Vebuild.. 
: © Veiled Apparition . 
: & Veiled Crocodile 

} @ Veiled Sentry 
: @ Veiled Serpent 

} @ Vernal Bloom a 
> Viashino Sandswimmer ... 

: @ Midsummer Revel 

: @ No Rest for the Wicked : O Voice of Grace 

: O Voice of Law 
+ @ Voltaic Key ... 

! © Carpet of Flowers 

® Goblin Offensive .. 

® Grafted Skullcap .. 
3 O Waylay 

@ Western Paladin 

© Phyrexian Colossus 
: © Phyrexian Processor 

: & Phyrexian Tower . 

3 @ Worn Powerstone 

3 O Worship 
 @ Yawgmoth’s Edict 

: ® Zephid 

: ® Zephid Embrace 

: URZA'S LEGACY ~ 
; WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
: Full Set (143 cards) Z 
} Preconstructed Starter Deck (75 cards) 9.00 

} Starter Box (12 decks) 
: Booster Pack (15 cards) 

} Booster Box (36 packs) 
: Commons 

ae 

Presence of the Master ... 

Sam 

wo 

ess ® Rumbling Crescendo . 

O RoP: Artifacts... 
: © Angel's Trumpet ... 
} © Anthroplasm 
: Archivist <2, : 
i @ Avalanche Riders ....,.... 
: @ Beast of Burden ......... 

} O Blessed Reversal 
: @ Bloated Toad ... ‘ 
: @ Bone Shredder ......... 
+ @ Brink of Madness......... 

: @ Crawlspace .... 
: @ Damping Engine . 

£ @ Darkwateh Elves 
: @ Defense Grid .... 

} @ Defense of the Heart 
? ® Delusions of Mediocrity .... 
+ @ Deranged Hermit ......... 
} @ Engineered Plague 
+ @ Eviscerator 

{ @ Faerie Conclave . 
: © Fleeting image... 

! @ Forbidding Watchtower 
i @ Gang of Elk 
} @ Ghira Fire-Eater ......., 

: @ Ghitu Encampment ...... 

& tn 

O Sanctum Guardian Mk) ue) ue 
tm 

s 1 fo each battle destiny 
Adds 3 to power of any starship he pilots, A 
4 to power and 3 to maneuver when piloting 

Custom TIE. Immune to attrition < 5. 

tn 

: O Seasoned Marshal. 

O Serra’s Hymn .... 

® Serra’s Sanctum... 
O Shimmering Barrier . 

® Shivan Raptor... 

} @ Grim Monolith 
! @ Harmonic Convergen 
: @ Hidden Gibbons ... 
: O Hope and Glory ... 

£ @ Impending Disaster 
: @ Iron Maiden .... 

: @ Jhoira’s Toolbox 
: O Karmic Guide . 
: @ King Crab . 
} O Knighthood 
} @ Last-Ditch Effort . 
: @ Levitation .... 
' @ Lone Wolf ... 

$ @ Lurking Skirge 
3} O Martyr’s Cause 

: @ Memory Jar . 
: @ Might of Oaks. 
: @ Molten Hydra . 
: O Mother of Runes 

} © Multani, Maro-Sorcerer 

t ®© Citanul Hierophants 

: @ Claws of Gix .... 

@ Spreading Algae . 

® Stern Proctor .... 

} © Hopping Automaton 

@ Darkest Hour .... 

O Defensive Formation 
® Destructive Urge... 

@ Diabolic Servitude 
} @ Discordant Dirge . 

cer me co 

@ Titania's Chosen . 
@ Tolarian Academy 

i © Karn, Silver Golem 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 
EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 

GOLD @ GREEN 

R 
U 
U 
U 
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R 
R 

AC Artifact Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

PRICE DATA, WENT UP | went pown |HEavy TRADING 

@ Vampiric Embrace 

@ Victimize ... 

@ Vile Requiem .. 

© Vug Lizard... 

© Wall of Junk 
@ War Dance 

® Whetstone 

@ Whirlwind... 
» Wildfire 

® Wirecat 

@ Witch Engine .. 

© Yawgmoth’s Will... 

® Ghitu War Cry... 

® Goblin Welder 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

@RED OWHITE @LAND 

INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 
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2 @Snap ...... 

@ Multani’s Presence ...... EN U 1.25 : @ Goblin Medics...  @ Vigilant Drake ............ C 500 : © Bester... CHAR 8.00 : @ Jason Ironheart .........CHAR 7.00 

@ No Mercy ...... .EN R 6.00 } @ Goblin Welder. SCR 24.00 : Walking Spong .8C U 11.00 } @ Bio-Weapon Discovery ...CON R 4.00 : @ dha'Dur .....ssseseve CHAR 5.00 

O Opal Avenger .EN R350 } @Granite Grip .. EC C 500 : @ Weatherseed Elf ... C 5.00 : @ Blessings ... (AFT Pr 500 ; “John Sheridan ........+ CHAR 1250 

© Opportunity INS U 1,00 } @ Grim Monolith ART R 36.00 : © Weatherseed Faeries ...8C C 5.00 = @ Biockade ... “CON R 300 : OKoshNaranek .........CHAR 7.00 

© Palinchron .... St R @ Harmonic Convergence ...INS U 10.00 : © Weatherseed Treefolk ...SC_R 40.00 : @ Bombing Run... EVE Pr 3,00 : @ Lack of Direction ...... AFT Pr 15.00 

O Peace and Quiet INS U 1.00 | @Hidden Gibbons .... R 38.00 : *® Wheel of Torture......... ART R 30.00 ¢  pentain Pierce “GHA Pr 1500 ; @ Left Vulnerable .. 3.00 

© Phyrexian Defiler.........8C U 1.00 ? © Hope and Glory .. U 10,00 | @Wing Snare .........00. SOR U 12.00 : Luis Santiago 6.50 

@ Phyrexian Plaguelord =...SC R @ Impending Disaster . R 40.00 : @ Maintain The Peace . 3.00 

@ Phyrexian Reclamation ... Intervene ..... C 450 : @ Marcus Cole .. 8.00 

O Planar Collapse .. R ® Iron Maiden R 29.00 @ Markab Fleet .. 4.00 

O Purify... R O lron Will ..... C 500: @ Martyr... 4,00 

@ Pyromancy .. R ®& Jhoira’s Toolbox . U 10.00 : © Minister Malach 5.00 

@ Quicksilver Amulet R £ O Karmic Guide , R 36.00 @ Monitored Deal i 3.00 

Rack and Ruin Oo ; © King Crab... U 11.00: : @ Morden ......., 46 650 
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} OiWookiee Strangle... UN R 30 

apes 
: DECIPHER-1997 

4.50 
4.00 

£ O Palejo Reshad 
+ @ Pote Snitkin 

! © Princess Leia Organa ...REB R 
+ © Pucumir Thryss ......... AL R 
} OPR'ik D'nec, Hero...Sea AL R 
} @ Rancor 
: OpRayc Ryjerd . 

£@ Ree-Vees .. 
+ Of Rennek AL R 

: O'Saelt-Marae ALR 
} @ Salacious Crumb . J AL R 
4 @ Scum And Villainy 

: O Sergeant Doallyn . 
+ © Shasa Tiel... 
OStrangle .. 

G Tamtel Skreej.. 

: OTanus Spijek .. 

} @ Thermal Detonator 

@ Thul Fain .. 
: OTibrin ... 
: Unfriendly Fire 
} @ Vedain 

tf @ Velken Tezeri .. 

: @ Vizam 
+ Or Wul Tazaene 

Wittin 
Wooof .. 

A Yoxgit .. 

jooster Pack (9 cards) . 

jooster Box (30 packs) 

starter Pack (60 cards) 

4.00 
4.50 
9.00 
4.00 
4.00 
3.50 

3.50 Starter Box (12 packs) . 

4.00 

5.00 

4.00 

40 AReal Hero .........0.. U/UNR 3.00 

400 All Wings Report In UINR = 3.00 

6.50 Bantha Herd... sEFF R 3.00 

3.75 Ben Kenobi -REBR 30.00 

5.0 Boba Fett .. 22.00 

5.00 Boelo a 400 

4.00: @ Bossk in Hound's Tooth: STAR 6.00 
4.50 : @ Brangus Glee ............ AL R 3.00 
5.00 : © Bron Burs ... 3.00 
450 : OrCamie 3.50 

3.50 : @ Carbon Chamber Testing 0B) R 5.00 

450 : OQ Cloud City Celebration ...EFF R 3.00 

3.50 : @ Cloud City Occupation ...EFF R 3.00 

4,00 : @ Cloud City: Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.50 

4.00 : OCloud City:Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.50 
4.00 :OColonel Feyn Gospic ...REB R 4.00 
4.00 : © Commander Wedge AntillesREBR 9.00 
3.50 ; © Corellian Engineering Corporation 

400 : - EFF R 3.00 

} @ Corporal Grenwick 3.00 
$@ Coruscant.........ce0e 3.00 
:DCoruscant ..... eee 3.00 

.00 : Coruscant Celebration ...EFF R 3.00 
8.50 = @ Coruscant: imperial SquareLOG R 3.00 

£@ Counter Surprise Assault LIN R 3.00 
4,50 : © Dantooine Base OperationsOBJR 4.00 
4.50 : @ Darth Vader, Dark Lord Of The Sith 

4.00 4 -o IMP R 40.00 

4.00 : @ Death Squadron Star Destroyer 
350 * - STAR 6.00 

300 OQ Death Star. » LOG R 7.00 
3.50  @ Death Star Assault Squadron 

4.00 «STAR 5.00 

3.50 © Debnoli sol R300 
3.50  @ Destroyed Homestead ...UEF R 3.00 

4.00 =O Docking And Repair Facilities 

B00! ucitisrosmnanancnmianinatsonl EFF R 3.00 

4.00 ODon'tTreadOnMe ...U/SINR 3.00 
4,00. @ Dreaded Imperial StarfleetEFF R 4.50 

3.50 @ Dune Walker... 5.00 
350  OrEntrenchment . 3.00 
3.50  OrGeneral McQuarrie . 4.00 

3.50  OrGoo Nee Tay... 3.00 

4.00 OrGrondom Muse ......... 3.00 

REB Rebel UIN Used Interrupt 
STA Starship VEH Vehicle 
UEF Utinni Effect WEA Weapon 



O Harvest 
O Heroes Of Yavin .. 

O Hidden Base 
O Hit And Run 
@ Homing Beacon 
@ Hunt Down And Destroy The Jedi 

@ |mperial Occupation. 
O Imperial Atrocity . 

@ Imperial Propaganda 
O Incom Corporation . 

@ (SB Operations 
@ Jabba . 

@ Jabba's Influence 
@ Jabba's Space Cruiser .,.STA R 
O Joh Yowza 
O Kalit's Sandcrawler . 
O Ketwol 
O Koensayr Maniac EFF R 

@ Krayi Dragon. : 
@ Kvat Drive Yards. 

© Lando's Blaster Rifle. 
O Leia's Blaster Rifle . 
O Lieutenant Tam Mison 

@ lobot . 
© Local Uprising. 

© Major Palo Torshan . 
O Mechanical Failure 
O Meditation 

O Melas .., : 
O Mind What You. . ‘LeamedOBJ R 

@ 08-72-1 In Obsidian 1 
@ 05-72-10 .... : 
@ 08-722 In Obsidian 2... 
@ Outer Rim Scout 

O Princess Organa 
O RST. 
@ Ralitir . 
@ Rebel Base Occupation 

O Rebel Fleet ... 

O Rendezvous Point 

@ Rendili StarDrive 
O Rescue The Princess ... 

@ Retum To Base 
O Rogue 4 ... 

@ RR'urwunr 
@ Rystall 

@ Sarlace 
O Sergeant Hollis 
@ Sergeant Major Enfield ... 

@ Sergeant Narthax 
@ Sergeant Torent .. i 
@ Short-Range Fighters ... 

@ Sienar Fleet Systems... 

O Slayn & Korpil Facilities 

O Soth Petikkin 
O Spiral... 
O Star Destroyer! 

O Stay Sharp! .. 

@ Strategic Reserves 

@ Surface Defense 
@ Sy Snootles 

© 1-47 Battle Formation 
O Tatooine Celebration . 

@ Tatooine Occupation 
O Tatooine: Beggar's CanyonLOC R 

@ Umpass-stay é zl eo 

@ UrRu'r. ae 
@ URORRuR'R'R's Bantha...VEH R 4.50 
O Uutkik . R 3.00 
@ Vader's Personal Shuttle STA R 10.00 
@ Vengeance . STAR 7.50 

@ Wittin's Sandcrawler ...VEH R 4.50 
© Xewing Assault Squadron STAR 5.00 

O Yavin 4: Massassi Headquarters 
LOC R 3.00 

FIRST ANTHOLOGY 
DECIPHER-1997 
Boxed Seti Tite. assays. oxosndenae 25.00 

@ Boba Fett . IMP R 12.00 

O Cmdr. Wedge Antilles ...REBR 8.00 

@ Death Star Assault Squadron 

5.00 
1.80 

@ Jabba’s Influence ‘ 2.00 
© X-Wing Assault Squadron STAR 3.50 
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@ Agent Alex Krycek . UR 
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@ Agent Fox Mulder UR 

Asst. Director Walter Skinner UR 

@ Believe the Lie... eR 
@ Call on Us More Often...... PR 
@ Counterintelligence Measures UR 

@ Dana Scully Abducted . UR 

@ Deep Throat . UR 

@ Deny Everything « PR 

@ Final Choice, A » PR 
@ Good Fortune PR 
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PR 

@ Lone Gunmen, The.. UR 

@ No One So Paranoid . PR 

Skinner Chooses a Side ... UR 
UR 
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NAME KIND GR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Eche Chamber AR TM 
,@: Opponent chooses a creature he controls. Put a token creature into play and 
treat it as a copy of that creature, Creature is unaffected by summoning sickness. At 

2 end of tum, remove token creature from game, Play as a sorcery. 
: Bikin Beitie AR a IA,Sth 
:  .@: Place the top card of your library face up in front of you. You may play 

that card as though it were in your hand. If you do not play it by your next 
upkeep, remove it from the game. 

Medaléen Al se 2 IM 

IM 
Your green spells cost & less to play, 

i Teme A coo 
& @: Draw two cards, then choose and discard a card, 

A o- 6B 
You may choose not to untap Endoskeleton, 2%, @: Target creature gets +0/+: 
as long as Endoskeleton remains tapped. 

as 

AG o 2 M 
@.@: Puta +1/+1 counter on Energizer. 2/2. 

Wirnke cents two ing Bridge A | SH 

green and ieneric Creatures with power greater than the number of cards in your hand cannot attack. 
one -_ Partai A R sew @ X 

mana to summon. ,@: Retum target creature to its owner's hand unless its owner pays <8, 
: tieome Bailie Al se @ 
: : Put an elixir counter on Essence Bottle. @, Remove all elixir counters 
? from Bote: Gain 2 life for each elixir counter removed in this way. 
Exceveler A * 2 M 

EB 1 s Sess as ®@ Sacrifice a basic land: Target creature gains that landwalk until end of turn. 
rated | every card, with five- PANSION S L Felion’s Cane Coser AQ, CHSth 

i stars heing the hest and ] : Tells ‘you what set the i ©, Remove Cane from ie Shuffle prea into your library. ‘cde 

one-stars comprising the ‘ i : card belongs to and _ + @:Produce 1 mana of any color that opponent's lands may produce, 

cream af the ee : fhe card s rarity. tier spells cost an wh 2 i eat i en = : : y : ional : is a rare from the i Flewsiene Seuiphwe = AC Roe @ 1M 
Exodus expansion. @, Choose and discard a card: Flowstone Sculpture gains flying, first strike, or 
= —= — trample permanently, or put a+1/+1 counter on Flowstone Sculpture, 4/4. : 

A 2 
J T Cycling costs you up to @ less to play. Wee 

ee Flying A S AN.RAth, 
Only for creatures. ®, ®: Give target creature flying until end of turn. If target is destroyed before 

d end of turn, so is Flying ba! 
Feef's Tame R sco TM 

@,.@: Draw a card. Use i ability only if you have no cards in your hand. 
IND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND — siren AR oe OK, CHSt 

, &: Gain 1 life. 
Ss State MC Cw € AQAINSIN Gauntlets of Chass Al -  & L6, CH.t 

®: Regenerates. 3/1. ®. ®, Sacrifice Gauntlets: Take control of an opponent's land, creature, or arti- 
Rath, Gleckwork Beast AG oR set! LURAth Sth act. Then give that opponent one of your permanents of the same type, Destroy all 

®, @: Do 4 damage to any target. Put seven +1/-+0 counters on Beast. At the end of any combat in which Beast enchantments on traded permanents, 
Ser of Dewectia A e attacks or blocks, remove a counter, , @; Add X counters to Beast (maximum 5 G3pcsee af Urea A a LUR4th St 

Sacrifice a creature: Target player puts a number of cards equal to that creature’ seven counters). Use only during upkeep. 0/4, 5 @ Look at opponent's hand, No, his cards! 
power from the top of his or her library into his or her graveyard, Geckwerk Steed Al Cee HLSth  Grafied AR ry a Z 

a A “ @ annot be blocked by artifact creatures, Put 4 +1/+-0 counters on Steed. Atthe uring your draw phase, draw an additional card, At the end of each of your turns, 
®, @: Prevent 1 damage to any target. end of any combat a ie Steed attacks or oe a counter, 3, @: discard your hand. 

degel's Tramget Al & Add X counters to Steed (maximum four counters). 0/3. Catapalt MCs @ AQ.4th 5 
Attacking does not cause creatures to tap. At the end of each player's turn, Goat of Ares Al ose & EX @: Do 1 damage to a target flying creature, 2/3. ; 
untapped creatures he controls that did not attack this turn. Angel's Trumy Each creature gets +1/+1 for each other creature in play of the same creature Grin N eee @ 
1 damage to that player for each orale appa is Way, type im Monolith does not untap during your untap phase, @: Add three colorless Aaldh of Mishra ARI e LU: : Gaited Tieviper AC Ce M > mana to your mana pool. @: Untap Grim Monolt 
Whenever a player puts a land into play, nk deals 2 damage to ae i irst strike. 2/1. : Griedsiene ART Rowe ™ 

Aer AR -“' 6S AQ, CHOth : Gald Storage A se @ M =: @: Put the top two cards of target player's library into that player's grave- 
©, Sacrifice one of your creatures in play: Add @ to your mana rhea :  @: Put target creature you control on Cold Storage. Sacrifice Gold Storage: Put: yard. If both cards share at least one color, repeat this process. 

Asheed’s Transmegrant A C S AQ, CHSth : all creatures on Cold Storage into play. : Heartslone A -—- 6S g 
®, Sacrifice: Turn non-artifact creature into an artifact creature with +1/+1. } Golessus af Sentia AC oe 6S AQ4thSth The cost of each creature ability requiring an activation cost is reduced by 8. 

Sextant Al - ¢ IASth Trample. Does not untap. @: Untap Colussus during your upkeep, 9/9, ? This cannot reduce an ability's generic mana cost to less than @. 
, &, Sacrifice: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. Cantrip. : Copper Geemes AC ay & Z i Hele ef Chatrsk A Roe & LUR 4th 5 

Bart's Cage R | 6 @ DK, CHOth : —  @, Sacrifice: Choose an artifact in your hand and put it into play. 1/1. }  @&, @: Give target oreature banding until end of turn. 
®: Target creature does not untap during its controller's next untap phase, : Gazal Hebe AR oy S AQA4UhOth } dete of Passession A oo 6 1M 

Barie’s Codex Al ee IZ: @ Discard a card at random: Give target creature +-2/-+2 untll end of turn. = You may choose not to untap Helm.@*,@: Sacrifice a creature: Gain control of 
During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Codex. @8, @, Sacrifice Codex: : Geavadisgeace AR ws & 2 target creature as long as you control of Helm and it remains tapped : 
Draw X cards, where X is the number of counters on Codex, No more than two creatures can attack you each combat. : Hive, The A ae & LUR4th th 2 

fig Base AC i AQ4thSth ; Grown ef the Ages Al es | IASth } — @, @: Greate a Giant Wasp token, a 1/1 flying artifact creature, 2 
Bands when attacking. At the end of combat, any walls blocking Battering Ram are @, S: Switch target enchantment from one creature to another. The enchant- = Hepping Automaton AC eS S z 3 
destroyed. 1/1. Of course, no one plays with walls, right?  ment’s controller does not-change. Treat enchantment as if just cast. 2 @® Automaton gets -1/-1 and flying until end of turn. 2/2. (i) 

Beast of Becden A * : Chines AR - 2 ; Here ef Greed Al ~~ ¢ sh 2 
Beast of Burden has power and toughness each equal to the total number o : _ @, @ Sacrifice: Return all enchantments from your graveyard to your hand. : Whenever any player plays a land, that player draws a card, ae 
creatures in play. */*. : * & LURAtHoth : Seemed Ganace A Ps & Shoo 

Seedy Trap Rew = @ 2 @: Gain 1 life for any blue spell cast. Can only give 1 life per spel :  &, @; Puta token into play, Treat his token as a 1/1 artifact creature with fy- 2 
When Trap comes Into play, name a card other than a basic land, When target = arsed Serell ART Rosse @ M ing that is unaffected by summoning sickness, At end of turn, destroy the token. 8 
opponent draws cards, he reveals them to all players. If any of those cards is the : &.@: Name acard, Opponent chooses a card at random from your hand. If he ! Hewiing Mine N coe LUR4th Sth = 
named card, sacrifice Trap and it deals 10 damage to that player. : chooses the named card, Scroll deals 2 damage to target creature or player. : During each player's draw phase, that player draws an additional card. 6 

AC rh Oe M } Damping Engine AR eS : lnfindle Heurglass AR - @ (ASth 
Sacrifice Bottle Gnomes: Gain 3 life. 1/3, : A player who controls more permanents than any other cannot play lands or : Puta time counter on Infinite Hourglass during your upkeep. Any player may pay £ 

Sele of Saleem A - 6 @ ANRath thi artifact, creature, or enchantment spells, That player may sacrifice a permanent to ¢ gp during any upkeep to remove a time counter, All creatures gain +1/-+0 for © 
® .@. Sacrifice: Flip a coin. If opponent wins, you take 5 damage. Otherwise,  : ignore this effect until end of turn. ? each time counter on Infinite Hourglass. e 
you get a Djinn token, a 5/6 flying artifact creature, : Ganciag SciemRar A oo 6S AN.R.4th,Stt ; ten Maiden ART ae @ = 

. A oo 6 SH: . Flying. 1/6. + During each of your opponent's upkeeps, Iron Maiden deals 1 damage to that g 
@, & Do 1 damage to target creature. That creature attacks this tum if able, : Befense Grid ART wese' 0 : player for each card more than four in his or her hand. 8g 

AC és & Z : During each player's turn, spells played by another player cost an additional @. = geme Sta A ee @ LuRathsth -& 
When Carthodion is put into @ graveyard from play, add three colorless mana to =: kadai Machine ART oo & DK Ath Sth = gy: Gain 1 life for any red spell cast, Can only give 1 life per spell, s 
your mana pool, 3/3. : _ Whenever a land is destroyed, its controller takes 2 damage. vary Cap A . & LUR4thSth © 

iimaric Stall AR — @ Z : Bingus Egg ; ART —- ¢ LURAthSth <p: Gain 1 fe for any white spell cast. Can only give 1 life per spell. e 
®: Staff \s an artifact creature with power and toughness each equal to X until : Whenever a land is destroyed, its controller takes 2 damage, : dade Manelth N ai ® LUR4thSth © 
end of tum, : Disvupting Scepter ART OR see @ LURAthsth gp: Redirect all damage ftom any creature to yourself 5 

Sanat Hate ART Rete Z :  &, @: Opponent must discard 1 card of his choice. Play as a sorcery, ? Jatam Teme A - 8 AQ, CHEth 
&, ® Search your library for a creature card with total casting cost no greater ©: Beagen Bined ART ~— §=6S UZ £  " @, ©: Draw a card and then discard a card af your choice, (4) 
than X. Reveal that card and put it into your hand. $ _ &, @: Puta +1/+1 counter on target creature. ; Jander’s Saddiebags Al Rw ANR4th Sth 2 

Claws of Gx ARI - 6 2 : ee A - ¢ AQRAthSth =" gp. @: Untap target creature iS ©, Saorifice a permanent: Gain 1 life. @: +1/+0 until end of tum. 1/3. H 2 

= 

MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R-=RARE 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST Mapai) : Es KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND : NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

dayemdae Tome AR ace @ LUR4th.th : Phyrexian Splicer ART -—- @ i Static Orb ART Roses @ TM 

@, &: Draw a card. 3 @@: Choose flying, first strike, trample, or shadow. Target creature with that os : Players cannot untap more than two permanents during their untap phases, 

dester’s Cap N oo 6S IASth = loses it untl end of turn. Another target creature gains that ablty until end of turn. + Sword of the Chosen == ART ae) & 3 

®, @- Sacrifice to look through target player's library and remove any three + Pit Trap ART - ¢ UZ ; @: Target legend gets +2/+2 until end of tur. sy 

cards from the game. $  @, & Sacrifice Trap: Bury target attacking creature without flying. : Tawnos’s Weaponry ART co AQ,4th,Sth o 

Jet Medallion A co 2 M = Porteullis ART oo SH i &, @: Target creature gets +1/+1 as long as Weaponry remains tapped. You 

Your black spells cost < less to play. Whenever any creature comes into play, if there are two or more other creatures in : may choose not to untap Weaponry during untap phase. 

dinxed Idol A se 2 + play, set that creature aside, If Portoulis leaves play, put the creature into play ; Telethopter A oy) & M 

During your upkeep, Jinxed Idol deals 2 damage to you. Sacrifice a creature: Te : under its owner's contral, ap a creature you control: Telethopter gains flying until end of turn, 3/1. 

get opponent gains control of Jinxed Idol permanently. Primal Clay AC - 86s AQRAth Sth + } Temporal Aperture ART Rose @ 

dJinxed Ring AR’ oo & § When cast, choose whether to make Primal Clay a 1/6 wall, 3/3 ground creature, : %, @: Shuffle your library and reveal the top card, Until end of turn, as long as 

Whenever any card is put into your graveyard from play, Ring deals 1 damage to you, or 2/2 flying creature. 3 that card remains on top of your library, you may play the card as though it were 

Sacrifice a creature: Target opponent gains control af Ring permanently. uppet Strings ART cee ™ : in your hand without paying its casting cost. 

dheira’s Toalbox A oo 6 6 @ @: Tap or untap target creature. $ Thopter Squadron A one 

®: Regenerate target artifact creature. 1/1 : lying, Comes into play with 3 +1/-+1 counters. @, Remove a counter: Put a 1/1 

daven's Tals ARI oo & HLAt : lying artifact creature Thopter token into play. Play as a sorcery. “, Sacrifice a 

@, @ Target creature can only be blocked by walls until end of turn : hopter: Put 2+1/+1 counter on Squadron. Play as a sorcery, 0/0. 

Karn, Silver Golem A sooo Z cS T U 4 | =] = Tr a Than Lens A & 

Whenever Karn blocks or becomes blocked, it gets ~4/--4 until end of turn, @: All permanents are colorless, 

Target noncreature artifact is an artifact creature with power and toughness eac env C ol lir nM J fas] KSO on i Than War Machine AC oo 

equal to its casting cost until end of turn. 4/4. im : cho. Thran War Machine attacks each turn if able. 4/6. 

Library of Leng Al -- «6 LUR Ath Et : Thran Weaponry AR ‘ = 

Skip your discard phase, If forced to discard, you can choose to discard to the to 2 cho, You may choose not to untap Thran Weaponry during your untap phase. <, 

of your library rather than your graveyard. 
®: All creatures get +2/--2 as long as Thran Weaponry remains tapped. 

Lifeline A Roe Z ® 

Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard and a creature is in play, return that uring your upkeep, you may add up to two colorless mana to your mana pool, 

creature from its graveyard to play at end of turn, - i his mana cannot be spent to play spells. 

Lotus Blossom A — 6 JZ _ __: Throne of Bone AR co e LUR4th St 

During your upkeep, you may put a petal counter on Lotus Blossom, @, Sacrifice ? i $  ®: Gain 1 life each time a black spells cast. Use only once per spell 

Blossom: Add X mana of one color to your mana pool, where X is the number of | zi Thambscrews AR : - 

petal counters on Blossom, 
: uring your upkeep, if you have five or more cards in your hand, Thumbscrews - 

deals 1 damage to target opponent, 

i Thran Turbine AR ne 

Petal Al ose 
Hy 

® Sacrifice Lotus Petal: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. Banned! : Ticking Gnomes AC a L 

Magnetic Web Al - @ M : cho. Sacrifice Ticking Gnomes: Ticking Gnomes deals 1 damage to target 

lf a creature with a magnet counter attacks, all creatures with magnet counters that atr- 
creature or player. 3/3 

: Time Bomb ART —- 6 IA, 5th 
creatures with magnet counters that defender controls 3 tacker controls attack if able and al 

block that creature if able. wiht Lut a magnet counter on target creature, : 
Mana Vault geo a LUR4thSth 

®: Add 3 to your mana ah @: Untap Mana Vault. Use only during your 3 
upkeep. Does 1 damage to you if Vault i & lapped a end of your upkeep, 

: ut a counter on Bomb during your upkeep, &8,4%, Sacrifice; Do X damage to eacl 
: creature and player, where X is number of counters on Bomb, 
} Torture Chamber ART oo §=—@ 
i uring your upkeep, put a counter on Chamber, At end of your tum, Chamber deals 

damage to you for each counter on it. 2,4, Remove all counters from Chamber 
a= 

Manakin AC OC 
@: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, 1/1, (3 Chamber deals 1 damage for each counter on it to target creature, 

Medicine Bag AR «6S SS Transmogrifying Licid AC - 6 S x 

@, @, Choose and discard a card: Regenerate target creature. : ‘aunts as a Licid, 8, @: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature 

Meekstene AR oe LUR Ath Sth 3 ane that Ve is “Enchanted eae +1/+1 and counts as an artl- 

reatures with power greater than 2 do not untap during untap phase, tie fact.” You may pay “€ to end this effect. 2/2. 

Memory Crystal j ART oR cee : my ee x i © = Wil Karmic Buide and Ashnod’s Altar’ Umbilicus A - @ Z 

All buyback costs are reduced by 3 give me unlimited mana? uring each player's upkeep, that player pays 2 life or returns a permanent he 

Memery Jar AR ww - 6S Le ' Tr. ans to owner's hand, i m 

@ Sacrifice: Each player sets aside his or her hand, face down, and draws seven = goede 2 Urza's Armor ooo Z 

cards, At end of turn, each player discards his or her hand and returns to his or = Under Fifth Edition ies yes. / Whenever a source deals damage to you, that damage Is reduced by 1, 

jr hand each card he or she set aside this way. : fhe mana a ility of the Altar hefore The  : Urza's Avenger A - © AQAthBtI 

Metallic Sliver AC OC & M3 3 is chosen, the @: Avenger gets -1/-1 and gains either flying, banding, first strike, or trample 7 

Metallic Sliver counts as a sliver. 1/1, i : : until end of turn, 4/4. “=e 

Metregnome AR 6 — _ : Urza's Baubie A s © {At ¢ 

When a spell or ability one of your opponents controls causes you to discard Met- Sixth Edition rules, you need twa. ‘armic ~ 2. an Ce at a cn card from rae hand, Cantrip. 

rognome, put four 1/1 artifact Gnome tokens into play. @, @: Put a 1/1 artifact rza’s Blueprints one 

Gnome token Into play. H rid fo unlimited mata, hecause the Echo, @: Draw a card. 

Millstone AT Ue AORAtNsth e Guide Volrath’s Laboratory ART. Rove @ 8 
@, © Take the top 2 cards from target player's library and place them in that 

Choose a color and a creature type. @, #8: Puta token creature into play, Treat 

layer's graveyard, ; = — . this token as a 2/2 creature of the chosen color and creature type. 

Mindless Automaton =A i EK a : : Voltaic Key Al ~ =6@ 

‘omes into play with two +1/+1 counters, 1, Discard a card: Put a +1/+-1 counter on Hq rr Soythe Me 9 hie to ee with the lowest as : ®, @: Untap target artifact, 

Automaton, Remove 2 +1/-+1 counters from Automaton; Draw a card, 0/0. + ass, You choose which one if there is a tie + Wall of Junk A “| 6S Z 

Mishra’s Helix AR a © UZ } Quicksiiver Amulet N ate rie La i Si teas Wall blocks, Hu L to ons hand at fu of combat. 0/7. ha 

&, @: Tap X lands. ; 5 i al ears 4th, Sth 

Mobife Fort A fed & WE } see ba a creature mu in your hao! a m that creature into play. ‘ : Fist stke, counts as a wall 2/3 

Counts as a wall, @: Fort gets +3/-1 until end of turn and can attack this turn Echo, <@, @>: Tap target artifact, creature, or land. ? Watchdog A * 2S M 

as though it were not a Wall. Play only once each turn. 0/6. * Rad of Ruin ART o- «6S LUISE £ Blocks if able, If Watchdog is untapped, all creatures attacking you get -1/-0, 1/2. 

Mogg Cannon Al oD gS TM = @ @Do1 damage to any target, : Wheel of Torture AR ” xs 

®: Target creature you control gets +1/+0 and gains fying until end of tun. At Ruby Medallion A cee” MM During each of your opponent's upkeeps, Wheel af Torture deals 1 damage to that 

end of turn, destroy that creature. + Your red spells cost <@ less to play. player for each card fewer than three in his or her hand. 

Mox Diamond A ee SH } Sapphire Medallion ART Rose a yy } Whetstone A es e Z 

When Mox Diamond comes into play, choose and discard a land card or sacrifice Your blue spells costs € less to play. >. Fach player puts the top two cards of his library into his graveyard. 

Mox Diamond, @>: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. } Seatding Tongs AR err} S M Winter Orb A ie & LUR Ath ot 

Nevinyrral’s Disk AR sore LU.R4th,Sth = ~~ During your upkeep, if you have three or fewer cards in your hand, Scalding Tongs Each player may only untap 1 land during his Untap phase. 

@, © Destroy all non-land permanents: Comes into play tapped. {deals 1 damage to target opponent. Wirecat AC se & Z 

Noetic Seales A ” & Z ? Serapheap 481 R & Wirecat cannot attack or black if an enchantment is in play. 4/3. 

During each player's upkeep, return to owner's hand each creature that player con- Where an atfac or enchantment i put ito your graveyard fram play, gan 1 ite, ; Wooden Sphere ART Use @ LURAtHS 

trols with power greater than thie number of cards in his or her hand, ? Scroll Rack it eas, @: Gain 1 life for any green spel is cast. Use only once per spell 

Null Brooch AR ee EX = > Choose any number of cards in your hand and set those cards aside, Put Workhorse : A — & EX 

@, @, Discard your hand: Counter target noncreature spell. $ an equal number of cards from the top of your library into your hand. Then put the Comes into play with 4 +-1/+1 counters, Remove a counter: Add one colorless 

Obelisk of Undoing A ss = AQ.CH.5th cards set aside in this way on top of your library in any order, mana to your mana pool, Play this ability as a mana source. 0/0, 

@, ©: Take one of your permanents in play back to your hand. H Serpent Generator N Roem LG, CHSt Worn Powerstone AN ° @ Z 

Omithopter A = € AQRathSth $ ~~ @, @: Put a Poison Snake token, a 1/1 artifact creature, in play. if a Snake omnes into play tapped. @: Add two colorless mana to your mana pool 

lying. 0/2, Despite what Tom Slizewski thinks, this card still sucks, {damages opponent, opponent gets 1 poison counter. 

Patchwork Gnomes AC ss M = Shapeshifter AC - §=6& AQ4th 

foose and discard a card: Regenerate Patchwork Gnomes. 2/1 }  *=any number from 0 to 6. Choose * when Shapeshifter is cast and during eacl 

Pearl Medallion Al * M = of your upkeeps, */(7-’). bandon Hope co ; M 

Your white spells cost € less to play. : Shifting Wall A come g noose and discard X cards: Look at target opponent's hand and choose X of 

Pentagram of the Ages AI - 6 IASth toms as a Wall, Shifting Wall comes into play with X +1/+1 counters on it. O/( those cards, That player discards the chosen cards. 

@, @: Prevent all damage done to you from one source, : Skull Catapult AR o ® Iai lhyssal Horror g ee Z 

Phyrexian Colossus AC OR S 2: ee om rei 0 do 2 damage to any target. lying, When Horror comes into play, target player-discards two cards. 2/2, 

jes not untap during your untap phase. Pay 8 life: Untap Phyrexian Colossus. = Skyshaper A eo 2 cx + Abyssal Specter SC . IASth 

‘annot be blocked by fewer than three creatures. 8/8 3 Sacrifice: All ereatures you control gain flying until end of tur, 4 lying. Opponent damaged by Specter must discard a card of his choice, 2/3, 

C imoil A oo «6 @ M = Smokestack A R es @ iz ¢ Animate Dead i ees oe LUR.4th,Sth 

@@: Target opponent chooses one of the top two cards in your graveyard. + During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Smokestack. During each player's ¢ Bring a creature from any graveyard into play on your side with ~T power. If Animate 

femove that card from the game and put the other into your hand. $ upkeep, that player sacrifices a permanent for each counter on Smokestack. : ead leaves play, the creature Is buried. 

Phyrexian Hulk A a & M ? Soul Net A * & LURath sth ; Ashes to Ashes SOR | SS DK 4thth 

6/4. : Gain 1 life when a creature is placed in the graveyard. ioe emove two non-artifact creatures from the game and take 9 damage. 

Phyrexian Processor Al - 2} Spelibook : @ EK i } Bad Moon f oe OS® LURth Sth 

When Processor comes into play, pay any amount of life, @, @: Put a Minion Skip your discard phase. All black creatures in play get +1/+1, 

token into play. Treat this token as a black creature with power and toughness Sphere of Resistance A Row e 4 } Befout SOR | «BOM UZ 

each equal to the original paid life total. pn Al spells cost an additional 1 to play ; jestroy target land or nonblack creature, A creature destroyed this way cannot be 
H £ Squee’s Toy A Se e Mot oa turn. —_ “ ; ts 

i 9 . + Bellowing Fien * 

i Sone Sealy cau Batt Squeeze oy? Brat H lying. Whenever Bellowing Fiend damages any creature, Bellowing Fiend deals 3 

: 5 : damage to that creature's controller and 3 damage to you. 3/3 
: Bereavement EN me oe UZ 

MAGIC. SET ABREVIATIONS : Whenever a green ereature is put info a graveyard from play, its controller chooses 

iA AA SASSO $ and discards a card, 

Al Alliances DK The Dark HL Homelands MG Mirage U Unlimited : 

AQ Antiquities EX Exodus IA Ice Age PR Promo UL Urza's Legacy seinen — ' — — 

e oi we eH oa Empires L Limited R_ Revised UZ Urza's Saga oo : _ | 

eta Limite 5th Fifth Editi i ition (Alpha & Beta) SH Stronghold VS_ Visions : : aon E 1 9 9 a a 4 = 

CH Chronicles 4th Fourth Edition LG Legends TM Tempest WL Weatherlight 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND NAME KIND «CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

} eottin Queen SCOR eee eg M ! Derelor SCR ose oe FE.Sth 
You may leave Queen tapped, ,@: Put target creature from any graveyard : Your black spells cost an additional . 4/4. 
into play under your control, Remove creature from the game if Coffin Queen + Despondency EC ” Z 
jecomes untapped or if you lose control of Coffin Queen, 1/1, Enchanted Creature gets -2/-0. When Despondency is put into a graveyard from 

: Commander Greven iHVecSL R = @ee@ ¢ ___play, return it to owner's hand. 
When Commander Greven i-Vec comes into play, sacrifice a creature. Greven can- : Diabolic Edict INS C soos eg M 
not be blocked except by artifact creatures and black creatures. 7/5. i arget player sacrifices a creature. 

Contamination EN is Se Z : Diabolic Servitude EN —- €2 Z 
uring your upkeep, sacrifice a creature or sacrifice na a a: When Servitude comes into play, choose target creature in your graveyard and put 

a land is tapped for mana, it produces #8 instead of its normal type and amount. i it into play. When the chosen creature is put into a graveyard, remove the creature 
. iD es ee oun Corpse Dance INS coe OS M from the game and return Servitude to owner's hand, When Servitude leaves play, 

Black Knight SC eee juyback @. Put top creature from your graveyard into play. Creature is unaffected by __Temove the chosen creature from the game, 
Protection from white, first strike, 2/2 summoning sickness this turn and Is removed from the game at end of turn : Discordant Dirge EN se See Z 

Blight ‘ fl (ilter ae G4th.st i ; Corrupt SOR € « &® Z i luring your upkeep, you may put a verse counter on Discordant Dirge. #8, Sacri- 
iF target land is tapped, destroy it at end of turn PK i jorrupt deals 1 damage to target creature or player for each swamp you control. ice Dirge: Look at target opponent's hand and choose and discard up to X of 

Blood Pet : fas = You gain life equal to the damage dealt __ those cards, where X is the number of verse counters on Dirge. 

Sacrifice Blood Pet: Add 4% to your mana pool. 1/1. : Corrupting Licid §=§_§s S(t 8 urhed Burial SOR oe OS M 
Blood Vassal g e < ee 7 : ®, @: Corupting Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment Buyback @, Return target creature from your graveyard to your hand, 

Sacrifice Vassal: A 18 your mana pool, 2/2. : that reads * ‘Enchantet creature cannot be blocked except by artifact creatures and in Life SOR oe 6S LUR4 MGS 
Bog Imp . fas 2 K4th5th lack creatures” instead of a creature. Move Corrupting Licid onto target creature. jo 1 damage to target for each 48 spent above casting cost. Gain 1 life for eacl 

Flying, 1/1. You won't find is auips like this one in Duelist or Sorye “You may pay 48 to end this effect. 2/2. lamage done. You cannot gain more life than target's current toughness. 
Bog Raiders g es 7 j Crazed Skirge 8 -—- Of Z read of Night EN —- TM 

Swampwalk. 2/2 lying. Unaffected by summoning sickness, 2/2. All white creatures get -1/-1 
Bog Rats é sc se a K Ct i Crovax the Cursed 8 2 SH regs of Sorrow SOR R sss SOQ 

Cannat be blocked by walls, 1/1 “ot Counts as a Vampire, Comes into play with four +1/+1 counters, During your estroy X target nonblack creatures. Draw X cards, 
Bog Wraith sc oo = 6M LURathsth upkeep, sacrifice a creature and put a +1/+1 counter on Crovax, or remove a rudge Skeletons st ee Rath Sth 

Swampwakk 3/9. Quip is one of 11 four-letter Q-words, Quoz isnot one of them: “+ +1/+1 counter from Crovax. #: Crovax ans fiying until end of turn. 0/0. @: Regenerates, 1/1. 
Bone Shredder gl sae " : Culling the Weak S 2 X + Dungeon Shade 8 - «Oe 8 

Flying; echo, When Shredder comes into play, destroy target nonartifact, nonblack Sacrifice a creature: Add #8 &%4®4 to your mana pool. lying, ##: Dungeon Shade gets -+1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1. 
oreature. 1/1. : Cursed Flesh Es ee & X } Duress SOR Cs ® Z 

Bottomless Fit N — §=6ee g Creature gets -1/-1 and can only be blocked by artifact and black creatures, ok at target opponent's hand and discard a noncreature, nonland card there, 

uring each player's upkeep, that player discards a card at random, : Cursed Land ~ 28 LURAthth Eastern Paladin fy ieee U 
Bounty Hunter C sexs Ml Do 1 damage to controller of target land during upkeep. &®, S: Destroy target green creature. 3/3, 

@: Put a bounty counter on target nonblack creature, @>: Destroy target creature ; Bark Banishing S ee ee |AMG.IM ; Endless Scream EC ae 
with any bounty counters on it, 2/2 A Bury target non-black creature, ‘chanted creature gets +X/+0. 

Breach NS Ge ge 7} Dark Hatchling 8 so §6SO UZ { Enfeeblement EC 6 6 BS MG.TM 
argat ofeature gets ++2/-+0 until end of turn. That creature cannot be blocked Flying. When Hatchling comes into play, bury target nonblack creature. 3/3, Enchanted creature gets -2/-2. 

except by artifact creatures and black creatures this turn Dark Ritual Ss ce @LURATHIAMG.5th TM; Engineered Plague Bul 2e 
Breeding Pit oo. BS FESth Add 4% to your mana pool, When Engineered Plague comes into play, choose a creature type. All creatures 

Put a O/T Thrull token in play at the end cf each of your turns. Pay 4#8¢ during : Darkest Hour i a Z the chosen type get 1/1, 
upkeep of bury Breeding Pit. : _ Allcreatures are black. ntropic Specter SCOR Boe EK 

Brink of Madness ace } Darkling Stalker § C06 6M 3 M Flying. Entropic Specter has power and toughness each equal to the number of 
wring your upkeep, of you have no cards in hand, sacrifice Brink of Madness and ;  %*: Regenerate Stalker. : Stalker gets +1/+1 until end of turn, 1/1 : cards in target opponent's hand, If Entropic Specter damages any player, that 

target opponent discards his or her hand. ; Dauthi Cutthroat oo 6G EX : player chooses and discards-a card. */” 
Broken Visage NS a HLS $l jadow. ©, ©: Destroy target creature with shadow. 1/1. : Erg Raiders s ¢ ae £e ANR Ath. t 

jury target non-artifact attacking creature and put into play a black creature wit! } Dati Embrace u oo 6S M Se ake 2 damage at end of turn if Erg Raiders don't attack, 2/3, 
jwer and toughness equal to target creature. Bury token at end of turn. ®@: Target creature gains shadow until end of turn. : Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore SC = ** a LG.5t 

Brush with Death SOR | su i : Dauthi Ghoul SC cD M = Your creatures may not attack, except for Evil Eyes. May only be blocked by walls. 3/6, 
Buyback #484, Target opponent loses 2 life, You gain 2 life H Shadow, Whenever any creature with shadow is put into any graveyard from play, : Evil Presence FL ill ise: = LUR4th Bt 

Cackling Fiend sc 6 BR $_ puta +1/+1 counter on Dauthi Ghoul, 1/1. bo arget land is now a basic swamp 

When Fiend comes into play, each of your opponents discards a card. 2/1  Dauthi Horror SCC ee | 6M M ; Evincar’s Justice =» SOR C+ | O@® M 
Cannibalize SOR os Se g Shadow. Dauthi Horror cannot be blocked by white creatures. 2/1. ? __ Buyback #, Evincar’s Justice deals 2 damage to each creature and player. 

fhoose two target creatures controlled by any one player. Remove one of those Dauthi Jackal fra, Oe EX: Eviscerator : alte eh 
creatures from the game and put two +1/+1 counters on the other. { Shadow, 4%, Sacrifice Jackal; Destroy target blocking creature. 2/1. : rotection from white. When Eviscerator comes into play, lose 6 life, 6/5. 

Carnophage gl [ce sae j Dauthi Marauder —- Oe M ; Exhume Ci oe as Z 

uring your upkeep, pay 1 life or tap Carnaphage, 2/2, Shadow. 3/1. ; ach player chooses a creature card in-his or her graveyard and puts it into play. 
Carrion Ants sc (BOO L6,4th.5t auth Mercenary SC | BS Mi Expunge oe TY 

@® +1/-+41 until end of turn, 0/1 Shadow. #4: Dauthi Mercenary gets +1/+0 until end of turn, 2/1. $ Bury target nonartifact, nonblack creature. Gyeling ; 

oan : oat * Dat Peat bs beige UTS ER MEMES: | banal manned onion peatyen ap : b Bs jadow. Sacrifice Dauthi Mindripper. Defending player chooses and discards three lestroy all creatures of any creature type of your choice. @@, ©: Remove trom the game up to three target cards in one graveyard. 1/1. ards, Use only whan Mer i alleckng ard locke. 2/1 : Fallen Angel SC at aoe LeCH Sth 

Sacrifice a creature: Fallen Angel gains +2/+1 until end of turn, 8/3 
Fear EC OC see L RAIA, Sth 

nly black or artifact creatures may block target creature, 
Fevered Convulsions = —_—EN 6 6S M 
@@* Put a-1/-1 counter on target creature 

Flesh Reaver SC ae oe Z 
Whenever Reaver successfully deals damage to a creature or opponent, Reaver 
deals an equal amount of damage to you. 4/4. 

Fog of Gnats 8c - Oe 
Flying. +: Regenerate Fog ul Ghats, 1/1, 

Foul Imp -—- «Oe 8 
to vee a took at our A Pes Fou! Imp me bee lose 2 life, 2/2 

_ + Frozen Shade St oo) 6 LR4th.t 
favorite old-time combos, 41/1 unt end of tu, 1, 

: é 2. Fugue SOR a Xx 
: knew they re Target player chooses and discards three cards, 
always i d panies _ : Funeral March se oe HLS 

: crappy ano We =_ wet When target creature leaves play, that creature's controller must sacrifice a crea- 
ting them as Fares; that’s __ ture. Ignore this effect if he controls no other creatures, 

| why we decided to put ; Siant Cockroach Los = 
them to good use, andthe clom Ho lw oe LURAthSt 
eross-counterblast deck, White spells and white enchantment costs now require an extra <. 
filled red and blue Gravedigger Si * se M 
es 2S = Se : When Gravedigger comes into play, you may return target creature card from your 
‘laces and blasts, ‘Was a Z graveyard to your hand, 2/2, 
blast a _ } Grave Pact N see ORSR 8 

ie play. Whenever any creature you control is put into any graveyard, each other player 
sacrifices a creature. 

Greater Werewolf N Cs «@® HLAt 
Carrionette SC OR oe eS TM = Dauthi Slayer g ~ ae TM After combat, put a -O/-2 counter on all creatures that blocked werewolf, 2/4. 

@@@- Remove Carrionette and target creature from the game. That creature's : Shadow. Each turn, Dauthi Slayer attacks if able, 2/2, : Grollub SCC se a EX 
contraller may pay > to counter this ability, Use this ablity only #f Carronette is} Dauthi Trapper sl - @@ SH For each 1 damage dealt to Grollub, each opponent gains 1 life, 3/3. 
in your graveyard, 1/1, ®: Target creature gains shadow until end of turn, 1/1 ; Hatred ! ii panes ee EX 

Cat Burglar Sl fs Be EX : Dauthi Warlord SC one EX : Pay X life: Target creature gets +X/+0 until end of turn. 

@®, & Target player discards a card, Play this ability as a sorcery, 2/2, ? Shadow. Has power equal to the number of creatures with shadow in play, */1,  $ Hecatomb ENR see ae (at 
Cloak of Confusion Qe Ly IASth = Death Pits of Rath ne : Sacrifice four creatures when Hecatomb comes into play. 8: Tap a swamp you 

If target attacking creature is not blocked, you may have it deal no damage and Whenever any creature is dealt damage, destroy it, That creature cannot be regen- : Control to have Hecatomb deal 1 damage to any target. 
force the defending player to discard a card at random, erated this tum, : Hollow Dogs SS Cs #¢ UW 

Clot Sliver SCC oe TM ! Death Stroke SOR Cos @e SH = Whenever Dogs attacks, it gets +2/-+0 until end of turn. 3/3, 

Each Sliver gains "4@: Regenerate this creature,” 1/1. Destroy target tapped creature, : Howl from Beyond INS Cosco Se LURAIHIAS 
Coercion (cee Be VS TM = Death’s Duet SOR . 2 EX ? Target creature gains +X/+0 until end of tur, 

Look at target opponent's hand and make him discard a card of your choice, Retumn two target creature cards from your graveyard to your hand, ; Ui-Gotten Gains == SOR Roses UZ 
Deathgrip EN oo = BD LUR4th5th : Remove l-Gotten Gains from the game. All players discard their hands, then each 

MAGIC FACT 

4120 wwavesteameRso 

@%: Counter a green spell. 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature EC Enchant Creature 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

player puts up to three cards from his or her graveyard into his or her hand. 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

INT Interrupt 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND i NAME KIND CA RATING COST SETS FOUND fem NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Imp’s Taunt INS Use ee M ? order of Yawgmoth SU ss BOS UZ : Raise Dead SOR Cc | & LUR 4th ott 

Buyback @. Target creature attacks this turn if able. : Order cannot be blocked except by black or artifact creatures. Whenever Order deals: ring a creature from your graveyard into your hand. 

Initiates of the Ebon HandSc = C ts @ FESth ; damage to a player, that player chooses and discards a card, 2/2. : Rank and File 8 - Se L 

@: Add @ to your mana pool, Bury Initiates if more than @* is spent this way : Ostracize SOR C se @® UL = — When Rank comes into play, all green creatures get -1/-1 until end of turn, 3/3, 

in one tum. 1/1 i Look at target opponent's had and choose a creature card there, That player Rats of Rath 8 C« ee M 

Keeper of the Dead SC Ue) «He X : discards that card. @: Destroy target artifact, creature, or land you control. 2/1. 

®, @: Destroy target nonblack creature, Play this ability only if that creature's: Paralyze HE Ce @ LUR4th5th : Ravenous Skirge Sf Us Be Z 

controller has at least two fewer creature cards in his or her graveyard than you i Tap target creature, Target creature doesn't untap as normal, Creature's controller lying. Whenever Skirge attacks, it gets +-2/+-0 until end of.turn. 1/1. 

have in yours. 1/2. : may spend @ to untap during upkeep. } Reanimate SOR oo | 6 M 

Kezzerdrix SC OR es eee M ¢ Parasite Bond fe OU ee ee UZ Put target creature card from any graveyard into play under your control, Lose life 

First strike, During your upkeep, if your opponents control no creatures, Kezzerdrix i During upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, Bond deals 2 damage to that player equal to that creature's total casting cost. 

leals 4 damage to you. 4/4. : Perish SOR U ss @@ T™ eckless Spite NS oo = —- SS M 

Kjeldoran Dead SC oo \A5th : Destroy all green creatures. Those creatures cannot be regenerated this turn. jestroy two nonblack creatures. Lose 6 life. 

You must sacrifice a creature when Dead comes into play. #: Regenerate. 3/1, eclusive Wight g os 

Knight of Dusk st oo )6=— SOS ; uring et nee if you control any other nonland gat sacrifice Wight. 4/4, 

%@%- Destroy target creature blocking Knight of Dusk, 2/2. : ecurring Nightmare N aa 

Knights of Stromgald SC ae 68S IASth = a | UW MI == a SS Sacrifice a creature, Return Recurring Nightmare to owner's hand: Put target crea- 

rotection from white. @>4B: +1/+0. a: First strike. 2/1, : ture card fram your graveyard into play. Play this rs asa sorcery. Banned! 

Krovikan Fetish EC - «6S IASth : eprocess SOR ican 

arget creature gets +1/+1. Cantrip, : Sacrifice any number of artifacts, creatures and/or jan and draw a card for eac 

Lab Rats SOR Co @& SH : one sacrificed this way. 

uyback @». Put a 1/1 black rat token into play. jevenant § oe | BS $l 

Leeching Licid NH aes M lying. Revenant has power and toughness each equal to the number of creature 

%,@: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantmentthat reads “Dur- cards in your graveyard, */”, 

ing the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, Licid deals 1 damage to that 3 adistic Glee COO se e M 

player” instead of a creature. You may pay 4 to end this effect. 2/2, H Whenever any creature is put into any graveyard from play, put a +1/+1 counter 

Leshrac’s Rite El co & IA, ott on enchanted creature. 

‘chanted creature gains swampwalk. : anguine Guard St oo OS Z 

Living Death SOR 06 «BMS Mi inst strike, 44: Regenerate. 2/2. 

Set aside all creature cards in all graveyards. Then, put each creature that is in play Sarcomancy ae & M 

into its owner's graveyard. Then, put each creature card set aside into play, $ ut a 2/ ? black Zombie token into play. During your upkeep, if there are no Zom- 

Looming Shade § C | 6S Zz: jes in play, Sarcomancy deals 1 damage to you. 

- @: Shade gets +1/+1 fe end of tum. 1/1. : z ene fon Tactics i ; é = X 

rd of the Pit C oo SEee LURE = creatures you control get +-1/+0 until end of turn, 

Flying, trample. During your upkegp, sacrifice a creature other than Lord of the Pit : card ar: nap ap to te Scathe Zombies a Oe ee LUR4th, Str 

or Lord of the Pit does 7 damage to you. 7/7. t lands. oe: aa 771222... ge 

Lost Soul 8 cD eee LG.4thoth Bois tt : __: Sereeching Harpy SI one Ed M 

Swampwalk. 2/1. i sana hig ts aioe er og _: lying, 4: Regenerate Screeching Harpy. 2/2. 

Lurking Evil fl Ro SBS Z: exanis could hill thent, : __: Sengir Autocrat NH -- §=6 SS HLt 

Pay half your life; Evil becomes a 4/4 creature with flying that counts as a Horror. és : oe: When Autocrat comes into play, put three 0/1 black creatures into play. 2/2. 

Lurking Skirge i ons Lt : Serpent Warrior SG. 0. # ee 

When a creature is put into one of your opponents’ graveyards, Skirge becomes a _: When Serpent Warrior comes into play, lose 8 life, 3/3, 

3/2. creature with flying that counts as an Imp. i _ : Servant of Velrath HY : Qe M 

Maddening Imp 8 Se Mi # Servant of Volrath leaves play, sacrifice a creature. 3/3, 

Fiying. @: All non-Wall creatures target opponent controls attack this turn if able, ? Sick and Tired INS a8 ee 

At end of turn, destroy each of those creatures that did not attack. Use this ability a: wo target creatures each get -1/-1 until end of turn. 

only during target opponent's turn and only before combat. 1/1. H : Sicken fo oC t- @ Z 

Mana Leech gl ae ee Zi chanted creature gets -1/-1, Cycling <@. 

You may choose not to untap Leech. @: Tap target land. As long as Leech remains $ | Skeleton Scavengers S| - §=6 NY 

tapped, that land does not untap during {ts controllers untap phase. 1/1, i Skeleton Scavengers comes into play with one +1/+1 counter on it. Pay @€ for 
each +1/+1 counter on Skeleton Scavengers: Regenerate Skeleton Scavengers Marsh Lurker SCG Se M H 

Sacrifice a swamp: Marsh Lurker cannot be blocked this turn except by artifact and put a +1/+1 counter on it. 0/0, 

creatures and black creatures. 3/2, Skirge Familiar st oo ee Z 

Megrim EN o ee 8 lying. Choose and discard a card: Add 4 to your mana pool, 3/2 : 

Whenever any opponent discards a card, Megrim deals 2 damage to him. Skittering Skirge Sf ot = Z 

Mind Maggots i =O Xt lying, When you successfully cast a creature spell, sacrifice Skirge, 3/2. 

When Maggots comes into play, discard any number of creature cards, For each =: Skyshroud Vampire 8 on M 

card discarded this way, put two +1/+1 counters on Maggots, 2/2. lying, Discard a creature card: Vampire gets +2/+-2 until end of turn, 3/3. 

Mind Peel SOR oe & $ Slaughter INS 6 SSS EX 

uyback 444. Target player chooses and discards a card, : : uyback—Pay 4 life, Destroy target nonblack creature, That creature cannot be 

Mind Ravel 8 . ae \ASth } Persecute SOR 2 Z : regenerated this turn, 

arget player must discard a card. Draw a card at the beginning of the next turn + Choose a color. Look at target player's hand and discard all cards of chosen color. ; Sleeper Agent 8 . e Z 

Mind Warp 8 oo §=6 OD lASth : Pestilence Et Css «=e — LUA Sth UZ = — When Agent comes into play, target opponent gains control of it, During your 

ook at a player's hand and make him discard X cards of your choice, At the end of each turn, If no creatures are in play, sacrifice Pestilence, @: Pest : upkeep, Agent deals 2 damage to you, 3/2. 

Mindstab Thrull Sc - Gee FESth ? lence deals 1 damage to each creature and player, } Sleeper’s Guile fe C= Oe L 

Thrull attacks and is not blocked,.you may have it deal no damage and sacrifice :, Phyrexian Broodlings gl «BSS i chanted creature cannot be blocked except by artifact creatures and black 

it to force the defender to discard three cards, 2/2. : @, Sactifice a creature: Put a +1/+1 counter on Broodlings. 2/2. i creatures, When Sleepers Guile is put into a graveyard from play, return Sleeper's 

Mindwarper St Roe Bee SH : Phyrexian Debaser g Ce) 6G : Guile to owner's hand 

Comes into play with three +1/+1 counters, @@4, Remove a +1/-+1 counter; 2 Flying. @, Sacrifice: Target creature gets -2/-2 until end af turn. 2/2, : Sorceress Queen N oo 6 ORS ANRAth. Sth 

arget player chooses and discards a card. Play this ability as a sorcery, 0/0. : Phyrexian Defiler st «= 6- SSS : ®> Target creature becomes 0/2 until end of turn. 1/1. 

Mindwhip Sliver sc ” ae ™ : ® Saorifice: Target creature gets -3/-3 until end of turn, 3/3. + Souldrinker Sl eee Oe M 

Fach Sliver gains “@, Sacrifice this creature: Target player discards a card at ©: Phyrexian Denouncer - 29 = Pay 3 life; Puta +1/+1 counter on Souldrinker. 2/2. 

random. Play this ability as a sorcery.” 2/2, } _- @, Sacrifice: Target creature gets -1/-1 until end of tur. 1/1. } Spike Cannibal SC - Gee x 

Minion of the Wastes SC R == @@@@ TM} Phyrexian Ghoul 8 Cs 6 OO hes ‘omes into play with one +1/+1 counter, When Cannibal comes into play, move 

vample, When you play Minion of the Wastes, pay any amount of fe Minion has: __ Seorfice a creature: Ghoul gets +2/-+2 unt end of turn 2/2. : all +1/+1 counters from all creatures onto Cannibal, 0/0 

jower and toughness each equal to that amount, “/*, : Phyrexian Plaguelord = SC  §=—- GOS ? Spinal Graft El - €e M 

Morgue Thrull Cn) SH = @ Saorifice: Target creature gets -4/~4 untl end of turn, Sacrifice a creature: Enchanted creature gets +3/+-3. f enchanted creature is the target of spell or 

Sacrifice Thrull: Put the top three cards of your library into your graveyard. {Target creature gets -1/-1 until end of tur. 4/4. : ability, destroy the creature, Creature cannot regenerate this turn, oo 

Mortuary N ~~ Oe : Phyrexian Reclamation EN sro @ } Spined Fluke SC Be 2 

Whenever any oreature is put into your graveyard from play, put that creature i $a, Pay life: Return target creature card from your graveyard to your hand. When Fluke comes into play, sane a creature. @; Regenerate. 9/1. 

top of your library. it Imp SCC M = Stromgald Cabal st oe OD (Ast 

Murk Dwellers en HE on DKAth.St lying, ®. Pit Imp gets +1/-+0 until end of turn, You cannot spend more than @: Pay 1 life to counter a white spell, 2/2, 

If Murk Dwellers attack and is not blocked, it gains +2/+0, 2/2. B® in this way each tun, 0/1. ! Stronghold Assassin SC ee sl 

Nausea SOR C = ee EX : Pit Scorpion st se ee LG.4th.Sth : —  @ Sacrifice a creature: Destroy target nonblack creature, 2/1. 

All creatures get -1/-1 until end of turn. __ lf Scorpion damages opponent, opment gets 1 poison cout 1/1 + Stronghold Taskmaster SC = 8ee § 

Necrite SC ~  @e@ Feoth : Pit Spawn 8 ~ «=668SO k Alf other black creatures get -1/-1. 4/8. 

If Necrte attacks and Isn't blocked, you may have it deal no damage and sacrifice irst strike, During your upkeep, pay #84 or sacrifice Pit Spawn. Pit Spawn = = Subversion N - Bae 

it to bury a target creature controlled by the defending player. 2/2 damages any creature, remove that creature from the game, 6/4. : uring your upkeep, each of your opponents loses 1 life. Gain 1 life for each 1 life 

Necrologia NS - §=8ee EX zs Bee A gl 6; s 2 i : ‘s this way, “ on 

ay Necrologia only during your discard phase. Pay X life: Draw X cards, wampwalk. 1/1. : Swai . 2 : 

Noetopttencs’ ; oN Os ‘2ae IAB lague Rats 8 . Se ———LURA Sth: esttoy target creature with power 2 or less. Cyoling <@ 

Skip your draw phase, ®; Pay 1 life to set aside the top card of your library. Add ower and toughness equal number of Plague Rats in play. */°. : Tainted Ather Ro Bee : -_ 

itto your hand at the start of your next discard phase. laguebearer SCR | 6 X } Whenever a creature comes into play, Its controller sacrifices a creature o land. 

Nether Shadow sc - Se LU.RAth St ©: Destroy target nonblack creature with casting cost equal to XA, : Terror S oe OB LURAtKS 

f thee creatures are above Shadow in graveyard, it can return to play during con- : Planar Void y EN a ® 2. ¢ jury target creature, Cannot target black or artifact creatures 
troller's upkeep. Unaffected by summoning sickness, 1/1, Whenever a card is put into a graveyard, remove that card from the game, : Tethered Skirge 8 - B® 

Nightmare sc | 6 LURathsth ; Pox : SOR es IAdth Flying. Whenever Skirge becomes the target of a spell or ability, lose 1 life. 2/2. 

lying. Power and toughness equal number of swamps controller has. */°. ach player sacrifices 1/3 of thelr lif; then they must discard 1/8 ofthe cards in = Thrull Retainer - «6S FEAtt 

No Mercy N anes their hand; then they must sacrifice 1/3 of their creatures; finally they must sacti- = Give target +1/+1, Sacrifice Retainer to regenerate the creature, 

Whenever a creature successfully deals damage to you, destroy it. _ fice 1/3 of their lands, Round each loss up. ? Thrull Surgeon 8 ee 7) x 

No Rest for the Wicked EN ~~ Ge Priest of Gix 8 -—- =~ 8e 2 4, Saovifice Surgeon: Look at target player's hand and choose one of those 

Sacrifice No Rest: Return to your hand all creature cards put into your graveyard When Priest of Gix comes into play, add #44 to your mana pool. 2/1 + cards, That player discards that card. Play this ability as a sorcery. 1/1. 

rom play this turn, Rabid Rats Ni - @e SH = Torment ¢ f ee g 

Oath of Ghouls N aes, ®&: Target blocking creature gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/1. : ‘chanted creature gets -3/-0, 

uring each player's upkeep, if there are more creature cards in that player's Rag Man 8 Res See Dk4athSth Torture C oC g HLSt 

graveyard than in target opponent's graveyard, the player may return a creature SS~\, © Examine opponent's hand, Opponent must randomly discard a = |S: Place a -1/-1 token on creature Torture enchants. 

card from his graveyard to his hand. creature, if any are in hand. 2/1 ? Tortured Existence Ce e § 

Oppression NR eo Lee Lede safes ie F ne ei 2 rucareatet Zt & cae and Seer ames card: Return target creature card from your 

Whenever a player successfully casts a spell, that player discards a card. ach land you contral gains “sacritice: o your pool” until end of turn. =; graveyard to your hand. ‘ 

i ea acriiaad Rain of Tears OR Ue &8@ TM Touch of Death sR Cs @@ iat 
: Destroy target land + Dot damage to any player and gain 1 life. Cantrip, 



NAME 

? Back to Basics 

Barrin, Master Wizard 

: Benthic Behemath 
_ Islandwalk, 7/6 
Binding Grasp 

which gains +0/+1. 

lonbasic lands do not untap 

® Sacrifice a permanent: 

ay 3 during upkeep or 

KIND CR RATING COST 

SC 

8 

C 

€ 
during their controllers’ untap phases, 

See 
Return target creature to owner's hand. 1/1, 

Ste 

SETS FOUND fe NAME 

UZ 

UZ 

TM 

e inst 
wry Binding Grasp. Gain control of target creature, 

KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

? Dream Prowler SS Ce @6e SH 
: Dream Prowler is unblockable as long as no other creatures are attacking. 1/5, 
: Drifting Djinn SC Rs =e 
: Flying. During your upkeep, pay “4 or sacrifice Djinn. 5/5. 
: Duplicity NR See TM 

When Duplicity comes into play, put 
on Duplicity, During your upkeep, you may exchan 
the cards on Duplicity. At the end of 
of Duplicity, put all car Is on it into owner's graveyard, 

Ss 

the top five cards of your library face down 
@ all the cards in your hand for 

your turn, discard a card. If you lose contro! 

: Boomerang NS —-— €¢ LG,CHMG.Sth : Enchantment Alteration os) Z 
AMES SiS UN 7 F eturn ae permanent to ee i ae f : 2 Move ee enchantment fram one creature to another or one land to another, 

i : Bouncing Beebles . ? Energy Field EN oo € 
Tethers pele all — alt to ae Hae L : Bouncing Beebles is unblockable if defender player controls an artifact. 2/2, E event all damage dealt to you from sources you do not control. When a card is 
Unearth SOR < 2 , : Brainstorm NS Go _ WAS jut Into your graveyard, sacrifice Energy Field 

ose target creature card in your graveyard with total casting cost 3 or less and 3 raw three cards, then put any two cards from your hand on top of your library. : Energy Flux N ae Se AQR4th 5th 
put that creature into play, Cycling @. : Capsize NS oe 6 OOE Mi: ach artifact requires € during upkeep or it must be destroyed, 

Unholy Strength i 6 © LUR4th Sth ¢ — Buyback <, Return target permanent to owner's hand, } Enervate NS oC + ee IA,ath 
arget creature gains +2/-+1, : Catalog NS Gos Z : ap target creature, land, or artifact. Cantrip. 

Unnerve SOR ode $e 2: Draw two cards, then choose and discard a card. ? Ephemersn Ni ove 
Each of your opponents chooses and discards two cards. 3 Chill > one Mi: Aying. hoase and discard a card: Return Ephemeron to owner's hand. 4/4, 

Unworthy Dead “er £e z: ed spells cost an additional 2 to olay. : Equilibrium N sees Xx 
@: Regenerate, 1/1. : Cloak of Mists C —- ¢€ JZ : Whenever you successfully cast a creature spell, you may pay ® to return target 

Vampire Bats vs os @ (eahath 3. neal nee Rae Pes etree deel el LID es ‘ 
. @ Ci 4A)! ‘ i : Cloud of Faeries aes : Ertai, Wizard Adep' ase E) 

ig Ne seg AU : lying. When Faeries comes into play, untap up to two lands, Cycling @. 1/1. Eta, Wizard Adept counts as a Wizard, @ @@®, @: Counter target spell Play 
Vampire Hounds 86 = Bese ee ex : Cloud Spirit SC -  ¢e SH = this ability as an interupt, 1/1, 

Choose and discard a creature card: Hounds gets +2/+2 untl end of turn, 2/2, ? ving. Cloud Spirit can block only creatures with flying. 3/1. : Ertai’s Meddling - §6O@ M 
Vampiric Embrace C = OO 7 : Confiscate —- 6 Z : — When target spell is successfully cast, put X delay counters on it. X cannot be 0. 

“~Enhanted oreature gets +-2/-+2 and fying, Whenever a creature successfuly : _ YoU control enchanted permanent. : During each upkeep of that spells caster, remove a delay counter from the spel. If 
dealt damage by enchanted creature this turn is put into a graveyard, put a } Contempt Lys ee school! 4 _._ te spell has no delay counters oni it resol, 
+1/-+1 counter on enchanted creature. : If enchanted creature attacks, return that creature and Contempt to owner's hand: Escaped Shapeshifter —- See M 

Vebuild - 7 : at end of combat. : As long as your opponent controls any creatures with flying, Shapeshifter gains flying. 

mes into play with one +1/+1 counter on it During your upkeep, you may put Coral Mesto st ee ue Pera K ane atin from any color. 3/4 si 
+/+ i i ; : Evacuation see el rae on Vebuild, When Vebuild attacks or blocks, destroy it at end of ? Counterspell NT a BS LURATHIASIHIM = Retum all eeatres to owners’ hands 

Victimize g ary yi unter target spell as it is being cast. : Exhaustion 8 —- 62 Z 
House two target creature cards in your graveyard, Sacrifice a creature and put : Cunning ‘Se ee CK : eatures and lands target opponent controls do not untap during his or her next 

the two chosen creatures into play tapped. 3 chanted creature gets +3/+3. If enchanted creature attacks or blocks, sacrifice : untap phase. 
Vile Requiem =n Bee wt wunning at end of turn. : Fade Away § ” ve Xx 

uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Requiem. 4848, Sacrifice : Curfew NS C sve : i WZ: ‘or each creature, that creature's controller pays or sacrifices a permanent. 
equiemn: Destroy up to X target nonblack creatures, where X Is the number of : Each layer chooses a creature he controls and returns it to owner's hand, : Feedback o oe LUR4th.5th 

counters on Requiem. Those creatures cannot be regenerated this turn. Curiosity C = e EX: _ Do 1 damage to controler of target enchantment during upkeep, 
Volrath’s Dungeon Hi RY see see x If enchanted creature damages an opponent, you may draw a card. : Fighting Drake c on See M 

Any player may pay 5 life during his or her turn to destroy Volrath's Dungeon, Dance of Many ie Oe DK-CH Sth $  Aying. 2/4. 
Choose and discard a card: Target player chooses a card in his hand and puts that Put a token creature in play and treat it as a duplicate of target creature. If either : Fleeting image Hy R - 6=— 6 BS L 
card on top of his library, Pay this ability as a sorcery, the token or Dance of Many leaves play, both must be destroyed. Pay @e@ dur- ie lying, $e: Return Image to owner's hand. 2/1. 

Wall of Bone SC ieee ae LURAth 5th ing upkeep or destroy Dance of Many. : Flight ose € LUR4th,5th 
@: Regenerate Wall of Bone, 1/4. Dandan SC Tee £e ANCHSth : Target creature now has flying. 

Wall of Souls g i ae SH a ame. 4/1, ie: a nee : ~_— ee N ; Coser € K,4th,5th 
jatk Maze oH th ¢ ap target non-fying creature, 

una le rae aa, else ee aA @: Can attack this turn. At the end of turn, remove Maze from the game. Dark ©: Fog Bank SC 6S Z damage to target opponent. 
Warp Artifact A as Se LU.R4th.5th 

Do 1 damage to target artifact's controller during upkeep. 
Weakness OP ee 2 LU.R4th.6th 

Target creature loses -2/-1. 
Western Paladin SCR ss See UZ 

@@, &: Destroy target white creature, 3/3. 
Witch Engine SC Ge ee UZ 

Swampwalk. @: Add 4844 to your mana pool. Target opponent gains con- 
trol of Witch Engine, 4/4, 

eee G.CH.Sth Wretched, The 
After combat, take control of all creatures blocking The Wretched. Lose control of 

AQ4th Sth 
such creatures if Wretched leaves play or your control. 2/5. 

Xenic Poltergeist s See 
®: Turn target non-creature artifact into an artifact creature with both power and 
toughness equal to its casting cost and with its original abilities, This effect lasts 
until your next upkeep, 1/1. ? 

Yawgmoth’s Edict N e UZ 
Whenever one of your opponents successfully casts a white spell, that player loses 

ife and you gain 1 life. 
Yawgmoth’s Will SOR R see Qe Ww 

Until end of turn, you may play cards in your graveyard as though they were in 
your hand. Cards put into your graveyard this turn are removed from the game. 

Zombie Master Nh - Pee LURAU 
All zombies in play gain swampwalk and may regenerate for 4. 2/3. 

oth 

Academy Researchers SC 
When Researchers comes into 
your hand and put that enchantment into play on Researc! 

Ather Storm N we § BS HL.St 

lay, you may choose an enchant creature car 
ers, 2/2, 

Deflection 

Maze cannot attack the turn it comes under your control. 

IA, 

lying. Bank does not deal or receive 

CLASSIC COMBOS 
combat damage, 0/2, 

It was the 
first unbeatable deck. 
Before the days of 
GO-card decks and 
four-per-card limits, 
Magic players enjoyed 

4 stacking their decks with 

Rats. Then came Arabian 
Nights. And while the 15 
Flying Men, 15 Unstable 
Mutation, 10 Island deck 
was crude, it was wildly 
effective and an awful lot 
of fun to play. 

INT sooo See X lo summon spells may be cast. Anyone may pay 4 life to bury Storm, T wwe 6SE oth ; Forbid 
Ather Tide SI C eé EX = Target spell with one target now targets a legal target of your choice, : juyback—Choose and discard two cards, Counter target spell, 

iscard X creature cards: Return X target creatures to their owner's hand. 3 Delusions of Mediocrity [EN <5 € L_: Force Spike C. ee € L6,5th 
Air Elemental se See LUR4th Sth = When Delusions comes into play, gain 10 life. When Delusions leaves play, lose 10 life. = ‘ounter target spell unless its caster spends <4. 

lying. 4/4 : Dismiss NT see SSS M + Forget SOR R HLBth 
Annul C es € ZZ : Counter target spell. Draw a card. : arget player discards two cards and then draws two cards. 

unter target artifact or enchantment spel ; Disruptive Student st = €©e 2 ; Frantic Search c+ © L 
Anthroplasm SC * Zee :  @ Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional <. 1/1. : raw two cards, then choose and discard two cards, Untap up to three lands. 

Anthroplasm comes into play with two +1/+1 counters on it, 8, @; Remove all : Dominating Licid § -—- §=6 OE Xt is Yes & 
+1/+1 counters from Anthroplasm and put X +1/+1 counters on it, 0/0, : & @®, @- Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that lying. Cannot be blocked by blue creatures. @*: Target creature Is blue until end 

Anti-Magie Aura aoe LG,5t! reads “Gain control of enchanted creature.” Move Dominating Licid onto target : of tum, 1/3. 
estroy all enchantments on target creature, Enchant creature cannot be targeted : creature. You may pay @* to end this effect. 1/1. : Gaseous Form E Cs ee LG4th,Sth,TM 
yy any other instants, sorceries, or enchantment. : Douse N cee” OES Zt farget creature neither deals nor receives damage in combat. 

Arcane Laboratory soe ee Z : © Counter target red spell 3 Giant Crab Ny C ee M 
ach player cannot play more than one spell each turn, : Drain Power SOR Rss €€ LUR4thSth = @: Until end of turn, Crab cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 3/3, 

Archivist aoe eee 3 Tap opponent's lands for mana and draw all mana in his poo! into yours. : Gilded Drake R ee oe 
®: Draw a card, 1/1. : Dream Cache SOR C. eve € MGIM lying, When Drake comes into play, exchange control of Drake for target creature 

Attunement EN -- 6p © Z = Draw three cards, Choose two cards from your hand and put both on either the top 3 one of your opponents controls or sacrifice Drake. 3/3. 
‘turn to owner's hand: Draw three cards, then choose and discard four cards,  : or the bottom of your library. : Glacial Wall SC Ue Se IA.Sth 

Aura Flux N Gs : Dream Halls ob see SH : V7. 
Each other enchantment gains “During your upkeep, pay & or sacrifice this : Instead of paying the casting cost for a spell of any color, its caster may choose ©: Glidling Licid SC OU ee 2e@ SH 
enchantment.” and discard a card that sh tt least one color with that spell. If the spell has X ©, ©: Gliding Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that 

Azure Drake Ni oo 6S LG.CH,5t! in its casting cost, X is 0. d! reads “Enchanted creature gains flying” instead of a creature, Move Gliding Licid 
lying. 2/4. onto target creature. You may pay @#é to end this effect, 2/2. 

MAGIC FACT 

122 inovesteameRnso 
ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE 
EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature © EW Enchant World 
EL Enchant Land 

EN Enchantment 

INS Instant 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

INT Interrupt 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 

SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST Saga : ATs KIND CR RATING COST Sap) : AU KIND GR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Great Whale SloR | 6 @ 2} Mind Bomb SR Us @ OK4thSth : Raven Familiar SC ~- @@e ul 

When Whale comes into play, untap up to seven lands, 6/5. i 0 3 damage to each player. Players may discard up to 3 cards. Each discarded Flying; echo, When Familiar comes into play, look at the top three cards of your 

Hammerhead Shark SC oe Se SH } card prevents 1 damage ftom Mind Bomb to that player. £ - Ibrary, Put one of them into your hand and the rest on the bottom of your library 

Shark cannot attack unless defending player controls any islands. 2/3. : Mind Games NS oo € SH: in any order, 1/2 

Hermetic Study EC -—- «66 ae uyback <@ @. Tap target artifact, creature, or land. : Ray of Command NS oC ce Ge IA.MG, St 

‘ichanted creature gains "@: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player.” ! Mind Over Matter N Re Seeve a ntap target creature controlled by opponent and take control of it until end of 

Hesitation EN oe 6S SH: hoose and discard a card: Tap or untap target artifact, creature, or land. turn. Creature is unaffected by summoning. sickness. 

if any spell is played, counter that spell and sacrifice Hesitation. + Mirozel NH ae Se X ? Rebound N oo «6G @ § 

Hibernation INS —- ¢eé Zz: lying. If Mirozel is the target of any spell or ability, return Mirozel to owner's : arget spel, which targets a single player, targets a player of your choice instead. 

‘eturn all green permanents to owners’ hands. : rand, 2/3, : Rebuild NS o ee L 

Homarid Warrior SC - ¢€ FESth } Miscaloulation NT - ¢e L Return al artifacts to owners’ hands. Cycling 4. 
®@ Warrior may not be the target of spells or effects until end of turn. Tap War- Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional @. Cycling 2%, : Recall SOR U sss ae LG.CH.Sth 

rior. tt does not untap as normal during your next untap. 3/3. > Mnemonic Sliver Ni —- = 6<Se M Sacrifice X cards in hand to bring X cards from your graveyard into your hand, 

Horned Turtle SC oo ee Mi ach Sliver gains “2, Sacrifice this creature: Draw a card,” 2/2, 3 then remove Recall from game. 

14, : Morphling SC OR ce Be Z = Recantation N os See Z 

Horseshoe Crab SoC ee 2} @: Untap Morphling, @: Morphling gains flying until end of turn. : uring your upkeep, you may put @ counter on Recantation. @, Sacrifice Recan- 

‘@: Untap Horseshoe Crab. 1/3. = @ Morphling cannot be the target of spells or abilities until end of turn. : tation: Return up to X target permanents to owner's hand, where X is the number 

Hurkyl's Recalt NS - €o AQRAtuSth $B: Morphing gets-+1/-1 until end of turn, @@: Morphing gets -1/+1 until end; of counters on Recantation 

turn all artifacts in play controlled by target player to owner's hand. : of tum, 3/3. : Reef Pirates SC Cisse ee HLOt 

Hydroblast NT ww «6 IASth : Oath of Scholars N Reece ee Xi Reef Pirates damage an opponent, opponent takes the top card fram his library 

Counter a spell being cast or destroy a red permanent if it's red. $ During each player's upkeep, if that player has fewer cards in hand than target and puts it in his graveyard. 2/2, 

Imaginary Pet Nt ee ee Z = opponent, the player may discard his jand and draw three cards. ' : Reins of Power Is oo 6S HY 

uring your upkeep, if you have a card in hand, return Pet to your hand. 4/4, : Opportunity INS oo §=6 EE IL } You and target opponent each untap and gain control ofall creatures the other con- 

Insight N - ge M = Target player draws four cards. = trols until end of turn. Creatures are unaffected by summoning sickness this turn. 

moe target opponent successfully casts a green spell, draw a card, : : Renee Soul NT = ee ee LG.CH.5th 

Interdict T - ¢e Mi 3 unter target summon spell. 

Counter target artifact, creature, enchantment, or land abilty requiring an activation cost, SS T UMPERS : Rescind NSC se See Z 

Abilities of that permanent cannot be played again this turn, Draw a card. ‘ : etum target permanent to owner's hand, Cycling 

Intervene NT oC os € || | epee tee eene ee eee : Rewind NT CC sees Gee Z 

Counter target spell that targets a creature. i 7 + Counter target spell, Untap up to four lands. 

Intruder Alarm N -— @@é SH : : Robe of Mirrors El on @ EX 

Creatures do not untap during their controllers’ untap phases. Whenever any crea~ + Enchanted creature cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 

ture comes into play, untap all creatures. : : Rootwater Diver § ° € 

Intuition NS a §6<BE M :  @ Sacrifice Rootwater Diver: Return target artifact card from your graveyard to 

Search your library for any three cards and reveal them to target opponent. He or | your hand, 1/1. 

she chooses one, Put that card into your hand and the rest into your graveyard. + Rootwater Hunter SC Cw @€é M 

Shuffle your library afterwards, i _: _ @ Rootwater Hunter deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1, 

Juxtapose so = =—6 BE LG,CH.Sth = } Rootwater Matriarch 8 ~- =69S ee 

Caster and target player each choose their highest-casting-cost creature and $  @: Gain control of target creature as long as that creature has any enchantments 

exchange control of them, then do the same for artifacts. pont 2/3, 

Keeper of the Mind st ~~ €6 EX : Rootwater Mystic N oe © EX 

©, @: Draw a card. Play this ability only if target opponent has at least two £ Look at the top card of target player's library, 1/1. 

more cards in hand than you. 1/2. + Rootwater Shaman § - 6S 

Killer Whale § -—- §=6See EX |: You may play creature enchantments whenever you could play an instant, 2/2, 

‘© Killer Whale gains flying until end of turn. 3/5. : Sandbar Merfolk So: Goes ¢ Z 

King Crab s - ee UL : Cycling &. 1/1. 
© ®, @: Put target green creature on top of owner's library. 4/5. Sandbar Serpent sl se ee Z 

Krovikan Sorcerer SoCs )|6@e IASth Cycling &. 3/4. 

®: Discard a card from your hand and draw a card, If you discarded a black School of Piranha § es ee Xx 

card, draw 2 cards, keeping one and discarding the other. 1/1. luring your upkeep, pay 48 * or sacrifice School of Piranha. 3/3, 

Labyrinth Minotaur § # ee HLSth Scrivener N iG &e x 

Creatures blocked by Labyrinth Minotaur do not untap as normal during their con- = When Scrivener comes into play, you may return target instant or interrupt card 

troller's next untap phase, 1/4, : from your graveyard to your hand, 2/2. 

Launch El Cw 6S Z _ + Sea Monster SOV iG es See M 

‘chanted creature gains flying. When Launch is put into a graveyard from play, $ Monster cannot attack unless defending player controls any islands. 6/6. 

return Launch to owner's hand. : Sea Serpent G Se LUR4th.ot 

Leap INS Ne € SH : __ Islandhome. 6/6. 

arget creature gains flying until end of turn. Draw a card, : : Sea Spirit gl a ee IA 

Legacy's Allure ia —- 66 M ©: +1/+0 until end of turn. 2/3. 

uring your upkeep, you may put a treasure counter on Legacy's Allure. Sacrifice Sea Sprite 8 -—- =6©Se HLA 

egacy’s Allure: Permanently gain control of target creature with power no greater lying. Protection from red. 1/1. 

than the number of treasure counters on Legacy’s Allure. ; Seasinger 8 ae eee FES 

Legerdemain SOR ao See M slandhome. @: Gain contral of target creature if its controller controls an island. 

ermanently exchange control of target artifact or creature for control of target You lose control of creature if Seasinger leaves play, leaves your control, or 

permanent of the same type, a ecomes untapped. You may leave Seasinger tapped, 0/1 

Leviathan SC se Seeee = 1kAthoth : Second Chance EN * 2 

ui Enters play tap : |, Sacrifice two islands during upkeep to untap ere poor aaa luring your ee you have 6 life or less, sacrifice Second Chance and take 

Leviathan. Sacrifice two Islands to attack. 10/10. Palinchron SCOR oe RS UL}. an extra tur after this one, 

Levitation = Boe L Flying. When Palinchron comes into play, untap up to seven lands, <>: } Segovian Leviathan st oo Be L64th, St 

All creatures you control gain flying. turn Palinchron to owner's hand. 4/5, ¢ _ Islandwalk, 3/3 

Lifetap EN 8 LURAthSth +} Pendrell Brake % Ce 8@ uz : Shadow Rift NS Cs € M 

Gain 1 life whenever opponent taps a forest. lying, Cyoling @, 2/3. + Target creature gains shadow until end of turn, Draw a card, 

Lilting Refrain é - =e Z } Pendrell Flux ce Uz i Shimmering Wings Cc Cs © M 

uring your upkeep, put a counter on Refrain. Sacrifice: Counter target spell unless: nohanted creature gains “During your upkeep, pay this creature's casting cost or: nchanted creature gains flying, 2: Return Wings to owner's hand. 

its caster pays an additional X, where X is the number of counters on Refrain, } sacrifice it” : Show and Tell SOR - §=6Be Z 

Lagering Mirae i Ny £e Z = Peregrine Drake sc ~~ 8¢ UZ é sul ie may choose an ene ure, enchantment, or land card in his 

nohanted land is an island. Cycling <4. : ing, When Peregrine Drake comes into play, untap up to five lands, 2/3. : and and put that permanent into play. 

Lord of Atlantis Cooks @® Wea 4 pa Oe Te ‘Ufetsih  Sibilant Spirit 6S Re | #e Inst 
All Merfalk in play gain istandwalk and +1/+1. 2/2. i lying. Pay @® during upkeep or Phantasmal Forces is destroyed. 4/1. : lying, When Spirit attacks, defending player may draw a card. 5/6, 

Magical tach I LURAtoh ¢ Phantasmal Terrain = ELC Ratha: Sift SR C+ @@ 8 
Change the text of a card being played or in play by switching one basic land type 3 arget land switches to any basic land type chosen by caster, : raw three cards, then choose and discard a card. 

with another. : Phantom Monster g - «$e UR4thth ¢ Silver Wyvern 8 = OE § 

Magus of the Unseen Rows 6=@e WASth = ying. 3/3. : lying, @ Target spell or ability, which targets only Silver Wyvern, targets another 

@& ©, @: Untap one of opponent's artifacts and gain control of it until end of Pirate Ship SC -. £@ ‘UR4thoth $ _ creature of your choice instead. Play this ablity as an interrupt, 4/3. 

tum, If itis an artifact creature, it is unaffected by:summoning sickness, Artifact. |slandhome. @: Do 1 damage to any target. 4/3. } Skyshroud Condor st s 6 M 

returns to its owner tapped at end of turn. 1/1. = portent SOR eee € \ASth Flying. You cannot play Skyshroud Condor unless you have successfully cast 

Mana Breach N -  @é EX $ You may look at the top three cards of one players library. Either shuffle that } another spell this tun, 2/2, 
When any player plays a spell, that player returns a land he controls to his hand. © +——_jibrary or put the cards back on top in any order, Cantrip. : Sleight of Mind | wi  @ LUR4th IAS 

Mana Leak T Cs Be SH + Power Sink NT coos @@ —LURAHAMGSHIMUZ hange text of a card being played or in play by switching one color word with another. 

Counter target spall unless its easter pays an addtional &, : Counter target spel unless its caster spends &. Spel’s caster must spend all ‘Slow Motion Ce Oe 
Mana Severance SOR ow 6S M = mana from lands and mana pool until X is met, i uring the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, that player pays @@* or 

Search your library for any number of land cards and remove them from the game. : Power Taint ie ee uz ¢ sacrifices that creature. WI en Slow tion is put into a graveyard from play, 

Shuffle your library afterwards. i uring the upkeep of enchanted enchantment’s controller, that player pays @& or 3 return Slow Motion to owners hand. 

Manta Riders So @ M$ loses 2 life Cycling ; Snap INS = ¢@ 
©: Manta Riders gains flying until end of turn, 1/1, ? Precognition N ~- § 68 TM : turn target creature to owner's hand, Untap up to two lands. 

Mask of the Mimic Ss Ue SH: uring your upkeep, you may look at the top card of target opponent's library. You 3 Somnophore SiR See Z 

Sacrifice a creature: Search your library for any copy of target creature card and = may then put that card on the bottom of his or her library. ¢ Flying, Whenever Somnophore deals damage to a player, tap target creature that 

‘put it into play. Shuffle your library afterwards, : Prodigal Sorcerer sc ~~ @© ‘UR4thSth = player controls. That oreature does not unta during its controller's untap phase as 

Maweor SC oo =6B OE M 3 @; Prodigal Sorcerer deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1. ¢ long as Somnophore remains in play, 2/2. 
Flying. @; Mawcor deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 3/3. ? Propaganda N ~~ 86 T™ } Soul Barrier EN oo ee {A5t 

Meditate NS Roses BS M Each turn, each creature cannot attack unless tts contraller pays an additional @ $ © ‘Tatget opponent takes 2 damage whenever he casts a summon spel. That player 

Skip your next turn: Draw four cards. + for that creature, : may pay to prevent this damage. 

Memory Lapse NT -—- §=6 HLMG.5th = Psychic Venom L rr ee UReth Sth + Spell Blast it - §6¢6@ LU.R.4th.6th,TM 

Counter target spell, Put that spell on top ofits owner's library. £ ''Do 2 damage to target land's controller whenever the land is tapped, ? Counter target spell; X isthe casting cost of target spel. 

Merfolk Looter SG se Se X + Ransack SOR . ee sy: Spindrift Drake SoCs 6 6@ 

@: Draw a card, then choose and discard a card, 1/1 : cok at the top five cards of target player's library, Put any number of those cards : Flying. During your upkeep, pay @® or sacrifice Spindrift Drake. 2/1. 

Merfolk of Pearl Trident SC “ © LUR4th,5th on the bottom of that library in any order and the rest on top ; Spire Owl SoC =e , 
1/1. H 3 i lying. When Spire Ow! comes into play, look at the top four cards of your library 

t and put them back in any order. 1/1, 
: Stasis EN —- Se LUR 4th St 
{ layers don't get an untap phase. Pay @€* during upkeep or bury Stasis, 

a - - : . - J ] — dune ee 4 23 



KIND CR RATING COST 

Steal Artifact A 
Gain control of target artifact. 

Steal Enchantment E 
Gain control of target enchantment, 

Stern Proctor 
When Stern Proctor: comes into play, 
owner's hand, 1/2, 

Stinging Licid NG 
©. Licid loses this al 

that creature's controller” instead of 
, : upkeep, pay 4 or sacrifice Apparition.” Pe hes pay @ to cus OE ey 7} Veiled Crocodile yg se ae 7 

Target player draws X cards When a player has no cards in hand, if Crocodile is an enchantment, Crocodile 
Sunder INS © see gee Tape becomes a 4/4 Crocodile. 

Return all lands to owners’ hands. : Neat sey a vee if Sentry i hi ; Telepathy ‘ ces 7 When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell if Sentry is an enchant- 
Each of your opponents plays with his or her hand revealed. 3 ment; Sentry becomes an Illusion with power and toughness each equal to total 

Thalakos Deceiver R see SH}, casting cost of that spell 
Shadow, Sacrifice Deceiver; Gain control of target creature permanently, Use this = Valet Serpett EN fu oe Sit ‘ fac U 
ability only if Deceiver is attacking and unblocked. 1/1. ; rt one of your opponents successfully casts a spel if Serpent is an enchant 

Thalakes Dreamsower SC see 2@ Mi ment, Serpent becomes.a 4/4 Serpent that cannot attack unless defending player 

Shadow. You leave Dreamsower tapped. If Dreamsower damages any opponent, vi Patt Cycling . Eee ee L 
tap target creature. As long as Dreamsower remains tapped, that creature does not : ba e <: Unt Dike nA 
untap during its controller's untap phase. 1/1, : V a Se ae Oe ee FESth 

Thalakos Drifters CR Ree Res erty aly 
Choose and discard a card: Drifters gains shadow until end of turn. 3/3, : <4 Ee 

Thalakos Merfolk = SCC = ; Volratt’s Curse Cat be 
Shadow. @:: Put Thalakos Merfolk on top 

SC Thalakos Scout 

ility ant 

Shadow. Choose and discard a card: 

208 

€@ 

ee 
return target artifact or enchantment to 

eo 
becomes a creature enchantment that reat 

“Whenever enchanted creature becomes tapped, Stinging Licid deals 2 damage tc 
a creature, Move Stinging Licid onto target 

of owner's library. 2/1. 
one te 

NAME KIND €R RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Turnabout NS 6 6B UZ 
ap or untap all artifacts, creatures, or lands target player controls, 

Twiddle NS ae € LU-th.oth 
i ap or untap any single land, creature, or artifact in play. 
> Twitch NS “ ca TM 

‘ap or untap target artifact, creature or land. Draw a card. 
Unstable Mutation see, & ANR4th,ath 

arget creature gains +3/+3. Put -1/-1 counter on creature during your upkeep. 
hese counters id even ie Unstable Mutation Is ae 

: Unstable Shapeshifter ae € 
Ee : Whenever any creature comes into play, Unstable Shapeshifter permanently 

LUR4th5th : jecomes a copy of that creature and retains this ability, 0/1. 
wv" Unsummon NS Co 6 LUR4thSth = 

Mi ‘eturn target creature to its owner's hand. : 
: Updratt NS oo ee IASth 

7 3 Give target creature flying until end of turn. Cantrip, 
: Veil of Birds Nr a8 Z 
+ ‘When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, if Veil is an enchantment, 

Mo. Veil becomes a 1/1 Bird with flying, 
5 : Veiled Apparition EN bad ee Z 
4 When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, if Apparition is an 

enchantment, Apparition becomes a 3/3 Illusion with flying and “During your 

: Return Scout to owner's hand, 2/1. 

T™ i 

Enchanted creature cannot attack, block or play any ability requiring an activation 

end of turn, ¢¢@?: Return Volrath's 

CLASSIC COMBOS 

Qs 

(es 

ee Thalakos Seer SC 
Shadow. If Thalakos Seer leaves play, draw a card. 1/1, 

Thalakos Sentry SC ee 
Shadow. 1/2. 

Theft of Dreams SOR 
or each tape 

Thornwind Faeries 
lying. #: Deal 1 damage to 

Tidal Surge SOR 
‘ap up to three 

Tidal Warrior 
® Target land is an islan 

Time Ebb SOR 
ut target creature on top 0 

Time Elemental 
@SS, S: Return target 

or attacks, 0/2. 
Time Spiral 

Remove Spiral from the gam 
into his or her library, then 

Time Warp 
arget player 

Tinker 
At the time you 
card and put t! 

Tolarian Winds 
iscard your hand, then draw 

Tradewind Rider 
lying, &, Ta 
and. 1/4, 

Treasure Trove 
@@@: Draw a card, 

a =} 
Each 

R 
takes an extra 

2 Row 
S 

sacrifice 
play. 

lay Tinker, 
at artifact int S 

a 
that mi 

two creatures 

GIC FA 

you ca 

Ce 

(| ese 

fs 
target creatures without flying. 

§ (ove 

0 + 
owner's library, 

R see 

urn after this one. 

any cards. 

A pa ee 1 

oo 
creature target opponent controls, draw a card, 

« 
target creature or player. 1/1, 

ee 

until end of turn, 1/1. 
ee 

ae 
ermanent to owner's hand, Cannot target enchanted : 

ermanents, Destroy Time Elemental and do 5 damage to its controller if it blocks —: 

S66 
player shuffles his or her graveyard and han 

raws seven cards. You untap up to six lands, Banned! 
M See 

ee 
an artifact, Search your library for an artifact 

ee 

ntro|: Return target permanent to owner's 

206 

N 

8 

L64th.5t 

Mi 

zi 

Curse to owner's hand. 

ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

MAGIC DATA 
© ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

EA Enchant Artifact 

EL Enchant Land 

EN Enchantment 
EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World 

INS Instant 

} Winged Sliver 

2 Sy 
Mt 

3 Sliver Gueen SI 
cost. That creature's controller may sacrifice a permanent to ignore this ability until = 

} Spined Sfiver 

ls 

St 
All Slivers gain flying. 1/1. 

All players play with hands face up. When a player draws a card, any other player 
mav nav life tn fare the nlaver th 

Acidic Stiver 8 
ach Sliver gains “>, Sacrifice this 

to target creature or player.” 2/2, 
Crystalline Sliver SC 

Slivers cannot be the target 0 
Dracoplasm NY 

equal to their total toughness, 
Hibernation Sliver SC 

ach Sliver gains “Pay 2 life: 
Lobetemy 80 

eturn 
R 

land, Search that player's graveyard, 
card and remove them from t! 

Ranger en-Vec 
inst strike, #: Regenerate Ranger 

Segmented Warm 8 
Whenever Wurm is the target 

Seienia, Dark Angel Ny 

Spirit 
lying, first strike, 2/2. 

Sliver Queen counts as a Sliver, 2 
asa 1/1 colorless creature. 7/7. 

Soltari Guerrillas 
Shadow. If Soltari Guerrl 
redirect that damage 

las assit 

Nt 
{fa Sliver is blocked, it gets +-1/+ 

Spentanaeus Combustion INS 
Sacrifice a creature: 8. Combustion 

Vhatl Bal 8L 
T: Target creature's power or toughn 

Victual Sliver St 
Each Sliver gains “&, Sacrifice tI 

Weod Sage 8¢ 
T; Name a creature card. Reveal 
any of those cards are the name 
your graveyard. 1/1 

Is 

Abundance EN 

KIND CR RATING COST 

spells 
C 

lay with power equal to the total po 

of a spell or al 

‘ying, Counts as an Angel, Pay 2 life: 
se 

until end of 

Se 

disnard that nard 

e 
creature: This creature deals 2 damage 

ee 
or abilities, 2/2. 
Rss Ge 

Flying. When you play Dracoplasm, sacrifice any number of creatures, Comes into 
wer of the sacrificed creatures and toughnes: 

@: Dracoplasm gets +1/+0 until end of turn, */*. 
*e 

is creature to owner's hand.” 2/2. 
See 

ook at target player's hand and choose any of those cards other than a basic 
jand and library for all copies of the chosen 

ie game, 

enVec. 2/2. 

R eee 
Return to owner's hand. 3/3. 

ex 

*#€3O8 Ro sone 
Put a § 

ox 
ns combat damage to any opponent, you may 

to target creature. 3/2, 
ee 

leals 3 lamage to each creature. 
eee * 2 

ss is 1 until end of turn. 3/3. 
tS 

creature: Gain 4 life,” 2/2, 
ee 

top four cards of your library to all players. 
card, put them into your hand. Put the rest into 

Ro Oe 
Instead of drawing a card, you may choose a land or nonland and reveal cards 
from your library until you reveal a card of the chosen kind. Put that card into yo 
hand and put all other revealed cards on the bottom of your library in any order, 

ae - Aer idian Qe = 
was still so new that Echo, 2/4 si 
‘some of us just enjoyed : Miao Trl Sou oe i 

: cho, ea: Regenerate, 3/3, 
playing four-hour duels... Ho Rew Ome i 

: — : Any player may play a creature card with total casting cost 3 or less whenever he 
could play an instant and without paying its casting cost. 

= a An-Havva Constable SC es eae HLS 
“Js the total number of green creatures in play. 2/1+* 

Volrath's Shapeshifter  S as See SH = Anaconda ie SC sai uy ie ye Z 
As jong as the top card of your graveyard is a creature, Shapeshifter is a copy of that Swamawalk, 3/3. 

$ card, except that Shapeshifter retains its abilities. @; Discard a card. 0/1. ? Apes of Rath sc -—- ¢2@ M 
¢ Walking Dream § a oe SH = jf Apes attacks, it does not untap during your next untap phase, 6/4, 

Walking Dream is unblockable, Walking Dream does not untap during your untap = Argothian Elder o oe Z 
: hase if any opponent controls two or more creatures. 3/3, : @: Untap two target lands, 2/2 
= Wall of Air RY —- =—- GOS LUR4thSth = Argothian Enchantress — EN —- §=6m Z 
Flying, 1/5. : Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. Whenever you successfully cast an 
; Wail of Tears st ~~ Oe SHE enchantment spell, draw a card, 0/1. 
3 f Wall of Tears blocks any creatures, return each of those creatures to owners == Aragthian Swine sc a ET Z 

hand at end of combat. 0/4. ? Trample, 3/3 
: Walking Sponge SC ae ce : Argothian Warm sc coe OM Z 
: @: Target creature loses flying, first strike, or trample unt end of turn. 1/1. : rample, When Wurm comes into play, any player may saorifice a land to put 

: Wayward Soul 8 = @ee X= Argothian Wurm on top of owner's library. 6/6. 
: Flying, @: Put Wayward Soul on top of owner's library. 3/2. ? Aspect of Wolf —- Gm LURAtS 
: Weatherseed Faeries SI - ee i Target gets +X/-+X, where X is half the number of forests you control 
¢ Flying, protection from red, 2/1. > Aurochs gl ory ae {ASU 
: Whim of Volrath INS oe Me rample. Gains +1/+0 for each other Aurochs that attacks, 2/3. 

uyback @. Change the text of target permanent by replacing all instances of : Avenging Draid = ee x 

£ one color word of one basic land type with another unt ea of turn, x : Druid damages opponent, you may reveal cards from your library until you reveal 
? Whiptongue Frog [ieee : aland. Put it into play and put all other revealed cards into your graveyard. 1/3, 
+ @; Whiptongue Frog gains flying until end of turn. 123. ? Awakening N -—- @a@ iN 

: Whispers of the Muse INS a) ae M = At the beginning of each player's upkeep, untap all creatures and lands, 
: Buyback . Draw a card. : iN - oe 
: Wind Dancer SoU) = 6&@ Mi ying; swampwalk, 1/1, 
: lying. @: Target creature gains flying until end of turn. 1/1. t Bequeathed (ee EX 

d Drake SoC Be Me enchanted creature is put into any graveyard, draw two cards, 
_ Flying. 2/2. inst ; Binds of Paradise 8 oo LURAth ot 
a Spirit SC Use = Se wath ying, @: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. 0/1, 

: lying. Wind Spirit cannot be blocked by less than two creatures. 3/2. : Armer EI ose 2 Z 
Windfall SOR Cs Oe 2: Enchanted creature gets +K/-+X, where X is the number of forests you control 

ach player discards his or her hand and draws cards equal to the greatest num- = Blanchwood Tresleik Sl ewe oe 
er a player discarded this way. Ba : /5, 

Seo 
lity, put a-1/-1 counter on tt. 5/5, 

Soe 

iver token into play. Treat this token 

turn for each creature blocking it: 2/ 
2o 

SETS FOUND 

™ 

: Wizard Mentor Co 06 UZ 
: ®& Return Mentor and target creature you control to owner's hand. 2/2. 
: Zephid SC Rw See WZ 
: Flying. Zephid cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 3/4. 
: Zephid Embrace CU ses) Bee UZ 
: _ Creature gets +2/-+2, gains flying, and cannot be target of spells or abilities, 
: Zephyr Falcon SC Ce ee L6.4th, ott 
+ _ Flying, Does not tap to attack. 1/1. 
? Zur's Weirding R se Be IA.St 

8 

M 

$ 

M 

= =" = = 

8 

= =m» 

a 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON ’ R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LL Legenda 
INT Interrupt 

MS Mana Source 
ry Land =9SL Summon Legend 

SOR Sorcery 

SC Summon Creature 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND SR NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND By NAME KIND GR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

} Exploration Ne Rh ss 2 UZ : Heartweed Treefeik SC —- Cae M 

Gleated Toad 8¢ - @@ L You may play an additional land each turn, : Forestwalk, 3/4. 
rotection from blue, Cyclin ‘es 2/2. ? Fecundity EN - Qe UZ } Hennit Drsid St ee Hy 

Sreken Fad a ee Mi Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard from play, that creature's controller : @, @ Reveal cards from the top of your library until you reveal a basic land. 

eturn Broken Fall to owner's tat ‘egenerate target creature. ¢ may draw a card : Put it into your hand and put all other revealed cards into your graveyard. 1/1. 
—- Ge I: Fertie Ground LO oes ge UZ : Hidden Ancients N ee ee Z 

Islandwalk. 3/3. : Whenever target is tanped for mana, it produces an additional mana of any color. : When one of your opponents successfully casts an enchantment spell, if Ancients 

i = SH i Railing Brake SC oe JM = jsanenchantment, Ancients becomes a 5/5 Treefolk creature. 

Whenever any opponent plays a land, you may choose a land card from your hand : Flying, if Flaling Drake blocks or is blocked by any creature, that creature gets ©: ‘Hidden Gthbons N Roe e L 
and put it into play. > 41/41 until end of tur. 2/3. : When one of your opponents successfully casts an instant or interrupt spell 

a SC bs pe M i Feg NS oC e LUR4thMG,5th $ Hidden Gibbons becomes a 4/4 creature that counts as an Ape. 
anopy Spider can block creatures with flying. 1/3. : Creatures do not damage one another in combat. : Hidden Guerifas N oo Ls Z 

a HLoth = Feree of Matere SCOR eeee = Qa «LURE = — When one of your opponents successfully casts an artifact spell, if Guerillas is an 

+0/+2. Sacrifice Carapace to regenerate the creature it enchants. $ Trample Pay @®4@ 44 curing upkeep or Force does 8 damage to you, 8/8 enchantment, Guerilas becomes a 6/3 Soldier creature with trample. 

‘Carpet of Rowers N - € Zi Ferditede t ot UL } Hidden Herd EN oe Z 

uring your main phase, you may add up to X mana of one color to your mana © ~~ When Fortitude is put into a graveyard from play, return Fortitude to owner's hand. : When one of your opponents play a nonbasic lan, if Herd is an enchantment, 
aol, where X is the number of islands target opponent controls. Sacrifice a forest: Regenerate enchanted creature. Herd becomes a 3/3 Beast creature, 

Gamassid 8 -- eee SH} Foxfire NS Cs 2a IASth : Hidden Predaters N oy ts Z 

rample, 4: Regenerate Carnassid. 5/4. ? — Untap attacking creature. Creature neither deals nor receives damage during com- When one of your opponents controls a creature with power 4 or greater, if Preda- 

St Qs ee X= at this turn. Cantrip, tors is an enchantment, Predators becomes a 4/4 Beast creature, 

When Cartographer comes into play, you may return target land card from your =: Frag Yergue C Ce e TM : Hidden Spider NC ee e Z 

graveyard to your hand, 2/2, = When Frog Tongue comes into play, draw a card. Enchanted creature can block When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature with flying, if Spider is 

Eai Barriers 8 Cee 86a LG,CHSth : —— Greatures with flying, an enchantment, it becomes a 3/5 creature that can block creatures with flying. 

orestwalk, 2/2. : Fagitive Braid SR oe TM : Hidden Stag N Ree oe zZ 

Save Tiger st Cs ee IZ Whenever one of your opponents plays a land, if Stag is an enchantment, Stag 

Whenever a creature blocks it, Tiger gets +-1/+1 until end of turn. 2/2. becomes a 3/2 Beast creature, Whenever you play a land, if Stag is a creature, 
& = SI U = gee M Stag becomes an enchantment. 

harging Rhino cannot be blocked by more than one creature. 4/4, Siver NH ase ee M 
aie of Geea SC se SRE Z All Slivers gain trample. 2/2. 

rample. During your upkeep, pay 4 or sacrifice Child. Mist St oss eae HLS 
-@: Regenerate Child of Gaea. 7/7. During your upkeep, pay 4 or bury Hungry Mist. 6/2. 

Choke EN —- 6 M fi SOR aoe 6O LURATHIASI 
Islands do not untap during their controllers’ untap phases. Do X damage to all players and flying creatures, 

‘hah Tead Ni] = ee IASth SOR —- Oe Z 
Gains +2/-+2 until end of turn when blocked or blocking, 1/1. Destroy all enchantments. Cycling @. 

‘Centears SC OR ss Qe Z instill Energy El ee a LUR4th.ott 
cho, Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 6/3, You may untap creature one extra time during your turn; target may attack when 

Clzed Herepkects SC nt Z it comes into play. 
ach creature you control gains “@: Add 4% to your mana pool.” 3/2. irenrest Treefelk 8 . ee LU,R4th, bt 

i St -—- = @ee LUR4th Sth 3/5. 
Flying, Any non-wall creature blocking or blocked by Cockatrice is destroyed at Herd SC see 2 
end of combat. 2/4. If you play any spell, return Jackalope Herd to owner's hand, 4/5. 

Constant Mists INS oo SH Ware SC -—- 6=—6e JAS 
Buyback—Sacrifice a land, Creatures deal no combat damage this turn. Johtull Wurm gets -2/-1 for each extra creature blocking it. 6/6, 

Guard et UZ Keeper of the Beasts = 8 -—- Oe 
rample; echo, 4/4, @, ®: Puta Beast token into play, Treat this token as a 2/2 green creature. 

ing Sexe SC —- =6<Sae EX Play this ability only if target opponent controls more creatures than you. 1/2. 

Crashing Boars attacks, defending player chooses an untapped creature he or Bees $l aes eee G.4th.ot 
she controls, That creature blocks Crashing Boars this turn if able. 4/4. Flying, @: Give Bees +1/+1 until end of turn. 0/1. 

Craw Giant Nt «6 OMe GLH fin N 2. TM 

rample, rampage: 2. 6/4. Comes into play with X +1/++1 counters on it, #4: Regenerate, 0/0. 

Yun ° es eee LUR 4th 6t Draid se —- @e LUR Ath 5 
/4, @: Untap a land of your choice, 1/1, 

Grazed Armedon st ~ eee SC a 2. (At 
@: Armodon gets +3/-+0 and gains trample until end of turn, At end of turn, * equals the total number of creatures in all graveyards. */*+1 

destroy Crazed Armodon. Use this abllity only once each turn, 3/3 Lifeferce EN on ae LUR4tho 

Ssstese NS Ce eS gl @®@: Counter a black spell as itis being cast . 
All creatures you control can block creatures with flying until end of turn. Living Artifact EA wo 6 r LUR 4th ott 

: N ay oe Put one counter on target artifact for each life you lose. During your upkeep, you 

All creatures with flying get -2/-0. may trade one and only one counter for 1 life 
Relaiien NS <6 od Lviag Lands EN Rs ee LUR4th ot! 

At i ib you play Crop aati sacrifice a land. Search your library for a land = : 7 your opponent Treat all forests in play as 1/1 creatures. a 
card and put that land into play. Usnewar Elves SCC see LUR4th, Stl 

Commie scan tral ans te i wnt vorensn | | Maly hem the 4/1 tm play ner et Edi A oyu naa. 17 
jury target artifact. Controller gains life equal to the casting cost. : rules. order the abill 60 : isae iy . Se 

Borkecich Gees St ss. oe | tion ace ae to discard You may have Lone Wolf deal combat damage to defending player instead of to 
Protection from black. Cycling @. 2/2. you may your opponent ‘ creatures blocking it. 2/2. 

etetert = [N we 6R ' ___: lewiand Basilisk N -- §=—6 § 
luring your upkeep, if one of your opponents controls three or more creatures, Whenever Basilisk damages any creature, destroy creature at end of combat. 1/3, 

sacrifice Defense of the Hear, search your library for up to two creature cards, Wherever any player successfully casts an enchantment spall that targets Fugitive = Lal INS - eo Z 
and put those creatures into play. > Druid, draw a card. 3/2, } Creatures deal no combat damage this turn. Cycling @. 

a he : Fangusaar oR om LURA Sth: te E vm LURATHIAD 
cho, When Deranged Hermit comes into play, put four Squirel tokens into play. Bats a +1/+41 counter after any turn when Fungusaur has been damaged but not: All creatures that can black target creature must do so. 
reat these tokens as 1/1 green creatures. All squirrels get +1/+1, 1/1. = destroyed. 2/2 : Manabend EN * e x 

‘Besert Tamefer SOR «6 BS ANRAthSth = Feathers Fder g ey ASth = uring your discard phase, you may choose to put all land cards from your han 
estroy target permanent, >” @ Add @@® to your mana pool. 1/1. + into play, If you do, discard the rest of your hand. 

Warm § soe M  Gaea’s Bously SOR . ae UZ ; Marsh Viger 8 as oe Dk.Ath, ot 

Whenever any opponent plays a land, put a +1/-+1 counter on Wurm. 3/4. Search your library for up to two forests, reveal them, and put them into your hand. : Opponent takes 2 poison counters when damaged by Viper. 1/2. 

Dems 8 - os GAINS: Gaea’s Embrace le Qe 2. i Midsemmer Revel = —N OR = MM 2 
AA, ‘ = Enchanted creature gets +3/+9 and gains trample and @®: Regenerate, = During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Revel, 4, Sacrifice Revel: Put X 

Eateerait Pee EN , sine , ten i Based > Gang of Bk g eT UL: east tokens into play, where X is the number of counters on Midsurnmer Revel, 

a i tT Une Grea YOU Caneo) Ua TAG DESIG a. RAE = Whenever a creature blocks it, Gang of Elk gets +2/-+2 until end of turn, 5/ : Treat these tokens as 8/3 green creatures. 

Ars area Er cano eat fp sites, 272° |; See Ore cine ey enpedan, ves gain Torestwalk. tives cannot be the target of spels or abtities. 22. = During contraler’s upkeep, Ghazbén Ogre switches to the control of the player with : Target creature gets +-//-+7 until end of turn, 

come oe ee Mo: the mot ite. 2/2 ; Mier, Cat Warrior 8 ~  ooe 
At beginning of each player's main phase, add 4@®4® to that player's pool ? Giest Growth NS oo LURATHIASth Miri, Cat Warrior counts as a Cat Warrior. First strike, forestwalk. 2/3, 

Ser Brae St hy sth "Target creature gets +3/-+3 until end of tur. : Maris Guile EN = © 
& @, &: Tap or untap target land, creature or artifact. 2/2, ? Giant Spider sc ‘ee se LUR4th5th = uring your upkeep, you may look at the top three cards of your library and put 

Eves Paisade tl ay S A Giant Spider can block ereatures with fying. 2/4. them back in any order. 
Sacrifice a forest: Target attacking creature gets -3/-0 until end of turn. : GerSla Warrier sc ‘ Qe 7; Meagrei Pack 8 eee Se M 

Bee Teders N oa gee LG-4thoth = 3/2. : Mongrel Pack is put into any graveyard from play during combat, put four Hound 

annat be blacked except by walls and flying creatures. 3/3. > Greater Goad EN sone SM Z = __ tokens into play, Treat these tokens as 1/1 green creatures. 4/1. 

Hires Ste SOR | OS SH Sacrifice @ creature: Draw cards equal tothe sacrificed creature's power, then «= ‘Maslek SOR Cs =m mek 
ut a total of two +1/+1 counters on any number of target creatures. i choose and discard three cards. 3 Reveal the top four cards of your library to all players. Put any of those cards that 

Hives Warkesads St R eee oe Mf Gresger Sastures N Re ae 7 = are lands into your hand and the rest into your graveyard. 

_lf Warhounds is blocked, put the blocker on top of owner's library. 2/2. : uring each player's upkeep, if that player controls more lands than any other, the : Siuttani, Mare-Sercerer_ S| cccce 

Bek iees Sa es LURAtHStH = player puts a 1/1 green Sapling token int play under his or her conta = Has power and toughness each equal tothe total number of card i all players 
ist strike, 2/1, Misprint: Alpha listed power/taughness as 1/2.  Grizaly Bears g -—- OO LUR4thSth hands. Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. */*. 

Peer enitalkniy RRNA IrrT uM MUL. gel Lec eee For each creature that blocks it, Berserker gets ++1/+1 until end of turn. ? Barmonic Comvergeace INS se ae L = cho, When Multanis Acolyte comes into play, draw a card. 2/ 

INS oa ME Return all enchantments to top of owners’ libraries. ; Mallani's Presence EN semen,» 
uyback 4. Target creature gets +2/-+2 until end of turn. } Barrew S oe on M = _ Whenever a spell you play is countered, draw a card. 

Hesder 8 Sheek. Z = Sacrifice a land: Search your library for up to two basic land cards and put them; Musele Sliver 8 ~ «68 M 
© Target creature gains trample until end of turn, 1/1 = into play, Shuffle your library afterwards. = All Slivers get +1/+1. 1/1, 

i S Ce # .  tewkeater Math g ee ae 7; Watural Spring SOR -- = =6 aS M 
®, & Sacrifice Lyrist: Destroy target enchantment. 1/1 = Flying, Cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 1/2. = Target player gains 8 life, 

iemedes SI — Ee SH = dparteread Brgad Sr {) MM ; Mature’s Lore SOR oa IASt 
If you control any creature with toughness 2 or less, sacrifice Armodon. 4/5. : leartwood Dryad can block creatures with shadow. 2/1. = Search your library for one forest and put it into play, 

Wem NY —- gee 2: feartwoad Bast g Gee NM : Mature’s Revell EN ~~ = ¢ae M 

rample, During your upkeep, sacrifice an enchantment or sacrifice Wurm. 8/9. = @ Sacrifice a forest: Giant deals 2 damage to target player. 4/4. : — Alllands are 2/2 creatures. 
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Silk Net INS Cos 2 Sylvan Library EN R som om 164th St 
Target creature gets +1/+1 and can block creatures with flying until end of turn. You may draw two extra cards during your draw phase, then either put two of the 

Simian Grunts SC oC os Gm cards drawn this tum back or pay 4 life per card not replaced 
Echo. You may play Simian Grunts any time you could play an instant. 3/4, yinbiosks INS CG cece | say Z 

Skyshroud Archer Soot 2 Two target creatures each get +2/+2 until end of turn, 
>: Target creature with flying gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/1 ‘arpan NY C se 2 (ABH 

Skyshroud Ef ti i M You gain 1 life if Tarpan goes to the graveyard from play. 1/1. 
@ Add @ to your mana pool, : Add a or @ to your mana pool, 1/1 ‘empting Lick gl eo 2a g 

—— sn a SC OU ses Me cena if ®, @: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that reads “All 
ite gets +1/+2 as long as any opponent controls any nonbasic lands, creatures able to block enchanted creature do so’ instead of a creature. Move Licit 

KIND GR RATING COST SETS FOUND Skyshroud Ranger S. C-- onto target creature, You may pay # to end this effect. 2/2, 
Needle Storm sor ee 2a M ®@ Choose a land in your hand and put it into play, Play as a sorcery. 1/1. Thicket Basilisk Sc ose gan LUR th Sth 

Needle Storm deals 4 damage to each creature with fiying Skyshroud Troll SC oC se) | 6h M Any non-wall creature blocking or blocked by Basilisk is destrayed at end of com- 
Nurturing Lictd SC ~~ 22 Woe Pint Regenerate epsom a “ ‘ bat, 2/4. 

i : Skyshroud Troopers Gh 32 Titania's Boor SOR, Use = Z 

SS tase athe satu ta diacrahre Hie Ud oat tet {Aid Mt your man pol, Py tis ity a aman sou, 38 Puta +1/-+1 counter on each eeature you conta 
creature. You may pay # to end this effect, 1/1. : da ree P a R atid ed ‘onatini Ek itania's Chosen Nu —- ge Z 

Gath of Bruids FN on oe me any at o sete ae an ny ness each equal to the num: ee a player successfully casts a green spell, put a-+1/+1 counter on Cho- 

During each player's upkeep, if that player controls fewer creatures than an oppo- - a Saas 
nent, the player may reveal cards from his library until he reveals a creature card, = oe h Rt i Writes block K beg 2 Seng EN -- «6D f AQRAth Sth 
putting it into play and the rest into his graveyard. Creatures wilh any enchantments on them canna a lack OF DIOGK, very Non-creature artifact loses its abilities and becomes an artifact creature with 

Overgrawth EL Se on SH a aregeel ee oe ae niet power and toughness equal to its casting cost. 
‘ F it : reeder comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it, <2, Remove a +1/+ rained Armoden ee pap ™ 

ined las lant Samed iy a oo oe. y= Counter from Breeder: Puta+1/-+1 counter on target creature. &2, Remove a 3/3, 
Al creatures you contrl get +3/-+3 and gain trample until and of tut $  +1/+1 counter from Breeder: Put @ Spike token into play. Treat this token as a ranguility SOR Coss Qa LUR4th Sth,TM 

Pincher Beetles SC coe aN . MM 1/1 green creature, 0/0. Destroy all enchantments in play. 
Pincher Beetles cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 3/1, 

Plated Reotwalia SC - «6g x 
@®- Rootwalla gets +3/+3 until end of turn. Use only once each turn. 3/3 as LASS j Gc = | a | MI B [ | ean 

Z Pouncing Jaguar Sl C - @ 
Echo. 2/2 

Pradesh Gypsies § “s 2a Le4thoth 5 £2 — NE 
®, ®: Give target creature 21-0 unt end of turn. 1/1, : : até 

Predatory Hunger [c- @ x: : : Way stk in 
Whenever any opponent successfully casts a creature spell puta +1/+1 counter - | issue #2, we cried for the | 

a CEE “< 7 ' banning of the Channel/ 
@: Add @ to your mana pool for each Elf in play, 1/1 Oa Fireball combo, hut th 
a ee / ane : didn’t mean we didn't 

uring player's upkeep, Primal Order deals 1 damage to that player for each non- as . 
basie land he controls : es Enjoy using Channel for : 

Primal Rage el - oe SHE 3 other combos. Our 
All creatures you control gain trample, : favorite was in 

Provoke s - a2 SH: . : 
Untap target creature you do not control, That creature blocks this turn if able. : . conjunction with Wheel Of 

rt a aa “ ‘ i Fortune. Cast the Channel 
my Troll SC oD 2 7 
For each creature that blocks it, Pygmy Troll gets +1/+1 until end of turn. @®: 7 right hefore you Wheel q 
Regenerate Pygmy Troll. 1/1. : and youd have enough 

Mr enh cee cs Whee gos eel oft: 74 | ios ee ‘or each creature that blocks it, \Wolverines gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 4/4. = . 
Rabid Wombat g ~~ Ome LGcHEth cool newly drawn cards — 

+2/+2 for each enchantment on it. Doesn't tap when attacking, 0/1. : ieee : into play. Loss of life? Bah. : 
Radjan Spirit 8 —- L6,4th,6th ee Who cares? 
me loses fig aly until turn a 3/2, ae eS — es : 

pa SOR —- <2 j P H 
Search your library for a basic land card and put it into play, tapped i Spike Coleny So Cw 6m SH } Treefolk Mystic SS Ce 6S UL 

Rancar coe L2 Spike Colony comes into play with four -+1/+1 counters on it, #, Remove a : Whenever a creature blocks or is blocked by Treefolk Mystic, destroy all 
Enchanted creature gains -+2/-+0 and trample, When Rancor is put into a : _+1/-+1 counter from Colony: Put a+1/+1 counter on target creature 0/0. : enchantments on that creature. 2/4. 
graveyard from play, return Rancor to owner's hand. 3 Spike Drone SL hy cll e lM : Treefelk Seediings N [ies 38 UZ 

Anchor S oe Pe Mi Spike Drone comes into play with one -+1/+1 counter on it. <@, Remove a + Seedlings has toughness equal to the number of forests you control, 2/°, 
arget creature loses shadow until end of turn. Draw a card, : +1/+1 counter from Drone: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. 0/0. : Treetops Rangers § (see om UZ 

— ¢@ Mi Spike Feeder SC ~~ ¢22 SH. Rangers cannot be blocked except by creatures with flying. 2/2. 

turn any number of target cards ftom your graveyard to your hand. You cannot Spike Feeder comes into play with two +1/-+1 counters on it. @:, Remove a ©; remipeting Amsden = SC_ sl] eee ™ 
choose more cards than the number of black permanents target opponent contrals. : +1/+1 counter fro Spike Feeder: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. : fem@. Target creature blocks Trumpeting Armodon this turn if able. 8/3. 

i IS oe) ia can bade counter im Sole Feeder: me 0/0 4 : oe ae SOR U es Sm LUR4thoth 
ft ff your library. : Spi o : : estroy all islands in play. 

ie Tau HO you Taya ee mn ia “ Mi Spike Hatcher comes into play with six +1/+1 counters on it, 8, Remove a } Untamed Witds SOR Uses gam LE4th Sth 
Skip your draw phase. Whenever you play a card, draw a card, During your discard $ +1/+1 counter from Spike Hatcher: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. Search your library for one basic land and put it in play, 
hase, choose and discard all but two cards, ‘ : Remove a +1/+1 counter from Spike Hatcher: Regenerate Spike Hatcher, 0/0. : Verses EE, cone pap OK4th.5th 

Regeneration (ee on LURATHIAMGS : Spike Regus St bad ~a2 EX : All non-wall creatures in combat with target are destrayed after combat 
> Regenerate enchanted creature. : Spike Rogue comes into play with two +1/-+1 counters on it. 4, Removea =: Vensmeus Fangs Ey Ot ive ae Z 

Rejuvenate SOR Ce ge ra +1/+1 counter from Spike Rogue: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. @, Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals damage to a creature, destroy 
Gain 6 life, Cycling @. : Remove a +1/+1 counter from any creature you control; Put a +1/+1 counter on : that creature 

NS CG oe L$ Spike Rogue, 0/0. i Werdant Feree SC Re spen 
Shuffle all creature cards from target player's graveyard into that players library, ! Spike Seidier SU |6me SH { During each player's upkeep, put a Saproling token into play. Treat this token as a 
yoling : Soldier comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it. 2, Remove a +1/+1 : 1/1 green creature. 7/7. 

Respite NS ae0 2a Mi counter from Soldier: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. Remove a +1/+1 : Verdant Teweh SOR ore oe Sl 
Creatures deal no combat damage this turn, Gain 1 life for each attacker, : _ _ counter from Soldier; Soldier gets +2/+2 until end of tum. 0/0. : Buyback @. Target land becomes a 2/2 cteature permanently. 

Resuscitate NS 7 ge X ? Spike Weaver SCR ts ae EX : Verdigris NS —- op 
ntil end of turn, each creature you control gains “e#: Regenerate this creature.” : Spike Weaver comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it @,Removea Destroy target artifact, 

Retatiation N oe a Zt +1/+1 counter from Spike Weaver: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. i oe ,e LUR 4th Bt 
ach creature you control gains “Whenever a creature blocks it, this oreature gets Remove a +1/+1 counter from Spike Weaver: Creatures deal no combat damage + Draw a card each time you cast an enchantment. 0/2. 

+1/+4 until end of turn.” ¢ this tum, 0/0, : Vernal Bisem - E~ y 7 

Reat Maze N ” ry M 3 Spike Werker SEE = ee SH 3. Whenever a forest is tapped for mana, it produces an additional 4. 
All artifacts and lands come into play leppe. Worker comes into play with two +1/+1 counters on it. $2, Remove a +1/+1 : ¥olrath's Gardens: ae 2 Ny 

Resthreaker Warm sc Gam Mi counter from Worker: Put 2 +1/++1 counter on target creature. 0/0. : @, Tap a creature you control, Gain 2 life, Play this ability as a sorcery. 
rample. 6/6, : Spined Warm st G ss 22 SH ? Wall of Blcssoms N sooo Ga 

Reatwalla sc - §=6mp Mi 5/4 : When Wall of Blossoms comes into play, draw a card, 0/4, 
@® Gets +2/-+2 until end of turn, Use this me ah once each turn, 2/2, ; Sparagenests ee 32 7} Wall of Brambles s ” ap LUR Ath St 

Alligater SCi By we Xf During your upkeep, you may put a fungus counter on target nontoken creature. =: ®: Regenerates, 2/3 
Sactifice a forest: Regenerate Rootwater Alligator. bond : Whenever a creature with a fungus counter on it is put into a graveyard, puta 1/1 : Wansertast co op LUR Ath. bt 

Scaled Warm SG we Ee. Sth green Saproling token Into play for each of those fungus counters, When Sporoge- Do 1 damage to controller of target creature during upkeep. 
7/6. t nesis leaves play, remove all fungus counters from all creatures, : War Dance EN- U cee Z 

Folk So of ee DKCHSth ; Spreading Algae Saylng 2 2 : During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Dance. Sacrifice Target creature 
#6. Sacrifice Scavenger is to destroy target artifact. 1/1. : Play only on a swamp, When enchanted land becomes tapped, destroy that land. When : gets +X/+X until end of turn, where X is the number of counters on Dance, 

Ue gap Moi Algae is put into a graveyard m2 nD Algae to ps hand. AG 3 a eee cig 8 Cw 86m LU.R.4th. ot 
Protection from blue, While a noth is being cast, it cannot be countered, 3/4, { Stampede Ss eee ae oth 3 rample 
Sprites sc. c a 2 LUR4thSth ; — All attacking creatures get trample and +1/--0 until end of turn. : Weatherseed EE Slo oC | | 6@ 

Flying. 1/1. : Sterm Freat Y ut- @ {  @ Target creature gains forestwalk until end of turn, 1/1. 
x of Skybreak SC 0 eee ea Moi 9: Tap target creature with flying. : Weatherseed Treefele SC oR --- Gam U 

®: Untap target creature, 2/1. : Stream ef LHe SOR { sss se LUR4thoth Trample, When Weatherseed Treefolk is put into a graveyard from play, return 
Shanedin Dryads SC, fh ee 2 LUR4tHSth Target player gains X life. : Weatherseed Treefalk to owner's hand. 5/3. 

Forestwalk. 1/1. : Survival of the Filfest NR s+ = mp X ? Whirling Bervisk SC see am L6,4th.5t! 
Shrink INS Co ® Sth : @® (Choose and discard a creature card: Search your library for a creature card, Protection from black. Gains +1/+-1 if it damages opponent. 1/1, 

Target creature gets -5/-0 until the end of turn. {reveal that card to all players and put it into your hand. ; 

MAGIC FACT @ only card f MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U-UNCOMMON R=RARE 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL LegendaryLand SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 126 inavestgaMeERSO 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST Saas : WE KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND Me NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Whirlwind SR Rew @@@ 2 } Grater Hellion 8 -  @G@ Z ; Fire Ants 8 = 2@ Ww 
estroy all creatures with flying. cho. When Hellion cames into play, it deals 4 damage to each other creature, 6/6. ® Ants deals 1 damage to each other creature without flying, 2/1. 

Wild Bogs SS Cs @ 2 : Craven Giant 8 . Ho: Fire Brake Nt oo $22 
luring your upkeep, if a player has more life than any other, that player gains : raven Glant cannot block. 4/1. Flying, @: +1/+0. Only one a can be used in this manner, 1/2. 

contral of Wild Dogs, 2/1. : Crimson Manticore 8 Ri se 222 L6,4th,oth eball SOR ee) LURY 
Wild Growth E Gs 2 LUR4IHIAStH } lying, @, @: Do 1 damage to an attacking or blocking creature. 2/2. Do X damage, divided evenly among any number of targets (round dawn), 

arget land provides an extra ® when tapped for mana. + Crown of Flames EI - 2 Mit for each target beyond the first. 
Winding Wurm SI C ee Z :  @: Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn, @: Return Crown of : Firebreathing E Gs LUR 4th 

cho. 6/6. : Flames to owner's hand, Po th. 
Wing Snare SOR Use em ? Deadshot gl - ¢@ : Firefly N - ¢@ T™ 

Jestroy target creature with flying, : ‘ap target creature, That creature deals damage equal to its power to another ta ing, @: Firefly gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 1/1. _ 
Winter Blast SOR Us sm LG4thith = get creature. SC — 80 TM 7 

ap X target creatures. Do 2 damage to each target flying creature. : Destructive Urge tl * ee damage to target creature or player and 1 damage to you. 1/1. 
Winter's Grasp SOR Us am Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals combat damage to a player, that e Spirit SC ae ee |A,SI 

jastroy target land. : layer sacrifices a land. ¢  @+1/+0 until end of tum. 2/3. 
Wolverine Pack s oC een LGth : Detonate St ec) AQ4thSth > ame Wave SOR #6 S8ee2e NY 

ampage: 2, 2/4, \ estroy target artifact and do X damage to its controller. X is the casting cost of |: Do 4 damage to target player and each creature he or she controls, 
Wood Elves SC oC * en EX the artifact. ? Aare INS C ee AMG, 5 

When Wood Elves comes into play, search your library for a forest card and put Defender of Chass Sl Cee ee 2 Flare does 1 damage to any target, Cantrip, 

that forest into play, 1/1 rotection from white. You may play Defender any time you could play an instant. : Flashfires SOR ue ee LUR 4th 
Wylali Wolf SC ‘5 ee AN, 5th Destroy all plains in play. 

®: Target creature gets +1/+1. 1/1. isintegrate SOR C sss atm LURAth Sth ing INS Css | age Hy 
Yavimaya Granger SC on 2 Ja X damage to target, If target dies this turn, remove it from game. : Sacrifice a creature: Fling deals damage equal to the sacrificed creature's power 

Echo, When Granger comes into play, you may search your library for a basic | isorter SOR oo e2 Z: to target creature or player. 
card and put that land into play tapped. 2/2. isorder deals 2 damage to each white creature and each player who controlsa : Flowstene Blade EC . 2 8 

Yavimaya Scion SC - €® white creature. !  @ Enchanted creature gets +1/-1 until end of turn 
Protection from artifacts. 4/4. izzying Gaze EC oo 2 EX ! Flowstene Flsed SOR - 20 EX 

Yavimaya Wurm SC -—- «=¢ae lay Dizzying Gaze only on a creature you control, @: Enchanted creature deals 1: ay 3 life, Discard a card at random. Destroy target land. 
Trample, 6/4. damage to target creature with flying, : Flowstene Giant 8 -- ¢22 ™ 

romosaur SC “ : Giant gets +2/-2 until end of turn. 3/8. 
en g ove 

ee 2 H 
Whenever Dromosaur blacks or becomes blocked, it gets -+2/-2 until end of turn, 2/3. i Flowstone Helliez 

‘ lowstone Hellion is unaffected by summoning sickness @: Flowstone Hellion 
About Face INS eee ae 3 jets +1/-1 until end of turn, 3/3, 

Switch target creature's power and toughness until end of turn. Effects that alter : Flowstene Mauler Ny -—- €¢22 NY 
the creature's power alter its toughness instead, and vive versa, this turn. - i rample. @: Flawstone Mauler gets +1/-1 until end of turn, 4/5. 

Acidic Soil R — Flowstone Salamander 8 - =82@ M 
* Avidie Soil deals 1 damage to each player for each land he controls. é@: Salamander deals 1 damage to target creature blocking It. 3/4. 

Aftershock SOR Cs @@@ : Flowstene Shambler 8 Ess 22 
Destroy target artifact, creature, or land. Aftershock deals 3 damage to you. Flowstone Shambler gets +1/-1 until end of turn, 2/2, 

oy oy 

Ambush Party Si in eee eo HL Flewstene Wyvertt N - §«€$e0 
First strike, May attack the turn it comes into play on your side. 8/1 lying. 4: Flowstone Wyvern gets +2/-2 until end of turn. 3/8. 

Amok ENE iash tee e Furnace Bread § 7 oe 
, Discard a card at random: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, @: Target creature cannot be regenerated this turn, 3/3. 

Anarchist SC Es ee 4 urnace of Rath EN a =O 2e M 
When Anarchist comes into play, you may return target sorcery card from your louble all damage assigned to any creature or player, 
graveyard to your hand, 2/2. Furnace Spirit N see ee § 

Ancient Runes El ne ee M 
During each player's upkeep, Ancient Runes deals 1 damage to that player for 
each artifact he or she controls. 

Antagonism EN oo se 2 
During each player's discard phase, Antagonism deals 2 damage to that player 
unless one of his opponents was successfully dealt damage that turn, 

Apocalypse SOR . Seee M 
Remove all permanents from the game. Discard your hand. 

Are Lightning SOR ese @ Z 
Arc Lightning deals 3 damage divided as you choose among any number of target 

Furnace Spirit is unaffected by summoning sickness.4@: Furnace Spirit gets 
+1/+0 until end of turn. 1/1. 

Gamble SOR R sos Z 
Search your library for a card and put it in your hand. Discard a card at random. 

Game of Chaos SOR ae 220 IAS 
Choose target player and flip a coin, If you win, you gain 1 life and opponent takes 
damage, Otherwise, you lose 1 life and opponent gains 1 life. The winner can 

continue. The stakes double each round. 

@, Sacrifice: Fie-Eater deals dama @ equal to Its power to target creature or 
creatures and/or players, player. 2/2. 

Atog SC 6 AQRSth Ghitu Slinger SC oC se | em 
@, Sacrifice an artifact: +2/+2. 1/2. cho, When Slinger comes into play, it deals 2 damage to target creature or 

Avalanche Riders SC - o Lt layer. 2/2. 
‘cho, Avalanche Riders is unaffected by summoning sickness. When Riders come: : Ghitu War Cry EN oo e@ 

into play, destroy target land, 2/2, i 4@; Target creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 
Baill Lightning 8 o- §=§=© Bae DK4th,5th : Giant Strength C Ce 6@® L6.4th,5th,TM 

rample. Ball Lightning is unaffected by summoning sous Bury Ball Lightning |: Make target creature +2/+2, 
at end of turn in which it comes into play. 6/1. : Goblin Bombardment N —- £0 M 

Barbed Sliver Sl -—- ¢@ : Sacrifice a creature; Bombardment deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 
ach Sliver gains "2: This creature gets +1/+-0 until end of tum,” 2/2. ! Goblin Cadets gl as @ IZ 

Bedlam El ss 222 + Whenever Cadets blocks or becomes blocked, opponent gains control of it. 2/1, 
reatures cannot black, : Goblin Digging Team = S « @ Dk.ath 

Bird Maiden § g ee AN,Ath ott @: Sacrifice Digging Team to destroy target wall. 1/1. 
lying. 1/2. Goblin Here § cy Se OK.Eth 

Blood Frenzy Ss oo §6=6— ees 
arget attacking or blocking creature gets +4/+0 until end of turn. At end of tu ? Geblin King g £22 LUR4th.6th 
estroy that creature, + All Goblins gain mountainwalk and +1/+1. 2/2. 

Blood Lust y - 2 LG,4th.5t . ! Goblin Lackey 8 a. 
arget creature gets +4/-4, Its toughness cannot go below 1 i Whenever Lackey successfully damages a player, you may choose a Goblin card in 

Boil S ~- =O M + Duct Crawler SU 2 SH {your hand and put It into play, 1/1. 
stray all islands. @@: Target creature cannot block Duct Crawler this turn. 1/1. ! Goblin Matron g C- 6 7 

Brand NS . ) 2 ; Dwarven Catapult INS a Se FESth } When Goblin Matron comes into play, you may search your library for'a Goblin : 
Gain control of all permanents you own. Cyeling @. Do X damage, divided evenly among all of opponent's creatures. + card, If you do, reveal that card and put it into your hand, 1/1, i 

Brassclaw Orcs N 2e ‘Sth : Dwarven Soldier SoCs = &@ FEsth ¢ Geblin Medics SCs ¢@ Lo 
Cannot be assigned to block creatures tf power greater than 1. 3/2. If Soldier blocks or gets blocked by Ores, it gains +0/+2 until end of turn. 2/1. Whenever Medios becomes tapped, it deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1, 

Bravado C+ &@ 2; Dwarven Warriors 8 se we UR4thSth } Goblin Offensive SR Us @¢@@ Z 
fichanted creature gets +1/-+1 for each other creature you control. @: Target creature of power no greater than 2 becomes unblockable. 1/1. ° Put X 1/1 red Goblin tokens into play. 

Brothers of Fire SS C+ €@@ Dk4th.th : Earthquake SOR R ss @ UR4thSth = Gebtin Patrol SC - @ 7 

@@@-Do 1 damage to any target and 1 damage to you. 2/2. Do X damage to all players and non-fiying creatures in play. : Echo, 2/1, 
Brute, The en) UG4thSth : Electryte So R= 3@@ UZ Goblin Raider SCC @ Z 

arget creature gains +1/+0, @ <<: Regenerates. Whenever Electryte successfully deals combat damage to defending player, Elec- Cannot block. 2/2. 

Bulwark N Re ‘4 tryte deais damage equal to its power to each blocking creature. 3/3. } Goblin Spelunkers SCC ) 6@} Z 

uring your upkeep, Bulwark deals 1 damage to target opponent for each card it Enraging Licid § ee te TM —— Mountainwalk, 2/2. 
your hand greater than the number of cards in that player's hand, @ @ Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that reads ! Beblin War Buggy SCR te Z 

Canyon Drake § Rus eee M “Enchanted creature is unaffected by summoning sickness” Instead of a creature. Echo, War Buggy is unaffected by summoning sickness, 2/2. 

lying. @@, Discard a card at random: Drake gets +2/+0 until end of turn, 1/2 You may pay # to end this effect, 1/1. + Geblin War Drums IN C= 8 6@ FE.Sth 
Canyon Wildcat S Cee @@ M } Errantry Co | 6O@ A.Sth : Each attacker you control may not be blocked with less than two creatures. 

Mountainwalk. 2/1. arget creature gets +3/+0. No other creatures can attack this turn if target crea- } Gebfin Warrens EN oe | BD FE,Bth 
Cave People Sl Us Poe Ok -4th.oth ture attacks, H @@ Sacrifice two Goblins to put three 1/1 red Goblin tokens into play. a 
People get +1/-2 until end of turn when they are attacking, deq@pa@e, @: Give ‘ternal Warrier C 2 L6.4thoth } Goblin Welder SC R= 2 L 
target creattire mountainwalk until end of turn. 1/4, arget creature does not tap to attack, : ®@ Exchange target artifact a player controls for target artifact card in that 

Chaotic Goo St OR es 22008 M ¢ Falter NS oC se 2 UZ = player's graveyard. 1/1 
Chaotic Goo comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it, During your Creatures without flying cannot block this turn. : Granite Grip C.. 6 ee se L 
upkeep, you may flip a coin, If you win the flip, add a +1/+1 counter to Chaotic ‘anning the Flames SOR U ss i@ SH: Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 for each mountain you control, 
Goo, Otherwise, remove a +1/+1 counter from it. 0/0. Buyback @, Do X damage to target creature or player. + Guma SC - =6@D Z 

Cinder Crawler ee se ‘X ? Fault Line NS Rose = eS UZ = Protection from blue, 2/2, : 
@ Cinder Crawler gets +1/+0 until end of turn, Play this ability only if Cinder ult Line deals X damage to each creature without flying and each player. t Hand to Hand N - 2 IM 
Crawler is blocked. 1/2. : Fiery Mantle C Cs @@ UZ + Instants and abilities requiring activation cost cannot be played during combat. 

Conquer El Uo eve See IASth When Mantle is put into a graveyard from play, return Mantle to owner's hand: =} Haves N oo £o Moo 
Take control of target land, ?  @ Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. : Whenever target opponent casts a white spell, he or she loses 2 life. ee 

Convulsing Licid sc Us ee SH : Fighting Chance NS oR = 2 EX } Headieng Rush NS C se eo -_ 
@, - Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that reads ‘or each blocking creature, flip a coin. If you win the flip, that creature deals no All attacking creatures gain first strike until end of turn, : 
“Enchanted creature cannot block” instead of a creature. Move Licid onto target combat damage this turn. + Heart Sliver SC od 
creature. You may pay 4 to end this effect. 2/2. H All Slivers are unaffected by summoning sickness, 1/1. 
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é = Megg Raider SC - 2 M : Pyromancy EN co eee L 
~4 Ns Sacrifice 2 Goblin: Target creature gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1. : . Discard : at at fai ae to ae He or player 

. 78 Mogg Squad SC ¢ $e : lamage equal to the total casting cost of the discarded cart 
ithe Gathe Lg ogg Squad gets -1/-1 for each other creature in play, 3/3 : Pyrotechnics SOR —- 6B L6,4th oth 

Molten Hydra SC ” fe Le 0 4 damage divided any way among any number of targets. 
BS: Put a +1/+1 counter on Hydra. @, Remove all +1/+-1 counters from : Rack and Ruin INS o ee L 
lydra: Hydra deals 1 damage to target creature or player for each +1/+1 counter + jestroy two target artifacts, 

removed this way, 1/1, : Raging Goblin So Gs ss 2 EX 
Mons’s Goblin Raiders SC : e LURAth Sth Raging Gebln is unaffected by summoning sickness, 1/1. 

i A : Rain of Salt SOR eo Z 
KIND CR RATING COST oe18 UND + Menstrous Hound St o ee EX estroy two target lands, 

Heat of Battle N uf £e g : annot attack unless you control more lands than defending player. Cannot block — a nai SC oo «6 OS IM 
a any creature bel, eat teal 1 camae wt Hatoreatrels conte, ta une yoo mote lan tan aon bei 414. hee apie a Dragon comes into play, — s mountains or sacrifice 

u co deals X damage to target creature. iy anak l ; Ravenous Baboon St ta hed EX 
nt yew nes ee LURAIBtH fio Quarter N Co $e M ee When Baboons comes into play, destroy target nonbasic land. 2/2, 

a hat tee iene any ile of is blocked by a creature with lesser power, i seh i a H i. e aR Z 
Hurteon Minota ee 3 Hot creature with the lesser power. ste e time you play Raze, sacrifice a land. Destroy target lan Hurloon Minotaur So GE eee LURAY § : , ae ck? Reckless agre ee pa 

A) a ee i un cat UE ah a if that a has less life than target opponent, he or + Ae attacks and no ale do, it gets pare until end of turn. 8/2. ; 
i i ig... Shemay have Oath deal 1 damage to that opponent. r oflexes °- 

te sve ate Fanos jy play, sci Impen ; Ogre Shaman SC ceo gee X nchanted creature gains first strike 
Imposing Visage C a0 e IASt @, Discard a card at random: Deal 2 damage to target creature or player. 3/3. : Renegade Warlord SC Uo £e M 

i araet creature cannot be blocked by less than 2 creatures hi SC ” £e i: irst strike, If Renegade Warlord attacks, each other attacking creature gets 
inerate NS Br owdeee ee g IAMGSth kk cannot attack unless a creature with greater power also attacks, Okk cannot- ; — +1/+0 until end of tum. 3/3. = 
Do 3 damage to any target, Creatures may not regenerate ie cs lock unless a creature with greater power also blocks. 4/4. : Retromancer SC OC ee ese Z 

infirae ig ae 6 se DKathsth : Gast; N * e X + Whenever Retromancer is the target of a spell or ability, Retromancer deals 3 
0.6 damage to all players and all creatures. Nae Whenever You successfully cast a creature spell, tap target creature. : damage to that spell or ability's controller. 3/3. 

wasion Plans N - 88 SI 
ach creature blocks whenever able. Attacking player chooses how creatures block, 

7 ireaclaw Curse EC co e HLoth 
ea arget gets -0/-1 and cannot be assigned to block a creature whose power equals 

oe or exceeds its toughness. 
lronclaw Orcs 8c —- 66 LU4th.ath 

May only block creatures of power equaling 1 or less. 2/2. 
Jackal Pup SC - 6 

or each 1 damage dealt to Jackal Pup, it deals 1 damage to you, 2/1, 
d nin: * See 

creature and 3 damage to another creature, 
oe 6 SCS {A.BE 

uty all artifacts, creatures, and lands. 
Keeper of the Flame oe ee x 

@, @: Keeper of the Flame deals 2 damage to target opponent. Play this ability 
only if that opponent has more life than you, 1/ 

Keldon Warlord NG - @6e LURAth ot 
“‘s the number of non-Wwall creatures in play on your side. */*. 

@ INS asco 
a= inde deals to target creature or player an amount of damage equal to 2 plus t 

umber of Kindle cards in all graveyards, 
8 Effort INS se @ 
Sacrifice X creatures, Last-Ditch Effort deals X damage to target creature or player. 

Lava Axe SOR oO ae 
ava Axe deals 5 damage to target player. 

Lay Waste SOR C ss Be Z 
estoy target land. Cycling &. 

las INS Cc ae M 
Is 4 damage to target creature or player. 

SC ee Z 
: ightning Dragon gets +1/+0 until end of turn, 4/4, ENS Buss ae L Se oP ee TM alry 

mental SG Gf see Mi: Thee deals 1 damage to target creature that was damaged this tun. 2/2. uring each player's upkeep, if that player controls more lands than any other, 
ht a is unaffected by summoning sickness, 4/1. 2 Oreish Artillery SC -— §€6©¢ee LULR4th,5t valry deals 2 damage to him or her. = 

a i G we ee M !  @!Does 2 damage to any target and 3 damage to you. 1/3, Misprint: Alpha ver- ling Taunder SOR C sss ee M 
lists stig cost as BS. ‘calling Thunder deals X damage divided any way you choose among any number 

Ss Cs ge X i Gr SC oo eS £,5t of target creatures and/or players. : 

° re at random: Mage il-Vec deals 1 damage to target creature or =: =|: Choose ae ro, then flip a coin, If opponent wins flip, target Ore gets n SOR R= @@ SH 
player. 2/2. + +2/+0 until end of turn, Otherwise, the Oro gets -O/-2, 1/1 y all nonbasic lands. 

ig Crescendo EN oR ¢ see Z 
uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Crescendo. ‘=, Sacrifice: Destroy 

up to X target lands, where X is the number of counters on Crescendo 

alr SC Ruse See M i Greish Conseripts si 0 J IA.5 
Magmesaur comes into play with five-+1/+1 counters on it, During your upkeep, Cannot attack unless at least two other creatures attack. Cannot block unless at 
remove a +1/+1 counter from Magmasaur, or sacrifice Magmasaur and it deals 1 3 least two other creatures block, 2/2. 
lamage for each +1/-+1 counter on it to each creature with flying and each ish Farmer SC —- §6<¢ee AO bertogth Tiger sc OG se ee 1A.5th 
layer. 0/0. E  @ Turn target | la into a swamp until its ata next untap. 2/2 inst strike. 2/1. 

Mana Clash SOR u @ DKAth Sth = i N -—- 86 LUR4thoth } Sabertosth Wyvern so ae EX 
Choose a player. You both flip a coin. Any player whose coin comes up tails loses of your attacking creatures gain +1/-+0 during your attack, Misprint: Alha ©? Flying, frst strike, 3/2, : 

life, Repeat until both players’ coins come up heads. on lists casting cost as ee. : Sandstone Warrier Cw 6S M 
Mana Hare E - §=6 @ LULR 4th, oth itters 0 —- «6S ASI irst strike, @: Sandstone Warrior gets +1/+0 until end of turn, 1/3. 

ach land produces an extra mana of its normal type. If Squatters is not blocked, you may have it do no damage and gain control of a EN U + 2e Z 
Manabarks Ei - «696 @ LUR 4th Sth {and controlled by the defending player. 2/3. jenever a player taps’an island for mana, Scald deals 1 damage to him 

0 1 damage to controller whenever he draws mana from any land, St we §66 88 Ebth : amander = U ss 
jacal Rage El OL eee @ + Trample, Can't attack if opponent has an untapped creature of power greater than :  €: Scalding Salamander deals 1 damage to each creature without flying defend- 
nchanted creature gets +2/-+2 and cannot block. : 2 Can't block creatures of power greater than 2, 6/6 : ing player controls. Play this ability only if Scalding Salamander is attacking and 

a SOR oo se 2 : Gute s . £e Z only once each turn, 2/1 
: h artifact with total casting cost X or less, z X target blocked creatures deal combat damage to defending player instead of to f Ear SOR Ci se M 

: SOR oo £e SH = is turn, e and discard X land cards: Destroy X target lands. 
Mob Justice deals 1 damage to target player for each oreature you control. -—- «6S M + Sesria Warm Ny . ee Z 

§ ssassin KY - 82 * jg equal to the number of tapped lands target opponent controls. */3. uring your upkeep, flip 2 coin. If you lose, return Wurm to owner's hand. 7/7. 
ip @ coin. If you win the flip, destroy target creature an opponent controls. demeniue N es X : Serap INS C s+ ae Z 

: therwise, destroy target creature of that opponent's choice. 2/1. Whenever any creature comes into play, that creature's controller may choose to estroy target artifact. Cycling @. . 
Bombers Si oC ss Be SH { have it deal damage equal to its power to target creature or player. i Searing Teuch INS eS é M 

ther creature comes into play, sacrifice Mogg Bombers and it deals 3 dam- : Panis NS C e IASth uyback Searing Touch deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 
target player. 8/4, i arget may not black Cantri } Seething Anger SOR Coe @ 

Ss SC : e M : Pareh INS CG cos Gee L uyback <p. Target creature gets +3/+0 until end of turn, 
Mogg Consctipts cannot attack unless you have successfully cast a creature spell hoase one—Parch deals 2 damiage to target creature or player; or Parch deals 4 st EN ose eee EX 

: this tum, 2/2 : damage to target blue creatures. discard a land card: Deal 2 damage to target creature or player. 
| Mogg Fanatic SC 6 6S Mi: C a ee X a e 

‘ Sacrifice Fanatic: Fanatic deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1 : uring the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, reveal the top card of that Ses deals 2 damage to each creature with shadow. 
8 SC as Le player's library, If that card is a land, destroy enchanted creature. Otherwise, Si wee §=666 8 

lunkies cannot attack or block during a turn in which no other creature you enchanted creature gets +3/+3 until end of turn. : se. Put Shard Phoenix into your hand, Use this ability only if 
tt Ks or blocks, 3/3, if Pragress S oo 2e Xt hoenix is in your graveyard and only during your upkeep. Sacrifice Phoenix: 

Mogg SOR -—- gee $ 2 damage to each player for each nonbasic land he or she controls. Shard Phoenix deals 2 damage to each creature without flying. 2/2. 
Destroy all come target player controls. For each creature put into any grave- = | Goze SC oO e LG.CH.5th er INS see ee LURATHIASth 
yard in this way, put two Goblin tokens into play under that player's control. Treat = ust attack if possible, Add a +1/-+1 counter at end of pe Pay 4 per Vy target artifact. 
these tokens as 1/1 red creatures. + counter or Ours deals 1 damage to you per counter and taps, 1/1 ng Pulse INS ove ee EX 

SC -—- «6 SH Sit Ces £e L Buyback @. Destroy target artifact. 
Whenever Mogg Maniac is dealt damage, it deals an equal amount of damage to as block. ” Pyrosaur gets +1/+-1 until end of turn, 1/1 ersiorm SOR eee 2e38 AQRSth 
target opponent, 1/1. i (oe IASth jury all artifacts in play. re INT 

sie target spell or destroy target permanent if it is blue. 

MAGIC FACT ne | MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

© ARTIFACT @BLACK “BLUE GOLD @GREEN ®RED OWHITE ®LAND 

ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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Shiv's Embrace EC —-— €8e@ Zi: i Akron Legionnaire st : Gee Lecisth : Cessation C on | ie L 

reature gets +2/+2 and flying. @: Creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. i Of your non-artifact creatures, only Legionnaire may attack. 8/4. i Enchanted creature cannot attack, When Cessation is put into a graveyard from 

Shivan Dragon SC Rw @@@ LUR4thoth : Alabaster Petion INS oe Bee LG,4th5th : play, return Cessation to owner's hand. 

Flying. @:+1/+0, 6/6. i Rive tarnat nlaver X life nr nrevent X famane tn any tarnet : Change of Heart NS “ * SH 

Shivan Hellkite SC Re) See 2 : Altay INS Cs Le EX ¢ Buyback #. Target creature cannot attack this turn. 

Flying. <8: Hellkite deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 8/5. : uyback @, Destroy target enchantment. { Charging Patadin Ni Se oe EX 

Shivan Phoenix SC oe 68 : Angelic Blessing SOR C sc a EX } If Charging Paladin attacks, it gets +0/48 until end of turn, 2/2. 

Flying, When Phoenix is put into a graveyard from play, return it to owner's hand. 3/4. arget creature gets +3/+3 and gains flying until end of turn. 3 CoP: Artifacts N oo | OE AQ.4th Sth 

Shivan Raptor SC ” Ze 7 } Angelic Curator SC ” ee [lee > Prevent all damage against you from an artifact source, 

irst strike; echo, Raptor is unaffected by summoning sickness. 3/1, : lying, protection from artifacts. 1/1. ! GaP: Black EN coe BURATHIAStHTM 

Shock NS “ 2 SH Angelic Chorus EN oe Ga Z $  @: Prevent all damage to you from one black source. 

Shock deals 2 damage to target creature or player. ! "When a creature comes into play under your control, gain life equal to its toughness. : CoP: Biue N on = LURATHIASIRIM 

Shocker SCR ose ee M : Angelic Page St 7” e* Zi ®: Prevent all damage to you from one blue source. 

if Shocker damages any player, that player discards his or her hand, then draws a Flying, @ Target attacking or blocking creature gets +1/-+1 until end of tun. 1/1. { GaP: Green N ae <7 LURATHIASIHTM 

new hand of as many cards as he or she had before. 1/1. : Angelic Protector SC oo Be TM : Prevent all damage to you from one green source. 

Shower of Sparks INS @ 2 3 Flying, If Protector is target of a spell or ability, it gets +0/+3 until end of tum. 2/2, 3 CoP: Red EN coe DH LURATHIAStHTM 

Shower deals 1 damage to target creature and 1 damage to target player. 3 Angry Mob St 6 Dk4thSth : — — @: Prevent all damage to you from one red source, 

Sluggishness C o ee LS rample. During your turn, *=total number of swamps all opponents control. Other- ; GoP: Shadow Nf <e ee M 

reature cannot block. When Sluggishness is put into graveyard from play, return = wise, “=O. 2+*/2+*. H @: Prevent all damage to you from a creature with shadow. 

Sluggishness to owner's hand. ? Animate Wall C . * LUR4th,5th oP: White EN C se ae LURATHIAStHTM 

Smoke EN _ ok is ee LUR4th6th arget wall may now attack. @: Prevent all damage to you from one white source. 

Fach player may only untap one creature during untap phase. ; Aneint NS C see * TM lear NS ase Pe iz 

Sneak Attack EN oe 6S jie \uyback @, Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature. jestroy target enchantment, Cycling <. 

@: Choose a creature card from your hand and put it into play. The creature is { Arenson’s Aura N ooo oe A.B ergy en-Vec sc ne 4 

unaffected by summoning sickness, At the end of turn, sacrifice the creature, 7 #- Sacrifice an enchantment to destroy another enchantment. ©: Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player. 1/1. 

Sonic Burst INS - 66 EX ;  @@@- Counter an enchantment as it is being cast. } Cloudshaser Eagle SC oo) GE M 

iscard a card at random: Burst deals 4 damage to target creature or player, : Armageddon SOR seoce Op LUR4th,Sth + Flying, When Eagle comes into play, destroy target enchantment, 2/2. 

Spelishock N -~ ¢e EX ; Destroy all lands in play. : Congregate NSC sees aie Z 

When a player casts a spell, Spellshock deals 2 damage to him or her. Armor af Faith C oo IA5t arget player gains 2 life for each creature in play. 

Spitting Hydra g <a see SH arget creature gains +1/+1, ae: +0/+1. sontemplation coe ae ae SI 

lydra comes into play with four +1/+1 counters on it. @, Removea+1/+1 Armor Sliver SC | Qe ™ Whenever you successfully cast a spell, gain 1 life, 

counter from Hydra: Do 1 damage pis creature. 0/0. H alescence EN Co ae x 

Starke of Rath SI — 822 Mi uring your upkeep, if you have 10 or less life, gain 1 life, 

®: Destroy target artifact or creature. That permanent's controller gains control of: =] F WU M =) Ee a 7 onviction ons ee § 

Starke of Rath permanently. 2/2. Enchanted creature gets +1/++3. a: Return Conviction to owner's hand. 

Steam Blast 8 we §6Oe Z Crusade N seee RE LUR/4th.ott 
last deals 2 damage to each creature and player. All white creatures gain +1/+1. 

Stone Giant 8 oe ee LUR 4th Sth Avenant Archer SCC ss ee L6,CH.St 

©: Give one of your creatures with toughness less than Giant's power flying until ®@ Do 1 damage to target attacking or blocking creature, 1/2. 

end of turn, Target creature is killed at end of turn. 3/4. jeath Speakers SC = * HLSt 

Stone Rain SOR C s+ @@ — LURATHIAMGSthTM rotection from black. 1/1. 

jestroy any one land, jeath Ward IS ma * LUR4th JASE 

Stone Spirit HY -—- ¢2@ IASth 3 ‘egenerate target creature. 
Stone Spirit cannot be blocked by flying creatures. 4/3. : nider of Law sl aes a 

Stun NS £e M rotection from red. You may play Defender any time you could play an instant. 2/1. 

arget creature cannot block this turn. Draw a card. eveut Harpist - * 

Sudden Impact NS -— «68 @ M ®: Destroy target creature enchantment, 1/1 

Sudden Impact deals 1 damage to target player for each card in his hand. } Defensive Formation - a Z 

Sulfuric Vapors EN - 82 You always choose how creatures attacking you deal combat damage. 

Whenever any red spell deals damage, it instead deals that amount of damage Discipie of Grace SC ee oe 

plus 1. rotection from black. Cycling #8. 1/2. 

Tahngarth’s Rage Ge e Mi Disciple of Law § ie ee Z 

If enchanted creature is attacking, it gets +3/+0. Otherwise, it gets -2/-1. : + Target creature you contol gains rotection from red. Cycling 2, 1/2. 

Thundering Giant SC ne gee Zi He econ b cad OE Tien: _ Disenchant NS eevee a LURAHIAMGSIYTMUZ 

Giant is unaffected by summoning sickness. 4/3. H set eee ‘ jestroy target enchantment or artifact. 

Tooth and Claw N e ee Mi | ‘My family protects all families, Divine Offering NS soe OE LGMG,5t 

Sacrifice two creatures: Put a Carnivore token into play. Treat this token as a3/1 + : estroy target artifact, gaining life equaling casting cost of artifact. 

red creature. Divine Transformation (ee L6,4th.6 

Torch Song N | =— SO Z arget creature gets +3/+3, 

uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Song. @@, Sacrifice: Song deals Dust to Dust SOR se ee DKatt 

X damage to target creature or player, where X is the number of counters on Song. emave any two target artifacts from the game. 

Viashino Bey St GC eee L Elite Archers Sl oe oe Z 

When Viashino Bey attacks, all creatures you control attack if able. 4/3. ®@ Flite Archers deals 3 damage to target attack or blocking creature. 3/3. 

Viashino Cutthroat SC  =8ee L Chris Nauyen, Cyberspace i Elite Javelineer se , 

Viashino Cutthroat is unaffected by summoning sickness. At end of turn return : Javelineer blacks, it deals 1 damage to target attacking creature. 2/2. 

utthroat to owner's hand. 5/3. } Erase INS a 

Viashino Heretic SC - ¢e@ L : ‘emove target enchantment from the game. 

&@, @: Destroy target artifact. Viashino Heretic deals to that artifact’s : Exalted Bragen SC oR see aa X 

controller damage equal to the artifact’s total casting cost. 1/3. : Flying. Each turn, Exalted Dragon cannot attack unless you sacrifice a land, 6/6. 

Viashino Outrider S ” ee Zz: 3 Expendable Treaps SCL ose * 

. mS ae : i: @, scr Expendable Troops deals 2 damage to target attacking or blocking 

iashino Runner Uy as ge Z ay, , : : creature. 2/ 

Runner cannot be blocked by only one creature, 3/2. i Each Slvr gains “@: This creature gets +-0/-+1 untl end of tur.” 2/2. Eye for an Eye NS oe 2 ANR 4th 

Viashino Sandscout SI os ee Li Armored Pegasus SC = oe ™ i Ja. as much damage to controller of a creature, spell, or effect as target creature, 

affected by summoning sickness, At end of turn, return to owner's hand. 2/1, Fiying. 1/2, spell, or effect does to you. 

Viashino Sandswimmer SC - gee 2} Auratog st = { TM ¢ Faith Healer s a Z 
@: Flip a coin, lf you win the flip, return Sandswimmer to owner's hand. Other- 3 Sacrifice an enchantment: Auratog gets +2/--2 until end of turn. 1/2. {Sacrifice an enchantment: Gain life equal to the enchantment’s total casting cost. 1/1 
wise, sacrifice Sandswimmer. 3/2. ? Avenging Angel Sb Gee TM Field of Souls EN Rs aes 

Viashino Weaponsmith SC - @@ 7} Flying. I Avenging Angelis put into any graveyard from play, you may put Aveng- "Whenever a non-token creature is gut into your graveyard from play, put an 

Whenever a creature blocks it, Weaponsmith gets +-2/-+2 until end of turn, 2/2. $ ing Angel on top of owner's library. 3/ 3. $ Essence token into play, Treat as a 1/1 white creature with flying, 
Vug Lizard 5 — gee zi Aysen Bureaucrats St oe HLtl ? Flickering Ward c oe 

cho. Mountainwalk, 3/4, 4 ®: Tap target creature with power no greater than 2, 1/1 : When you play Hlickering Ward, choose a color, Enchanted creature gains protec- 

Wall of Diffusion 8 -— =6e yi Bandage NS es * SH tian from the chasen color, af: Return Ward to owner's hand, 

Wall of Diffusion can block creatures with shadow. 0/5. Prevent | damage to any creature or payer. Draw a card : Gallantry s a M 

Wall of Fire 8 -~ ¢e2e LUR4thsth } Benalish Hero St = # LURAthoth Target blocking creature gets +-4/-+4 until end of tur, Draw a card. 

@: 41/401 0/6. P Banding. 1/1. uy | Servard’s Hattie Gry EN 7 W 
Wall of Razors Ny ~- €e@ gH : Blessed Reversal NS = Ge $  @ake: All oreature you control get +1/++1 until end of turn, 

inst strike, 4/1 $ Gain 3 life for each creature attacking you. ? Glorious Anthem ae Ss 7 

Wall of Stone sc “ eee LURAtEIH § Blessed ae NS Gs oe AS : All oreatures you control get +-1/+1 
18, Fc ie. Cant. rs sin}, Stealer Realm of Preservation EN Use L6.th 

Wild Wurm st * ee Tm { Blinking Spirit, =| SER oF ‘Sth "ea: Prevent all damage to you fram a red or black source, 
When Wurm comes into play, flip a coin. If you lose, return Wurm to your hand. 6/4. £ -@: Return Blinking Spi to its owners hand. 2/2. kathsth ; Hanna's Custody Roe ie M 

Wildfire SOR - €3@ uz ; Brainwash f sou rue Fi “Athol " Artifats cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 
ach player sacrifices four lands, then Wildfire deals 4 damage to each create, avget creature may not attack unless its controller spends @, 7 } Heal S -~ # IABth 

Winds of Change SOR Re= @ Gathsth ; Britliant Hero EL Dose ee { revent 1 damage to any target. Cantrip. 
i layers must shuffle their hands into their libraries, then draw as many cards B ps gets +1/+-2. When n gut ing a graveyard, return it to owners hand. § Healing Salve NS oo 6 LUR4inMGSthUZ 

ley originally had. ai of Energy N * $ hoose one—Target player gains 3 life; or prevent up to 3 damage to a target. 

Word of Blasting Wools &@ Asth taiuany He Se - gy; Hevald of Serva SCOR sees * 
ay belo x} X damage to the wall's controller, where X equals the i 4, @ Becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Enchanted creature cannat 3 ition does not mu fat of ou a tap, 3/4, 

: £ attack,” Move Licid onto target creature, You may pay # to end this effect. 2/2 cn shanted creature wets +1 nie 

Wie { Cartha Fa x ma Carbuncle he a/v Moa Rata EN ih ee sf 
: #%: la 4: nut a th UL Ree tf CE ee Rr gilts H hoase a card in your hand and put it on top of your library: Prevent all damage 

Abbey Gargoyles st on Qe Lath creature. @: Sacitice a token to gan 1 life LUR Ath : rom an instant or sorcery, 

lying, Protection from red, 3/4. H Castie EN oe Fee eh hath High Ground INN Us x 

Absolute Grace EN oe 2 UZ: Your untapped creatures oa i +2. Aiiokars ont ie ons EK : ach creature you control may block one additional creature. 

All creatures gain protection from black. ; Cataclysm f h & it + Hipparion So Us IASth 

Absolute Law EN ow | OE UZ: Each player chooses from the permanents Ne or she controls an artifact crea § ‘annot block creatures with power 3 or greater unless you pay #&. 1/3, 
All creatures gain protection fram red. H ture, an enchantment and a land and sacrifices the rest. i 

Advance Scout co Ty | Setestonie SOR R oes Ge zi 
Destroy all lands or bury all creatures. : 

irst strike, 4; Target creature gains first strike until end of turn. 1/1. 



| Knight of Dawn 

|| Monk idealist 8 

| Holy Strength EC 

= 
SC 

=: 
‘oyal Guard instead, 2/5, 

Kjeldoran Skycaptain SC 
lying, banding, first strike, a 

irst stike, Knight gains protection from 
Knighthead EN 

All creatures you control gain first strike. 
» Ker Chant NS Cove | eae 

edirect to target creature all damage dealt to any one creature you control 
TOM any one source. 

Lancers en-Kor SC so aE 
rample. @: Redirect 1 damage from Lancers to a creature you control, 3/3. 

Light of Day coco BE 

Limited Resources 
ach player chooses five lant 

q are ten or more lands in play, 
Marble Titan 8 

he co 

reatures with power 3 or greater do not untap during their untap phases. 3/3, = 
Martyr's Cause N Oe L = 

1 Sacrifice a creature: Prevent all damage to a creature or player from one source. == Penance 
Master Decoy NH on Choose a card from your han 

#%,@: Tap target creature, 1/2. 
Mesa Falcon Ny 

| lying, 2a: +-0/-+1 un 
Mesa Pegasus 

Flying, banding. 1/1. 

When Idealist comes into 
yard to your hand. 2/2. 

lay, 

Monk Realist 8 
When Realist comes into play, 

Mother of Runes 8 
®@: Target creature you control gains protection from a color of your choice until 
end of turn, 1/1. 

| Mounted Archers St oe 
Can block creatures with flying. 3#: Can block an additional creature this tum. 2/3. 

*¥ Nomads en-Kor SC 
€@: Redirect 1 damage from Nomads en-Kor to a creature you control. 1/1. 

| Oath of Lieges 
During each player's upkeep, 

Opal Acrolith 
Whenever an opponent successfully casts a creature spell, if Acrolith is an enchant- 
ment, it becomes a 2/4 Guardian creature, @: Acrolith becomes an enchantment. 

L | Opal Avenger 
When you have 10 life or less, Opal Avenger becomes a 3/6 creature that counts 
as a guardian, 

Opai Archangel N 

Qs 

: I of target opponent's creatures, lant 
| Kjeldoran Royat Guard 

] Redirect all damage done to you 

lack creatures cannot attack or block. 

il on of tum. 1/1. 

. 

- Gi 

players cannot play lands, 
oe 

ives ae 

ae 

O* 
return target enchantment card from your grave- 

oe 
destroy target enchantment, 1/1. 

* 

ae 
if he controls fewer lands than target opponent, he 

may search his or her library for a basic land card and put that land into play. 
on OE 

R ee 

Ry ise oe 

s and artifacts enter play tapped. 
GEE 

yy unblocked creatures this turn to Kjeldoran 

ee 
a color of your choice until end of tun. 2/2. 

oe 

* 

introls and sacrifices the rest, As long as there i Choose and discard a card: Put 

a 1/1 white creature with flying, 

Opal Chamaion 
When one of 
becomes a 3/3 creature wit 

Opal Gargoyle 
When one o' 
enchantment, 

Opal Titan 
When one o 
creature wit 

Gracle en-Vec 

Gargoyle becol 

your opponents 
protection from 

LUR4th St 

(At 

Pearled Unicorn 

‘ Pegasus Charger 
i lying, first strike, 2/1. 

Pegasus Refuge 

E Pegasus Stampede 

é damage from a black or red 
HL Sth = Personal incarnation 

Lupathsth = 
= Pikemen 

zs janding, first strike. 1/1. 
= Planar Birth 

7 Planar Collapse 
é Juring your upkeep, if there 

Presence of the Master 
Whenever a player plays an 

Prismatic Ward 
hoase a col 

Perertrs} 

Purify 

Pursuit of Knowledge 
Skip drawin 
rom Pursut, 

Quickening Lictd 
SE @: 

AVENE SEE LAgEEATEN 

seesanene 

Radiant, Archangel 

Z 

an neEetanennayar 
1 When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Archangel Raat regains 

: becomes a 5/6 flying Angel. Attacking does not cause Archangel to tap. Ra dia Nf ‘tu ‘ 
| Opal Caryatid N Ce * iant's Judgment 

When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, if Caryatid is an 
enchantment, Caryatid becomes a 2/2 Soldier, 

MAGIC FACT 

patennyny 

N 

& Opponent chooses some creatures 
creatures attack if able, and no other creatures can attack. At the end of turn, destroy 

SC 

SC 

EN 

SOR 

source, 
§ 

Owner may redirect any amount of 
if Incarnation dies, its owner 

§ 

SOR 
Put all basic lands from all graveyards 

are four 
L : and destroy all creatures, Those creatures cannot be regenerated this turn. 

fi 

lor when Prismatic Ware 
creature by sources of that color is reduced to 0. 

estroy all artifacts and enchantments. 
EN 

a card: Put a study counter on Pursuit. Remove three study counters 
Sacrifice Pursuit: Draw seven cards. 

SC 
icid becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Enchanted creatur 

gains first strike" instead of a creature, You pay 9% to end this effect. 1/1 
SL 

Flying. Counts as an angel. Attacking does not cause Radiant to tap. Radiant gets 
+1/+1 for each other creature with flying in play, ie 

5 SC 
adiant's Dragoons comes into play, gain 6 life. 2/5. 

oe INS 

and put that card on top of your library: Prevent al 

loses half his life (round up). 6/6. 

enchantment spell, counter it. 
El &* 

Fe ne 

UZ 
your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, if Gargoyle is an 

mes a 2/2 flying Gargoyle. 
N Bee UZ 
successfully casts a creature spell, Titan becomes a 4/4 
each of that spell’s colors and that counts as a Giant. 
Gb Rite @* ™ 

controls. During that ae) next tum, those 

i : each of those creatures that did not attack. Use only during your tum. 1/1. 
a gy; Grier of the Sacred TorchSC R vw ae InBth 

| Honor Guard gets +0/+1 until end of turn, 1/1, zg in pe ee tie Spel a eo IAsth 

flop anu Glory Na ic z Poet fom back ae: +1/+-0, Fst Ske, 21 : ey two target creatures. ra thar gets +1/+1 end of tum. 7 & Om, Samite Healer SL wee OH ME 

‘Target creature loses all abilities and is a 0/1 creature until end of turn. z Ori aunts as a Cleric. @: Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature or payer. 18. 
Hurnility EN see ae = Grim’s Prayer YU oem 

Fach creature lases all abtittes and is a1/1 ofeature ; Hf any creature attacks you, gain 1 life for each attacking creature, 

leatian Phalanx - De Festh 2 Pacifism uy ae MG,TMUZ 
Bands, 2/4, : nichanted creature cannot attack or block. 

| leatian Scout so ob resth : Paladin en-Veo oe Se A 
©, &: Give target creature first strike, 1/1. : First strike, protection from black, protection from red. 2/2. , 

leatian Town SOR Roses Sake Festh = Pariah Eee eae 
| Put four Citizen tokens, which are 1/1 white creatures, in play. E ‘direct to enchanted creature all damage dealt to you. 

Intrepid Hero peel ee wz Path af Peace SOR c - oe (ae 
1 @: Destroy target creature with power 4 or greater. 1/1. : jestroy target creature, That creature's owner gains 4 life. 

| tnvulnerability NS Ue eae Ws PE ge 
juyback 2, Prevent all damage to you from one source. zp estoy target target enchantments. FK 

iron Wil NS Coe UL Paes ot Ma eleanor 
arget creature gets +O/+4 until end of turn, Cycling @. 2%, Choose and discard a card: Gain 3 life 

Island Sanctuary N oo 6= 6 LULR 4th. bt : aia 
you decline one card during your draw phase, only flying or islandwalking crea- 

q tures may attack you until your next turn. 
ivery Guardians Ni See G.CHSt 

rotection from red, All Guardians are +1/+-1 if opponent controls any red cards, 3/3, 
| dustice EN eee IASt 

You must pay #3 during upkeep. When a red spell or creature deals damage, 
ustice deals the same damage to the effect’s controller. 

Karma EN See LUR Ath S 
: luring each player's Upkeep, he takes 1 damage for each swamp he controls. 
Karmic Guide SC OR sees aes 

lying; protection from black; echo. When Karmic Guide comes into play, choose 
: target creature card in your graveyard and put that creature into play. 2/2. 

Keeper of the Light SC 0 ee 
} #, @: Gain 3 life, Use only if you have less life than target opponent. 1/2, 
| Kismet EN se) |= LG,4tht 

ge oe 
juyback—Sacrifice a land. Put a 1/ white flying Pegasus token into play. 

EN oe 

Rose Geese LUR AS 
lamage done to Incarnation to himself instead. 

ce DK4th, ot 

a 6 Z 
into play under their owners’ control tapped. 

% 
of more creatures in play, sacrifice Collapse 

oe 

(ASH 
comes into play, All damage dealt to target 

See 

oe 8 

R ee 

Ro eeee 

U se oe 

Reece DEE 

| seve 

(ose 
Destroy target creature power 4 or greater. Cycling 

MAGIC DATA 
@ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 
ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

a Pegasus token into play, Treat this token as : 

oe UL = 
your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Opal Champion 

first strike that counts as a knight. 
N ee 

ANMAESETEUN ERIKA NSH SHEENA RR NN 

UZ = 

Oe LURAINStH = 

Oe 

-  @* ™ 

Reaping the Rewards — INS = KX 
juyback—Sacrifice a land. Gain 2 life. 

Reconnaissance EN oe 6 KX 
@: Remove target attacking creature you control from combat and untap it 

Redeem NS “ be UZ 
event all damage to one or two creatures, 

Remembrance N oo 6 UZ 
Whenever a nontoken creature you control is put into a graveyard, you may searc! 
your library for a copy of that creature, reveal the card and put it into your hand. 

Repentance SOR ove T™ 
arget creature deals to itself damage equal to its power. 

Repentant Blacksmith SC oo | 6 AN.CH.Stt 
rotection from red. 1/2. 

Reverse Damage NS sane * LUR AIS 
All damage from any one source is instead added to your life total. 

Rightesusness NS * * LUR 4th 
arget defending creature gets +7/++7 until end of turn, 

z Rolling Stones N oe SI 
Walls can attack as though they were not Walls 

RoP: Artifacts N os os Z 
#¢: Prevent all damage to you from an artifact source, Cycling. 

RoP: Black Cs =| (te Z 
3%: Prevent all damage to you from a black source. Cycling 

RoP; Blue NC ee tte Z 
3%: Prevent all damage to you ftom a blue source, Cycling 

RoP; Green Cos ae Z 
*: ear all damage to you from a green source. Cycling 2. 

5 RoP: La N * £* Z 
* rot all damage to you from a land source, Cycling @, 

RoP: Red NC see Gate IZ 
#: Prevent all damage to you from a red source, Cycling @. 

RoP: White | Oe Z 

- Its the old 
damned-if-you-do, 
_damned-if-you-don’t sce-_ 

. Use your land and 
take damage. Don't use | 

and you still 1 
lamage 

those employing this 
combo often had a healthy 
‘supply of Moxes and bo 
Rings or CoP: Re ] 

if 

_games, though 1 
_the caster usually came 1 

‘swiftly. 

: Prevent all damage to you from a white source. Cycling 
INS * = Sacred Boon IA.Sth 

Prevent up to 3 damage dealt to target creature. At end of turn put a +0/+1 
counter on that creature for each damage prevented. 

= Sacred Ground EN sore SH 
Whenever an effect controlled by any opponent puts a land into your graveyard 
from play, put that land into play, 

2 Sacred Guide 8 a * M 
Fs 5%, Sacrifice Guide: Rveal and remove cards from your library from the game 

until you reveal a white card. Put that card into your hand. 1/1. 
= Safeguard E a QR M 

@#-: Target creature deals no combat damage this turn. 
= Samite Blessing EC * $ 

Creature gains "@»: Prevent all damage to any creature from any one source,” 
Samite Healer N — LUR4th.5th 

: ®@- Prevent 1 damage to any target. 1/1. 
= Sanctum Custedian § o- 6 |e Z 

®: Prevent up to 2 damage to a creature or player, 1/2 
Sanctum Guardian BY eas: cd Z 

Sacrifice: Prevent all damage to a creature or player from one source, 1/4. 
Scapegoat INS oo * 

Sacrifice 4 creature; Return any #F of target creatures you control to owner's hand, 
Seasoned Marshal 8 se Ba Z 

Whenever Marshal attacks, you may tap target creature. 2/2. 
Seraph sc or IA.St 

lying, If a creature dies during a turn in which Seraph damaged it, put it into play 
under your control. Bury it if Seraph leaves play or your control. 4/4. 

Serene Offering INS 2 M 
estroy target enchantment, Gain life equal to its total casting cost, 

Serra Avatar Roses aks ae Z 
Avatar has power and toughness each equal to your life total. When Avatar is put 
into a graveyard, shuffle Avatar into owner's library. */*. 

Serra Bestiary EC ha HH HL.Bth 
‘ay #4 during your upkeep or bury Bestiary. Target creature cannot block, 

attack or use any abilities that have @ in its activation cost. 
Serra Paladin St oo GE HLBth 

@: Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player. ase, @: Attacking does 
Not cause target creature to tap this turn, 2/2. 

Serra Zeaiat * * UZ 
irst strike. 1/1. 

Serra’s Embrace EC coos Be UZ 
Aichanted creature gets +2/+-2 and gains flying. Attacking does not cause 

enchanted creature to tap. 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 

Instant 

INT Interrupt 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



AAWE HE GF 

Serra’s tyma EN 

Serra’s Litergy 

Shackles 

Shaman en-Ker 

uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Hymn. Sacrifice: Prevent up to X dam- 
age total to any number of creatures and/or players, where X is the number of counters. 

SHe 
uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Liturgy. 3, Sacrifice: Destray up i 

to X target artifacts and/or enchantments, where X is the number of counters. = = 

oe 8 
Shaman to a creature you control, <a: Redirect 

UZ 

UZ 

oe 
Nchanted creature does not untap. 4: Return Shackles to owner's hand. 

@: Redirect 1 damage from 
to Shaman er-Kor all damage dealt to any one creature from any one source. 1/2 

Shield Bearer S i os WAst 
janding, 0/3. 

Shield Mate SCG ss * EX 3 
Sacrifice Shield Mate: Target creature gets +0/+4 until end of turn. 1/1. 

Shield Wail INS oe oe L6.CHt 
Give all your creatures +0/+2 until end of turn. 

Shimmering Barrier s * Q* UZ é 
irst strike, Cycling &. 1/3, Z 

Silent Attendant § ft iss oe UZ 
@: Gain 1 life. 0/2. 

Skyshroud Faicen st oo )6=6—6 OH gl 
lying. Attacking does not cause Skyshroud Falcon to tap. 1/1. 

Smite INS a 
estoy target blocked creature, 

Soltari Champion St oe OH $ 
Shadow. If attacking, all your other creatures get +1/+1 until end of turn. 2/2. 

Soltari Crusader sc 6G Me 
Shadow, @#¢: Soltari Crusader gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 2/1. : 

Soltari Emissary gl R ee = ae M 2 
#€: Soltari Emissary gains shadow until end of turn. 2/1. z 

Soltari Foot Soldier SC ” * M 
Shadow. 1/1. 

Soltari Lancer SC oC se ae M 
Shadow. First strike when attacking. 2/2. 

Soltari Monk S co Rae M 
Protection from black; shadow. 2/1, 

Soltari Priest st ace *% M 
Protection from red; shadow. 2/1. 

Soltari Treoper 8 oC ss ee M 
Shadow. If Soltari Trooper attacks, it gets +1/+1 until end of turn, 1/1. 

Soltari Visionary SC coe EE X 
Sha so Visionary damages a player, destroy an enchantment that player con- 
trols. 2/ 

Songstitsher 8 as Z 
Be: Target attacking creature with 

Soul Seulptor C 

player successfully casts a creature 
Soul Warden 8 

Whenever any other creature 
8 
comes 

Spirit ex-Ker C 
= 

Z 
9%, @: Target creature becomes an enchantment and loses all abilities until a 

ell. 1/1, 
* 

into play, gain 1 life. 1/1 
* (eee 

lying. 4: Redirect 1 damage from S| 
Spirit Link El 

Gain 1 life for every point of 
i 
famage 

Spirit Misrar N 
During your upkeep, if there are no Reflection tokens in play, put a 2/2 white 

target Reflection, Reflection token into play. 0: Destroy 
Standing Troops Ay C 

Attacking does not cause Standing Troops to tap. 1/4. 
& Staunch Defenders SC 

When Staunch Defenders comes into 
Sustainer of the Realm 8 

Flying. Whenever Sustainer blacks, it 
Talon Stiver 8 

All Slivers gain first strike, 1/1, 
Temper INS 

Prevent up to X damage to target creature. For each 1 damage prevented in this 
counter on that creature. 

N 
way, put a+1/+ 

Tragic Poet 

Treasure Hunter 
When Hunter comes into play, return an artifact from your graveyard to hand. 2/2. 

Truce INS an oe HLSt 
ach player may draw up to two cards or gain 2 life for each card they don't draw. 

Tundra Wolves 8 Gi * LG 4th, ot 
irst strike. 1/1. 

Venerable Monk s se Oe Hy 
When Venerable Monk comes into play, gain 2 life, 2/2. 

Voice of Grace St Z 
lying, protection from black. 2/2. 

Voice of Law By oe Ge Z 
lying, protection from red. 2/2, 

Wall of Essence sl ee 2g 
‘or each 1 combat damage dealt to Wall of Essence, gain 1 life, 0/4. 

Wall of Nets St |G EX 
At end of combat, remove from game all creatures blocked by Wall. If Wall leaves 

ay, return all removed creatures to tt 
at Swords 
lying. 3/5. 

Warrath EN 
Whenever target opponent successful 

Warrior Angel Sl 

Wartior en-Kar 
®@: Redirect 1 damage from Warrior 

INS Waylay 
ut three 2/2 white Knight tokens into 

Welkin Hawk St 

a 
White Knight 

rotection from black, first strike, 2/2, 
Winds of Rath OR 

regenerated this turn. 

done by target creature. 
eH 

oe 

del 
play, gain 4 life, 3/4 

See 
gets +0/+2 until end of turn. 2/3, 

co oe 

Soe 

* 
®, Sacrifice: Return target enchantment card from your graveyard to hand, 1/1. 

8 ae EX 

ie game. 0/7. 
ox 

oe 
ly casts a red spell, gain 2 life. 

ad 
lying, For each 1 damage Vater Angel deals, gain 1 life. 3/4. 

er-Kor to a creature you control. /2, 

Flying. tf Hawk is put into any graveyard from play, you may search your library for 
Welkin Hawk card and put it into your hand. 1/1. 

SC ** 

Ske 
estroy all creatures with no enchantments on them. Those creatures cannot be 

* 

lying deals no combat damage this turn, 1/1 

pirit to a creature you control, 2/2. 
* 

* Z 
play. Remove them from game at end of turn. 

oe X Co ome 

4th ath 

8 

LU.R4th, Sth 

o 

LUR4th.5th 

M 

SANUESESANAEOTARE RS AOAAA EAN N LUN SAOATARAGUEODASROEA TERT TATSAASAM ANIA REGS SU NEA SESE G ONE E ROAM ATONE LNA tEN enn NeR EERE: 

Worship 

you control a 
Warthy Cause 

Wrath of Ged 

First strike. 2 

Bury all creatures in play. 
outhful Knight Ni 

Rose ae UZ 
Damage that would reduce your life total to less than 1 instead reduces it to 1 if 

creature. 
INS Use ™ 

Buyback @. Sacrifice a creature: Gain life equal to the creature's toughness. 
R sess Baeae LUR4ihsth 

= oe SH 
1. 
i SC Ute See EX ealots en-Dal 

During your upkeep, if all nonland permanents you control are white, gain 1 life, 2/4. 

Adarkar Wastes 
to your mana pool. @: Add “® to your mana pool and take 1 dam- 
3 to your mana pool and take 1 damage. 

A 

@ Add & 
age. @: Ad 

Ancient Tomb 

Blasted Lands 
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Havenwead Battleground 
Comes into play tapped, >: 

Hollow Trees 
Comes into play tapped. You 

leatian Store 

Battleground: Add #4 to your mana pool, 

Remove any number of counters, ad 
LAN E,ott 

Comes into play tapped. You may leave Store tapped to put a counter on it. 
Remove any number of counters, adding * for each ane. 

lee loa LAN Ao 
You may choose not to untap Ice Floe. Py Tap a non-flying attacking creature. 
That creature doesn't untap as long as Ice Floe is tapped, 
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Comes into play tapped. 
@ or ® to your mana pool 
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Comes into play tapped. @e; Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, #; Add 

£ #@ or 3 to your mana pool. Salt Flats deals 1 damage to you. 
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Comes into play tapped, You may leave Silos tapped to put a counter on it. @: 
Remove any number of counters, adding @ for each one. 
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Comes into play tapped, ¢; Add to your mana pool, “8a; Village becomes a 
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in play at the same time, tap to add <> to your mana pool. 
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pool, Vec Township does not untap during your next untap phase, 
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scarred and put off 
men forever. Damn. 

Photo by Paul Schiraldi 

This Story Ends in Nudity 
t was the ultimate goal: The JQ Gamer staff—a crack team of 

professionals who can master any game in just a few days— 

would lay the gauntlet down and attempt to achieve every 

gaming fans dream. They would see a naked chick without hav- 

ing to pay for it. The plan: Provoke two poker-playin’ ladies here 

at Wizard Entertainment—administrative assistant Cassie Lopus- 

nak and customer service rep Meghan Lofstrom—by saying “we're 

professional gamers, and you can’t touch our poker mojo.” Then, 

with their feathers ruffled and minds clouded with rage, get them 

to agree on the best kind of poker—strip. 

And they said yes way too easily. That sent staffers Mike 

Searle, Paul Sudlow and-Brent Fishbaugh scrambling for the hills 

in fear for their tighty-whiteys, leaving only Games Editor Jeff 

Hannes and last-minute fill-in Research Assistant André Shell to 

put their pasty white butt-cheeks where their mouths were. 

So what proved superior? The hard-edged gambling experi- 

ence of two streetwise babes or the machine-like precision of over 

a decade of gaming experience? “I lost my pants” a disturbingly 

pale Hannes told uncomfortable reporters after the 45 minute 

match. “And I really should have listened to my mom’s advice 

about that whole ‘clean underwear’ thing. I feel dirty.” 

Both ladies, having since 

pulled their eyes from their sock- 

ets, were unavailable for comment. 

THE FULL MMGNITY InQuest 

proves that some people 

should always wear clothes. 

ANDRE: Far more 
nekkid than he 

should be. 

CASSIE: Possibly 
psychologically 

PHILIPE: What André 
named this pair of 
boxers. Don't ask. 

JEFF: Owner of 
the world's two 

smallest nipples. 

YOWZA!: The third 
worst smelling thing 

in this photo. 

THE TOP 10... 

MEGHAN: Currently filing a 
Class 2 sexual harass- 

ment suit. Soon to be 
vacationing in Bermuda. 

_InQuest has had quite afew sublities over “the years. We ihoctee ‘The Future of | 
ing.” In issue #5, we switched to “The Ultimate Guide to Card-Games” and to “The Guide | 

to Collectible Card Games” in issue #6, We kept that title until issue #29, when we hecame 
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; “The Guide to Gaming” and finally settled on “ Gaming Magazine” in issue #32. 
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DEAR ADVERTISERS, 

Karen Evora 
Advertising Projects Manager 
Wizard Entertainment 
151 Wells Avenue, 
Congers NY 10920 
PH: 914.268.3907 

_ FX: 914.268.5386 

GEORGIA 
MAY & JUNE, ATLANTA 
THE WAR ROOM, 1-85 North at exit 38 in Norcross. Home of the $100 NO 
ENTRY. FEE Magic: The Gathering tournament every Saturday. The tournament 
starts at 11:30 a.m. 3,358 square foot game room with seats for over 150 play- 
ers. Two private roleplaying rooms and twenty tables for miniatures. Largest 
selection of miniatures in town. Events daily at the store. Call (770) 729- 
9588, check us out at www.thewarroom.com or e-mail us at 
store@thewarroom.com. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

SIONS 99 99: ROSIN STON, Bays Expo Center. New England's largest gaming, 
comic, sci-fi, toy & fantasy convention. Magic: The Gathering, Star Wars, Star 
Trek tournaments, plus other gaming events. Great prizes, including cash! Hun- 
dreds of exhibit booths, celebrity guest stars, comic book artists, writers, 
publishers, autographs, panels, live performances, auctions, anime, scien- 
tific presentations, video room and more! For info, call (508) 896-7448, 
check out www.i-visions.com, e-mail us at ivisions@cape.com or write Infi- 
nite Visions, Box 904, South Yarmouth, MA 02664. Exhibitors should call 
(508) 896-7402. 

NEW YORK 
WEEKLY IN MAY & JUNE, NANUET 
WIZARD WORLD, the longest running tournament in Rockland! 1/4 mile east 
of Nanuet Mall on Route 59 in the Service Merchandise Shopping Center. Magic 
tournaments every Friday at 6 p.m. Players vote for tournament type—, II, 
Draft—with prizes for the top three competitors. Sanctioned Type II tourna- 
ments on Mondays. Call for ARENA information. We also have a complete 
selection of L5R, Star Wars, Battletech and Rage, with events running Saturdays 
and Sundays in our dedicated gaming area. We will demo any game upon 
request. For further information, contact John or Kierin @ (914) 624-2224. 

OHIO 
JULY 1-4, CELUMEUS 
ORIGINS INTERNATIONAL GAME EXPO & FAIR ‘99, Columbus Convention Cen- 
ter. Pre-registration weekend badge $40, on-site $45. Guests: celebrities, 
artists, authors, game designers and more. Events: Focus, history, celebrity 
signings, seminars, roleplaying games, largest independent War College, his- 
torical miniatures, RPGA events, live-action role playing events (LARPs), board 
and computer games, trading card games, auction, art show, a maze of games 
and more. Contact Andon Unlimited @ 1-800-529-EXPO to request a FREE pre- 
registration book or e-mail us at Andon@AOL.com. Preregister online at 
www.ondonunlimited.com. 
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If you want to list your show or tournament, contact: 

tournaments 

a | 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
APRIL-JUNE, MYRTLE BEACH 
THE DUELING GROUND! 4981 Hwy 707 Myrtle Beach, SC 29575. SC’s premiere 
gaming arena! Magic: The Gathering DC\ sanctioned tourney every Tuesday and 
Friday night, 7:30 p.m. Type and prizes vary. Visit www.duelingground.com for 
a complete schedule. On Saturdays, the tournaments vary between L5R, Star Wars, 
Deadlands, Magic and Warhammer. We offer 1,000 sq. ft. of FREE dedicated gam- 
ing space. Come see why Myrtle Beach is the hottest destination on the East 
Coast. Call (843) 293-1406 or check out www.duelingground.com 

TEXAS 
MAY 22-23, HOUSTON 
NOSTALGIA PROMOTIONS COLLECTORS SHOWS, Holiday Inn Hotel, |-10W at 
Antoine - 713-681-5000. 50+ tables. $2 admission for adults, children 12 
years & under FREE with ad. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. each day! Comic books, sports 
cards, toys, trading cards, Beanies & racing memorabilia. Artists and writers at 
each show. Enter the art contest! Try the speed pitch machine! Play in the Magic 
tournament: Type Il, entry $5, Sat. only. Star Wars tournament: no entrance 
fee, Decipher sanctioned, Sun. $400 in prizes given out! First 100 paid admis- 
sions are eligible to win $50 in show money! For more information, call Andy 
Mingle @ (281) 748-5154. 

VIRGINIA 
JONE &, TYSONS CORNER (WASHINGTON 0.0. AREA) 
CAPITAL ASSOCIATES MONTHLY COMIC, TOY, MAGICAND NON-SPORT CARD SHOW, 
Tysons Corner Westpark Hotel, 8401 Westpark Dr., McLean, VA. Directions: Take 
exit 10 (Route 7 west) off |-495, 1/2 mile west on Route 7. Hotel is on right. For 
further directions, call (703) 734-2800. 90 vendor tables: Ist table @ $65, 2nd 
table @ $60, 3rd+ @ $55. $2 admission, children under 5 FREE. FREE parking. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Buy, sell and trade: MAG/Cand other gaming cards; gold, silver & 
new comics; independents; anime; figures; toys; BEANIE BABIES; posters; T-shirts; 
original artwork; non-sports cards; etc. Guests: Call Jeffery Rocen @ (703) 912- 
1993, check out http://members.col.com/comicshow or e-mail comicshow@aol.com. 

WISCONSIN 

GEN CO CON cant FAR ‘99, Midwest Express Center. $50 pre-registration week- 
end badge, $55 on-site. Guests: celebrities, artists, authors, game designers and 
more. Events: national championships, demo games, miniatures, RPGA, role- 
playing, Magic: The Gathering, TCG tournaments, board games, costume contest, 
anime room, art show, auction, celeb rity signings, seminars, exhibit hall and 
more. To request a free pre-registration book, contact Andon Unlimited @ 1- 
800-529-EXPO or e-mail us at Andon@AOL.com. Preregister online at 
www.andonunlimited.com. 
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The Name Game 
ver think that Magic card names have become kindalame? Gone Final Mame: No Rest For 
are Stone-Throwing Devils, Lord Of The Pit and Timetwister— “The VVickec! 
eplaced by Curfew, Catalog, Crawlspace and the like. Names considered: No Sweets For The Wicked, No Toys For The 

Don't complain. InQuest Gamer managed to get hold of atop Wicked, No Trip To Bogardan For The Wicked. 

secret memo listing the other names considered for recent Magic 

cards. We think the design team made all the right choices. Final Name: Gave Tiger 

Names considered: Cave Beaver, Cave Squirrel, 

Final Name: Horseshoe Crab Tiger Of Bogardan. 
Names considered: Horseshoe Beaver, Horseshoe Squirrel, 

Horseshoe Of Bogardan. Final Name: Back to Basics 

Names considered: Back To The Future, Back In Black, Back To 
Final Name: Disruptive Student . [Note to R&D: Try to come up with a good Magic word 
Names considered: Gum-Chewing Student, Note-Passing that starts with “B”]. 

Student, Student Of Bogardan. 

Final Name: Show and Tell 
Final Name: Wall of Junk Names considered: Study Hall, Intermediate Math, Bogardan: 
Names considered: Wall Of Crap, Wall Of Garbage, Land Of Mystery. 

Wall Of Bogardan. 

Final Name: Lull 

Names considered: Dull, Pull, Bob Of Bogar... Ah, we've beaten 

this “Bogardan” joke to death. No more. Honest. 

Final Name: Rain of Filth 

Names considered: Rain Of Phil, Rain Of #2, Rain Of Dookey. 

Final Name: Hush 

Names considered: Sssshhhh, Shut Up, Shut Your Pie Hole. 

Final Name: Power Sink 

Names considered: Power Bathtub, Power Towel Rack, 

Power Toilet. 

Final Name: Giant Cockroach 
Names considered: Really Big Ant, Largish Pill Bug, Fat Fly. 

Final Name: Annul 

Names considered: Divorce, Separate, Kick The Bum Out. 

: / Final Name: Iron Maiden 
pote Salama a ect 1 Names considered: Motley Criie, AC/DC, Deep Purple. 

Hakk patui came close to completing a 

dam to hold back its most pathetic denizens \ Final Name: Witch Engine 
but they stopped only the crabs, Close only | ‘ i" ‘ k t 
os ith Horseshordl Names considered: What Engine, When Engine, How Engine. 

Final Name: Douse 
Names considered: Douche, Feminine Hygiene Rinse, Bogardan 

Fire Wash. Okay, we couldn't help ourselves... 

Magic iS The InQuest Gamer sense of humor? Straight fram 
card names getting @ kinderbogardan. ' 
dam lame. 

Illustration by Brian Douglas Ahern. 

A ‘Ummm...donuts. The total mimber of donuts consumed by the stal | 
. multiplied by the total number of COG cards accumulated ‘over 50 i issues 

13 \2 2) equals the distance in kilometers’ ron here to Uranu 

6 wwavesteamMerRso ‘Ty. pa~” ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS jj s 
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* With the death of the EMPEROR ad | - 
the destruction of his second DENY * | 

“STAR, the evil GALACTIC. EMPIRE, 

-- Gollapses into confusion, Rebel Nitanne, 

i ade declare the creation f aN 

REPUBUG il luke —e 

| ane ei ion 0 let wis 



But as the galaxy’s citizens celebrate victory, rogue IMPERIAL WARLORDS pre- 

pare to strike! On the Imperial capital of CORUSCANT, an Imperial mastermind 

seizes power and declares war on the New Republic. And in the distant 

UNKNOWN REGIONS, the Emperor's foremost strategist, GRAND ADMIRAL 

THRAWN, rallies a massive fleet and gathers secret Imperial technology in 

preparation for an offensive to seize control of the galaxy... 

That's the way the movies after “Return of the Jedi” would go, if they followed the 

current Star Wars history based off the books, comics and other stories officially 

approved by George Lucas and company. With all the prequel hype, JQ Gamer 

thought it'd make a refreshing change to research everything there is to know 

about our favorite characters beyond the movies and to ask the question, “What 

is the future of ‘Star Wars?” 

W pete lesser men might have retired after bringing down an 

WW evil Empire, that sort of thing's just a warm-up act fora 

guy like Luke Skywalker. In the years after the fall of Emperor 

Palpatine, he’s tangled with alien invaders, Imperial warlords 

and Dark Jedi, re-established the order of Jedi Knights and even 

kissed a girl or two. 

Luke had no sooner ushered daddy Anakin into the great 

beyond than he was called on to travel the backwater world of 

Bakura, ream an alien invasion fleet and send the dino Ssi-ruuk 

back into unknown space with their tails between their legs. 

Buming to re-establish the order of Jedi Knights, Luke sought 

| people who knew something of the Force. His first big lead was 

a Jedi Master named Joruus C’baoth. Too bad C’baoth was an 

insane old coot and a clone enslaved by the Dark Side. Luke had 

| to put the old boy down in a riveting lightsaber battle, but not 

| before facing a clone of himself. 

Luke’s Doublemint fun continued when a clone of Emperor 

Palpatine retumed to task the universe. In confronting the new 

Emperor, Luke tumed to the Dark Side, studying it, trying to leam 

how to defeat it from within, and nearly fell into it’s power. 

But in the end, he recovered and dispatched the Emperor when 

he and newly Force-trained Leia turned one of the Emperor's 

Force storms—a Force-conjured, stellar-sized hurricane—against 

him. The Emperor lost control of the summoned storm and it 

§ consumed him. 

| All this killing of Dark Side clones got to be too much for one 

guy, so Luke started his own Jedi Academy on the jungle moon 

Yavin 4, the onetime secret Rebel base. There were a few glitches 

in the early days—tike the time the spirit of an ancient Sith 

lord showed up and offed some of his students—but eventually 

he got things running smoothly, and for the first time in decades 

| the galaxy has more than two Jedi flying around at a time. 

Time enough for Luke to relax a bit and take a breather— 

maybe even get a girlfriend. Mara Jade, his one-time enemy, 

DARTH HATER Luke’s still stomping the fills the bill nicely. 

Dark Side 20 years after “Jedi.” 

JUNE 1999 Ses 



T. smugglers, being dead is better 

than being respectable. Add it up: 

General of the New Republic. War hero. 

Husband of the President of the 

New Republic. Han Solo is now, if any- 

thing, respectable. 

Han is still famous for what he does 

best: Outsmarting the bad guys. His 

first major pain was a rogue Imperial 

Warlord named Zsinj. After spending 

the better part of a year chasing him 

across the galaxy, Han defeated Zsinj at 

planet Dathomir when dozens of battle 

cruisers atomized Zsinj’s Super Star 

Destroyer. That was also the year he 

married Leia Organa, after winning her 

back from the handsome and charm- 

ing Hapan Prince Isolder who had 

courted Leia’s affections. 

Too restless to really settle down, 

Han spent decades looking for the least 

excuse to barrel off on adventures, 

often backing up his wife's diplomatic 

language with a well-placed blaster 

shot. He won over both the indepen- 

dent smugglers of the galaxy and a 

private fleet run by former Corellian 

Senator Garm Bel Iblis and convinced if 

them to join the New Republic at a time f: 

when Grand Admiral Thrawn’s Imperial 

fleets were moving in for the kill. Han 

also helped the Republic recover the 

lost Dark Force fleet of Katana dread- 

noughts when the New Republic fleet 

was down to patched-together X-wings. 

Seven years after Endor, Han flew to 

Kessel on a diplomatic mission, but he didn’t 

exactly get a warm welcome: Moruth Doole, Kessel’s 

renegade ruler, shot down the Millennium Falcon 

and dumped Han and Chewie in the spice mines. 

They escaped Kessel amidst explosions and laser 

blasts, but ended up prisoners at Maw Installation, 

the secret Imperial base which designed the orig- 

inal Death Star prototype. Fortunately, Han worked 

his usual magic, throwing the local Imperial fleet 

into disarray and stealing the Sun Crusher, an 

Imperial starship that can blow up stars. 

Trouble found Han again when he returned 

home to Corellia. A revolutionary group named the 

Human League seized power and Solo was captured 

and brought before their leader, his sadistic cousin 

Thracken Sal-Solo. Han took a lot of abuse from 

Thracken as a kid, so it was time to get even: After 

escaping, Han teamed up with a New Republic fleet 

to destroy Thracken’s fleet and oust his regime. 

Han’s a family man now, but he'll proba- 

bly be taking down the bad guys from 

his deathbed. 
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LENDING A HAN Solo is anything but 

a loner as he helps his wife Leia 

defend the New Republic. 

Ro Han. Take care of Princess. Fix Falcon. Rough up bad guys. Chewbacca’s 

Bgot the routine down by now. With a sworn life-debt to Han Solo—probably 

the most trouble-prone human in the galaxy—Chewie's life is never dull. 

A former Imperial slave, Chewie took a personal hand in booting the slavers and 

their Trandoshan lackeys off his homeworld of Kashyyyk. Bounty hunter Bossk is a 

Trandoshan—it was his people who convinced the Imperials to enslave the Wookiees. 

When Leia was being hounded by the Noghri, Chewie brought Leia to Kashyyyk; 

what other place in the galaxy could be safer than a city filled with Wookiees? 

While the Noghri were stopped, Chewie's lifelong best friend Salporin died while 

protecting Leia. 

Chewie’s life-debt has kept him close to the action and Han always seems to 

need a lot of looking after, like the time Han was captured by the Yevetha and 

Chewie and his son had to come to the rescue. Now, with peace at hand, Chewie 

splits his time between his “human family” of Han, Leia and their children, and 

his own family and friends back on Kashyyyk. 

Cow Nose—/nQuest Gamer’s mascot and contributing editor Rick Swan’s rotund | 
rodent ravager—has been bandied about in the pages of the magazine since it’s early, 
days; but she made her: pictorial debut only recently, in issue 29. Sirite then, she’s | 
appeared 21 times in /nQuest. " 



: both warrior and diplomat, and she’s had plenty of oppor- 

lent unities to show the galaxy both sides. With the Emperor dead, 

she rallied hundreds of worlds to sign onto the New Republic, 

preventing the galaxy from plunging into utter chaos. Between 

conferences and battles, Leia studied the Force and learned how 

to use a lightsaber. 

When Grand Admiral Thrawn showed up, Leia found herself on 

the run from mysterious attackers, a previously unknown race 

named the Noghri. Originally the servants of Darth Vader, these 

slight but deadly warriors did the bidding of Imperial Grand Admi- 

ral Thrawn—until Leia convinced them that she was “Lady Vader” 

and their true mistress. They promptly switched sides and even 

took care of Thrawn; just as he was about to crush the New Repub- 

lic, one of his Noghri bodyguards assassinated him on the bridge 

of his own Star Destroyer. 

While the battles raged, Leia gave birth to Jacen and Jaina Solo. 

Then, a year later, after eliminating the reincamated Emperor, Leia 

gave birth to Anakin Solo. 

Leia became President of the New Republic, a role which has 

let her fulfill her destiny. She’s faced some serious challenges, 

ranging from naive anti-military officials devoted to disarming 

the New Republic to terrorists blowing up the New Republic Sen- 

ate Chamber and framing her husband. Her kids have faced danger 

any number of times—but threatening the children of a Jedi’s 

daughter is not a smart thing to do, as several of her foes have 

discovered. 

Leia’s proven the Organa name proud as she’s a great leader 

that helped the New Republic stretch across the stars, uniting 

millions of worlds and finally bringing peace to the galaxy—at least 

for another week. 

_ PRESIDENT PRINCESS Leia’s gone on to become 

| the elected leader of the New Republic. 

What does Star Wars’ future 

look like? Here’s a timeline of 

major post-“Jedi” events. The 

times are in years after the 

fall of the Empire on Endor. 

Rebels defeat Ssi-ruuk aliens at Bakura. 
_ Rogue Squadron captures Coruscant. Ysanne 
_tsaard thought killed in the Bacta War. 
imperial Warlord Zsinj killed at Dathomir. Leia 

and Han Solo marry. 
Imperial Grand Admiral Thrawn takes over 
half the galaxy, but killed by his own Noghri 
bodyguards. Jacen and Jaina Solo born. 

Reincarnated Emperor Palpatine nearly 
overthrows the New Republic, but is killed in 
battle with Luke and Leia. Anakin Solo born. 
Luke Skywalker founds his Jedi Academy on 
Yavin Four. 
New Republic defeats Imperial Admiral Daala, 

Durga the Hutt and other forces. 

New Republic moves to “peace time footing” 
and disarms. The Yevetha, a dangerous alien 
race, attack but are defeated. 

Terrorists bomb the New Republic 

_ Senate Chamber. 
Han Solo stops cousin Thracken Sal-Solo from 
taking over Corellian system. : 

New Republic and remnant Imperial force: 
sign final peace treaty. Luke and Nae : 

Jade marry. 
Jacen & Jaina Solo attend the Jedi he my 
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UN Ae) 
ara Jade’s a woman of many ere of the Emperor, smuggler’s 

aide and leader of a merchant empire. She started off as the “Emperor's 

Hand,” an elite operative answering directly to the Emperor. Raised from child- 

hood by the Emperor and trained in the ways of the Force, she would have been 

as feared as Vader—if she had allowed tales of her deeds to spread. Most wit- 

nesses ended up dead before they could carry the word of her achievment. 

Palpatine sent her to the remote desert world of Tatooine on a simple mis- 

sion: Infiltrate the palace of Jabba the Hutt and kill Luke Skywalker. She 

failed, and the Emperor died because of it. 

Jade joined smuggling kingpin Talon Karrde and rose through his organi- 

zation’s ranks to become his chief lieutenant. Though seemingly poised and 

stable, dark dreams haunted her, the Emperor's spirit seemingly urging her to 

kill Skywalker. 

So, when Luke wandered into her life, Mara was ready to kill him. She wanted 

to kill him, dreamed about killing him...and just couldn't do it. Finally recog- 

nizing that the Emperor was the bad guy all along, Mara and Luke became allies 

just in time to be captured by Thrawn. Mara tried to take Thrawn down by seiz- 

ing control of his Star Destroyer and killing him by using the Force to crush his 

windpipe, but failed. Thrawn imprisoned her, but Luke later saved her. 

After saving Luke from 

the mad clone C’baoth, Mara 

became an envoy at large for 

the newly-formed Smugglers’ 

Alliance, giving her a good 

excuse to travel the galaxy 

and spy on anyone who 

needed to be watched. Mara 

also advanced her Jedi train- 

ing under Luke. 

Mara slowly rose to 

become a Master Trader, run- 

ning her own company while 

training to someday take 

over Karrde’s operations. 

Now, over a decade after she 

first allied with Luke, the 

galaxy is at peace and she 

and Luke can resolve their 

last bit of unfinished busi- 

ness: Marriage. 

Decipher is well-known for being thor- 

ough in releasing cards from every 

aspect of the “Star Wars” Trilogy, but 

licensing restrictions and plain good 

taste prevent them from really pushing 

the envelope. Happily, none of that stuff 

is stopping us: 

Luke’s Doubly Impure Thoughts 

Grand Moff Tarkin’s- 

Inflatable “Companion” 

_ Dead, Dead, Dead Ewok 

Greedo Shoots First (hey, wait a sec...) 

— Pants-less Vader E 

with Jabba @ /G Gomer staft 

MRS. SKYWALKER Luke’s wife, Mara facies 

nce the Emperor's deadliest assassin. 

rtoo ie stuck wees to Luke, and has participated in 

many of his adventures. He saw first-hand the defeat of 

the Ssi-ruuk, Warlord Zsinj and Thrawn and the founding of 

the Jedi Academy. 

Of course, Artoo’s been more than furniture. For example, 

when Thrawn booby trapped the New Republic's core computers, 

Artoo sliced into the systems and got around Thrawn’s trap pro- 

grams. That turned a probable disaster for the New Republic into 

a nasty surprise for the Imperials. 

When Luke “joined” the reincarnated Emperor, Artoo went 

right to work. Luke programmed Artoo with the command and 

control codes for the Empire’s World Devastators. While Palpatine 

gleefully contemplated the destruction of ao) 

the planet Calamari with these Star oN qSWaE 
56 INQUESTGAMERSO 

The most expensive feature to create? The “Book of Exodus” Magic feature from. 
issue #39, chock full of sculpted Bottle Gnomes, artifact medallions, a Squee’s Toy,, | 
handmade scrolls. When you factor in the cost of props and photography, the price 
tag hit the $2,000 mark. ‘ 
ANNIVERSARY FUN FACTS 

ues ae war eee tea plugged into the Imperial net- 

work and remotely shut them all down. 

Then there’s See-Threepio, who finds all the conflict too much 

for his circuits. He's been by Princess Leia’s side continually, 

helping with languages, customs and protocol. After years of 

getting shot at by Imperial stormtroopers, it was nice to actually 

do the job he’d been programmed for. 

Of course, it’s never been that simple, almost always due to 

Han Solo. Han ordered Threepio to deceive the Noghri by imi- 

tating Leia in comlink transmissions to throw them off her trail. 

Threepio did the job, but he about soiled his golden britches 

pulling it off. 



@ & one-hundred billion odds. No problem. Might as well ask the pilots of 

Rogue Squadron to blow up the Death Star with only a proton torpedo. Oh wait, 

Wedge's already done that. Twice. 

The crack Rebel X-wing group Rogue Squadron got its start on Hoth, and Wedge 

took command from Luke Skywalker soon after the fall of the Empire. During the 

New Republic's first campaign to capture Coruscant, Wedge led Rogue Squadron to 

the Imperial stronghold to take out the planet's security grid. Stranded and with 

no hope of reinforcements, Wedge found a greater ally: the forces of nature. The 

Rogues seized the planet's climate control systems and triggered an electrical storm 

of titanic proportions, blowing out the planetary power grid and disabling the plan- 

etary shields. The New Republic took the former capital of the Empire almost without 

a fight. Not a bad day's work. 

However, the battle wasn’t yet over. Coruscant’s ruler, Ysanne Isaard, fled but 

left behind a nasty present: the “Krytos virus,” a deadly and highly infectious dis- 

ease that could be cured only with massive bacta treatments. So what was Isaard’s 

next job? She became ruler of Thyferra, the galaxy’s major source of bacta. 

With the New Republic unable to strike and Isaard allowing millions to die as 

she withheld the bacta treatments, Wedge and the Rogues took matters into their 

own hands. They resigned their commissions and secured a private fleet of fight- 

ers. In a fortunate “coincidence,” they purchased a squadron of X-wings that had 

been classified as “surplus” by the New Republic, and soon the “Bacta War” was in 

full swing. Wedge, the Rogues and a group of private freighters decimated Isaard’s 

Imperial fleet, capturing her Super Star Destroyer, the Lusankya, with Isaard pre- 

sumed dead in the battle. 

Wedge formed Wraith Squadron, a misfit X-wing fighter squadron for covert 

missions, and helped take out Imperial Warlord Zsinj. Wedge and Rogue Squadron 

continued for many years to be the New Republic's premier fighting force, with 

Wedge eventually becoming a New Republic general. He joined Ackbar and the other 

New Republic elite in directing the war against the last Imperial remnants and 

paving the way for a final peace. wo 

FLYING WEDGE He’s the New 

Republie’s ace pilot and daring 

leader of Rogue Squadron. 

shades of the 

o will Star Wars CCG players ever be able 

unleash Black Sun's top operatives 

against Darth Vader? How about sending some 
Noghri Death Commandos down to Endor to 

really teach the Ewoks a thing or two? 
¢ too excited just yet. Decipher is 

busy finishing up the expansions based on 

“Return of the Jedi,” but there might 

expansion that goes beyond the movies. 
Jonathan Quisenberry, Decipher's CCG media 

relations specialist—and Red Leader when the 

killer decks c ys, “We are looking 
“into releasing the first of these products some- 

time later this year. It will probably follow the 
‘Shadows of the Empire’ storyline and will prob- 
ably not come as a full expansion.” 

So what's the deal? Will this set have pho- 

tos, actors in costumes, computer-generated 

images, photo-realistic art? All undecided. Quisen- 

berry says the set is likely to be “dedicated to 

those characters and events that are key to 
the story,” but beyond that, there aren’t any 

details for public release just yet. 
_ Any talk of expansions beyond Shadows, for 
example based on the Timothy Zahn novels or X- 

wing comics, are well down the road—if they 

“happen at all. Still, there would definitely be 

some excitement! Kyle Puttkammer of Galactic 

Quest in Burford, Ga., says, “Anything that Deci- 
pher puts out | get behind 100 percent...Star 
Wars is our number one selling game. | guar- 
antee when the new ‘Star Wars’ movie comes 

"out, everyone would be ready to play a movie 
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